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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

fTIHE following pages are practically a reprint of a

-*- volume which was issued for private circulation

some twelve months ago, under the title
&quot; The Eeligion

of Plutarch as expounded in his Ethics.
&quot;

The main

difference between the present volume and its prede
cessor consists in the translation or removal of various

quotations from Greek and Latin sources which were

given in full in the first edition of the book. The

references to these sources have, of course, been re

tained. Verbal corrections have been made here and

there, and a few pages of new matter have been intro

duced into the &quot;

Preface.&quot; In other respects the two

impressions are substantially the same.

I cannot allow this opportunity to pass without

expressing my gratitude to J. E. Sandys, Esq., Litt.D.,

Public Orator in the University of Cambridge, and

Examiner in Greek at the University of London, who

kindly placed at my disposal his own copy of the

original essay, in which he had made numerous

suggestions on points of style, and on questions of
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vi INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

scholarship in general. These suggestions have, for

the most part, been adopted in the preparation of the

present edition. My thanks are also owing to my
colleagues in the Civil Service, especially to those in

the General Post Office, London, to whose encourage

ment it is largely due that this essay, in its present

form, is able to see the light.

As the Athenaeum, in reviewing the original edition

(Atlicnseum, 2nd of August, 1902), suggested that &quot;the

present essay is probably the forerunner of a larger and

more elaborate book,&quot; it may be desirable to explain

that the following pages do not constitute
&quot;

the larger

and more elaborate book&quot; which the Athenasum is

right in forecasting.

JOHN OAKESMITH.

1



PREFACE

TT7HEN&quot; the student of Plutarch leaves the familiar
* *

ground of the
&quot;

Parallel Lives,&quot; and turns, for

the first time, to the less thoroughly explored region

of the
&quot;

Ethics,&quot; he is struck with wonder at the

many-sided excellence of the writer whose special gift

he has been accustomed to regard as consisting in the

composition of biographies more remarkable for the

presentation of moral truths than for the accurate

narration of historical facts. He learns with surprise

that Plutarch has bequeathed to posterity a mine of

information respecting the period in which he him

self lived, as valuable and as interesting as the view

presented in his &quot;Lives&quot; of that higher antiquity in

which his classic heroes moved and worked. Even

the actual bulk of Plutarch s contribution to what

may be called
&quot;

general literature
&quot;

is noteworthy.

Apart from the
&quot;

Lives,&quot; the so-called &quot;

Catalogue of

Lamprias
&quot;

contains the titles of nearly two hundred

works attributed, ostensibly by his son, to Plutarch,
1

and some fourscore of these have been handed down

1 See the Heading of the Lainprian Catalogue: BERNARDAKIS,

vol. vii. p. 473.
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to our time under the general, but somewhat mis

leading, title of
&quot; Ethica

&quot;

or
&quot;

Moralia.&quot;

Among these surviving essays are to be found

contributions, of a surprising vitality and freshness, to

the discussion of Education, Politics, Art, Literature,

Music, Hygiene ;
serious and studied criticisms and

appreciations of the great philosophic schools of Greece

and their founders
;

short sermons on minor morals,

illustrated by vivid sketches of character both typical

and individual; conversations on Love and Marriage,

and on other topics perpetually interesting to civilized

societies. The longest work of all, the
&quot;

Symposiacs,&quot;

or
&quot; Table Talk,&quot; besides containing a wealth of

material used by Plutarch and his friends in the

discussion of current problems of scientific, literary,

and social interest, gives a picture of Grseco-Bomau

Society in the first Christian century, which, both

from its general character and from the multitude of

details it contains on matters of fact, is of the utmost

importance for the accurate study of the period and

its complicated problems. All these various works

are interpenetrated with the character of the writer

to such a vivid degree of personality that their study,

from this point of view alone, would probably cast

more light upon Plutarch s methods as a writer of

history than innumerable minute and difficult inquiries

into his
&quot;

sources,&quot; and the manner in which he used

them in writing his
&quot;

Lives.&quot;

Fascinating, however, as is the study of the &quot;

Ethics
&quot;

in these various aspects, it soon becomes evident that

the point of paramount importance for a proper
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appreciation of Plutarch s attitude towards life and

its problems in general, is to be found in the position

which he assumed in face of the religious questions

which perplexed the thinking men of his time and

country. What was Plutarch s view of that ancient

and hereditary faith which was not only the official

creed of the Empire, but which was still accepted as

a sufficient spiritual satisfaction by many millions of

the Empire s subjects ? Was it possible that a man
so steeped in the best literature, so keen a student of

the greatest philosophies, could be a believer, to any
serious extent, in those traditions which appear so

crude and impossible in the light of our higher modern

ideals ? And if he could think them worthy of credit,

by what method of interpretation was this consumma
tion facilitated ? How could he persuade himself and

others to find in them at once the sanction and the

inspiration of virtuous conduct ? These are some of

the questions which are constantly before the mind

of the reader as he turns the pages of the
&quot;

Ethics,&quot;

and they are constantly before the mind of the reader

because the author is constantly supplying materials

for answering them. The most important of Plutarch s

general writings are devoted to the full discussion,

from a variety of standpoints, of religious questions,

not only those handed down by the popular tradition,

or embodied in ceremonial observances and legalized

worships, but also those more purely theological

conceptions presented in the various systems of Greek

Philosophy. Around Plutarch s Eeligion revolves his

conception of life
;
his numerous contributions to the
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discussion of other subjects of human interest unfold

their full significance only when regarded in the light

supplied by a knowledge of his religious beliefs.

Such, at any rate, is the experience of the present

writer after a close study of the
&quot;

Ethics
&quot;

during

several years ;
and it is with the hope of contributing

in some degree to the clearer appreciation of Plutarch s

manifold activities in other directions, that an investiga

tion into his religious views has been made the special

object of the following pages.

The text which has been used for the purposes of

this essay is that issued at intervals between the years

1888 and 1896 by Mr. G. N. Bernardakis, the director

of the Gymnasium at Mytilene.
1 The editor has

postponed, for discussion in a subsequent work, many
questions bearing upon the authority of his MSS., and

the principles which he has applied to them in the

choice of his readings ;
his efforts in the editio minor

having been almost wholly confined to presenting the

results of his labours in the shape of a complete and

coherent text. Although, as Dr. Holden has said,
&quot;

until the appearance of the promised editio major it

is premature to pronounce an opinion on the editor s

qualifications as a textual critic,&quot;
2
yet Mr. Bernardakis

has exhibited so much combined accuracy and acumen
in the preliminary discussion of various questions
connected with his collation of MSS., and has disposed
so completely, as Dr. Holden admits, of the charges

1 PLUTARCHI CH^SRONENSIS Moralut rccognovit GREGORIUS N.
BKRNAKDAKIS (Leipzig. Toubncr. 7 vols. and Appendix).

2 Clamcul liccicw, vol. iv. (1890), p. 306.
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of inaccuracy brought against him by Professor von

Wilamowitz-Moellendorff of Berlin,
1 that the more

general student of Classical Literature may, perhaps,

feel some amount of confidence that in this edition he

sees the actual work of Plutarch himself, and not the

ingenious and daring conjectures of some too brilliant

critic. This feeling of confidence will not be diminished

by the evident anxiety displayed by Mr. W. E. Paton,

an English scholar working in the same field, &quot;to

induce Mr. Bernardakis to assist and correct
&quot;

him

in editing a text of the
&quot; De Cupiditate Divitiarum,&quot;

2

and it will be increased by the discovery that, greatly

different as the text of Bernardakis is from that of

any other previous edition, the difference frequently
consists in the substitution of plain sense for undiluted

absurdity, or total want of meaning.
Indebtedness to other sources of criticism and

information is, the writer hopes, fully acknowledged
in the footnotes as occasion arises. There has yet been

published no work in English dealing with Plutarch s

&quot;Ethics&quot; at all similar in scope and character either

to Yolkmaun s
&quot;

Leben, Schriften und Philosophic des

Plutarch von Chasronea,&quot;
3 or to Greard s

&quot; La Morale

de Plutarque.&quot;
4

Archbishop Trench, who speaks
1

(Then of Gocttingen.) See the Pfscfntio to BERNARDAKIS
Second Volume.

* The Treatise of PLUTARCH, De Ctipidittite Dirititirum, edited by
W. It. PATON. (David Xutt. 189G.) We have also consulted Mr.
Paton s 1 ltttnrrhi Fythiri Dialogi tre* (Berlin, 189H). (An emendation
of Mr. Paton s is noted infra, p. 90.)

1
Lebm, Schriften urul Philofophie den Pluim-i-li ron Chxronta, vmi

R. VOLKMANN (Berlin, 18t!9;.
4 De IH Morale de Phititrqne, par OCTAVE GKKARD (Paris, 186U).
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slightingly of Greard s interesting study, has himself

contributed one or two &quot; Lectures
&quot;

to some general

observations on this sphere of Plutarch s activity,
1

while the Rev. J. P. Mahaffy has given two chapters

to the subject in his
&quot; Greek World under Eoman

Sway.&quot;

2
Chap, xiii., which is headed &quot; Plutarch

and His Times Public Life,&quot; is devoted partly to

Apuleius, and partly to Plutarch himself, and exhibits,

in continuous form, a number of that author s best-

known and most frequently quoted statements and

opinions on the subjects of Politics and Eeligion,

some ten pages being set apart for the presentation

and criticism of his views on the latter topic. Chap,
xiv. is entitled &quot;Plutarch and His Times Private

Life,&quot; and intersperses with comments a number of

extracts from the evidence furnished by Plutarch on

various matters appertaining to the social and domestic

life of his epoch, giving the gist of passages selected

from the
&quot; Table Talk,&quot; from various essays on

Education, and from several tracts on Minor Morals

and other themes of general interest.

Although ProfessorMahaffy s prolonged and extensive

researches into every available sphere of Greek life and

thought occasionally enable him to help out his author s

descriptions by aptly chosen illustrations from other

sources, yet, in dealing with a writer at once so

voluminous and so full of interest as Plutarch, the

1

Plutarch, his Life, his Parallel Liven, and his Morals. Five

Lectures by RICHARD CHENEVIX TRENCH, D.D., &c. (London, 1873).
2 The Greek World under Eoman Sway, from Polybius to Plutarch,

by J. P. MAHAFFY, D.D.. &c. (London, 1890).
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historian is hampered by the necessary limits of his

appointed task, no less than by his own diffusive

and gossiping style. Mr. Mahaffy s Clio has always

appeared to us in the light of an amiable and cultured

hostess presiding at Afternoon Tea, gliding graciously

hither and thither among her guests, and introducing

topics of conversation which have only a superficial

interest, or which she presents only in their superficial

aspects ; while, perhaps unconsciously, conveying the

impression that she reserves for discussion among a

few chosen intimates the more profound and sacred

issues of human life. These two chapters on Plutarch

furnish an excellent example of Professor Mahaffy s

method. They are entertaining in the sense that all

well-conducted gossip is entertaining. A trait of

character is chosen here
;
a smart saying, or a foolish

one, is selected there; a piquant anecdote is retold

elsewhere : but the searchlight is never stationary,

and the earnest student who trusts solely to its

assistance will vainly attempt to see Plutarch steadily

and see him whole.

It is, of course, the fact, as already suggested, that,

in these chapters, Professor Mahaffy is dealing with

Plutarch only so far as he furnishes material illustrative

of the conception which the historian has formed as

to the character of the age in which his subject lived.

This fact is conspicuously evident in the brief account

of Plutarch s Keligion given in the ten pages from

page 311 onwards, where Professor Mahaffy accepts

the belief of so many of his predecessors, that the age

was an age of religious decadence, aud not an age of

6
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religious revival
;
and that, moreover, it was blame

worthy in Plutarch that
&quot; he never took pains to

understand
&quot;

Christianity.
1

Further, it must be added,

that the historian s natural desire to illustrate Plutarch s

times, rather than to display Plutarch himself, has

led him to commit serious injustice by his uncritical

acceptance of certain spurious tracts as the genuine

workmanship of Plutarch.

The conclusion at which Professor Mahaffy arrives,

that Plutarch was &quot; a narrow and bigoted Hellene,&quot;
2

is intelligible enough to those who accept the view

which we have endeavoured to combat in Chapter III.

of the following essay, a view which is simply a

belated survival of the ancient prejudice which consigns

to eternal perdition the followers of other Eeligions,

because they are wilfully blind to the light with which

our own special Belief has been blessed in such splen

dour. But the man who, after even the most casual

study of Plutarch s utterances on Keligion, can seriously

describe him as &quot;narrow and bigoted&quot; will maintain,

with equal serenity, that it is the practice of the sun

to shine at midnight. Professor Mahaffy, indeed, in

using such expressions, is at variance with his own
better judgment, inasmuch as he elsewhere concedes

that,
&quot; had Plutarch been at Athens when St. Paul

came there, he would have been the first to give the

Apostle a respectful hearing.&quot;
3

1 MAHAFFY, p. 321. How Plutarch could possibly have &quot;ta/ten

pain* to uiitlerxtiintl
&quot;

Christianity when, in Professor Mahaffy s own
words (p. o49), he &quot;*eem never to have heard of it&quot; we must leave it

to Professor Jlahafty to explain.
* Ibid. p. 321. 3 Ibid. p. 349.
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The subject of Plutarch s
&quot; Moralia

&quot;

has also been

touched in a few contributions to the current Literature

of the Keviews. The article on &quot; Plutarch
&quot;

appearing

over Paley s initials in the
&quot;

Encyclopaedia Britannica,&quot;

and giving a brief statement of the subjects dealt

with in the different tracts in the &quot;Moralia,&quot; almost

entirely exhausts the short list of English literary con

tributions to the treatment of this portion of Plutarch s

work. Paley declared in the article in question that

the &quot;Moralia&quot; were &quot;practically almost unknown to

most persons in Britain, even to those who call them

selves scholars.&quot; This sweeping assertion is not by

any means true to-day, although it is still the case

that, so far as the literary presentment of results is

concerned, the &quot; Ethics
&quot;

of Plutarch are a neglected

field of research.

Volkmann, in the &quot; Leben und Schriften
&quot;

part of

his work, carefully discusses the authenticity of each

tract in the generally recognized list of Plutarch s

writings, while in the volume dealing with the

&quot;Philosophic&quot;
he gives an exhaustive analysis of

the greater portion of them. Piecognizing that Plutarch

had no special philosophical system of his own,

Volkmann endeavours to remedy this deficiency by
the application of a systematic method of treatment

with regular branches of
&quot;

synthetic
&quot;

and &quot;

analytic
&quot;

investigation. The &quot;

synthetic
&quot;

branch of Volkmann s

method is devoted to a discussion of Plutarch s

philosophic standpoint ;
to an examination of his

polemic against the Stoics aud Epicureans ;
and to the

consideration of his relation to Plato, which Volkmann
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regards as the foundation of Plutarch s Philosophy.

The function of Volkmann s
&quot;analytic&quot;

method is to

discover how, on the philosophic basis thus laid down

by the &quot;

synthetic
&quot;

method, Plutarch arranges his

positive conclusions in a coherent relationship with

his negative polemic. It is, according to Volkmanu,
a natural result of the successful operation of this

twofold system, that the circumstances of Plutarch s

life lose their external character, and attain to an

essential connexion with his philosophical conceptions.

This last assertion is made by way of criticism directed

against Greard s
&quot;

natural and simple
&quot;

method of

arranging Plutarch s philosophical utterances under

headings descriptive of the various spheres of life to

which they seem appropriate
&quot;

la vie domestiquc,&quot;

&quot;la
cite,&quot;

&quot;

le
temple,&quot; &c. Volkmann thinks that

under this arrangement the sense of internal unity is

lost
;

that Plutarch s views are presented in it as

goodnatured and benevolent, but somewhat rambling,
reflections on the separate aspects of human life,

instead of being treated as the outcome of a consistent

philosophy taking ethical phenomena into systematic

consideration. 1 This criticism has considerable force,

though it does not detract from the truth and charm

of M. Greard s book. Volkmann himself undoubtedly
errs in the opposite direction. Greard was quite

justified in retorting on his critic, &quot;II arrive meme qu en

voulant etablir trop rationellement la philosophic de

Plutarquc, M. Volkmann se trouve conduit d lui prefer
une sorte de sysCeme, bien qu il sache comme personne que

1 VOLKMANN, vol. ii. cap. 1.
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nul moins que Ic sage de Cheronee n a porte dans scs

ecrits line pensee systematiquc.&quot;
l Volkmann, in our

opinion, attaches far too much importance both to

Plutarch s discipular relation to Plato, and to his

polemic against the Stoics and Epicureans. Plutarch s

opposition to Plato is frequently as strongly marked

as his opposition to Stoics and Epicureans ;
and his

indebtedness to Stoics and Epicureans is frequently as

strongly marked as his indebtedness to Plato.

Volkmann s work had been preceded in 1854 by
an interesting and well-written Thesis, entitled

&quot; De

Apologetica Plutarchi Chaeronensis Theologia.
&quot;2 The

author, C. G. Seibert, gives a brief review of Greek

Philosophy, with the object of showing the attitude

assumed by each of the great schools to the gods of

the national tradition. He demonstrates conclusively,

and Volkmann follows in his steps, that Plutarch owed

something to all the Schools, to Stoics, to Peripatetics,

and to Epicureans. Yet he, too, insists that Plutarch s

attitude towards the popular religion was identical

with that assumed by Plato cadcm ratione (qua Plato)

1 GKEARD, Preface to Third Edition, p. iii.

* De Apologetica Plutarchi Chxronensis Theologia (Marburg, 1854).

Seibert refers to two other authors who had dealt with some aspects
of his own subject Absolute demum opusculo Schreiteri commenta-
tionem de doctrina Plutarchi theologica et morali scriptam . . .

necnon Nitztjiii Kiliensis de Plutarcho theologo et philotopho popular i

disquisitionem 1849 editam conferre licuit. We have been unable to

see a copy of either of these dissertations, although Trench also

alludes to Schreiter s work. They did not, in Seibert s opinion,
render his work unnecessary ; but he enjoyed the inestimable

advantage of the friendship of Zeller, who helped him &quot; libris

consilioque.&quot;
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Platonis discipuli tlicologiam tractarunt, c quibus prx
cceteris Plutarchus magistri divini vestigia secutus est.

This, indeed, is the orthodox tendency in the apprecia

tion of Plutarch, and it has been carried to the extent

of claiming Plutarch as the founder of that special

kind of Platonism distinguished by the epithet
&quot;

New.&quot;

&quot;

Plutarch,&quot; says Archbishop Trench,
&quot; was a Platonist

with an oriental tinge, and thus a forerunner of the

New Platonists.&quot;
&quot; He might be described with greater

truth than Ammonius as the Founder of Neo-Platonism,&quot;

wrote Dr. H. W. J. Thiersch, who, however, had not

freed himself from the idea (the truth of which even

so early a writer as Dacier had doubted, and the

legendary character of which M. Greard has proved

beyond a doubt) that Plutarch received consular

honours at the hands of Trajan.
1

&quot;In this essay&quot;

(the DC Oraculorum Defectu), thinks Mr. W. J. Brodribb,
&quot; Plutarch largely uses the Neo-Platonic Philosophy.&quot;

2

Even those who do not insist that Plutarch is a Neo-

Platonist, or a &quot; forerunner
&quot;

of Neo-Platonism, are

so anxious to label him with some designation, that

they will hardly allow him to speak for himself. It

may, perhaps, argue presumption on the part of an

homo incoynitus mdliusque auctoritatis to suggest that

Plutarch faces the teaching of his predecessors with an

1 Politilc und Philosophic in ihrem VerhaUniss, &c., by H. W. J.

THIERSCH (Marburg, 1853). Damals stand Plutarch, dem boreits

Trajan consularisclie Ehroi bcwilligt hatte, auf der hochsten Stufo

des Ansehens. (For M. Greard s destruction of this Legend see his

first chapter. Lfgende de Plntarque.)
2 The Essay* of Plutarch, by W. J. BRODRIBB. Fwtnightly Review,

vol. 20, p. 629.
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independent mind
;
that he is nullius addidus jurare

in verba magistri ; that he tries Plato s teachings, not

from Plato s point of view, but from his own. 1

Such, however, is the view maintained in the pages

of the following essay. It seems to us that, in order

to discover the principle which gives coherence and

internal unity to Plutarch s innumerable philosophic

utterances, it is not necessary to start with the

assumption that he belongs to any particular school.

Philosophy is to him one of the recognized sources of

Religion and Morality. Tradition is another source,

and Law or recognized custom another. Plutarch

assumes that these three sources conjointly supply
solid sanctions for belief and conduct. They are the

three great records of human experience, and Plutarch

will examine all their contributions to the criticism

of life with a view to selecting those parts from each

which will best aid him and his fellow citizens to lead

lives of virtue and happiness. The great philosophical

schools of Greece are regarded from this point of view

from the point of view of a moralist and a philosopher,

not from the point of view of a Platonist, an anti-Stoic,

or an anti-Epicurean. Plutarch is indebted, as even

Volkmann himself shows, to all the Schools alike.

Then why call him a Platonist, or a Neo-Pythagorizing

Platonist, as Zeller has done ? Plutarch s teaching is

too full of logical inconsistencies to be formalized into

1 &quot; lie care/I not for the lutmt of ainj wt or lender, but plemlnl tin-,

caute of moral Iteauty in the iuterttt* of truth
only.&quot;

Merivalr s

&quot; Romans nmler the Empire,&quot; cap. GO, where there is an excellent,

but unfortunately too brief, account of our author.
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a system of Philosophy. But the dominating principle

of his teaching, the paramount necessity of finding a

sanction and an inspiration for conduct in what the

wisdom of the past had already discovered, is so

strikingly conspicuous in all his writings that his

logical inconsistencies appear, and are, unimportant.

It is this desire of making the wisdom and traditions

of the past available for ethical usefulness which

actuates his attempt to reconcile the contradictions, and

remove the crudities and inconsistencies, in the three

sources of religious knowledge. This is the principle

which gives his teaching unity, and not any external

circumstances of his life, or his attitude in favour of

or in opposition to the tenets of any particular school.

There is no English translation of Plutarch s

&quot; Ethics
&quot;

which can claim anything approaching the

character of an authorized version. Almost every
editor of Plutarch has felt it necessary to find fault

with his predecessors attempts to express Plutarch s

meaning through the medium of another language.

Amyot s translation is, in the opinion of the Comte

Joseph de Maistre, repellent to
&quot;

ladies and foreigners.&quot;

Wyttenbach, who makes numerous alterations of

Xylander s Latin version, also says of Eicard s French

translation, that &quot;

it skips over the difficulties and

corruptions in such a manner as to suggest that the

translator was content merely to produce a version

which should be intelligible to French readers.&quot;
l

1 (Enure* Morales de Plutarque, traduitea du grec par DOMINIC
RIOARD (1783-1795).

&quot;

Rapprochee du textc, la version de Ricard

eat, dans an lencur generale, d une elegance superficielle et d une
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\Vyttenbach himself is reprehended in the following

terms by the editor of the Didot text of the &quot;Moralia&quot;

&quot; Of the Latin version, in which we have made numerous

corrections, it must be admitted that Xylander and

Wyttenbach, in dealing with corrupt passages, not

infrequently translated conjectures of their own, or

suggested by other scholars, which we have been

unable to adopt into the Greek Text.&quot; In the preface

to his English translation of the &quot; De Iside et Osiride,&quot;

the Rev. Samuel Squire, Archdeacon of Bath in 1744,

has some excellent critical remarks on the style of

previous translators of Plutarch, and he somewhat

pathetically describes the difficulties awaiting the

author who endeavours to translate that writer &quot; To

enter into another mans Soul as it were, who lived

several hundred years since, to go along with his thoughts,

to trace, pursue, and connect his several ideas, to express

them with propriety in a language different from that

they were conceived in, and lastly to give the copy the

air and spirit of an original, is not so easy a task as it

may l&amp;gt;e perhaps deemed by those who have never made

the attempt. The very few good translations of the

learned authors into our own language, will sufficiently

justify the truth of the observation but if any one still

doubts it, let him take the Jirst section of the book before

him, and make the experiment himself.&quot;
M. Greard is

briefer but equally emphatic
&quot;

Toute traduction est

une ceuvrc delicate, eelle de Plutarque plus que toute

autre
peut-etre.&quot;

fidelite peu approfondie.&quot; GR^AHD. TRENCH also severely condemns
some of the translations in the edition issued in Dryden a name.
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Whatever may be the cause of the perpetuation of

this ungracious tradition of fault-finding, whether the

general difficulty specified by Archdeacon Squire, or the

more particular obstacle of a corrupt text described by
other commentators, we do not feel that we are called

upon to make any departure from so long-established a

custom. The quaint charm of most of the translations

forming the basis of Dr. Goodwin s revision no one

will be inclined to deny, although the reviser s own

remarks make it clear that little dependence is to be

placed upon their accuracy in any instance of difficulty.
1

The two volumes contained in the well-known &quot; Bohn &quot;

series of translations are utterly misleading, not only
as regards the colour which they infuse into Plutarch s

style, but also as regards their conspicuous incorrectness

in many particular instances. 2 To other translations

of individual tracts reference has been occasionally

made in the notes.

In view of the fact that no dependence was to

be placed upon the accuracy of any translation yet

furnished of that portion of our author s work with

which we were dealing, it was necessary, before

1 Plutarch s Moral*, translated from the Greek by several hands,

corrected and revised by W. W. GOODWIN, Ph.D. (London, 1870).
&quot;

It may have been a fortunate thing for some of our translators that

Bentley was too much occupied with the wise heads of Christ Church
to notice the blunders of men who could write notes saying that the

Parthenon is a Promontory shooting into the Black Sea, where

st&amp;lt;x)d a chappel dedicated to some virgin godhead, and famous for

some Victory thereabout obtain d.
&quot; Editor s Preface.

2 Plutarch s Morals. TheoBOphical Es*tty*. Translated by the

late C. W. KING, M.A. (London, 1889). Ethical
E**y&amp;lt;,

translated

by A. R. SHILLETO, M.A. (London, 1888).
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undertaking this essay, to make full translations of

considerable portions of the
&quot; Ethics

&quot;

from the text

of Bernardakis
;
and these translations, or paraphrases

based upon them, are largely employed in the following

pages. Mere references to the text in support of

positions assumed, or statements made, would have

been useless and misleading in the absence of clear

indications as to the exact interpretation placed upon
the words of the text. The writer cannot hope to have

succeeded where, in the opinion of competent judges,

there have been so many failures. But he has, at any

rate, made a conscientious attempt to understand his

author, and to give expression to his view of his

author s meaning, without any prejudice born of the

assumption that Plutarch belonged to a particular

school, or devoted his great powers of criticism and

research to the exposition and illustration of the

doctrines of any single philosopher.

JOHN OAKESMITIT.

BATTERSEA,

September, 1902.
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THE

RELIGION OF PLUTARCH

CHAPTER I.

General character of Modern European Religions : their cardinal

appeal to Emotion Roman Religion : its sanctions chiefly
rational : the causes of its failure : its place as a factor in

Morality taken by Greek Philosophy Early Greek Morality
based partly on

H&amp;lt;li(jion, partly on Reason, which, in theform
of Philosophy, eventually supplies the main inspiration to

Goodness Gradual limitation of Philosophy to Ethics.

fTlHE various religious revivals which the European
world has witnessed during the prolonged course

of the Christian era; the great attempts which the

modern conscience has made from time to time to brinÔ
itself into a more intimate and fruitful relation witli

the principles that make for goodness of character

and righteousness of life : have, in general, taken the

form less of reasoned invocations to the cultivated

intelligence than of emotional appeals to the natural

passions and prepossessions of humanity. The hope
of reward, the fear of punishment, a spontaneous love
of certain moral qualities, and of certain personalities

imagined as embodying these qualities; a heartfelt

B
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hatred of certain moral defects, and of certain person

alities imagined as embodying these defects : such are

the feelings that have formed the strength of every

movement which has in turn agitated the religious

life of the Western world from St. Paul to Wesley,

from St. Augustine to Cardinal Newman. What is

felt to be goodness is loved with a personal adoration

which is convinced that nothing in the world is of

import compared with the hope of one day touching

the mere hem of that garment of holiness, the mystic

effluence of which has already power to irradiate life

with a strange beauty and meaning. Any sanction

which imaginative piety or legendary authority can

lend to Virtue is credited, not because it makes Virtue

natural, intelligible, and human, but because it places

her on a pedestal beyond the reach of unaided mortal

effort, and thus compels a still more determined

recourse to emotional and supernatural sanctions in

order to ensure her fruitful cultivation. Hence

Tertullian will glory in the Crucifixion of Christ,

because in the eyes of reason it is shameful
;
and he

will proclaim the Eesurrection as certain, because

reason condemns it as impossible.
1 Hence Augustine

will believe first, postponing the grave question whether

belief is likely to be supported by proof.
2 Hence that

1 TERTULLIAN: DC Carne Cliristi, 5.
&quot; Crucifixus est Dei filius;

non pudet, quia pudendum est. Et mortuus est Dei filius ; prorsus

credibile est, quia ineptum est. Et sepultus resurrexit ; certum est,

quia impossibile est.&quot;

2 ST. AUGUSTINE : Cmfetsiones, vi. 5.
&quot; Ex hoc tamen quoque jam

praeponens doctrinam Catholicam, modestius ibi minimeque fallaciter

sentiebam juberi ut crederetur quod non demonstrabatur (sive esset
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conception of saintliness which the world owes to

Catholic Christianity, a type of character which, while

maintaining a marvellous purity of life, is devoid of

that robust intelligence without which purity runs into

asceticism ;
which carries virtue to such an extravagant

pitch that its results may be more disastrous than those

of extravagant vice, inasmuch as the latter may serve

morality by demonstrating the repulsiveness of iniquity,

while the former tends to evil by exhibiting the im

possibility of goodness.
1

quid demonstrandum, sed cui forte non essot, sive nee quid esset),

quam illic temeraria pollicitatione ecientisB credulitatem irrideri ; et

postea tarn multa fabulosissima et absurdissima, quia demonstrari non

poterant, credenda imperari.&quot; The principle inherent in the five

italicized words is identical with that which the writer exposes as an

example of the absurd credulity of the Manichjeans. The difference

is merely one of degree.
1

Attempts have, of course, been made at various times to ration

alize a Religion whose cardinal principle is Faith. Paley and Butler

are conspicuous examples in the history of Anglican Christianity
but neither the one nor the other supplied any widespread inspiration

to the religious life of the day. Butler,
&quot; who had made it his busi

ness, ever since he thought himself capable of such sort of reasoning,
to prove to himself the being and attributes of God,&quot; who &quot; found it

impossible to dissociate philosophy from religion in his own mind,
and &quot; would have agreed with South that what is nonsense upon a

principle of Reason will never be sense upon a principle of
Religion,&quot;

was yet compelled to admit that &quot;

it was too late for him to try to

support a falling Church ;

&quot; and it is a mutter of national history that

Wesley, with his direct appeal to the principle of &quot;justification by
faith&quot;

did more to reinvigorate the religious life of England than all

the cultured rationalists who adorned the English Church in those

days. And in these later days Butler has not escaped the charge of
&quot;

having furnished, with a design directly contrary, one of the most

terrible of the persuasives to Atheism that has ever been produced.&quot;

(Butler, by the Rev. W. Lucas Collins, M.A.) Paley likewise
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This &quot;

extravagance du christianisme
&quot; l

is, of course,

utterly at variance with the general character of the

efforts by which either a Greek or a Koman directed

his steps in the ways of goodness. Neither Aristotle

nor Horace, neither Plato nor Seneca, would have

admitted many of the most lauded virtues of modern

ethical systems to be virtues at all. Least of all would

they have hailed as a virtue that passionate excess of

enthusiasm which makes Virtue independent of Eeason,

and greets intellectual impossibilities as the trials and

tests of the
&quot; virtue

&quot;

of Belief.2
Speaking in a general

sense, and with a tacit recognition of certain exceptions

to be noticed in their proper place, it may be premised
that Pagan goodness of character found its inspiration,

not in any kind of emotional enthusiasm, but in

methods of thought and action selected and controlled

thought it a just opinion &quot;that whatever renders religion more
rational renders it more credible,&quot; and devoted his genius to the task

of making religion more rational, but has done little more than furnish

a school text-book for theological students. Further, what Christian,
in his heart of hearts, and at those moments which he would regard
as his best, does not respond more readily to the sublime sentiment

of Tertullian than to the ratiocinations of the Analogy or the

Evidences ?

1 M. CONSTANT MARTHA S Etudes morales sur VAntiquite, from
which we have taken this just and striking phrase of Bossuet, gives
an interesting account of the passionate and anguished manner in

which the calm precepts of the famous &quot; Golden Verses of Pythagoras
&quot;

were applied by Christianity :
&quot; Le philosophe, si severe qu il fut, se

traitait toujours en ami ; . . . le chretien au contraire, . . . passe sou-

vent par des inquietudes incoimues a la sereine antiquite.&quot; (L Examen
de Conscience chez les Anciem.)

&quot; Belief is a virtue, Doubt is a sin.&quot; Quoted by J. A. Froude,
Short Studies, vol. i. p. 243.
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by the operation of reason and intelligence.
1 Horace s

opinion respecting the viciousness of the man who

indulges in a too excessive love of virtue is the opinion,

if not of a Greek, at any rate of a Eoman who is satu

rated with Greek philosophy ;

2 but the early character

of the poet s countrymen, as evinced not less in their

Religion than in their general outlook on life, is as

little disposed to extravagance as the strongest advocate

of aurea mediocritas could well desire. Eoman Religion,

influenced to some extent as it was by the gloomy
terrors of Etruscan superstition, found its value and

its meaning, from the gods of the Indigitamenta down

wards, in the fact that it was an appeal to the intelli

gence of the citizen. That this appeal operated in a

narrow sphere of duties and was not unaffected by mean
and sordid considerations does not militate against

its general character as an address to the reason

rather than an invocation to the passions. Ancient

critics found for the word &quot;

Edigio
&quot;

a derivation which

pointed to carefulness and regularity as qualities

inherent in its essential meaning ;

3 and that avoidance

of disordered excess, which tends to compromise, was as

conspicuous in early Roman religious practice as it was

in the sternest of Greek philosophies when trans

planted to Roman soil, and interpenetrated with the

Roman character. 4 This spirit of compromise was

1 Certain emotional aspects of Greek Religion are dealt with in

the subsequent analysis of Plutarch s teaching.

HORACE : Epiti. i. 6, 15, 1U.

1 GASTON BOISSIER: De la Bdigion Romaine, vol. i. p. 21. Cf.

CICERO : De Natnra Deorum, ii. 28.
4 Cf. the remark of SENECA : Epistolx ad Lucilium, i. 21.

&quot; Quod
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based upon a recognition that the actual demands of

practical life were of greater importance than the

maintenance of a rigid conformity to the letter of

religious precepts. Virgil, who was a participant in

the work of religious reform inaugurated by Augustus,

and who everywhere breathes a spirit of the most

careful reverence towards the ancient traditions of the

national faith, gives emphatic expression to this view

of the dominant claims of practical life, and of the

tolerant attitude which Eeligion assumes with regard to

them :

&quot;

Quippe etiam festis quaedam exercere diebus

Fas et jura sinunt ; rivos deducere nulla

Relligio vetuit, segeti praetendere saepem,

Insidias avibus moliri, incendere vepres,

Balantumque gregem fluvio mersare salubri.&quot;

This recognition of the principle that Duty has claims

which even Eeligion must concede is prominently
written on every page of Eoman History. It indicates

the operation, in one direction, of that influence of

Eeason on Eeligion which, in another direction, leads

fieri in senatu solet, faciendum ego in philosophia quoque existiino.

Quum censuit aliquis, quod ex parte mihi placeat, jubeo ilium dividere

sententiam, et sequor.&quot; For a summary of interesting examples of

the manner in which this spirit of compromise worked out in practical

religious questions, see Boissier, pp. 22, sqq.
1 VIRGIL: Georgia, 1. 268-272. Cf. the note of Servius on this

passage :
&quot; Scimus necessitati religionem cedere.&quot; On the general

character of Roman Religion, cf. CONSTANT DE REBECQUE : Du Poly-
ilidisme Eomain. &quot; On dirait que les dieux ont abjure les erreura d une

jeunesse fougueuse pour se livrer aux occupations de 1 age mur. La
religion de Rome est 1 age mur des dieux, comme Phistoire de Rome
est la maturite de 1 espece humaine.&quot;
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to the admission of a real divinity in the gods adored

by foreign peoples. The famous formula of Eoman

Eeligion, which appealed to the protecting gods of

Carthage and its people to leave that city to its fate,

is an early anticipation of that hospitable tolerance, so

strange to modern sects, which welcomed Greek and

barbarian deities to the Eoman Pantheon, and never

persecuted from religious motives. 1 This spirit had

its apotheosis in the endeavours of the reformers of the

age of Plutarch to establish the triumph of Eeason in a

general recognition of the Unity of God beneath the

different names which expressed Him to different

peoples.
2

Although we cannot accept as actual history the par

ticulars given by Dionysius Halicarnassensis respecting

the manner in which Eomulus established the principles

of Eoman religious and political administration, con

siderable value may be conceded to such an account,

because it is calculated to explain, from the writer s

point of view, the existence of certain actual character

istics of Eoman civic and sacred polity.
3 Eomulus is

1 MACROBIUS : Saturnalia, iii. 9.
&quot;

Si deus, si dea est, cui populus

civitasque Carthaginiensis est in tutela, teque maxime illc,&quot; etc.

* PLTJTAKCH : De Iside et Osiride. (Passages subsequently quoted.)
Cf. DION CHHTSOSTOM : De Cugnitione Vvi. (Vol. i. p. 225, Diudorfs

Text.)
1 DIONYSIUS OP HALICARNASSUS : De Antiquitatibus Eomanorum,

ii. 18. Though Livy s account of the administrative measures of

Numa is written in a totally different spirit from that of Dionysius,
it may be noted that Numa is depicted as introducing religion as an

aid to political stability. Ne luxuriarentur otio animi, quos metus

hoatium disciplinaque militaris continuerat, omnium primnm, rem
ad multitudinem imperitam et illia sseculis rudern efficacissimam
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recorded as subjecting Beligion to the selective power

of reason and good taste. Eeason decides what it is

becoming for the Divine Nature to be, and everything

inconsistent with this salutary notion is rigidly ex

cluded from the State Beligion. Bomulus teaches the

Komans that the gods are good, and that their goodness

is the cause of man s happiness and progress; he

instructs them in Temperance and Justice, as the bases

of civic concord, and of the advantages resulting there

from
;

he inculcates military Fortitude as the best

means of securing the undisturbed practice of the other

virtues, and the social blessings springing from such

practice ;
and he concludes that Virtue is not a matter

of chance, or the result of supernatural inspirations,

but the product of reasonable laws when zealously and

faithfully carried into practice by the citizens. Beason

is here clearly represented as the lawgiver of Beligion,

and the cause and origin of the practical virtues.

Dionysius may, as we have suggested, be endeavouring

to explain, by an ex post facto piece of history, the

existence of certain characteristics of the Boman con

stitution as exhibited in its later developments, but

these features are not the less evident and essential

parts of the system because we cannot accept any

particular account of the time and manner in which

they were incorporated with it.

Further, the Boman administrative authority deli

berately repressed the exhibition of religious enthusiasm

Deorum metum injiciendum ratua est.&quot; (Livy, i. 19.) Cicero con

fesses that the auspices had been retained for the same reason. (De

Div., ii. 33.J
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as dangerous to the stability of the Republic ;
the State

could brook no rival in her affections : the devotion of

Regulus
l and the suppression of the Bacchanalia bear

equal witness to a firm insistence on the control of

personal emotion as a cardinal principle of Koman
administration.2 The apparently paradoxical and casu

istical position assigned in the &quot; De Natura Deorum &quot;

to Cotta, who believes in the national religion as a

Roman while denying it as a philosopher, is suffi

ciently lucid and rational when regarded in the light

1 The indignant phrases with which Horace scathes the degeneracy
of his own times in this respect clearly indicate the religious aspect
of the patriotic self-immolation of Regulus :

&quot;Milesne Crassi conjuge barbara

Turpis maritus vixit et hostium

(Troli curia inversique mores !)

Consenuit socerorum in amis
Sub rege Medo Marsus et Apulus
Anciliorum et nominis et togx

Oblitus asternxque Vcstx

Incolumi Jove et urbe Roma?&quot;
(0&amp;lt;Z.,

iii. 5.)

* Cf. BOISSIER: De la Religion Bomaine, vol. i. p. 17.
&quot; Xon-

seulement la religion romaiue n encourage pas la devotion, mais on

pe.ut dire qu elle s en mefie. C est un peuple fait pour agir; la

reverie, la contemplation mystique lui sont e trangeres et suspectes.

II est aviint tout ami du calme, do 1 ordre, de la regularite ; tout ce

qui excite et trouble les times lui de plait.&quot; Boissier quotes as the

remark of Survius on Georgics, ,}. 45G, the words,
&quot;

Majores religionem

totam in expericntia collocabant ;

&quot; but what Servius really wrote was,

&quot;Majores enim expugnantes religionem, totum in experientia colloca

bant,&quot; and he gives an apt reference to Cato s speech on the Cutili-

narian conspiracy as reported by Sallust :

&quot; Xon votis neque suppliciis

muliebribus auxilia deorum parantur : vigilando, agendo, bene con-

iidenlo, prosper omnia cedunt.&quot; 1 ropertius (iii. 22) boasts that

Borne is free from the more extravngantly emotional legends of Greek

mythology.
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of the religious administration of Eome, which had

never claimed to enslave the intelligences of men, so

long as that elaborate ritual, with which the safety of

the State was involved, received due and reverential

attention.1

The ancient Eoman Eeligion, revolving round the

State in this way, and moulding the life of every

individual citizen into rigid external conformity with

the official ideal, showed its strength in the production

of a type of moral character which was perfect within

the iron limits fixed by the civic authority.
2 It was

dignified, austere, self-controlled, self-reverent. In the

absence of great temptations, such as assail the secret

strongholds of the human heart and lie beyond the

influence of any external power, the ancient Virtus

Romano, was equal to all the demands which a some

what restricted code of ethics made upon it. But,

when a wider knowledge of the world brought with

it a weakening of the chain which bound the citizen

to the central power ; when, at the same time, a wider

possession of the world and a richer enjoyment of its

1 CICERO: De Nat. Deor. lib. iii. Cf. the &quot;theory of Twofold

Truth,&quot; which was &quot;

accepted without hesitation by all the foremost

teachers in Italy during the sixteenth century,&quot; who
&quot; were careful

to point out, they were philosophers, and not theologians.&quot; TJie

Skeptics of the Italian Renaissance, by John Owen (p. 18G, second

edition).
2 CICERO: Tusc. Disp. i. 1. &quot;lam ilia quse natura, non literis,

adsecuti sunt, neque cum Grsecia neque ulla cum gente sunt con-

ferenda ; quse enim tanta gravitas, quse tanta constantia, magnitude
animi, probitas, fides, quse tarn excellens in omni genere virtus in

ullis fuit, ut sit cum majoribus nostris comparanda ?
&quot;
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pleasures increased to an enormous extent the tempta

tions directed against the purity and completeness of

the moral character :
1 then it became alarmingly clear

to thoughtful men that, unless the moral life was to

run to seed in vicious weeds of self-indulgence, it was

necessary to invoke the aid of a subtler and stronger

influence than that of the State, an influence capable of

varying its appeal in accordance with the infinitely

varying moral needs of individual men.2 It was with

the hope of finding inspiration of this character that

Lucretius and Cicero turned the attention of their

countrymen to Greek Philosophy; it was there that

they wished to find an ampler and more direct sanction

in reason for cultivating a life of virtue. Beason, which

had not been devoid of effect in the narrow sphere
of Eoman Eeligion, was now to be made the basis

1 A situation forecast in the well-known passage of Plato s

Republic, . G19 C, in reference to the soul who has chosen for his

lot in life
&quot; the most absolute despotism he could find.&quot;

&quot; He was one

of those who had lived during his former life under a well-ordered

constitution, and hence a measure of virtue had fallen to his share,

through the influence of habit, unaided by philosophy.&quot; (Davis and

Vaughan s translation.) What could more accurately describe the

character of early Roman morality than these words ?

2 It was inability to grasp this truth that explained the &quot;

patriotic
&quot;

opposition of the Elder Cato to the lectures of Carncades, Critolaus,

and Diogenes. He was &quot;

unwilling that the public policy of Rome,
which for the Roman youth was the supreme norm of judgment and

action, and was possessed of unconditional authority, should, through
the influence of foreign philosophers, become subordinated, in the

consciousness of these youths, to a more universal ethical norm.&quot;

UEBERWEG : Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophic (Morris and
Porter s translation, p. 189, vol. i.). (Cf. 51. MABTHA : Le I hilosophe
Gambade a Borne.)
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of morality in general; but it was reason directed to

the purification and enlargement of the springs of

personal conduct, and calling into play qualities which

had lain dormant, or had been restricted, during the

long dominance of the State over the individual citizen.

To Eegulus, his religion was the State
;
to Cicero, the

State and its demands form but a small fraction of the

moral life. A revival of Religion was to Cicero a

revival of Philosophy; Eeason, the parent of Philosophy,

was also to be the parent of Conduct
;
the first of all

virtues is the virtue of Knowledge, of intelligent dis

crimination between the things that make for morality

and happiness and the things that make for immorality
and misery.

1
Starting from this standpoint, Cicero,

though approaching Greek Philosophy more in the

spirit of the student than in that of the religious

reformer, though participating, as his Letters show,
in that general carelessness on religious matters

which marked Eoman Society during the later years

of the Eepublic, was, nevertheless, the means of

giving a powerful stimulus to that movement in the

direction of deliberate personal morality, which became

conspicuous in the Graeco-Eoman world of the Early

1 CICERO : De Ojfidis, i. 43.
&quot;

Princepsque omnium virtutum ilia

sapientia quam ffofyiav Grxci vacant prudentiam enim, quam Grseci

(ppovfiaiv, aliam quandam intellegimus, qua) est rerum expetendarum

fugiendarumque scientia ; ilia autem sapientia quam principem dixi

rerum est divinarum et humanarum scientia, in qua contincturdeorum

et hominum communitas et societas inter ipsos ea si maxima est, ut

est certe, necesse est quod a communitate ducatur officium id ease

maximum.&quot; He is here emphasizing the social duties of the individual

man.
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Empire, and culminated under the fostering care of

Trajan and the Antonines. It then became clear that

Cicero had not looked in vain to Greek Philosophy to

save his countrymen from that moral degradation and

disorder which, in his own words, it demanded the

most earnest endeavours of every individual citizen to

check and restrain.
1

In Greece, Eeligion and Philosophy had early

enjoyed mutual relations of an intimate character.

The force of the weighty invocations which the poet

of the
&quot; Works and Days

&quot; 2 addresses to his dishonour

able brother Perses lies less in the conventional theology

which alludes to the wrath of
&quot; broad- sighted Zeus

&quot;

as tracking the footsteps of the wicked, than in the

reasoned choice which the sinner is invited to make

between Injustice as leading inevitably to ruin, and

Virtue leading as inevitably to prosperity ;

3 and the

claims of individual judgment, the right of every man

1 De Divinatione, ii. 2.
&quot; Quod enirn munus reipublicsc afferrc ma-

jus meliusve possumus, quam si docemus atquc erudimfls juvcntutcm ?

his praesertim moribus atque temporibus, quibus ita prolapsa est, ut

omnium opibus rcfraanenda ac coercenda sit.&quot; We shall venture to

believe that personally Cicero was not a religious man, in spite of

the religious usefulness of his philosophic work, and also notwithstand

ing Trollope s contention that &quot; had Cicero lived a hundred years later

I should have suspected him of some hidden knowledge of Christian

teaching.&quot; (TROLLOPE S Life of Cicero, chapter on &quot; Cicero s

Religion.&quot;) Cicero s Letters have as much religion in them aa

Lord Chesterfield s and no more.
2 HEROD, ii. 5:5.

1 HKSIOD : Works and Days, 280 sqq. (cf. 293-326). Here also is

to be found that famous description of the hard and easy roads of

Virtue and of Vice. The reward held out to progress in Virtue is that

this road, too, becomes pleasant and easy at last.
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to subject everything to the test of his own intelligence,

never found finer expression than in the verse which

assigns the palm of moral perfection to him who has

the courage to think for himself. 1
Pindar, the most

religious poet of antiquity, applies the test of reason

to the established myths of Hellas when he refuses to

credit such legends as depict the gods in unseemly

situations, or under the influence of degrading passions.
2

Xenophanes thought that the claims of Eeligion and

Morality could be best advanced by cleansing the

moral atmosphere of the gods whose recorded lives

were so flagrantly in opposition to the dictates of

purity, reason, and honour
;
a strain of criticism which

found its most striking and notorious expression in the

famous Second and Third Books of Plato s
&quot;

Eepublic,&quot;

but which had not been without its exponents among
more whole-hearted adherents of the national Eeligion.

But, meanwhile, the national Eeligion, as embodied,

at least, in the national liturgy, had been coming to

terms with the growing strength of Philosophy, and

the vestibules of the Temple at Delphi were inscribed

with those famous philosophical apophthegms, whose

presence there subsequently enabled Plutarch to claim

that Apollo was not only a God and a Seer, but a

Philosopher.
3 The popular morality of the days of

Socrates, which supplied his cross-examinees with

1 Ouros fj.fv iravdpiffros bs
ai&amp;gt;T$

irdvra voyffri. (HESIOD : Works and

Days, 293.) It is not surprising that Aristotle quotes this verse with

approval, or that it commended itself to the genius of Roman writers.

(Cf. LIVY, xxii. 29 ; CICERO : Pro Cluentio, c. 31.)
2 PINDAR : Olymp., 1, v. 28, sqq. (Christ s Teubner Edition).
3 PLUTARCH : De E apud Delphos, 385 B.D,
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ready-made answers to questions on the nature of

Vice and Virtue, and of the vices and the virtues,

was composed as much of Philosophy as of Eeligion

in the narrower sense of the term.1 The Theogonies
of Homer and Hesiod furnished the external machinery
of the supernatural world, but the moral utterances of

these two poets, and not of these only, but of Simonides

and Solon, of Theognis and the &quot; Seven
Sages,&quot;

con

tained many striking lessons, and many emphatic

warnings, touching the necessity and advantages of

a life of virtue. It became, in fact, quite evident,

though not, of course, explicitly asserted, or perhaps
even consciously admitted, that the gods, as represented

in the Homeric poems and as existing in the popular

imagination, were quite impossible as a foundation for

Morality, though surpassingly splendid as the material

of Art. It is hardly too much to say that, after the

establishment of the great philosophic schools in the

fourth century, all the conscious inspiration to a life

of Virtue, and all the consolations which it is the more

usual function of Eeligion to administer, were supplied

by Philosophy. Sudden conversions from Vice to

Philosophy mark the history of the philosophic move

ment in Greece as religious movements have been

marked among other peoples and in other periods.

An edifying discourse under a Stoic Portico, or in an

Academic School, has been as effective in its practical

results as a religious oration by Bossuet, or a village

preaching by Whitfield.2
Pieligion and Philosophy are

1 See The Ethics of Aristotle, by Sir ALEXANDER GRANT, Essay II.

: Horaoe a
&quot; Mutatua Polemon &quot;

is well known. The details of
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identified, because both are identical with Morality;

the lives of some Greek Philosophers furnish the

nearest parallel attained in antiquity to the modern

ideal of saintliness.

This application of Philosophy to the spiritual

requirements of the individual man, this independence

of supernatural sanctions for goodness, was aided by
the almost purely liturgical character of the Greek

Eeligion. Greek Eeligion made no special appeal to

the individual conscience with a view to awakening
that sense of personal responsibility for every part

of one s life and conduct which is the very soul and

centre of Eeligion as understood in modern days. To

attend the traditional religious festivals; to fulfil the

rites prescribed for certain occasions by the sacerdotal

laymen who represented the State on its religious side;

to hold a vague conventional notion respecting the

existence of the gods and of their separate personalities;

to listen quietly, and respond reverently, while the

purple-robed, myrtle-crowned, altar-ministrant intoned

with solemn resonance the ancient formulas embalming
the sacred legends of some deity whose

&quot;Mysteries&quot;

were specially fostered and honoured by the State
;
to

aid in giving effect to the dreadful imprecations pro

nounced against those guilty of sacrilege or parricide ;

to respond, in a word, to all the external demands of

the story are given in practically the same form by Diogenes Laertius,

Valerius Maximus (vi. 6. 15), and by Lucian in his dramatic version

in the Bis Accusatus (16, 17). Philostratus Lives of the Sophists,
i. 20 gives an intensely modern account of the conversion of the

sophist Issous. (See also Note on p. 28.)
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the national faith as a political institution : represented

the religious duty of a good and patriotic citizen. A
beautiful and impressive liturgy is, indeed, not without

effect in surrounding with a quiet atmosphere of good
ness a class of minds whose temptations are mercifully

proportioned to their weakness
;
but real moral worth

must spring from internal sources, and these internal

sources were not to be found in the Greek national

Eeligion. Hence a wider field for Philosophy in the

lives of a people whose eagerness in the pursuit of

virtue was as marked, if not so successful, as their

aspirations after perfection of art and profundity of

knowledge.
We do not ignore, in attributing this importance to

Philosophy as the inspiration of goodness, either that

fortunate class of people who, in Plato s beautiful

expression, are
&quot;

good by the divine inspiration of

their own nature,&quot;
1 or that more numerous section

of society who were directed into a certain common
conventional goodness by the moral influence of the

purer myths, and who were taught, like the youth in

Browning s poem, &quot;whose Father was a scholar and

knew Greek,&quot; that

&quot; Their aim should be to loathe, like Peleus son,

A lie as Hell s Gate, love their wedded wife,

Like Hector, and so on with all the rest.&quot;
:

But there was anbther side to the myths, a side less

favourable to the development of morals, and one

! which had been brought forward so conspicuously in

1 PLATO : Law*, 642 C. (Jowett s translation.)
- BBOWNING S Asolando, &quot;Development.&quot; (P. 129, first edition.)

C
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the adverse criticisms of the philosophers that no one

could pretend to ignore its existence. 1 The prevailing

tendency of Greek myth was not moral, and it was

only after the most careful pruning, such, for example,
as that which Plutarch applies to it in his educational

essays, that myth became safely available as a factor

in ethical progress. The mainsprings of Conduct, of

personal and private Morality, are to be found in

Philosophy, and so great an importance did Philosophy

acquire as the instrument of goodness, that that

particular branch of Philosophy which exercised

surveillance over the realm of Conduct became event

ually recognized as Philosophy par excellence; the

overwhelming significance attached by Greek philo

sophers, from the Sophists onwards, to the practical

element in their teaching, led to a restriction of the

terms
&quot;Philosophy&quot;

and
&quot;Philosopher&quot;

to an almost

purely ethical connotation. The argument in the

1 For the influence of the Greek Myths in this direction, cf.

PBOPEKTIUS, Book iii. 32.

&quot;

Ipsa Venus, quamvis corrupta libidine Martis,

Nee minus in cselo semper honesta fuit,

Quamvis Ida palam pastorem dicat amasse

Atque inter pecudes accubuisse deam.

Die mihi, quis potuit lectuin servare pudicum,

Quse dea cum solo viyere sola deo ?
&quot;

St. Augustine s criticism of the famous passage in the EunudiM
of Terence (Act iii. sc. 5), where Chserea is encouraged in his

clandestine amour by a picture of Jupiter and Danae, is, of course,

painfully justified by the facts as reported by the dramatist.

(Confessiones, lib. i.)
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&quot;Phaedo&quot; that, without Philosophy, Virtue is nothing

more than a mere rough sketch, is so strongly em

phasized in other quarters that there is formed a general

conviction that the sole sphere of Philosophy is the

sphere of human conduct.1

1 PLATO : Phsedo, 69 B.



CHAPTER II.

Importance of the ethical tendency in pre-Socratic Philosophy

generally under-estimated Development of this tendencyfrom
Tholes to the Sophists, and from the Sophists to the Stoics and

Epicureans Special influence of these two Schools, aided by
the failure of political interest, in establishing a practicable

ideal of PERSONAL virtue This ideal, conspicuous in Plutarch s

11

Ethics,&quot; and inculcated by the philosophers of the early

Qrceco-Roman Empire generally.

TT will be interesting and useful briefly to trace the

-*-
growth of the ethical tendency in Greek Philosophy,

not only as a preparation for the study of Plutarch s

position as an ethical and religious teacher, but also

because the prominence of this tendency in the pre-

Socratic systems appears to have been greatly under

estimated.1 It has been found so easy, for purposes of

historical narrative, to describe a certain philosophical

1 &quot; Before the fifth century, philosophy had been entirely physical
or metaphysical.&quot; Sir A. GRANT : Aristotle. (Essay already quoted.)
The word italicized is surely too sweeping. (The thought is repeated
with some qualification on page 67.) Cf. DIOGENES LAERTIUS : i. 18,

and i. 13. CICERO: Tusc. Quxzt., v. 4; Acad., i. 4, 15. ARISTOTLE

speaks with greater truth and moderation. Metaph., i. 6. The dis

tinction between Socrates and previous philosophers lies not so much
in the fact that they were not ethical philosophers as that he was

not a physical philosopher.

i
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tendency as
&quot;

physical,&quot;
and a certain other as

&quot; meta

physical,&quot;
that the purely general character of these

descriptions has been overlooked. Thales was a natural

philosopher, an astronomer, and, if we may trust the

&quot;general
belief of the Greeks&quot; to which Herodotus

alludes in his account of the crossing of the river Halys

by Crcestis, a great mechanical engineer as well. 1 But

he was something more than this. He was dis

tinguished for great political insight, and was acknow

ledged to be the greatest of the group of practical

philosophers who were known as the Seven Sages.
2

To this group are assigned those famous dicta which,

whether inscribed by priests on the walls of temples,

or embodied by philosophers in their ethical systems,

conveyed a profound moral significance to every
member of a Hellenic community. Although no

special one of these sayings is ascribed to Thales by

name, it would surely be absurd to suppose him

deficient in those very qualities which brought fame

to the men at whose head he was universally placed.

A man who was confessedly a trusted counsellor in

Politics would assuredly, in those days, have had

something to say on that branch of Politics which was

destined eventually to be separated from its parent

1 HEROD, i. 75. Cf. the amusing story told by Plutarch (De
Solkrtia Animalium, 971 B, C), in which a mule laden with salt

lightens its load in crossing a river by soaking its packages well

under the water. Thales enters the ranks against the clever mule,
and comes oft easy winner by giving him a load of sponges and icool.

2 HEROD, i. 170. Cf. PLUTARCH : Cum Principibua Viris PhilosopUo
etse dinserendum, 779 A.
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stem, and to become a distinct branch of philosophical

investigation. Anaximander cannot, at this distance of

time, be directly associated with the practical problems

of human life, but must ever remain wrapped up in his

&quot;infinity,&quot;
which is neither Air nor Water, nor any

other element, but &quot;

something that is different from all

of them.&quot;
l It is not, however, without significance in

this connexion, that the most striking fragment of his

Philosophy that has reached our times is couched in

ethical phraseology :

&quot; That out of which existing

things have their birth must also, of right, be their

grave when they are destroyed. For they must, by the

dispensation of time, give a just compensation for their

injustice.&quot;
2 We are in equal ignorance of any special

ethical teaching of Anaximenes. Heraclitus, however,

has a distinctly ethical aspect, in spite of the physical
nature of most of his philosophical speculations. Self-

knowledge, which is alien to the multitude, who are

under the sway of the poets,
3
is already, in Heraclitus,

the basis of self-control, as it is in Socrates the basis

of all moral excellence.4 An ordered self-control is the

highest of all virtues
;
even the Sun must not trans

gress the limits of his sphere, or the Erinnyes, the

Ministers of Justice, will find him out.
5

Anaxagoras,
whom Sextus Empiricus will one day describe as

&quot;

the

1 EITTER and PRELLEB, p. 10. (Quoting SIMPLICITY : Physica, 6, a.)
2 SiMPLicrus : Physica. (Quoted by HITTER and PRELLEK, p. 10.)
3 &quot; Heraclitus used to say that Homer, and Archilochus as well,

ought to be expelled from the Contests and cudgelled.&quot; D. L., is. 1.

4 See PLUTARCH : Adversus Coloten, 118 C ; and STOB.EUS : Antltolo-

gion, v. 119, and iii. 84. (Vol. i. pp. 94 and 104. Tauchnitz Edition.)
5 PLUTARCH : De Exilio, 604 A.
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most physical
&quot;

of all the philosophers, began his book

on Nature with the words &quot;All things were in con

fusion together ;
then came Intelligence, and gave them

order and arrangement ;

&quot;

thus laying the foundation

of his Natural Philosophy in a principle which could

not fail of early application to the sphere of Conduct. 1

The denial of blind Chance, or of immutable Fate, in

the realm of physical phenomena easily leads to its

repudiation in the sphere of Ethics, and to a recognition

of the personal responsibility of the individual mind

for the consequences of its own decisions.2 It was

probably a conviction of the ethical fruitfulness of the

principle thus laid down by Anaxagoras in the sphere

of Physics which induced Aristotle, the greatest of all

ethical philosophers, to assert that its author, as com

pared with his predecessors, was a sober thinker by

the side of random babblers.3 The physical investiga

tions of Democritus were utilized by the Epicureans to

free man from superstitious fears of another world, in

order that he might direct all his powers to making the

best of this world, in a moral, infinitely more than in a

physical, sense. He specifically discussed Virtue, and

concluded that happiness consisted in Temperance and

Self-Control.4 In a book which he wrote under the

significant title of
&quot;

Tritogeneia,&quot; or
&quot;

Minerva,&quot; he

1 DIOGENES LAERTIUS, ii. G.

ALEX. APHHOD : De Fato, ii., quoted by HITTER and PRELLER,

p. 28. Cf. PSEUDO-PLUTARCH: De. 1 lacitis PhilosoplMrum, 885 C, D.
3 ARISTOTLE : Metaphysics, i. 3.

4 RITTER and PRELLER, p. 52. Cf. UEBERWEQ on Leucippus and

Democritus, &quot;The ethical end of man is happiness, which is attained

through justice and culture.&quot;
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appears to have applied the principle of Intelligence to

the domain of Ethics, as Anaxagoras had applied it to

the realm of Physics, pointing out that there wanted

three things to the perfection of human society
&quot;

to

reason well, to speak well, and to do one s duty ;

&quot;

and

that these three powers all spring from the directing

influence of Intelligence. The author of the &quot;

Magna
Moralia

&quot;

says that Pythagoras was the first to discuss

Virtue, and indicates in what manner the Pythagoreans

attempted to apply their theory of Number to the

sphere of Ethics. Their method was wrong, according

to the
&quot;

Magna Moralia,&quot; since there is a special and

appropriate method for the analysis and discussion of

the virtues, and &quot;Justice is not a number evenly

even.&quot;
l Such a definition, thus crushed by way of a

point-blank negative, has, of course, nothing but a

metaphorical significance as applied to Ethics
;
but the

metaphorical conception of Justice as a perfect number

will not be totally devoid of inspiration to justice of

conduct in the mind of one who loves perfection even

when represented by an arithmetical abstraction
;
and

if by this definition
&quot;

it was designed to express the

correspondence between action and suffering,&quot;
2 a fruit

ful, though incomplete, ethical principle is embodied in

1 Magna Moralia, i. 1, andi. 34. Cf. ARISTOTLE: Eth. Nich.,v. 5.

&quot; The Pythagoreans defined the just to be simply retaliation and

Khadamanthus (in JEschylus) appears to assert that justice is this :

that the punishment will be equitable when a man suffers the same

thing as he has done.
&quot;

(Thomas Taylor s translation of The Works

of Aristotle.)
2 UEBERWEG, p. 47. See also citations in last note.
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their mathematical phrasing.
1 In a more general sense,

Epicharnms has sung how the Pythagorean Doctrine of

Number may be applied to the domain of practice :

&quot; Man s life needs greatly Number s ordered sway :

His path is safe who follows Number s way.&quot;
2

But the Pythagorean doctrine of Transmigration

probably had a greater ethical value than the meta

physical conceptions of Number which constituted the

Pythagorean oixri a
; although it is not impossible that

the dogma, when carelessly held or unphilosophically

interpreted, might have a vicious rather than a virtuous

effect.
3 The &quot; Golden Verses of Pythagoras,&quot; whether

composed by any individual member of the school, or

officially embodying the teaching of the sect, or repre

senting the actual work of some philosopher not

formally a Pythagorean, have been universally recog

nised to express a Pythagorean ideal
;

4 and thus

1 How fruitful, the whole Attic Tragedy demonstrates.
2 RITTEU and PRELLEB, p. 79 (from CLEMENS ALEXANDRINE).
1

Cf. MARLOWE S Dr. Faustus :

&quot; Why wert thou not a creature wanting soul ?

Or why is this immortal that thou hast ?

Ah, Pythagoras metempsychosis, were that true

This soul should fly from me, and I be changed
Unto some brutish beast ! All beasts are happy,
For when they die,

Their souls are soon dissolved in elements ;

But mine must live still to be plagued in hell.&quot;

4 MARTHA : L Examen de Conscience chez leg Anciens
(&quot;

etudes

morales sur PAntiquite &quot;).

&quot; Ce poeme, attribue par les uus a Pythagore
lui-meme, par d autres h, Lysis, son disciple, par d autres encore ou a

Philolaiis ou a Empedocle, ne remonte pas sans doute a une si haute
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exhibit in the doctrine of the Italian School a far more

vigorous and fruitful ethical tendency than any study
of its official doctrines so far as they are available for

study would lead us to suppose. And, indeed, the

followers of this Philosophy were conspicuous, even in

Plato s time, for a special manner of life, the prepara

tion for which involved a strenuous devotion to a strict

and lofty ethical ideal, an ideal which subsequently
formed no small part of the strength of that last school

of Greek Philosophy which nominally sheltered under

the segis of Plato. 1

Among the philosophers of the Eleatic School we
find an equally marked tendency in the direction of

antiquite, mais il eat certainement anterieur aulchristianisme, puisque
des ecrivains qui ont vecu avant notre ere, entre autres le Stoicien

Chrysippe, y ont fait quelquefois allusion . . . Hierocles dit formclle-

ment que les Vers d or ne sont pas 1 ceuvre d un homme, mais celle de

tout le sacre college pythagoricien.&quot; The author of the verses is,

doubtless, unknown, but their general attribution in antiquity to a

Pythagorean source is in harmony with the universal recognition

that they cohere with the ethical doctrine of the school. M. Martha

subjects ancient philosophers and critics to a severe reprehension on

the ground that they saw in these verses a mere inculcation of the

practice of the memory
&quot; Un certain nombre d anciens sont tombes

dans la plus etrange meprise. Us ont cru qu il s agissait ici d un

exercice de memoire.&quot; But, giving all the force which M. Martha

assigns to the passages he quotes in support of this view, we must

not leave out of consideration the important part which a good

memory was believed to subserve in practical ethics. See the pseudo-

Plutarchic tract De Educatione Liberorum, 9 F. Cf. EPICTETUS, lib.

iii. cap x.

SENECA (De Ira, 3, cap. 36) learned the practice inculcated by the

golden verses from Sextus, who was claimed as a Pythagorean

(BITTER and PRELLEK, 437).
1 PLATO : Republic, GOO B.
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Ethics. The very basis of the anti-theistic propaganda
of Xenophanes is that the gods in their traditional

character do not display those virtues which are

incumbent on even ordinarily decent men. To his

strenuous sincerity the removal of the gods from the

sphere of human conduct meant the introduction of a

stricter and better reasoned sanction for morality.

Even Parmenides and Melissus and Zeno were not so

absorbed in the creation of abstract metaphysical

conceptions but that Plutarch is able to mention them

together, not only as distinguished for their contribu

tions to the practical wisdom of their time, but as

evincing by the manner of their death their constancy
to a lofty ethical conception of the duties of life.

1

Empedocles is included in the same category as having
conferred great material and political benefits upon his

fellow-citizens, to whom he also addressed a poem

inculcating a pure and noble manner of life based on

the doctrine of Transmigration.

This brief review of the pre-Socratic and pre-

Sophistic Philosophers appears to indicate that, if their

ethical doctrines were not formulated with the scientific

detail and precision of later schools, their speculations

had a strongly ethical cast, and tended to work out

into practical morality in the sphere of daily conduct.

In spite of the numerous systems of Ethics which have

been propounded in ancient and modern days, a

scientific basis of Morality has not yet been truly laid,

1 PLUTARCH: Adversus Cotofen, 1126; cf. D. L., ix. 23. See also

PLATO S Parmenidre, and cf. UEBEUWEG on Purmenides.
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and it was, perhaps, a recognition of the difficulties

menacing attempts in this direction, aided by a feeling

that
&quot; moral progress has not to wait till an unimpeach

able system of Ethics has been elaborated,&quot;
l which led

the early Greek Schools to confine their utterances on

Morals to &quot;rugged
maxims hewn from life,&quot; which

compensated for their lack of scientific precision by the

inspiration they applied to the work of actual life.

It must, however, be admitted that with the

Sophists the concerns of practical life beg^n to assume

that predominant place in philosophical speculations

which they afterwards wholly usurped ;
and the claim

of the Sophists (whether or not Socrates is to be

reckoned among them) to be regarded as the founders

of Ethical Philosophy is not weakened by the fact that,

when Philosophy and Ethics were identified,
2 the term

Sophist was assigned to men whose lives were in

diametrical opposition to everything connoted by the

designation philosopher.
3 The Sophists of the Socratic

1 LESLIE STEPHEN : Tlie Science of Ethics (concluding sentence).
- For a brief expression of this identity, see DION. CH. De Exilio,

xiii. p. 249.&quot; To seek and strive earnestly after Virtue that is

Philosophy.&quot; Cf. SENECA : Epist., i. 37 ; et passim.
3 See MARTHA : La predication morale populaire (&quot;

Lea moralistes

sous 1 empire roraain,&quot; pp. 240, 241).
&quot; A cette epoque la philosophie

etait une espece de religion qui imposait a ses adeptes au moins

1 exterieur de la vertu. Lea sophistes se recounaiasent a leur mceurs

licencieuses et a leurs manieres arrogantes, lea philoaophes a la

dignite de leur conduite et de leur maintien. On entrait dans la

philosophic par une sorte de conversion edefiante : on ne pouvait en
sortir que par une apoatasie acandaleuse.&quot; See the passages referred

to by M. MARTHA, and, in addition, DION S account of his &quot; conver

sion
&quot;

in Oratio xiii. (De Exilio), and his comparisons between the
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age, whose varied teachings were lacking in any

philosophical principle to give them unity and dignity,

brought the business of common life into so marked a

prominence, and recognized Conduct as so much larger

a fraction of life than it had hitherto been consciously

recognized, that the necessity of finding a scientific

basis for Conduct became apparent, and a sphere

was thus opened to the genius of Socrates, Plato and

Aristotle.

It is not necessary to linger in demonstrating the

important part played by Ethics from this point onward

in the development of Greek Philosophy.
&quot;

I hold that

Socrates, as all are agreed, was the first whose voice

charmed away philosophy from the mysterious pheno
mena over which Nature herself has cast a veil, and

with which all philosophers before his time busied

themselves, and brought it face to face with social life,

so as to investigate virtue and vice, and the general

distinction between Good and Evil, and led it to pro

nounce its sentence that the heavenly bodies were

either far removed from the sphere of our knowledge,
or contributed nothing to right living, however much
the knowledge of them might be attained.&quot;

l
Although

sophist and the peacock, and the philosopher and the owl, in Oratio

xii. (De Dei Cognitione).
1 CICERO : Acad. Poster., i. 4. (Reid s translation.) Cf. RITTKK and

PBELLEB: sec. 204, note &quot;a&quot; on XEXOPHON : Memorabilia, iv. 3. 1,

and i. 4. 4.
&quot; Socratera quodam modo naturae studuisse vel ex nostro

loco luculenter cernitur, ubi deprehendis eum teleologicam quaa

dicitur viam ingressum, quae ratio transiit ad Socraticos. Inde cor-

rigendus Cicero Acad. Poster., i. 4.&quot; Cf. BENWELL S Preface to his

edition of the Memorabilia :
&quot; Quam graviter de Dei providentia et de
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this well-known passage from Cicero s
&quot; Academics

&quot;

has been criticized for the too great emphasis which it

lays on the alienation of Socrates from Natural Philo

sophy, and, moreover, as an attempt has been made to

show above, it lays in like manner too much stress

on the alienation of previous thinkers from Moral

Philosophy, or, at any rate, from empirical Ethics, it

expresses with great clearness the surpassing import
ance which the common life of humanity, as illumined

by the light of virtuous ideals, was henceforward to

assume as the end and aim of philosophical investiga

tions and discussions. The overwhelming importance
of Ethics in the philosophical system of Plato is

directly or indirectly apparent in all his teaching ;

and where he, too, indulges in physical speculations, it

is with the warning that probability is all that can be

expected from such investigations, and that they con

stitute a wise and moderate recreation in the course of

severer and more legitimate studies. 1 But it must be

conceded that, while no writer has composed more

beautiful panegyrics in praise of Virtue; while no

teacher has depicted its surpassing importance to

humanity with greater devotion of spirit or subtler

charm of language ; yet the severity of the intellectual

processes which alone lead to a comprehension of what,

in the Platonic system, Virtue is, has had the effect of

admirabili corporis human! stractura Socratem disserentem inducit 1

&quot;

It must be conceded, however, that in Xenophon s account Socrates

is described as discussing natural phenomena still with a view to

ethical edification. (Memorab., iv. 3.)
1 PLATO : Timaeus, 59 C.
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making Virtue herself appear almost &quot;

too bright and

good for human nature s daily food
;

&quot;

too lofty and

afar for the common man to attain
;
a mere abstraction

to be preserved as a field appropriate to the gymnastics
of metaphysicians, and to be shielded from the harsh

contact of the common world and common men by the

clicvaux de /rise of dialectical subtlety. Excess of

Keason in Plato has produced a similar result to that

produced by excess of Emotion in modern Religion, and

it is not without Justice that a great writer of the

nineteenth century has described Plato as &quot;putting

men off with stars instead of sense,&quot; and as teaching

them to be anything but &quot;

practical men, honest men,
continent men, unambitious men, fearful to solicit a

trust, slow to accept, and resolute never to betray

one.&quot;
l The accessibility of Virtue to the common

heart is conditioned in Plato s system by its intelli

gibility to the common reason. The dialectic processes

by which the Ideas of the Good, the True, the Beautiful

are pursued are merely repellent to the average man,
who does not care for Metaphysics, but wishes to be

good and pure and just in his dealings with his fellow-

men.2 &quot;

Plato acknowledges that the morality of the

1 W. S. LANDOB: Diogenes and Plato (Imaginary Conversations).

&quot; Draw thy robe around thee ; let the folds fall gracefully, and look

majestic. That sentence is an admirable one, but not for me. I want

sense, not stars.&quot; Cf. Dr. MARTINEAC : Plato (Types of Ethical

Tlieory).
&quot; The perfection which consists in contemplation of the

absolute, or the attempt to copy it, may be the consummation of

Keason, but not of character.&quot;

2 Cf. LANDOB : loc. cit.
&quot; The bird of wisdom flies low, and seeks

her food under hedges ; the eagle himself would be starved if he
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multitude must be utilitarian, since none other is

attainable save by the highly trained metaphysician.&quot;
1

Even when the multitude accept the teachings of the

philosopher, it is not because they are capable of the

knowledge of ideal truth, but because the philosopher

has compelled them to recognize, from utilitarian

reasons, that it is better to be virtuous than to be

vicious. But this acknowledgment of the inability of

the multitude to be virtuous in the highest sense, and

the assertion that they must submit themselves as clay

to be moulded by the philosopher, who alone has a

knowledge of ideal goodness, do not help in a world

where the philosophers are not autocrats, but where

every teacher must submit his claims to the intelli

gence of the multitude. It may accordingly be

questioned whether Plato s Ethics have furnished

inspiration for goodness except to those who have

already had a predilection for virtue as an appanage of

the highest intellect, or to those more general lovers of

the Beautiful whose taste is gratified by fascinating

descriptions of a quality which, in itself, has no special

charm for them, but which, when depicted by this
&quot; master of .the starry spheres

&quot;

in its atmosphere of

cold but radiant splendour, has transfigured their moral

life with beams that do not &quot;fade into the common

light of
day.&quot;

Plato s teaching, indeed, has something

monastic, exclusive, aristocratic in its import, and the

always soared aloft and against the sun. The sweetest fruit grows
near the ground, and the plants that bear it require ventilation and

lopping.&quot;
1 ABOHEB-HIND : TJie Phsedo of Plato, Appendix I.
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&quot;

esoteric
&quot;

doctrines which were taught in the grove

of Academus to students already prepared by a special

course of instruction to receive them stand at the very

opposite pole of Philosophy to those homely conversa

tions which Socrates would hold with the first chance

passer-by in the streets of a busy city.
&quot; Let no one

enter here who has not studied Mathematics&quot; was a

phrase which summed up in a dogmatic canon of the

school the views of the master touching the exclusion

of the multitude from direct participation in Virtue

and Philosophy.
1

Aristotle brings us into a world where there is less

of poetry and beautiful imagery, but in which the

common man can see more clearly. If the landscapes
are not so lovely, the roadways are better laid and the

milestones are more legible. The contrast has been

often enough already elaborated. Its essence seems to

lie in the recognition by Aristotle that men are men,
and not ideal philosophers. It hardly needed those

famous passages in the &quot;Ethics,&quot; in which Aristotle

subjects the Theory of Ideas to a most searching

1 Cf. MARTINEAU :

&quot;

Types of Ethical Theory
&quot;

: Plato, p. 97, vol.

i.
&quot; For the soul in its own essence, and for great and good souls

among mankind. Plato certainly hud the deepest reverence ; but he
had no share in the religious sentiment of democracy which dignifies
man as man, and regards with indifference the highest personal

qualities in comparison with the essential attributes of common

humanity. He rated so high the difficulty of attaining genuine
insight and goodness that he thought it much if they could be

|

realized even in a few ; and had no hope that the mass of men, over

borne by the pressure of material necessity and unchastened desires,

i
could be brought, under the actual conditions of this world, to more
than the mere beginnings of wisdom.&quot;

D
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criticism, to emphasize that predilection for the

practical concerns of daily life, as not only the proper

sphere of Ethics, but their foundation and material,

which is conspicuous in the general character of his

work. Over and over again he insists that happiness

depends upon action, not contemplation ;

l and so con

vinced is he that Ethics, like every other science, must

start from knowledge of actual facts, that he denies the

claim of those to be students of Moral Philosophy who

are inexperienced in the actions of life.
2 And it is,

surely, in allusion to the demand of the Platonic

Philosophy that the multitude shall permit themselves

to be moulded by the Platonist potter even into that

inferior form of virtue of which alone they are capable,

that Aristotle reverts to the famous saying of Hesiod

that he is second best only who &quot;

obeys one who speaks

well,&quot; while assigning the moral supremacy to the man
who makes his own practical experience of life the

basis of his ethical theories and the mainspring of his

moral progress.

Thus it seems that Aristotle is the true successor

of Socrates, inasmuch as Philosophy, which under

the spells of Platonism had withdrawn again to the

empyrean, is charmed down once more by the Stageirite

to the business and bosoms of mankind. To use the

expressive metaphor of Aristotle himself, though not,

of course, in this connexion, if the creator of the &quot;Ke-

public
&quot;

shines as one of
&quot;

the most beautiful and the

1 ARISTOTLE : Ethics, i. cap. 3. Cf. i. 6 and i. 8.

-
Ethics, i. 3, 4, where also the verse from the Works and Dnyt

in quoted ; cf. see. 6.
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strongest
&quot;

present at the Olympian Games, the author

of the
&quot;

Ethics
&quot;

is one of the
&quot; Combatants

&quot; who have

heen crowned, because they have descended into the

arena, and by right action have secured what is noble

and good in life.
1 After Aristotle, it was improbable

that Philosophy would ever again render itself ob

noxious to the reproach levelled against Plato by some

of his contemporaries that
&quot;

they went to him expecting

to hear about the chief good, but he put them off with

a quantity of remarks about numbers and things they

could not understand.&quot;

Contemporary with the work of Aristotle and his

insistence upon the necessity that each individual man

should seek for the chief good in the sphere of his own

actual experience, occurred the relaxation of the dom
inant claims of the State to the best part of the energies

and activities of the citizen. The change in the polit

ical condition of Greece consequent upon the Maced

onian conquest had turned the Greek citizen back

upon his own soul fur inspiration to guide his steps

aright. The philosophical tendency was thus aided by
1 external conditions, and the joint operation of both

these influences established in Stoicism and Epicu
reanism the satisfaction of the moral requirements of

. the individual man as the aim and end of Philosophy.

Whatever importance the leaders of the Stoics

attached to Logic and Physics and different philo-

t

sophers formed different estimates of their value 3 all

1

Ethics, i. 8.

: GRANT S Aristotle, vol. i. p. 155.
3 See BITTER and PUKLLER, sec. :!92, for the authorities ou thib head.
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were agreed that these parts of Philosophy were only

useful in so far as they enabled mankind to lead a

virtuous life; a life in harmony with nature and its

laws
;
a life which placed them above the domination

of &quot; Fear and hope and phantasy and awe, And wistful

yearning and unsated loves, That strain beyond the

limits of this life!
l The Epicureans repudiated Dia

lectic,
2
and, as already stated, studied Physics with a

view only to freeing the mind of man from those super

natural fears which hampered him in his attainment of

terrestrial virtue and happiness :

&quot; Nam veluti pueri trepidant atque omnia czecis

In tenebris metuunt, sic nos in luce timemus

Interdum nilo qua) sunt metuenda magis quam
QUEB pueri in tenebris pavitant finguntque futura.

Huiic igitur terrorem aniini tenebrasque necesse cst

Non radii solis neque lucida tela diei

Discutiant, sed naturae species ratioque.&quot;

Lucretius, whose great poem is devoted to an exposition
of the physical side of Epicureanism, i.e. of the Atomic

Philosophy of Democritus,
3

is only on the same ground
with Epicurus himself when he makes it clear, not

merely by the general complexion of his argument, but

by a large number of particular passages, and those,

too, the most strikingly beautiful in the poem, that the

1 A Voice from the Nile, by JAMES THOMSON. An Epicurean
would have heartily responded to the verse following those quoted in

the test from this fine poem
&quot; And therefore Gods and Demons,

Heaven and Hell.&quot;

2 DIOGENES LAEKTIUS (HITTER and PRELLER, 380. Cf. Cio. : De

Finibus, i. 7).
3 Cf. Pt-KVUo-PLUTAUCH : De Placitis Pkilosophorum, 877 D.
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investigation of natural phenomena is to serve only as

a means of freeing the life of humanity from those cares

and vices which are hostile to its peace :

&quot;

Denique avnrities et honorum cseca cupido

Quse miseros homines cogunt transcendere fines

Juris et interdum socios scelerum atque ministros

Noctes atque dies niti praestante labore

Ad summas emergere opes, hsec vulnera vita

Non minimam partera mortis formidine aluntur.&quot;

The investigation of nature with a view to eliminating
the fear of death as a factor in human conduct, clearly

enounced as it is in the poem of the Eoman Epicurean,
is still more emphatically expressed in a &quot; fundamental

maxim&quot; of Epicurus himself: &quot;If we did not allow

ourselves to be disturbed by suspicious fears of celestial

phenomena; if the terrors of death were never in our

minds
;
and if we would but courageously discuss the

limits of our nature as regards pain and desire : we should

then have no need to study Xatural Philosophy.&quot;
l

The exclusion of Dialectics,
2 and the subordination

of Physics to Ethics, restricted if, indeed, it were a

restriction the scope of character and intelligence to

the sphere of conduct, and it is in the light of this

limitation that the full significance of the Epicurean
definition of Philosophy lies

&quot;

Philosophy is an active

principle which aims at securing Happiness by Reason

1 DIOGENKS LAEUTIUS, x. 142. Cf. Cic. : De Finibug, i. 19.
&quot; Deni

que etiam morati melius erimits quum didicerimus quid natura

degideret.&quot; (KiTTER and PKELLEK, p. 34:!).
- Cf. the statement of SENECA (Epitt., 89, 9).

&quot;

Epicurei duas

partes philosophise putaverunt esse, naturalem atque moralem :

rationalem removerunt.&quot;
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and Discussion.&quot; Here we have in practical completion
that identification of Philosophy with Ethics towards

which the whole tendency of Greek speculation had

been consciously or unconsciously working, and which

was fully consummated in the later development of

the Stoic and Epicurean systems. The combined effect

of this principle of Epicureanism, and of the contem

poraneous failure of political interest, was to direct

attention to those less ostentatious, but, for happiness,
more effective virtues, which flourish in private society

and in the daily intercourse of mankind. Because it

excluded Dialectics, and because it was excluded from

Politics, the gospel of the Garden established an ideal

of homely virtue which lay within the reach of the

average man, who, like Epicurus himself, was repelled

by Plato s distance from life, and did not feel called

upon to cherish impracticable schemes of ameliorating

society under the dominion of a Demetrius the Liberator,

but was willing to content himself with a humbler

range of duty, with being temperate and chaste in his

habits, simple and healthy in his tastes, cheerful and

serene in his personal bearing, amiable and sympathetic
with his friends, and cultivating courteous relations in

those slightly more extended social circles where comity
and tact take the place of the more intimate and

familiar virtues of household life.
1

1 &quot;

Through the great weight which, both in theory and in their

actual life with each other, was laid by the Epicureans on Friendship

(a social development which only became possible after the dissolution

of the bond which had so closely united each individual citizen to the

Civil Community), Epicureanism aided in softening down the asperity
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By the method of placing in continuous order

certain common and well-known indications, we have

endeavoured to illustrate the view that the natural

development of Greek Philosophy led in the direction

of Ethics, and that the natural development of Ethics

led in the direction of a popular scheme of conduct,

which, fragmentary and incomplete as it might be in

a scientific sense, had yet the advantage that it was

founded upon the common daily life of the ordinary

man, and placed before the ordinary man in his common

daily life an ideal of virtue which, by efforts not beyond
his strength, he might realize and maintain. This type
of character, partly the growth of the circumstances of

the time, but strengthened and expanded by the manner

in which Epicureanism adapted itself to those circum

stances, reacted upon the sterner conception of the

Stoic ideal of private virtue, and when we reach the

revival of Religion and Philosophy in the Greeco-

Roman world of the Empire, it is this ideal which is

the aim and end of every philosopher from Seneca to

Marcus Aurelius, from Plutarch to Apuleius, no matter

what the particular label they may attach to their doc

trines to indicate their formal adhesion to one of the

great classical schools. 1 To take an extreme example

and exclusiveness of ancient manners, and in cultivating the social

virtues of companionaldeness. compatibility, friendliness, gentleness,

beneficence, and gratitude, and so performed a work whose merit we
should be careful not to under-estimate.&quot; UEBERWEO : Gnindris*. I f.

HORACE : Sat., I. iv. 135 &quot; dulcis amicis.&quot; The other elements of

the Epicurean ideal are also realized in Horace s character, as his

writings havo left it to us.

1 This breaking away of the barriers between the teaching of
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of a truth which will subsequently be illustrated

from Plutarch, Seneca, who is a Stoic of the Stoics, is

full of praise for the noble and humane simplicity of

the Epicurean ideal of life, and in those inspiring

letters through which he directs the conscience of his

friend Lucilius into the pure and pleasant ways of

truth and virtue, it is an exceptional occurrence for

him to conclude one of his moral lessons without

quoting in its support the authority of the Master of

the Garden. The absorbing interest of Plutarch as a

moral philosopher lies mainly in the fact that though,
as a polemical writer, he is an opponent, and not always
a fair or judicious opponent, both of the Porch and the

Garden,
1 he collects from any quarter any kind of

various schools was, doubtless, largely due to the increasing import
ance which they universally attached to Ethics. The fact, at any
rate, is indisputable. Every history of Greek philosophy, from the

Third Century onward, is freely scattered with such phrases as these

from Ueberweg: &quot;The new Academy returned to Dogmatism. It

commenced with Philo of Larissa, founder of the Fourth School. . . .

His pupil, Antiochus of Ascalon, founded a Fifth School, by combining
the doctrines of Plato with certain Aristotelian, and more particularly
with certain Stoic theses, thus preparing the way for the transition to

Neo-Platonism.&quot;
&quot; In many of the Peripatetics of this late period we

find an approximation to Stoicism.&quot;

1 As regards Epicureanism, see the Adversus Coloten, the De
latenter vivendo, and the Non posse suaviter vict secundum Epicurum.
Plutarch s polemic against Stoicism is specially developed in the three

tracts, Stoicos absiirdiora Poetis dicere, De Stoicorum llepugnantiis,
and De communibus Notitiis. Plutarch s attitude is purely critical :

he is by no means constructive. His criticism has been severely
dealt with by H. Bazin in his dissertation, De Plutarcho Stoicorum

Adversaria. It is worthy of note that Plutarch deals entirely with

the founders of the two schools, not with the later developments of

their teachings.
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teaching which he hopes to find useful in inculcating

that ideal of conduct which he believes most likely to

work out into virtue and happiness ;
and though his

most revered teacher is Plato, the ideal of conduct

which he inculcates is one which Epicurus would have

wished his friend Metrodorus to appropriate and ex

emplify.
1 This ideal Plutarch thought worth preserva

tion
;

it is the last intelligible and practicable ideal

presented to us by Paganism ;
and the attempts which

Plutarch made to preserve it are interesting as those

of a man who stood at a crisis in the world s history,

and endeavoured to find, in the wisdom and strength

and splendour of the Past, a sanction for purity and

goodness, when a sanction for purity and goodness was

being mysteriously formed, in comparison with which

the wisdom and strength and splendour of the Past

were to be regarded but as weakness and darkness and

folly. The experiment was not without success for a

considerable time
;
and had Paganism been defended

1

Thierscb, who regards Plutarch as the inaugurator of that moral

reformation which, as we attempt to show in the next chapter, was

operating before he was born, asserts that at the time when Plutarch

began his work, the prevailing manner of life was based upon an

Epicurean ideal. (Der Epikureismut war die Popularphilogophie des

Tages, denn in ihrfaml die herrschende Lebtnsweise ihren begrifflichen

Ausdrnck. THIKKSCH : Politils nnd J liilofophie in ihrcm Verltdltniss,

etc., Marburg, 1853.) If this be so. and we willingly make the

admission, there was little need for reform here, although, as Seneca

found (Ad Lucilium, xxi. 9), it may have been necessary to explain
to a misunderstanding world what Epicureanism really was. What
ever Plutarch, as nominal Platonist, may polemically advance against

Epicureanism, the ideal of Epicurus and Metrodorus is realized in the

conduct of the group of people whose manner of life is represented in

the Symposiacs.
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by Julian in the pliant form which Plutarch gave it,

and in the spirit of tolerance which he infused into

his defence of it, it is probable that the harmonious

co-operation, and perhaps the complete union, of the

classical tradition and the Christian faith would have

been the early and beneficial result. 1 With a view to

observing some of the factors which contributed to the

success of Plutarch s work, we propose to give a brief

glance at the ethical condition of the epoch in which it

was carried on.

1 For some considerations on this subject see the concluding

chapter.



CHAPTER III.

Ethical aspect of Grceco-Roman Society in the period of Plutarch :

difficulty of obtaining an impartial view of it Revival of

moral earnestness concurrent with the establishment of the

Empire: the reforms of Augustus a formal expression of
actual tendencies Evidences of this in philosophical and

general literature The differences between various Schools

modified by the importance of the ethical end to which all th&amp;lt; ir

efforts H fre din-.i-tfd Endeavour made to base morality on

sanctions already ronsf-rated ly the philosophies and religious

traditions of the Past Plutarch s
&quot;

E&amp;gt;hi&amp;lt;-s the result of such

an endeavour.

T?EW ages have left to posterity a character less easy
*- to define, or more subjected to the ravages of

mutually destructive schools of criticism, than that

which gave the Religion of Christ to the Western

world, and witnessed the moulding of Pagan Religion

and Philosophy or rather of Pagan religions and

philosophies into that systematized shape which they
afterwards presented against the progress of Christianity.

Many ancient and some modern apologists of Christianity

have appeared to think it essential to the honour and

glory of their Creed that the world, before its rise,

should be regarded as sunk in iniquity to such a depth
that nothing but a Divine Pievelation could serve to
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elevate and purify it.
1

It has been maintained, on the

other hand, and that too by Christian writers, that no

epoch of Western civilization has been so marked, not

only by the material well-being of the mass of man

kind, but
&quot;by

virtue in the highest places and by
moderation and sobriety in the ranks beneath,&quot; as that

during which the new Creed was generally regarded as

a base and superstitious sort of Atheism. 2 It may be

conceded that the original authors of this period who

have been most read in modern times have easily been

construed into vigorous and effective testimony in sup

port of the former position. The poets and rhetoricians

of the Empire have had their most exaggerated phrases
turned into evidence against the morals of their own

days, and their less emphatic expressions have been

regarded as hinting at the perpetration of vices too

1

E.g., Dr. August Tholuck. At the termination of an article,
&quot; Ueber den Einfliiss des Heidenthums aufs Leben,&quot; in which he ransacks

classical authors and Christian fathers for anything which may serve

to exhibit the degradation of Pagan society, he quotes the words of

Athanasius to give expression to the conclusion referred to in the

text. The whole of Champagny s brilliant and fascinating work on

the Csesars is dominated by the same spirit, a spirit utterly incon

sistent with that attitude of philosophical detachment in which

history should be written. (Etudes sur VEmpire Romain, tome iii.,

Les C&ars&quot;) Archbishop Trench, too, says of our period that it

was the hour and power of darkness; of a darkness which then,

immediately before the dawn of a new day, was the thickest.&quot;

(Miracles, p. 162.) Prof. Mahaffy, in the same uncritical spirit, refers

to the &quot;

singular
&quot; and &quot;

melancholy
&quot;

spectacle presented by Plutarch

iu his religious work,
&quot;

clinging to the sinking ship, or rather, trying
to stop the leak and declare her seaworthy.&quot; (Greeks under Roman

Sumy, p. 821.)
* See Dean Merivale, Romans under the Empire, vol. vii.
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monstrous to be more clearly indicated. If, by chance

an author has left -writings marked by a lofty concep

tion of morality, and breathing the purest and most

disinterested love of virtue, this very fact has been

sufficient to justify a denial of their Pagan origin, and

the assertion that the true source of their inspiration

must have been Judtea. Hence the curious struggles

of many intelligent men to establish a personal con

nexion between Paul and Seneca, and to demonstrate

that the Ethics of Plutarch are coloured by Christian

modes of thought.
1 Other authors of the period \vho

1 See &quot;St. Paul and Seneca&quot; (Dissertation ii. in Lightfoot on
&quot;

Philippiaus &quot;)
for a full account of the question from the historical

and critical standpoints. The learned and impartial Bishop has no

difficulty in proving that the resemblances between Stoicism and

Christianity were due to St. Paul s acquaintance with Stoic teaching.

and not to Senoca s knowledge of the Christian faith.

Theodoiet, bishop of Cyrus, in Syria (consecrated A.D. 120), appears
to have been the first to assert the operation of Christian influences

on Plutarch: Plot inn*, Plutarch, and Numenius, and the re*t of
heir ti ioi , iclm lived after the Manifestation of our ijarionr to the

Gentile*, inserted into their own writing* many point* of Christian.

Tlieology&quot; (Theodoretus, Grxcarum affectionum curatwOratio ii.,

De Prinoipio.) In another place he makes a still more definite

assertion: Plutarch ami Plotinu* undoubtedly heard the Divine

Go*pel.&quot; (Orutio x., De Oraculis.) Rualdus, in the ninth chapter
of his Vita PJutarchi, given towards the end of the first volume of the

Paris edition of 1624, dare not be so emphatic as Theodoret: &quot; There

are, in the writing* of Plutarch, numerou* thought*, drawn from I cannot

*ay what hidden source, which, from their truth and, importance, could

be taken for the utterance* of a Christian oracle. I do not hetitate,

therefore, to fay of him, a* Tertullian said of Seneca, that he is often
our men man &quot; And he even goes so far as to admit that, though
Plutarch never attacked the Christian faith, and might have read the

New Testament as well as the Old, it is quite impossible to claim him
as a believer. Brucker, in a slight account of Plutarch in his Historia

Critica Philo*ophias, takes a more critical view. &quot;The fact that
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furnish material for correcting this one-sided impression

have been less known to the multitude and less con

sulted by the learned. Even \vere the worst true that

Juvenal, and Tacitus, and Martial, and Suetonius, and

Petronius have said about Eoman courts and Koman

society ;
even were it not possible to supply a correc

tive colouring to the picture from the pages of Seneca,

and Lucan, and Pliny, and Persius, and even Juvenal

himself: yet it should be easy to remember that, just

as the Palace of the Csesars was not the City, so the

City was not the Empire. Exeat aula qui volet csse plus
is a maxim that could with advantage be applied to

the sphere of historical criticism as well as to that

of practical Ethics; and if we leave the factions and

scandals of the Court and the City under the worst of

the Emperors, and follow Dion into the huts of lonely

Plutarch, in his numerous writings, nowhere alludes to the Christians,

I do not know whether to attribute to his sense of fairness, or even

to actual favour, or whether to regard it as au indication of mere

neglect and contempt.&quot; That Brucker is inclined to the alternative

of contempt is shown by a comment in a footnote on Tilleinont s asser

tion (Hixtoire ties Empereurs*), that Plutarch ignored the Christians,

&quot;not daring to speak well, not wishing to speak ill.&quot; &quot;It appears
to me,&quot; says Brucker, &quot;that the real reason was contempt for the

Christians, who were looked upon as illiterate.&quot;

Of modern examples of this tendency one may be sufficient. In

the introduction to an American translation of the De Sera Numinin

Vindicta, the editor, after enumerating the arguments against any
connexion between Plutarch and Christianity, concludes :

&quot; Yet
I cannot doubt that an infusion of Christianity had somehow infil

trated itself into Plutarch s ethical opinions and sentiment, as into

those of Seneca.&quot; (&quot;Plutarch on the Delay of the Divine Justice,&quot;

translated, with an introduction and notes, by ANDKEW P. PEABODY,
Boston, 1885.)
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herdsmeu on the deserted hills of Eubcea, or linger with

Plutarch at some modest gathering of family friends in

Athens or the villages of Bceotia, we shall find innum

erable examples of that virtue which the Republican

poet sarcastically denies to the highest rulers. Even
after the long reign of Christianity, vice has been

centralized in the great capitals of civilization
;
and

Rome and Alexandria and Antioch are not without

their parallels among the cities of Modern Europe.
In Alexandria itself, the populace who could listen to

discourses like those of Dion must have been endowed

with a considerable capacity for virtue
;
the tone of the

orator, indeed, frequently reminds us of those modern

preachers who provoke an agreeable sensation of excite

ment in the minds of their highly respectable audiences,

by depicting them as involved in such wickedness as

only the most daring of mankind would find courage
to perpetrate.

1 We propose to deal elsewhere with the

testimony of Plutarch as to the moral character of the

age in which he lived, and at present confine our obser

vations to the assertion that his &quot;Ethical&quot; writings
are crowded with examples of the purest and most

genuine virtue; not such virtue as shows itself on

striking and public occasions only, but such also as

irradiates the daily life of the common people in their

homes and occupations. And although he is, perhaps,
in some of his precepts, a little in advance of the general
trend of his times, inculcating, in these instances,

1 See DION : Ad Alexandrino*, p. 410 (Diudorf). See also p. 402.
Cf. PHILOSTHATCS : Vitx Sopliigtnntm, i. ( ,.
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virtues which, though not unpractised and unknown,
are still so far limited in their application that he

wishes to draw them from their shy seclusion in some
j

few better homes, and to establish them in the broad

and popular light of recognized customs;
1

yet it is

clear to every one of the few students of his pages that

the virtues he depicts are the common aim of the

people he meets in the streets and houses of Chaeronea,

and that the failings he corrects are the failings of the

good people who are not too good to have to struggle

against the temptations incident to humanity. The

indications conveyed by Plutarch and Dion respecting

the moral progress of obscure families and unknown

villagers point to the widespread existence through the

Empire of that same strenuous longing after goodness,

which had already received emphatic expression in the

writings of philosophers and poets whose activities had

been confined to Eome.

For there can be no doubt that the establishment

of the Empire had been accompanied by a strenuous

moral earnestness which is in marked contrast to the

flippant carelessness of the last days of the Republican
Era. The note of despair despair none the less

because its external aspect was gay and debonnaire so

frequently raised by Ovid and Propertius and Tibullus
;

the reckless cry, Interea, dum fata sinunt, jungamus
amores ; lam veniet tenebris Mors adoperta caput, is the

1

E.g., Conjugalia Prssce^ta, 140 A.&quot; Thoxe who do not awociate

cheerfully with their wires, nor share tJieir recreation&quot; icith tliem,

teach them to seek their own plea*ure8 apart from thoae of their

hudbande.&quot;
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last word of a dying epoch.
1 These three great poets

utter the swan song of the moribund Republic. Their

beliefs are sceptical, or frankly materialistic
; they shut

their eyes at the prospect of death to open them on

the nearer charms of the sensual life : devoting their

days and their genius to the pleasures of a passionately

voluptuous love of women. In their higher moods

they turn to the Past, but with an antiquarian interest

only, like Ovid and Propertius, or, like Tibullus, to

delight in the religious customs that still linger in the

1 rural parts of Italy, the relics of a simpler and devouter

time. If they turn their thoughts to the Afterworld at

all, it is to depict in glowing verses the conventional

charms of the classic Elysium, or to find occasion

for striking description in the fabled woes of Ixion

and Tantalus. 2 Even these descriptions change by a

natural gradation into an appeal for more passionate

devotion on the part of Corinna, or Delia, or Cynthia.
3

If Propertius thinks of death, it is but to hope that

Cynthia will show her regard for his memory by visit

ing his tomb in her old age ;
to regret, with infinite

, pathos, the thousands of
&quot;

dear dead women &quot; who have

1 become the prey of the Infernal Deities sunt apu.d

infernos tot milia formosarum ; to lament that his
1 deserted mistress will call in vain upon his scattered

1 TIBULLUS: Eleg., i. 1. Cf. PROPERTIVS : Heg., iii. 15. &quot;Dum

nos fata sinuut, oculos satiemua amoro : Nox tibi loiiga venit, nee

reditura dies.&quot;

TIBULLUS: Eleg., i. 3. &quot;Quod si f.italos iam mine explevimns
annos,&quot; to the end of the Klegy.

3

TiB.,i. 3 (sub finem).

E
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dust
;
or to postpone all consideration of such matters

until age shall have exhausted his capacity for more

passionate enjoyment. If he mentions the mighty

political events of his time, it is with the air of one

who watches a triumphal procession while resting his

head on his mistress s shoulder. 1 But these poets,

wrapped in all the physical pleasures which their age
had to supply, are not ignorant of the malady from

which it suffers
; they know that their despair and their

materialism are born of the misery of long years of

sanguinary strife
;
and Tibullus, in one of the sweetest

of his Elegies, utters a -wish which is the Ave of the

storm-tossed Republic to the approaching peace of the

Empire: At nobis, Pax alma, veni?

Cum domino Pax ista venit? Virgil and Horace are

poets of the Empire, and strike the dominant note of

the new epoch. It was not the mere courtly com

plaisance of genius for its patrons that led Virgil and

Horace to identify their muse with the religious and

moral reforms of Augustus. It was rather a conscious

recognition of the spiritual needs of the new age which

led poets and statesmen alike to further this joint

work. It is the custom to regard the labours of

Augustus as resulting in the superimposition on the

social fabric of mere forms and rituals which would

have been appropriate were society only a fabric, but

which were utterly inadequate to serve as anything
better than a superficial ornament to an expanding and

1 PROPERTIUS: Eleg,, ii. 13,28; iv. 5,23 sqq. ; iv. 4.

2
TIB., i. 10.

3 LUCAN : rhnrmlia, \. 670.
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developing organism.
1

But, taken in conjunction with

the poems of Virgil and Horace, they show their real

character as outward and visible signs of an inward

and spiritual grace. It is true that Horace at times

attributes the disasters from which his countrymen
have suffered to their disregard of the ancient religious

ceremonies
;
to their neglect of the. tcmpfa asdesquc

latentes dcornm ct fceda niyro simulacra fumo;
2 but

in the six famous Odes which stand at the head of

Book HE he emphasizes the national necessity of

chastity, fidelity, mercy, loyalty to duty ;
and he utters

not less emphatic warnings against -the general danger
from avarice, ambition, luxury. The essentially re

ligious character of the ^Eneid is evident to every

reader. That is no mere formalism which inspires with

moral vigour the splendid melodies of the Sixth Book.3

Although the Poet uses the conventional machinery
of Elysium and Tartarus to emphasize the contrast

between Virtue and Vice by contrasting the fates that

1 The basis of the work of Augustus, and of the religious reforms

inaugurated or developed by him, is laid in the recognition of a fact

noted by Balbus in Cic., De Nat. Dforum, lib. ii. 3.
&quot; Eoruin

imperils rempublicam amplificatam qui religionibus paruissent. Et

si conferre volumus nostra cum externis, cettris rebus aut pares aut

etiam inferiores reperiemnr ; religione, id est, cultu deorum, multo

superiores.&quot; Cf. HORACE : Od., iii. G, vv. 1-4 ; LIVY, xlv. 39.

2 HOB : Od., iii. 6.

3 See BOISSIKR: Religion Romaine, vol. i. cap. 5. Le Sixieme

Lirre de I Entitle. St. Augustine must surely have felt the religious

influence of the ^Eneid when he experienced the emotion which he

describes in the well-known passage in the First Book of the Con

fessions plorare Didonem mortuum (cogebar), qitia *e occid.it (&amp;gt;b nmorem :

cum interea meipwm morientem, Den, Vita into, tied* ocftilif ferrtm
rtriterrimus. (Lib, i. cap. xiii.)
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await them hereafter; yet justice, piety, patriotism,

chastity, self-devotion
; fidelity to friend and wife and

client
;

filial and fraternal love : never received

advocacy more strenuous and sincere, never were

sanctioned by praise more eloquent, or reprehension

more terrible, than in those immortal verses which it is

an impertinence to praise. The question which pre

sented itself to Augustus, to his ministers and to his

poets, was how to re-invigorate and preserve those

qualities by her practice of which Eome had become

pulcherrima rerum. And we cannot wonder that an

important part of their answer to this question lay in

the direction of restoring those ancient religious cere

monies and moral practices which had been most con

spicuously displayed when Eome was making her

noblest efforts to accomplish her great destiny. The

sanction of antiquity is the most permanent of all

appeals that are ever made to humanity ; and, even in

times of revolution, its authority has been invoked by
those most eager to sweep away existing institutions.

Pro magno teste vetustas creditur. 1 But if Augustus and

his friends appealed to antiquity, it was not merely to

recall the shadows of the ancient forms and customs,

but to revivify them with the new life of virtue that

was welling up in their time, and which, in its turn,

received external grace and strength by its embodiment

in the ancestral forms.

The strong chord of moral earnestness struck by
Horace and Virgil grows more resonant as the new era

1 OVID: Ftt&amp;lt;h , 4. 203; cf. Meta. t i. sec. 8,
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advances, until, in literature at least, it attains the

persistence of a dominant. Juvenal is so passionately

moral that he frequently renders himself liable to

Horace s censure of those who worship virtue too

much
; but, in his best moods, as in the famous lines

which close the Tenth Satire, he depicts the virtuous

man in a style which is not the less earnest and sincere

because it is also dignified and calm. Persius, whose

disposition was marked by maidenly modesty and

gentleness, and who is also described as frugi ct

pudicus, shows, even when hampered by a disjointed

style which only allows him to utter his thought in

fragments, that devotion to the highest moral aims

which we should expect from a writer brought up under

the influences which he enjoyed ;

1 and though he, too,

exhibits some of the savage ferocity of Juvenal in his

strictures of vice, he yet pays, in his Fifth Satire, that

tribute to virtue in the person of Cornutus which
&quot;

proves the goodness of the writer and the gracefulness

with which he could write.&quot;
2

Lucan, too, whose youth,

like that of Persius, had the inestimable advantage of

receiving a share of the wisdom which Cornutus had

gained by nights devoted to philosophic studies, exhibits

a spirit of the loftiest morality under the rhetorical

phrasing of his great Republican Epic.
3

Looking back,

with something of regret, to the days of a dominant

1 See the Life of Persius, included, with the Lives of Terence,

Horace, Juvenal, Lucan, and Pliny the Elder, in the writings of

Suetonius.
- MACLEAXE S Persius. Introduction.

3 PERSIUS: Sat., v. 62-64. Attenocturnisjuvnt impuUescere r//,//&amp;gt;.

Cuttor enimjuvenum pnrrjfil
i* -insert* cures Fi-ury C
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oligarchy, he does not conceal the licentiousness which

society harboured beneath the sway of the later

Optirnates, and he turns mostly to Cato as the type
which he would fain accept as representative of the

true Roman patrician :

&quot; Nam cui crediderim Superos arcana daturos

Dicturosque magis quam sancto vera Catoni ?
&quot; l

The noble lines in which Cato refuses to consult the

Libyan oracle Non exploratum populis Ammona re-

linquens are well known, and express a highly ethical

view of the divine administration of the world :

&quot; Hseremus cuncti superis, temploque tacente

Nil faciinus non sponte Dei : nee vocibus ullis

Xumen agit : dixitque semel nascentibus auctor

Quicquid scire licet : steriles nee legit arenas

Ut caneret paucis, mersitque hoc pulvere veriim.

Estne Dei sedes nisi terra et pontus et aer

Et cselum et virtus ? Superos quid quserimus ultra ?

Juppiter est quodcunque vides quocunque moveris.&quot;
&quot;

His biting sarcasms on those who exercise the art of

Magic are conceived in the same spirit of lofty rever

ence for the Divine Nature,
3 and he would fain believe

1

Pharsalia, ix. 554-555.
-
Pharsalia, ix. 570. We have not been able to refrain from quoting

these as other well-known verses in the text. They are the

highest expression of the Stoic Pantheism. &quot;

Virtus
&quot;

has the

appearance of a rhetorical climax ; but has it bc-en noticed that the

great modern poet of Pantheism for what else was Wordsworth?

also makes humanity the highest embodiment of that &quot;

presence . . .

Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns, And the round ocean and

the living air, And the blue sky, and in the mind of man ?
&quot;

-1

Qnis labor lii&amp;lt;- superi*. &c., vi. 490. et passim.
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in the immortality of the soul as a stimulus to virtue

and self-abegnation in the present life.
1

The philosophers are marked by the same strenuous

seriousness as the poets. The letters of Seneca to

Lucilius are still an Enchiridion for those that love

virtue, and though there were, doubtless, in the ranks

of the philosophers some who deserved the ferocity

of Juvenal
;
some who laid themselves open to the

sarcasms of Seneca s friend, Marcellinus
;

2 some like

Euxenus, an early teacher of Apollonius of Tyana,
&quot; who did not care much to conform the actions of his

life
&quot;

to the tenets of the philosophy he professed ;

3

some who resembled the Cynics who haunted the streets

and temple gates of Alexandria, and did nothing, as

Dion said,
&quot; but teach fools to laugh at Philosophy ;

&quot; 4

yet it is beyond controversy that philosophers at this

time were generally recognized as the moral teachers

of society, and contributed largely, both as domestic

chaplains like Fronto, and evangelistic preachers like

Apollonius of Tyaua, to the spread of that virtue whose

praise and admiration are so conspicuous and sincere

in the Greek and lioman writers of the period. The

contrast presented by the Sophists, with their artificial

graces and their luxurious lives, only served to em

phasize the worth of the true philosopher, and when a

1 Felices errore suo, &c., i. 459.

* Scrutabitur scholas nostras, et obiiciet pliilosophis cougiaria,

arnicas, gulam : ostendet iiiihi alium in adulterio, alium in popiuu,

aliura in aula. SESECA : Epist., i. 29.

3
PHILOSTRATUS, i. 7. The quaint turn of the version in the

text is from BLOCNT S 1681 translation of the Life of Apollonian.
1 DION : Oratio 32, pp. 402-3 (Uindorf).
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Sophist turned round upon his career, and determined

to lead a virtuous life, he joined the ranks of those who

professed philosophy.
1

One of the most frequently recurrent signs of the

essential love of virtue exhibited by this age is the

constant and strenuous insistence that practice must

conform to profession ;
and that hypocrisy is almost in

the condition of a cardinal vice. It may, of course, be

asserted that the passionate eagerness displayed touch

ing the importance of being true in act to the explicit

utterances of Philosophy is but a sign of conscious

weakness in well-doing ;
and that a truer virtue would

have given effect to itself without all this noisy preach

ing. But a recognition of one s own feebleness has

subsequently become one of the most lauded elements

of the saintly character, and it is given to very few to

blossom gently and naturally into that goodness which

does neither strive nor cry. Juvenal s diatribes
&quot;against

the Egnatii of Eome are not very different in language,
and hardly different at all in spirit, from the attacks of

New Testament writers on hypocritical members of the

Churches. So far as Greece was concerned, this love

of sincerity was but a return from a somewhat distant

lapse to the ideal of personal openness presented in

the famous words of Achilles :

1 See DION : De Cognitione Dei (pp. 213-4) for an interesting

comparison between the owl and the philosopher on the one hand,
und the sophist and the peacock on the other. (Cf. Ad Alexan-

clrinos, p. 406, where the sufferings of the faithful philosopher
are in implied contrast to the rewards that await the brilliant

sophist.)
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&quot; For like hell mouth I loath

Who holds not in his word* and thoughts ouc indistinguished troth.&quot;

And not only is practice regarded as the culmination

of theory, the habit formed upon the active principle,

Philosophy, but the question of personal honour is

involved in the harmony between creed and deed
;
and

one mark of distinction between sophist and philosopher

is that the external apparatus of the former &quot;

his

contracted brows and studied gravity of aspect
&quot;

do

not indicate the possession of the virtues which are the

pride of the latter.
2

Plutarch frequently lays strenuous weight on this

point;
3

Seneca, Dion, Aurelius, Epictetus, Apuleius,

are crowded with sermons on its importance.
1 And if

pure professions are to be carried out into pure actions,

1

Iliad, ix. 312-3 (Chapman s translation). This actual text is

quoted in PHILOSTRATTS L&amp;gt; res of the Sophists (i. 2.&quot;)) as a criticism

on some of the false and fantastic exercises uf the Sophists. The
&quot; distant lapse

&quot;

referred to in the text is constantly evident in the

dramas of the best Athenian period. And history shows that there

was a strong tendency in the Hellenic character agreeing with that

indicated hy the evidence of the dramatists, notwithstanding the

outcry raised when Euripides summed up the whole matter in hia

famous line in the Hippolytns {Hipp. G12).

I liiLOSTRATUo : Vtt.v Sophistaruni. lili. i. sec. 24.

3
E.g., De Stoic. Eepug., 1033 A, B ; l)e Aadiendo, 43 F.

4 See frequent passages in Seneca s letters to Lucilius, e.g. Ep.
i. 16, 20. Cf. De Vita Beata, cap. 18, where Seneca defends himself

and other philosophers against the charge
u
uliter loqnerig: alittr

vivis.&quot; He will not be deterred from the pursuit of virtue by any
truth human weakness may have to admit in the charge.

This note is well marked in both Aurelius and Epictetus (ii. 19.

Cf. AULUS GELUUS, xvii. lit). The praise of Ulysses at the end of

the DC Deo Socnifix of Apuleius is couched in the same strain.
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there is a growing seuse that neither may impure
words be indulged in, even by those whose lives are

pure. Even so far as the composition of light verse

was concerned, a new sensitiveness was making itself

evident. Catullus had said in the old days that a

chaste and pious man might legitimately write verses

of a licentious character, and the catchword had been

repeated by all the society poets down to Martial. 1

But, even when addressing Domitian, Martial, who
asserts that Ids life is pure, begs the Emperor to regard

his lightest epigrams with the toleration due to the

licence of a court jester. Pliny, the excellent and

respectable Pliny, could not read his naughty hendeca-

syllables &quot;merely to a few friends in my private

chamber
&quot;

without subjecting his compositions to serious

criticisms in the homes of these friends, criticisms which

he strives to meet by a long display of great names

who have sinned in the same direction; but beneath

this display his uneasiness peeps forth at every
word.2

The moral reformation officially inaugurated by

Augustus appears, in the light of these indications,

as corresponding to an increased tendency to virtue

1

CATULLUS, xvi. 4, 5 ; OVID : Ti-istia, ii. 353-4 ; MARTIAL,
i. 5.

2 PLINY : Ep. \. 3. Plutarch, also, is legitimately offended at the

loose language of the founders of Stoicism (see De Stoic. Reptig., 1044

B), and his expressions, as are those of Pliny s friends, are quite in

harmony with the modern attitude on the question. Apuleius defends

himself against a similar charge to that brought against Pliny by a

similar display of great names. &quot; Fecere tamen et nlii talia&quot; (De
Deo Socratis).
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actually leaveuiug Graico-Roinaii society. The formal

acts of the Caesar, the policy of his ministers, the

religious sentiment of Horace and Virgil, the Stoic

fervour of Seneca and Lucan, the martyr spirit of the

Thraseas and the Arrias, the tyrannizing morality of

Juvenal, the kindly humanity of Pliny the Younger,

the missionary enthusiasm of Dion, the gentle per

suasiveness of Plutarch, are all common indications of

the good that still interfused the Pioman world; all

point, as indeed, many other signs also point, to the

existence of a widespread belief that virtuous ideals

and virtuous actions were an inheritance of which

mankind ought not to allow itself to be easily deprived.

Philosophers and politicians, as they were at one in

recognizing the value of this heritage, so they were

also at one touching the general means by which its

precious elements were to be invigorated and maintained.

As we have already suggested, it is a remarkable

characteristic of the philosophic writers of this period

of Seneca and Dion, of Plutarch, and even of Epictetus

that there is in them no pedantic adhesion to the

fixed tenets of a particular school. The half-playful

boast of Horace at one end of the period nullius

addictus jurare in vcrla magistri
1

is reiterated with

something of sarcastic emphasis in Epictetus at the

other :

&quot; Virtue does not consist in having understood

Chrysippus.&quot;
2 Seneca gives expression to this preva

lent spirit of compromise with great courage and

1 HORACE : lip., i. 1, 14.

- KPICTETUS : Encleir., 41*
;
//^cox/.- e.-

1

,
iii. 2 ; i. 17.
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clearness. After quoting suo more a certain nobilis sen-

tentia of Epicurus, lie says :

&quot; You must not regard these

expressions as peculiar to Epicurus ; they are common

property. The practice which obtains in the Senate

should, I think, be adopted in Philosophy. When a

speaker says something with which I partly agree, I

ask him to compromise, and then I go with him.&quot;
]

Anything in the whole gathered wealth of the Past

which promised support to a man in his efforts to

regulate his life in accordance with the dictates of

reason and virtue was welcomed and made available

for the uses of morality by the selective power of

Philosophy. Hence Plutarch levies contributions on

philosophers, poets, legislators; on Hellenic and Bar

barian Eeligions ;
on Mysteries, Oracles, private utter

ances
;
on the whole complex civilization of the Grseco-

Eoman world, and the civilizations which it had absorbed

or dominated
;
on everything, in fact, which, from its

antiquity, or its possession of national or individual

authority, could be made available for establishing the

practice of virtue on the sanction of an ancient and

1 SENECA: Epist. ad Lucilinm, i. 21. Here are a few of the

eqrcgia dicta which Seneca takes from the teachings of Epicurus,

or Metrodorus, or alicujus ex ilia officina.
&quot; Honesta res est Iseta

paupert ts&quot; &quot;Satis magnum alter alteri theatrum sumus,&quot;
&quot; Philo

sophise servius oporttt ut tibi contingat vera libertas,&quot; &quot;Si cut sna non

videntur amplissima, licet totius mundi dominus sit, tamen miser eft&quot;

&quot;

Quid est turpiiis, quam senex vivere incipienst&quot;
&quot; Is maxime divitiis

fruitn-r, qniminime divitiis indiget,&quot;

&quot; Immodicaira gignit in*aniam&quot;

&quot; Sic fac omnia, tanquam tpectet Epicurus,&quot;

&quot; Initium et salutin.

notitia peccati&quot;
&c. Yet Seneca was the acerrimn* Stoicm of

l.aotantins (Dir. Jm&amp;gt;t... \. 5).
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inalienable foundation. The object of the following

pages is to scrutinize the results of this appeal to the

Past, as they are presented in the &quot; Ethics
&quot;

of Plutarch,

and to arrange in some kind of order the various

elements of which they are composed.



CHAPTER IV.

Plutarch s attitude towards Pagan beliefs marked by a spirit of
reverent rationalism The three recognized sources of Pieligion :

Poetry, Philosophy, and Law or Custom Tie contribution of
each to be examined by Reason with the object of avoiding both

Superstition and Atheism : Season the
&quot;

Mystayogue
&quot;

of

Religion Provisional examples of Plutarch s method in the

three spheres His reluctance to press rationalism toofar His

piety partly explained by his recognition of the divine mission

of Rome Absence of dogmatism in his teaching.

THE question which meets us on the very threshold

of an inquiry into the religious views and moral

teachings of Plutarch is that involved in a definition of

his attitude towards the popular faith. His desire to

form a consistent body of doctrine out of its hetero

geneous and chaotic elements is not so intense as to

blind him to the difficulties of the task. Poets, legis

lators, and philosophers have jointly contributed to the

formation of the
&quot;

ancient and hereditary Faith,&quot; and

Philosophy, Law, and Poetry, avoid reconciliation to as

great a degree as, in the days of Solon, the famous

Attic factions of the Paraloi, the Epakrioi, and the

Pedieis, to the pacification of whose internecine ani

mosities the policy of that statesman was directed.

The gods of the philosophers are like the Immortals of

Pindar :
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Not death they know, nor age, nor toil and pain,

And hear not Acheron s deep and solemn strain.&quot;

Philosophy, too, rejects the Strifes, the Prayers, the

Terrors, and the Fears, which Homeric poesy elevates

to the divine rank.2 Its teachings, moreover, are often

at variance with religious practices established or

recognized by Law and Prescription, as when Xeno-

phanes chid the Egyptians for lamenting Osiris as a

mortal, while yet worshipping him as a god. Poets

and legislators, in their turn, refuse to recognize the

metaphysical conceptions
&quot;

Ideas, Numbers, Unities,

Spirits
&quot;

which philosophers Platonists, Pythago

reans, and Stoics have put in the place of Deity.
3

1

Fragment 120 in Bergk s third edition, 144 in his fourtli edition,

and 107 in Bockh s edition. W. Christ includes it in his selections

1 a5 f)\aiy fiSv (No. 4).
-

Iliad, ix. 498 ; xi. 3, 73 ; iv. 440.
3
Amatoriu*, 763 C, sqq. ; cf. De Placlti* Fhilo&amp;lt;oph.,

lib. i. 879-

880 A. This tract cannot be quoted as authority for Plutarch s views ;

it is in several places distinctly, even grossly, anti-Platonic, and in

other places even more distinctly Epicurean. As an example of the

reverence with which Plutarch constantly alludes to Plato, the first

conversation in the Eighth Book of the Sympo*iaa may be quoted.

The conversation arises out of a celebration of Plato s birthday, and

Plutarch gives a sympathetic report of the remarks of Mestrius

Florus, who is of opinion that those who impute the philosopher s

paternity to Apollo do not dishonour the God. Cf. this and hundreds

of other similar examples with the bitterly contemptuous expressions

in the De l lacitis,SSl A, a section which concludes with an emphatic

exposition of that Epicurean view which Plutarch exerts himself so

strenuously to confute in the De Sera Numinis Vindicta. Bernardakis
&quot; stars

&quot; the De Flacilis, though Zimmerman quotes it as evidence

against the sincerity of Plutarch s piety (Kpi-toln ad Sicolaum

Nonnen, cap. 7 :

&quot;

aperte uegat providentiam &quot;). Wyltenbach says

the Del lacitia was&quot; e perditis quibutdam germanis libris compilatum.

Christopher Meiners (Ui*toria Do&amp;lt;trinx de Vtro Deo, p. 240) attacks
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This clashing of discordant elements in the mass of the

popular tradition is audible in Plutarch s exposition of

his own views
;
a fact which is less to be wondered at

when we accept the hint furnished in the allusion to

Osiris just quoted, and note that Plutarch will not

confine his efforts, as
&quot;

arbitrator between the three

Factions which dispute about the nature of the Gods,&quot;

to the sphere of Grseco-Roman Mythology.
1 But

although he will sit in turn at the feet of poets,

philosophers, and legislators, borrowing, from Science,

Custom, Tradition alike, any teaching which promises
ethical usefulness, he frequently insists, both in general

terms and in particular discussions on points of practical

morals, that Reason must be the final judge of what is

worthy of selection as the basis of moral action.

Philosophy, in his beautiful metaphor, so full of solemn

meaning to a Greek ear, must be our Mystagogue to

the boldness of the writer, &quot;qua
dcorum numen et providentiam

impugnavit, quseque a Plutarchi pietate et morihus longe abhorret.

Corsini seems to think that the incredible labour involved in the

compilation makes it worthy of Plutarch. His edition, with notes,

translation, and dissertations, makes a very handsome quarto, which

is a monument of combined industry and simplicity. He makes no

comment on the anti-Platonic expressions alluded to above (OoRsixus :

Plutarchi De Placitis Philoaophorum, libri v., Florence, 1759), nor

does Mahaffy either, who regards the De Placiti* as genuine, though
he calls it jejune. I have been unable to see a copy of Beck s 1787

edition, which Volkmann highly praises. It may be observed with

regard to the passage referred to at the head of this note that

Plutarch would never have limited the contribution of philosophy to

the knowledge of God to rb fyvariK&v. Dion Chrysostom (De Dei

Cognitione, 393, sqq.) mentions the same three sources of the knowledge
of the Divine nature as Plutarch, but also postulates a primeval and

innate cognition of God.
1 Cf. the Pseudo-Plutarchic De Plant. Phil, 880 A.
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Theology : we must borrow Reason from Philosophy,

and take her as our guide to the mysteries of Religion,

reverently submitting every detail of creed or practice

to her authority.
1 We shall then avoid the charge that

we take with our left hand what our teachers our

legislative, mythological, philosophic instructors have

offered with their right. The selecting and controlling

power of Reason, applied to philosophical discussions,

will enable us to attain to a becoming conception of

the nature of the Deity; applied to the matter of

Mythology, it will enable us to reject the narratives, at

once discreditable and impossible, which have become

current respecting the traditional gods ; and, in the

sphere of Law and Custom, it will enable us correctly

to interpret the legal ordinances and established rules

connected with sacrifices and other religious celebra

tions. The assumption which inspires all Plutarch s

arguments on matters of Religion is that these three

sources supply a rational basis for belief and conduct :

but that superstition on the one hand, and atheistic

misrepresentation on the other, have done so much to

obscure the true principles of belief that Philosophy
must analyse the whole material over again, and

dissociate the rational and the pure from crude ex

aggerations and unintelligent accretions. 2 It mustoo

1

h.6yov (K
&amp;lt;pi\ocro(pias /jLva Taycaybf a.va\a$6vTfs. DC Itide ct Otiride,

378 A, B. &quot; Un lien pieux seformait cntre le myste et son mydogogne,
lien qui ne pouvait plan se rompre minx crime.&quot; Maury, vol. ii. cap. xi.

For the saying of Theodorus about &quot;

taking with the left hand what
ia offered with the right,&quot; see De Tranquillitate Animi, 467 B.

2 De hide et Osiride, and De Superstitione, passim.

F
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be admitted that he applies no definite rules of

criticism, constructs no scientifically exact system of

analysis, propounds no infallible dogmas. His canon

is the general taste and good sense of the educated

man
;
a canon which, vague as it may seem, is based

upon an intelligent knowledge of the practical needs

of life, and produces results which are applicable in a

remarkable degree to the satisfaction of such needs.

As provisional illustrations of Plutarch s method in the

three spheres of Philosophy, Mythology, and National

Custom, we may note the discussion on the nature of

God in the &quot; De E apud Delphos,&quot; the criticism of the

great national poets of Greece in the &quot;

Quomodo adole-

scens poetas audire debeat,&quot; and the remarks in the
&quot; De Iside et Osiride

&quot;

concerning certain religious

practices in the worship of these two Egyptian deities.

In the first-named tract the ostensible subjects of

discussion are the nature and attributes of Apollo ;
but

it soon becomes quite clear that the argument is con

cerned with the nature of Deity itself rather than with

the functions of the traditional god.
&quot; We constantly

hear theologians asserting and repeating in verse and

in prose that the nature of God is eternal and in

corruptible, but that this nature, by the operation of an

intelligent and inevitable law, effects certain changes
in its own form. At one time God reduces all nature

to uniformity by changing His substance to fire
; and,

again, in a great variety of ways, under many forms,

enters into the phenomenal world.1
. . . Philosophers,

1 Cf. DIOG. LAEBT. vii. 13-1 (BITTER and PHELLER, sect. 404).
&quot;

God, by transformation of His own essence, makes the world.&quot;
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in their desire to conceal these high matters from the

common herd, call God s transmutation into fire by
two names Apollo, to express His unity; Phoebus, to

describe His clear-shining purity. To denote God s

suffering the change of His nature into air and

water and earth and stars, and the various species of

plants and animals, they figuratively tell of tearings

asunder and dismemberings/ and in these aspects He
is variously called Dionysus, Zagraeus, Nyktelius, and

Isodaites, and His destructions and disappearances,

His death and His resurrection/ are inventions,

enigmas, and myths, fittingly expressing, for the general

ear, the true nature of the changes in God s essence in

the formation of the world.&quot;
l Plutarch here represents

himself as the speaker ;
and while Ammonius, who was

Plutarch s master,
2 and is always spoken of by him

with the greatest reverence, is subsequently introduced

as taking a different view of the processes by which

God produced the world of phenomena, yet neither

does he depart from the rational standpoint in his view

of the terms under discussion.3 In allusion to these

Grant s Ari*tut1e, Essay vi., Hie Anrient Stubs&quot; Cf. PLUT: Do
Btoir. Repugn. 1053.

1 De E apud Ddplin*, 388 F.
2
Quomodo Adulator, 78 E. Cf. EVNAPICS on ni*bjriuH* ofPhUn^ipJiy.

&quot; No one has written any careful account of the lives of philosophers,

among whom we count not only Ammonius, teacher of divinest

Plutarch, but also Plutarch himself, the darling and delight of all

Philosophy.&quot; Eunapius thinks that the Parallel Live* were Plutarch s

finest work, but adds that &quot; all his writings are thickly sown witli

original thoughts of his own, as well as with the teachings of hia

Muster.&quot;

* 393 E.
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terms, as explained by Plutarch from the Stoical view

of the Divine Nature,
1 he says,

&quot;

Surely God would be

a less dignified figure than the child in the poem,
2

since the pastime which the child plays with mere

sand, building castles to throw them down again, God
would thus be ever playing with the universe. On the

contrary, God has mysteriously cemented the universe

together, overcoming that natural weakness in it which

tends perpetually to annihilation. It is the function of

some other god, or, rather, of some daemon, appointed
to direct nature in the processes of generation and

destruction, to do and suffer these changes.&quot;
In both

these views the literal acceptation of the mythological

names is repudiated, and the two differ only in that

the Stoics quoted in Plutarch s speech make the

Supreme Kuler modify His essence to the production
of phenomena, while Ammonius relegates that function

to a subordinate power ; keeping his Platonic Demiurgus

pure from these undignified metamorphoses. It will

subsequently appear, when we come to deal with the

Daemonology of Plutarch, that the latter view is the

1 Plutarch elsewhere comments upon the evpT)fft\oyia of the Stoics

in finding explanations of the various names of the popular Deities

(Qnomodo Adolescent, 31 K). CICERO (De Natura Deorum, iii. 24)

represents Gotta as charging the Stoics with supporting the crudest

superstitions of the popular faith by the skill which they displayed
in finding a mysterious significance in the current names and

legends:
&quot;

Atque hsec quidem et ejusmodi ex vetere Grsecia fama

collecta sunt ; quibus intelligis resistendum esse, ne perturbentur

religiones. Vestri autem non modo haec non repellunt, verum etiam

confirmant, interpretando quorsum quidque pertineat.&quot;
2

Iliad, xv. 362-4.
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one he also actually accepted. The discussion, at any

rate, furnishes a capital instance of what Plutarch

means by his assertion that Reason must be Mysta-

gogue to Theology. Mythological terms must be ex

amined by Reason before their meaning can be accepted

as an element in religious teaching. The particular

view taken of the expressions is left to the taste or

philosophic bent of the individual critic : to Academic

or Stoic reasonings ;
the only essential is that the crude

literal meaning of the terms shall be repudiated as dis

cordant with a rational estimate of the Divine Nature. 1

In the critical essay,
&quot;

Quomodo adolescens poetas

audire debeat,&quot; the same method is applied to the

whole religious and moral teaching of the national

poets. However great Plutarch s admiration for Plato

as man and philosopher may be, his sound sense of

what is practicable in common life prevents him from

subjecting the ancient poetry of Greece, as an element

in ethical culture, to the impossible standard of the
&quot;

Republic,&quot; and he therefore, on this question, opposes

Stoic and Peripatetic wisdom to the teaching of a

Master with whose sublime views he often finds him

self in agreement.
2

Throughout the whole work he

1 In another place Plutarch expresses the view that the original

Creator of the world bestowed upon the stuff of the phenomenal
world a principle of change and movement by which that stuff often

dissolves and reshapes itself under the operation of natural causes

without the intervention of the original C reator (De Defectu Orac.,

435-6).
2
Plutarch, in this Essay, distinctly places himself in opposition

to Plato, whose views, for the purposes of contrast, may be summarized
from two well-known passages of the Republic. In 337 B, C, the
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applies the touchstone of common sense to all the

beauties and all the barbarities of the traditional

greater part of the myths current in the popular poets are repudiated.

Then, after that famous series of criticisms applied to particular

passages taken from Homer and Hesiod and other poets, after his

analysis of the various kinds of &quot;narration,&quot; and his implicit in

clusion of the great poets of Greece among the masters of that kind

of imitative narration which a man will the more indulge in, t!ie

more conteinptihlc he is, Plato concludes with that ironical descrip
tion of the reception which a Homer or a Hesiod would have to meet
in a state founded on the Platonic ideal.

&quot; We shall pay him reverence

as a facred, admirable, and charming personage; we thull pour per

fumed oil upon his head and crown him with woollen fi Iels ; but we

thall tell him tliat our laws exclude such characters as he, and shall

send him away to some other city than ours.&quot; 398 A. B (Davies and

Vaughan s translation). Plutarch, however, takes the world as it is.

He admits that poetry is a siren, but refuses to stop the*cars of the

young people who listen to her fascinating strains. Lycurgus was

mad in thinking he could cure drunkenness by cutting down the

vineyards ; he should rather have brought the water-springs nearer

to the vines. It is better to utilize the vine of poetry by checking
and pruning its

&quot; fanciful and theatrical exuberance &quot; than to uproot

it altogether. We must mingle the wine with the pure water of

philosophy, or, to use another image, poetry and philosophy must be

planted in the same soil, just as the mandragora, which moderates the

native strength of the wine, is planted in vineyards (Quomodo

Adolescens, 15 E).

August Schlemm, in his De fontibus Plntarchi Commentationum De

Aud. Poetis et de Fortuna (Gottingen, 1893), subjects the structure

of the De Audiendis to a very close and careful analysis, and comes

to the conclusion that the main sources of Plutarch s material are

to be found in the writings of Stoic and Peripatetic philosophers.

He notes that Plutarch s examples are taken from the same Homeric

verses as Plato s, and adds,
&quot;

Quse cum ita siut, quomodo hse

Plutarchum inter et Platonem similitudines ortse sint dubium jam
esse non potest. Plutarchus, ut in eis quse antecedunt, ita etiam

hie, usxis est libro Peripatetici cujusdam, qui, ut criminationes a

Platone poetis facias repelleret, hujus modi fictiones in natura artis

poetic positas esse demonstravit et commentation! suse inseruit
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legends as embodied in Epic and Tragic poetry.

Reason and common sense admit the high value of

imaginative literature in ethical education, and reason

and common sense decide what practical advice shall

be given to youthful students of fiction, in order that

moral lessons may be driven home, immoral incidents,

descriptions, and characters made harmless, or even

beneficial, while, at the same time, even purely aesthetic

considerations are not neglected.

At the commencement of the &quot;De Iside et Osiride&quot;

Plutarch deals fully with numerous examples of

religious practices coming under his third description

of the sources of religious belief, that, namely, of Law
or established Custom. He discusses their meaning in

the light of a principle which he states as follows :

&quot; In the religious institutions (connected with the

worship of Isis and Osiris) nothing has become es

tablished which, however it may appear irrational,

mythical, superstitious, has not some mural or salutary

reason, or some ingenious historical or physical ex

planation.&quot;
: He is not always successful in his

search after a moral meaning, or even an ingenious

poctarum versus a Platono vituperates.&quot; Chrysippus had composed
a work on How to ttiuly 1 oetry, Zeuo one entitled On Poetical

Stu&amp;lt;ly,

and Cleauthes another, called On the Poet.

The opinion of to conscientious a scholar on Plutarch s
&quot;

appro

priations&quot; is worth quoting:
&quot; tenendum est . . . Plutarchum non

eum fuisse qui more compilatorum libros aliorum ad verbura ex-

scriberet sed id egisse ut ea quas Icgisset atque collegisset refcrret,

sed ita ut modo sua intermisceret, modo nonnulla omitteret vel

mutaret.&quot;

1 Ue Is de et Osiride, 353 E.
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historical or physical explanation, in the customs

which he subjects to analysis. The rational attitude,

however, is unmistakable, and these introductory

remarks, personal as they may be to the priestess

Clea, and detached from the main body of the work,

yet stand in a true harmony with what we shall here

after see to be its essential purpose, to show, namely,

that while Philosophy can grasp the Highest without

the intervention of myth or institution, it can also aid

a pure conception of the Highest by studying the

myths and institutions which foreign peoples have

discovered and created as intermediaries betwixt them

selves and the Highest.

But in spite of the important part thus assigned

to Reason in settling disputed matters of faith, and

arbitrating on points of national and individual ethics,

Plutarch makes it clear that Piety and Patriotism have

claims in this matter which are actually enforced by
Pteason in her selecting and purifying role. If he had

seen, as his age could not see, and as we can see, that

Pteason can only be the Mystagogue to Pieligion in a

very limited degree, he would probably have been

patriot first and philosopher afterwards, or would,

perhaps, have accepted the compromise of Cotta,

and played each part in turn as public or private

necessities dictated. But the crux does not arise, and

Plutarch s position never really has the inconsistency

which, carelessly considered, it appears to have, be

cause he is honestly convinced that what Eeason rejects

in the national faith, it is good for the national faith

that it should be deprived of. Hence it is possible to
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give examples of Plutarch s views in this direction

without assuming that he forgot what prospect lay in

exactly the opposite direction. Hence he can quote

Ammonius as beautifully tender in his expressions

towards those who are bound up in the literal realisms

of the Hellenic faith.
&quot; Yet must we extend gratitude

and love to those who believe that Apollo and the Sun

are the same, because they attach their idea of God to

that which they most honour and desire of anything

they know. They now see the God as in a most

beautiful dream : let us awaken them and summon
them to take an upward flight, so that they may
behold his real vision and his essence, though still

they may revere his type, the Sun, and worship the

life-giving principle in that type ; which, so far as

can be done by a perceptible object on behalf of an

invisible essence, by a transient image on behalf of

an eternal original, scatters with mysterious splendour

through the universe some radiance of the grace and

glory that abide in His presence.&quot;
l Not only through

1 De Eapud Delplio*, 398 D. Cf. De Defectu, 433 E. Ammonius
is here evidently referring to a remark made (386 B) by

&quot; one of

those present
&quot;

to the effect that &quot;

practically all the Greeks identify

Apollo with the Sun.&quot; The words of Animunius quoted in the text

are strikingly similar in spirit to the famous verses in the &quot; In

Memoriam :

&quot;

* O thou that after toil and storm

May st seem to have reached a purer air,

Whose faith lias centre everywhere,
Nor cares to fix itself to form,

&quot; Leave thou thy sister when she prays,
Her early Heaven, her happy views ;

Nor thou with shadowed hint confuse

A life that leads melodious days.
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the dramatic medium of another personality, but also

when speaking his own thought directly, Plutarch

alludes with a sincere and touching sympathy to the

duties and practices of the ancient faith. The first

hint of consolation conveyed to his friend Apollonius
on the death of his son is given in words which

feelingly depict the youth as embodying the ancient

Hellenic ideals in his attitude towards the gods, and

his conduct towards his parents and friends. 1 The

converse of this attitude is indicated in many passages

where he deprecates a too inquisitive bearing in the

face of questions naturally involved in the doubt cloud

ing many ancient traditions of a religious character.

The great discussion on &quot;The Cessation of the Oracles&quot;

commences with a reproof directed at those who &quot; would

test an ancient religious tradition like a painting, by
the touch,&quot; and in the

&quot; Amatorius
&quot;

full play is allowed

to the exposition of a similar view, a view, indeed,

which dominates the whole of this fascinating dialogue.

Pemptides, one of the speakers, who rails lightly at

&quot; Her faith through form is pure as thine,

Her hands are quicker unto good :

Oh, sacred be the flesh and blood

To which she links a truth divine !

&quot;

1 Consolatio ad Apollonium, 102 A. &quot;He was a very sage and

virtuous youth, conspicuous for the reverence which he paid to the

gods, to his parents, and to his friends.&quot; This is nearly the old

Hellenic ideal as expressed, e.g., in the lines from the &quot;

Antiope
&quot; of

Euripides, preserved by Stobseus,
&quot; On Virtue &quot;-

&quot; There be three virtues for thy practice, child :

Honour the gods, revere thy loving parents,

Kespect the laws of Greece.&quot;
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love as a disease, is willing to learn what was in the

minds of those who first proclaimed that passion as a

god. He is answered by the most important speaker

in the conversation, a speaker whose name is not given
in the report, which is represented as furnished by
one of this speaker s sons from their father s account.
&quot; Our father, addressing Pemptides by name, said, You

are, in my opinion, commencing with great rashness to

discuss matters which ought not to be discussed at all,

when you ask a reason for every detail of our belief in

the gods. Owr ancient hereditary faith is sufficient, and

a better argument than this could not be discovered or

described. But if this foundation and support of all

piety be shaken, and its stability and the honoured

beliefs that cling to it be disturbed, it will be under

mined and no one will regard it as secure. And if you
demand proofs about every one of the gods, laying a

profane hand on every temple, and bringing sophistical

smartness to bear on every shrine, nothing will be safe

from your peering eyes and prying fingers. What an

abyss of Atheism opens beneath us, if we resolve every

deity into a passion, a power, or a virtuous activity \

&quot; l

This is, of course, an extreme conventional view, but

the fact, that it is put so fully, at least argues Plutarch s

sympathy with it, though he would not, iu his own

person, have pinned himself down to so unqualified an

expression of it. It will be noted that in this part of

the dialogue the gods only are under discussion, whereas

in regard to tradition on other elements iu the ancient

1

Amatorius, 750 B.
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faith the same speaker subsequently represents himself

as neither altogether a believer nor a disbeliever, and

he proceeds to search, in Plutarch s own special way,
for

&quot;

faint and dim emanations of truth dispersed about

among the mythologies of the Egyptians.&quot;
1 Plutarch s

lofty idea of the passion of Love may have induced

him in this, as his strenuous moral aim did in so many
other instances, to emphasize for the moment any

particular aspect of the ancient faith which appeared

likely to furnish inspiration to the realization of noble

ethical ideals. He is anxious, at all events, that his

purely rational arguments shall not carry him too far,

as, on one occasion, after a long disquisition, the un

doubted purport of which is to refer oracular inspiration

to subterraneous fumes and exhalations, or, as one of

the speakers says, &quot;to accident and natural means,&quot;

Plutarch
(&quot; Lamprias

&quot;

here is clearly a thin disguise

of Plutarch himself) is disturbed and confused that he

should be thought desirous of refuting any
&quot;

true and

religious
&quot;

opinions recognized with respect to the

Deity; and he forthwith proceeds to prove that it is

quite possible to investigate natural phenomena for

secondary causes, while recognizing a final cause in

the creative Deity.
2 Not only does Plutarch sympathize

with those who accept with pious simplicity the tenets

of the
&quot;

ancient and hereditary Faith
;

&quot;

not only does he

deprecate too severe a handling of religious questions ;

but he is also eager to support his view of a subject

by showing that it is not out of harmony with the

1

Amatorius, 762 A.
2 De Defectu Orac., 435 E.
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traditions or prescriptions of the national belief. Con

cluding that consolatory letter to his wife upon the

death of their little daughter, which is the most

humane and natural expression of sympathy left us

by antiquity, he tries to show that those who die

young will earlier feel at home in the other world

than those whose long life on earth has habituated

their souls to a condition so different from that which

exists
&quot;

beyond the gates of Hades,&quot; and he says that

this is a truth which becomes clearer in the light of

the ancient and hereditary customs. 1 No libations are

poured for the young that are dead. They have no

share in earth, nor in the things of earth. The laws

do not allow mourning for children of such tender

years, &quot;because they have gone to dwell in a letter land,

and te share a diviner lot.&quot; And he adds,
&quot;

I know
that these questions are involved in great uncertainty ;

but since to disbelieve is more difficult than to believe,

in external matters let us act as the laws enjoin,

while within AVC become more chaste, and holy, and

undefiled.&quot;
2 It must not be overlooked that Plutarch

was long a priest of the Delphian Apollo, and that the

duties of this position responded to some internal need

of his soul, and were not regarded by him as a merely
official dignity, is proved by the manner in which he

alludes to the subject. He is speaking on one occasion

of the many indications which the shrine gives of

resuming its former &quot;

wealth, and splendour, and

1 Consolatio ad Uxorem, 612. Cf. De Defectu Orac., 437 A.
2
Supplying, as Bernardakis does after Wyttenbach, nal OVK oyroi
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honour,&quot; and he congratulates himself on the zealous

and useful part he has taken in aiding the work of

this revival. 1 He mentions two friends as co-workers

in the sacred task, and appears also to felicitate a

certain Eoman Governor of Achaia on similar grounds.
But he reverently proceeds to make it quite clear that

it is the god himself who is the ultimate cause of these

returning blessings.
&quot; But it is not possible that so

great a transformation should have taken place in so

short a time through human activity, unless the god
were present and continuing to inspire his oracle,&quot; and

he concludes by censuring those who, in their inability

to discern the motive actuating the divine methods

with mankind,
&quot;

depart condemning the god, instead of

blaming us or themselves, that they cannot, by reason,

discover the intention of the
god.&quot;

2

Plutarch s attitude of more than tolerance to the
&quot; ancient and hereditary Faith,&quot; an attitude which is,

of course, not inconsistent with his desire to place that

Faith on a rational basis, is partly explicable in the light

of his emphatic gratitude to the existing political con

stitution of the Grseco-Eoman world. He would have

been an admirable co-worker with Maecenas irpoQv^oQ

KOI \pi\aifjLos
3 in carrying out the religious reforms of

1 De Pythix Omc., 409 C. Cf. De Sep. Ger., 792 F.
2 Plutarch puts these words into the mouth of Theon, a literary

man, and a most intimate friend of his own. But Theon is here a

mere modest disguise of Plutarch, just as &quot;

Lamprias&quot; is in the De

Defectu Oruculorum. The argument is, in any case, not affected the

statement is clearly Plutarch s own. (See the note on that dialogue
in a subsequent chapter.)

De Pythiai Oruc., 409 B.
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Augustus. He regarded the welfare of Society and

the State, of the family and the individual citizen, as

bound up with a belief in the gods whose agency was

so clearly visible in bringing the world to that state of

perfection which it now enjoyed, and which promised
to be eternal. No one now even dreamed of doubting
the identity of the gods of Rome with those of Greece,

and Plutarch carries the identification to the extent of

including the gods of almost every people constituting

the Roman Empire.
1 These universal powers had the

world in their providential care, and Rome was the

divinely chosen instrument of their beneficent pur

poses. The Emperor is the depository of the sacred

governing power of the world. 2 When Tiberius shut

himself up in Capreae, this divine potency never left

him. And though expressions of this kind may be

interpreted as a merely formal recognition of the official

dignity of the Head of the World, Plutarch s many
eloquent descriptions of the blessings of the Pax
Romania leave us in no doubt respecting the character

of his views on this subject.
&quot;

I welcome and approve,&quot;

says Theon,
&quot;

the present position of affairs, and the

subjects about which we now consult the oracle. For

there now reigns among us a great peace and cairn.

1 The antiquarian regret of Propertius for the old simple worships
of Rome &quot; Xulli cura fuit externos qusererc divos Cum tremeret

patrio pendula turba sacro&quot; (E!eg.,\. 1) touched a chord which very
few Romans would huve responded to in Plutarch s time.

2 De Exilio, 602 E. This recognition of the sacred character of

the Emperor does not preclude criticisms of individual rulers, e.g.,

Nero : De Sera Num. Vitvlida, 567 F ; and Vespasian : Amatoriits,

771 C.
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War has ceased. Expulsions, seditions, tyrannies, are

no more, and many other diseases and disasters which

tormented Greece, and demanded powerful remedies,

are now healed. Hence the oracle is no longer con

sulted on matters difficult, secret, and mysterious, but

on common questions of everyday life. Even the most

important oracles addressed to cities are concerned

with crops and herds, and matters affecting the public

health. 1 In the
&quot;

Prsecepta Gerendse Reipublicoe
&quot;

he

is still more outspoken in his praise of the Roman

administration, and in his recognition of the opportun
ities which it gives for the culture of the individual

character within the limits of a greatly generous sway.

Plutarch, as is well known, was gifted with a patriotic

regard for the old achievements of the Hellenic name,
but he recognizes with so keen an insight the great

work being accomplished by Eome in the fostering of

municipal institutions, and the establishment of a

peace which meant the undisturbed happiness of

millions of obscure families,
2

that, in the sphere of

practical politics, he deliberately turns away from the

group of inspiring ideas connected with ancient Hellenic

patriotism. He alludes coldly, perhaps even sneer -

ingly, to such of his contemporaries as fancied they
could apply the ancient traditions of glory to those late

and unseasonable times, like little children who would

try to wear their father s sandals
;

3 counsels a complete

De Pythiie Omc., 408 B.
2 Cf. the fate of Chacroneia under Antony, as told by Plutarch s

grandfather (see Life of Antony, 948 A, B).
3 814 A.
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submission to the duly appointed Roman autho

rities
; fully persuaded that within the limits of their

supremacy there is as much freedom as a reasonable

man could desire to enjoy ;
and honestly claims to find

scope, in a little Boeotian township, for such political

ambition as could be safely and wisely indulged.
1 It

is not difficult to sneer at the prudential limitation

of patriotism to such petty, insignificant, and meagre
efforts as the superintendence of bricks and mortar and

the carting of municipal rubbish
;
but the wiser thing

is to note that Plutarch s opposition to vain fancies of

the revival of the ancient Hellenic splendour, except

perhaps in such a form as a Hadrian might be inclined

to revive it in an artificial Panhellenium, is based on

the conviction that happiness depends upon the free

development of individual character, the unrestricted

enjoyment of domestic peace, the undisturbed inter

course of social life
;
and he knew that the Roman

sway made it possible, for Greeks at any rate, to enjoy

these blessings to a degree never previously known in

their chequered history.
2 With a clear recognition of

the historical causes of the political decadence of Hel

lenism, he regards civic discord as the evil which most

demands the attention of those who still seek opportun
ities for public action, and he is particularly grateful

1

Praecepta lieip. Ger., 813, et p.-tssim : He insists, however (814

E, F), that subservience must not go too far, and he is also careful to

point out such brilliant openings for political ambition as are left by
the prculiar conditions of the time (805 A, 15).

2 Plutarch states that the aim of his political advice is to enable

a man not only to become &quot; a useful citizen,&quot; but also
&quot;

to order his

domestic affairs with safety, honour, and justice
&quot;

(De Unius in

c.,826 C).

G
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to the strong hand of Eome for controlling the inter

necine animosities of Greek cities.
&quot;

Consider,&quot; says

he,
&quot; our position with regard to those blessings which

are counted as the greatest that a city can enjoy :

Peace, Freedom, Fertility of Soil, Increase of Popula

tion, Domestic Concord. As regards Peace, our peoples

have no present need of politicians. Every Greek war,

every Barbarian war, has vanished from among us. For

Freedom, our peoples enjoy as much as their rulers

allow them, and a greater share would perhaps not Ite

any better for them. For fine seasons and plentiful

harvests, for families of children like their sires/ and

for gracious aid to the new-born child, the good man in

his prayers will invoke the gods on behalf of his fellow-

citizens.&quot;
l As for civic concord, that, he says, is in

our own power, and those who desire a life of political

activity could not do better than devote themselves to

the task of spreading harmony and friendship among
their fellow-citizens. The peace which the Eomans
have established in the world makes it possible to

develop character on these social lines, and he recog

nizes, in a pregnant comparison, that the freedom which

the Greeks enjoy is sufficient to allow the fullest play

to the development of their own moral character. The

drama is composed and staged : the prompter stands

behind the scene ready with the cue : but the player

can give his own interpretation of the character he

represents, though remembering that a slip may meet

with a worse fate than mere hissing in the audience.2

1

Prxcepta lleip., 824 C.
2
Prxcepta Reip., 813 F.
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Plutarch is clearly of opinion that this state of

things is best for his fellow-countrymen. He is as

firmly convinced of the divine mission of Rome as ever

was Virgil or any other patriotic Roman. 1 In his tract

&quot; De Fortuna Roinanorum,&quot; he discusses the question
whether the greatness of Rome was due to Tux*) or

\\ptTt], or, as he expresses the antithesis in another

place, to Tu^rj or Hpovoia to Chance or to Providence,

we may translate, if we recognize that here Chance is

the divine element, and Providence the human.3 In

other words, is the grandeur of Rome the result of

human virtue and forethought, or is it a direct gift of

the Deity to mankind ? He decides in the latter sense,

though conceding much to the valour of individual

Romans
;
and his incidental expressions of opinion

bear as much evidence to the divinely inspired and

divinely guided character of Roman administration as

is borne by his definite conclusion. He says that,

whichever way the question is decided, it can only
redound to the glory of Rome to be the subject of a

discussion which has hitherto been confined to the

1

PKOPERTIVS, iv. 11.
&quot; HSBO Di coiididerant, hsec Di quoque

mcenia servant.&quot; Plutarch s essay reads like an exposition of this

text of the Roman poet.
&quot; Et hoc verbo monere satis est, Tvxrjs nomine contineri omnem

rerum actionumque effieientiam, qua) a Virtute disjuncta, nee in

Lominis potestate posita est; sive ilia ut casus et temeritas, sive ut

divina providentia informetur.&quot; WYTTENBACH. Schlemm says that

this tract and the l)e Alexandri sire rirtute sire fortnna are &quot; meras

exercitationes rhetoricse in qnibus certain quandam philosophiam

persequi in animo non habebat.&quot; Yet the rhetoric of the De Fortuna

Romanorum is in wonderful harmony with Plutarch s mature opinion
aa deliberately expressed in the De llepullica Gerenda.
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natural phenomena of the universe the earth, the sea,

the heavens, and the stars. His very words are curi

ously reminiscent of Virgil s rerum pulckerrima, Roma

(rwy avOpwTTivwv tpytov TO /caAAioroi ),
1 as he tells how

Time, in concert with the Deity, laid the foundations of

Piome, harmonizing to that end the influence of Fortune

and Virtue alike, thus establishing for all the nations

of mankind a sacred hearth, a harbour and a resting-

place, &quot;an anchorage from the wandering seas&quot; of

human stress and turmoil, a principle of eternity amid

the evanescence and mutability of other things. He
describes with great vigour of language the instability

of the world under the domination of other Empires,
until Eome acquired her full strength and splendour,

and brought peace and security and permanence among
these warring elements.2

Being so satisfied with the constitution of the world,

it is natural that Plutarch should have nothing but

reverent words for the eternal powers whose guidance
had led to so happy a disposition of human affairs.

However much Philosophy should endeavour to free

1 VIRGIL: Georgics, ii. 534; PLUT: De Fortuna Ronuinorum,
316 E. This may be a conscious reminiscence of Virgil s line. If

Plutarch had not read Virgil, he may have heard so famous a verse

quoted by his friends at Rome. He himself translates a passage
from &quot; the poet Flaccus

&quot;

in his Life of Lucullus (518 C HORACE :

Ep., i. 6, 45). The question of Plutarch s acquaintance with Latin

is very important for investigations into the historical sources of Ida
&quot; Lives ;

&quot;

but it lies beyond our present limits. It is fully dealt with

by WEISSENBERGER in his Die Sprache Plutarchs (1895). He excul

pates Plutarch from some of the grosser mistakes in Latinity imputed
to him by Volkmann.

2 317 13, C.
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the mind from the crude and vulgar elements in the

&quot;ancient and hereditary Faith,&quot; she must never be

tempted to profess other than the most pious belief in

its fundamental truth and right ;
and the ultimate aim

of Philosophy must be to strengthen and revive the

ancient Religion by freeing it from inconsistencies and

crudities which, so long as they appeared to be an

essential part of the system, only existed to shock the

pious and to encourage atheism.

Plutarch s attitude towards the ancient Faith may
thus be defined as one of patriotic acceptance modified

by philosophic criticism
;
not that criticism which tries

everything from the fixed standpoint of a set of rules

logically irrefutable : but that which is really the spirit

of rationalism pervading all philosophies alike. If

Plutarch s attitude is that of a Platonist, it is that of

a Platonist whose experience of ordinary human aflairs,

and whose recognition of their importance in Philosophy,
have compelled him to modify the genuine teaching of

the Master into something like the spirit of compromise

characterizing the later Academics. His teaching is

not the philosophic despotism of Plato
;

it might easily

be characterized as
&quot;

plebeian,&quot;
l as Epicureanism was

by Cicero, or
&quot;

commonplace,&quot; as Aristotle has been

described by Platonists. It breathes that free spirit of

truth which bids every man, whether he is a practised

philosopher or not, or even if he has not studied

mathematics, to give a reason for the faith that is in

him : to apply the touchstone of his own practical

1 CICKRO : Qnieft. Tufc., i. 23.
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experience and native intelligence to the domain of

Ethics and Religion as to the domain of every-day life,

because, as a matter of fact, the domain of every-day
life is the domain of Religion and Ethics. The dictum

of Hesiod, enforced by Aristotle and applied in practice

by the Epicureans, and by the Stoics, is the keynote of

the teaching of Plutarch :

&quot; He is most excellent of

all, who judges of all things for himself.&quot;



CHAPTER V.

Plutarch s Theology His conception of God not a pure meta

physical abstraction, his presentment of it not doymatte

General acceptance of the attributes recognized by Greek

philosophy as essential to the idea of God God an UNITY,
ABSOLUTE BKIX&amp;lt;I, KTKKXITY God as IXTKLLIGENCE : PKK-

SONALITY of Plutarch s God intimately associated with his

Intelligence God s InfeHiyence brirxjs him into contact with

humanity: by it he knows the events of the Future and the

secrets of the human heart From his knnwledf/e spri/tr/s his

Providence God as Father and Judijc thel)\*. SKUA Xonxis
VIXDICTA Immortality of the Soul.

IT
will readily he understood that on no question

of Religion is Plutarch more willing to act as
&quot; Arbitrator

&quot;

than on that concerned with the Nature

and Attributes of the Deity. He knows and, as we
have seen, recognizes to the full the discordant nature

of the elements which, by force of circumstances, have

been driven into some kind of cohesion in the formation

of the popular belief, and it must be admitted that his

efforts to harmonize them into a rational consistency

are not completely successful. His own conception of

the Divine nature resembles the popular notion in

being a compound of philosophy, myth, and legalized

tradition. From Philosophy he accepts the Unity of
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God
;
from popular Mythology he accepts certain names

of deities, and certain traditional expressions, which he

understands, however, in a sense quite different from

any interpretation current in the popular views, while,

at the same time, he never uses these names and ex

pressions without an air and attitude of the most pious

regard. The philosophical part of his teaching on the

nature of God is largely Greek, but by no means

entirely so, and neither is it the teaching of any par
ticular school of Greek philosophy. The Demiurgus of

the Timaeus : the One and Absolute of the Pythagoreans :

the Ylpwrov KIVOVV, the voijcne, VOJ/CTEW^ vorjcrtf of

Aristotle
;

the material immanent World-Soul the

Xoyoc o tv ry vXtj of the Stoics : one and all con

tribute qualities to the Plutarchic Deity, and show how
irresistible the necessity for unity had become in the

spiritual, as in the political, world. The metaphysical

Deity thus created from these diverse elements is made

personal by the direct ethical relation into which He is

brought with mankind (as in the punishment of sin),

while the suggestion of personality is aided by the use

of the Greek popular names of the deities to describe

the attributes of the One Supreme God. Thus it has

already been noted that while Plutarch is ostensibly

discussing the attributes of Apollo he is actually

defining his position with reference to abstract Deity.

This ill-harmonizing combination of metaphysics and

popular belief is further placed in contact with views

originated by Oriental creeds, with Zoroastrianism,

with Manichaeism, with &quot;certain slight and obscure

hints of the truth, which are to be found scattered here
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and there in Egyptian Mythology,&quot;
x the whole present

ing a strange conglomeration, which appears to defy

any attempt to make a consistent theology of it, until

we see Plutarch s method conspicuously emerging with

its twofold aim, of proving that all these different views

of God are merely different ways of striving after belief

in the same Supreme Power, and of inculcating a

sympathetic and liberal attitude of mind, which is far

more conducive to unity than a detailed agreement on

points of minor importance.
2 This endeavour after

unity is supported by a strenuous and sincere belief in

what at first sight appears to be a principle of diversity

the belief, namely, in Demons but which Plutarch

uses to great effect in his attempts after unity, by

assigning, with Pythagoras,
3
every recognized tradition

unworthy of the Highest to these subordinate beings

1
Amatoriu*, 762 A.

* One need scarcely go so far as Professor Lewis Campbell, who

says that the main result of the &quot; Ethics
&quot;

of Plutarch is to show
&quot; how difficult it was for a common-sense mail of the world to form

distinct and reasonable opinions on matters of religion in that strangely

complicated time&quot; {Religion in Greek Literature, 1898). But Pro

fessor Campbell is also of opinion that the convenient distinction

between gods and demons, which he (i.e. Plutarch) and others pro

bably owed to their reading of Plato, is worth dwelling on because it

was taken up fur apologetic purpose* by the early Christian
fathers.&quot;

Surely its religious value to an age which did not anticipate the

coming of &quot;the early Christian fathers&quot; makes the distinction worth

study from a point of view quite different from that represented in

Christian apologetics.
3 See MAURY, vol. i. p. 352.

&quot;

Pythagore admet 1 existence de

demons bous et inauvais comme les homines, et tout ce qui lui

paraissait iudigne de 1 idee qu on devait se faire des dieux, il en

faisait 1 ceuvre des demona et des be ros.&quot; (For a fuller discussion of

this question see the chapters on Daemonology.)
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whose influence is everywhere felt in nature and in

human life, and whose presence, at any rate, inter

penetrates and overruns the whole of Plutarch s views

on religion.
1

It is no unfitting circumstance in a priest of Apollo
that his noblest utterances respecting the nature of

1 Plutarch devotes so much of his work to an exposition of his

views of the Divine character, that one feels inclined to regard him
less as a philosopher in the general sense than as a theologian. A
kindly piece of description of his own (see De Defectu Orac., 410 A),
in which he mentions Cleombrotos of Lacedemon as &quot; a man who made

many journeys, not for the sake of traffic, but because he wished to

see and to learn,&quot; and says that as a result of his travels and researches

he was compiling a practically complete corpus of philosophical

material, the end and aim of philosophy being, as he used to put it,
&quot;

Theology
&quot;

may be spoken with equal truth of Plutarch himself. We
cannot, perhaps, do better than apply the term

f6tro&amp;lt;pos
to him, and

support the appellation with an interesting passage from 51. Maury,
in which he deals with the distinction between theosophs and philo

sophers in the early stages of Greek philosophy and religion :

&quot; Les
uns soumettant tous les faits a 1 appreciation rationelle, et partant de
1 observation individuelle, pour expliquer la formation de 1 univers

substituaient aux croyances populaires un sysleme cree par eux, et

plus ou moins en contradiction avec les opinions du vulgaire: c etaient

les philosophes proprement dits. Les autres acceptaient la religion
de leurs contemporains, . . . ils entreprenaient au nom de la

sagesae divine, dont ils so donnaient pour les interpreter, non de

renverser mats de reformer les notions the~ologiques et les formes

religieuses, de fac.on a les mettre d accord avec leurs principes philo-

sophiques
&quot;

(MAURY, vol. i. p. 339). Cf. C. G. SEIBERT, De Apolo-

getica PlutarcUi Theologia (1854): &quot;Finis autem ad quern tendebat

ipsa erat religio a majoribus accepta, qua philosophise ope purgata

ffiqualium animos denuo implere studebat.&quot; He thinks Plutarch was a

theologian first and a philosopher after. (In the passage quoted above

from the De Defectu it is difficult not to regard 5Ir. Paton s emenda

tion of
(j&amp;gt;i\6dfos fj.tt&amp;gt;

olv teal
&amp;lt;f}i\6fj.avns

as more in accordance with the

character of Cleombrotos than the
&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;i\o6ed/j.&amp;lt;ai&amp;gt;

Kal
(f&amp;gt;i\o/j.aOr)s

of Bernard-

akis text, although, of course, he was a great traveller and au

ardent student.)
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God should be contained in discourses connected more

or less with the temples and traditions of the god. In

thu discussion, for instance, on the syllable &quot;E&quot;

written over the narrow entrance of the Amphictyonic

Temple at Delphi, Ammonius is represented as express

ing viows of the Divine Nature which are unsurpassed

for sublimity in any other part of Plutarch s writings,

or even in Greek literature generally. We quote them

here as embodying Plutarch s beliefs on the Unity,

Eternity, and Absoluteness of the Divine Nature.
&quot; Not then a number, nor an arrangement, nor a con

junction or any other part of speech, do I think the

inscription signifies. It is rather a complete and

concise form of address, an invocation of the God,

bringing the speaker with the very word, into a con

scious recognition of His power. The God salutes each

of us, as we approach His shrine, with the great text,

Know thyself, which is His way of saying x^P* to

us
;
and we in our turn, replying to the God, say ti

Thou art, thus expressing our belief in. His true and

pure and incommunicable virtue of absolute being.
1

. . .

Now we must admit that God absolutely is; not that

he is with reference to any period of time, but with

reference to an immovable, immutable, timeless eternity,

before which there was nothing, after which there is

nothing, in respect to which there is neither future nor

past, than which there is nothing older or younger.

But being Unity, the Unity that he is now is the same

Unity with which he occupies eternity; and nothing

1 De E, 392 A. Cf. PLATO: LacJie*, 240 C.
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really exists but that which is endowed with the same

absolute existence as lie neither anything that has

come into existence, nor shall come into existence, nor

anything which had a beginning, or shall have an end.

In worshipping him, therefore, we ought assuredly to

salute and address him in a manner corresponding to

this view of him
; as, e.g., in the phrase already used

by some ancient philosophers, the phrase, Thou art

one. For the Divine principle is not many, as we are,

each of us compacted of countless different passions, a

mingled and varying conglomerate of assembled atoms.

But Being must necessarily be Unity, and Unity must

be Being. It is Diversity that is, the principle of

discrepancy from Unity which issues to the produc
tion of non-Being, whence the three names of the God
are one and all appropriate. He is Apollo (a TroXu c),

because he repudiates and excludes the many (TO.

TroXXa) ;
leius (toe = ftc) because he is Unity and

Solitude
;
and Phcebus, of course, was the name given

by the ancients to anything that was pure and un

sullied. . . . Now Unity is pure and unsullied
;
defile

ment comes by being mixed with other elements, as

Homer says that ivory dipped in purple dye is defiled,

and dyers say that colours mixed are colours corrupted,

the process being called corruption. A pure and in

corruptible substance must therefore be one and whole.&quot;
1

&quot; The Inscription tt seems to rue to be, as it were, at

once the antithesis and the completion of the inscrip

tion, Know thyself. The one is addressed in reverence

1 393 A-D.
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%

and wonder to the God as eternally existent, the other

is a reminder to mortality of the frail nature that

encompasseth it.&quot;
l

Nowhere is the necessity which Plutarch feels for

believing in one supreme ruler of all the imaginable
universe more apparent than in a passage in which he

is seeking a regulating Intelligence for an admitted

plurality of worlds, to account for whose administration

a Greek of almost any period would have been con

strained to resort to the hypothesis of a plurality of

gods, supreme as each individual god might be in his

own individual world. The passage in question initiates

a discussion on this subject somewhat episodical to

the main argument of the
&quot; De Defectu Oraculorum.&quot;

Plutarch himself is the speaker, though he represents

his interlocutors as addressing him by the name of

Lamprias.
2 He is inclined to agree that there may be

more worlds than one, though repudiating an infinity

of worlds.
&quot;

It is more consonant with reason to assert

that God has made more than one world. For He
is perfectly good, and deficient in no virtue whatsoever,

least of all in those virtues that are associated with

Justice and Friendship, which are the fairest of all

virtues, and those most appropriate to the divine

nature. And as God is not wanting in any respect,

so also He possesses no redundant or superfluous

characteristics. There must exist, therefore, other

gods and other worlds than ours, whose companion

ship furnishes a sphere for the exercise of these

1 394 C. * De Defect n, 413 D.
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social virtues. For it is not upon Himself, nor upon
a part of Himself, but upon others, that He discharges

the claims of justice, kindliness, goodness. Hence it

is not probable that He is unneighboured and un

friended, or that this world of ours floats alone in

the emptiness of infinite
space.&quot;

l
Plutarch, however,

is merely on tentative ground here
;
the plurality of

worlds was an abstract academic question no less in

those days than in these. Admitting a plurality of

worlds, it does not necessarily follow that each should

be under the dominion of a separate Deity.
&quot; What

objection,&quot; he asks, in answer to the Stoics,
&quot; what

objection is there to our asserting that all the worlds

are beneath the sway of the Fate and Providence of

Zeus, and that He bestows His superintendence and

direction among them all, implanting in them the

principles and seeds and ideas of all things that are

brought about therein ? Surely it is no more im

possible that ten, or fifty, or a hundred worlds should

be animated by the same rule of Eeason, or should be

administered in accordance with one and the same

principle of action, than that a public assembly, an

army, or a chorus, should obey the same co-ordinating

power. Nay, an arrangement of this kind is in special

harmony with the Divine Character.&quot;
2 Plutarch can

not get away from his fixed belief in the absolute

Unity of God, and with God s Unity, as we have

already seen, his Eternity and Immutability are in

volved. But Plutarch re-asserts this truth in various

1 433 D, E. * 426 B.
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places and forms. In the tract
&quot; De Stoicorum Repug-

nantiis,&quot; though chiefly dealing polemically with the

inconsistencies and self-contradictions of Chrysippus
and other early Stoics, he clearly exhibits his own
views in several passages. In one place

l he asserts

that even those who deny the benevolence of God, as

the Jews and the Syrians, do not imagine him as

other than eternally and immutably existent, and

quotes with approval a sentence from Antipater of

Tarsus, to the effect that God is universally regarded

as uncreate and eternal. A little later in the develop

ment of the argument
2 he adopts the Stoic position

which Chrysippus is represented as contradicting

that the idea of God includes the ideas of happiness,

blessedness, self-sufficiency, which qualities are else

where shown to exist absolutely and independently

of all conceivable causes of opposition.
3 &quot;

They are

wrong who assert that the Divine Xature is eternal

because it avoids and repels anything that might tend

to its destruction. Immutability and Eternity must

necessarily exist in the very nature of the Blessed

One, requiring no exertion on his part to preserve and

defend them.&quot;

The intermingling of the doctrines of various

philosophic sects is interestingly conspicuous through
out these discussions on the nature of God

;
and not

less than elsewhere in the noble observations of the

Platonist Ammonias, which have been quoted from

the &quot; De E apud Delphos.&quot; It is equally interesting to

1 1051 E. : 1052 E.

3 De Defectu Orac., 420 E.
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note that all the speakers in that dialogue, while

looking with their mind s eye far beyond any individual

member of the Olympian Pantheon to that divine

power whose functions correspond with the essential

requirements of the loftiest monotheism, yet use the

name of Apollo as the professed nucleus of their

religious beliefs, and thus bring themselves into formal

harmony with the demands of the &quot; ancient and

hereditary Faith.&quot; The same tendency, at once ortho

dox and unifying, is visible in the philosophic import

attached, in accordance with the Stoic practice, to the

popular names for the god in his various functions.

In other tracts and essays the same aim is conspicuous,

the same method of treatment is applied. In his

fascinating account of the Egyptian myth of Isis

and Osiris which will be dealt with later from the

material which it furnishes for investigating Plutarch s

attempts to identify foreign gods with the gods of

Greece he uses both these divine names as a means

of approach to the Divine Nature, that One Eternal,

Absolute Being, which is the real object of the

philosopher s clarified insight TroAAwv oi/o/iaVwv f.iop&amp;lt;pri

jufa.
1 The true object of the service of Isis, for

example, is
&quot;

the knowledge of that First and Supreme
Power which is compact of Intelligence ;

that Power

whom the goddess (Isis) bids her servants seek, since

He abides by her side and is united with her. The

very name of her temple expressly promises the know

ledge and the understanding of Being, inasmuch as it

: Prometheus Vinctus,2lO.
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is called the Ision (tc wv), indicating that we shall

know Being if we enter with piety and intelligence into

the sacred rites of the goddess.&quot;
1

The passage just quoted shows the intimate con

nexion between Being and Intelligence the &quot;

Supreme
Power is compact of Intelligence ;

&quot;

and we are left in

little doubt respecting Plutarch s views on this second

aspect of the Divine Nature. The conception of the

Deity as vouc, an ancient abstraction in Greek philo

sophy, is at once strengthened and brought nearer to

the intelligence of humanity by Plutarch s simple treat

ment of it, and by his connecting it, wherever possible,

with the traditions of the popular creed. God is

not only Intelligence, but intelligent.
&quot; The Divine

Nature,&quot; says he, &quot;is not blessed in the possession

of silver and gold, nor mighty through the wielding
of thunders and thunderbolts, but in the enjoyment of

knowledge and understanding; and of all the things

that Homer has said concerning the gods, this is his

finest pronouncement :

4 Yet both one goddess formed

And one soil bred, but Jupiter precedence took in birth

And had more knowledge
2

a pronouncement in which he gives the palm for

1 De Iside et Osiride, 3o2 A. We need not here trouble with

Plutarch s fanciful philology, almost as fanciful as that of some

modern Aryanists. His meaning is clear Absolute Being is the

object of the worship of Isis cf. MAX MLLLER: Selected Essays,
vol. i. p. 467 :

&quot;

Comparative philologists have not yet succeeded in

finding the true etymology of Apollo.&quot; (Plato s derivations are given
in the Cratylns, 266 C.)

*
Iliad, xiii. 354. (Chapman s translation.)

H
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dignity and honour to the sovereignty of Jove, inasmuch

as he is older in knowledge and wisdom. And I am
of opinion that the blessedness of that eternal life

which belongs to God consists in the knowledge which

gives Him cognizance of all events; for take away

knowledge of things, and the understanding of them,

and immortality is no longer life, but mere duration.&quot;
l

The free, unfettered exercise of intelligence is therefore

a function of the Divine Nature
;
but although Plutarch

is clearly thinking of the vouc of Anaxagoras as em
bodied by Plato in his conception of the Chief Good,

yet he succeeds in bringing the Divine Nature, by the

exercise of intelligence, into an intimate relation with

humanity which the Platonic Demiurgus never attains.

The true successors of Plato in the realm of Idealism

were the neo-Platonists, who maintained that
&quot; the sum

total of the Ideas exists in the Divine nous, not outside

of it, like golden statues/ which God must search and

look up to before He can think. It is not to be sup

posed that He must needs run about in search of

notions, perhaps not finding them at all, perhaps not

recognizing them when found. This is the lot of man,

whose life is spent often in the search, sometimes in the

vain search, after truth. But to the Deity all know

ledge is always equally present.&quot;
2 The vicious weak

ness of Platonism, whether Old or New, lies in the fact

that no real reason exists why God should ever leave

the contemplation of &quot;worlds not realized&quot; to create

1 De Iside et Osiride, 351 E.

Neoplatonism, by C. BIGG, D.D.
(&quot;

Chief Ancient Philosophies &quot;),

p. 216.
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this world after an eternally existing pattern, in the

intellectual contemplation of which he was already

happy.
1 The &quot; absence of envy

&quot;

is not a philosophic
reason : it is a Platonic leap over an unbridged chasm.

The aloofness of the Epicurean gods in their scdcs quietcc

is the logical outcome of this aspect of Platonism.

Plutarch gives the Divine Intelligence an interest in

the beings He has created. Apollo (here again the

popular name is used for the Divine Being) knows all

the difficulties that trouble the public and private lives

of humanity, and lie knows their solutions also.
&quot; In

private matters we inquire of Apollo as a seer, iu

public matters we pray to him as a god. In the

philosophic nature of the soul he is the author and

inspirer of intellectual difficulties and problems, thus

creating therein that craving which has its satisfaction

in the discovery of Truth
;

&quot; 2
e.g.,

&quot; when the oracle

was given out that the altar of Dchs should be doubled,

the god, as Plato says, not only conveyed a particular

command, but also indicated his desire that the Greeks

should study geometry ;
the task assigned involving an

operation of the most advanced geometrical character.&quot;
3

In another place this paternal interest in the doings of

mankind is attributed to the Deity direct without the

intrusion of any traditional name for a particular god.
&quot;

It is not, as Hesiod supposes,
4 the work of human

wisdom, but of God s, to discriminate and distinguish

1 Cf. the De Placitis Philo*ophorum, 881 B.
1 De E apud Delplwx, 384 F.
3 886 E.
4

Alluding to UKSIOD Works (md Day*, 73,
r

&amp;gt; sq.
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predilections and antipathies in character before they
become conspicuous to the world by breaking out into

gross evil-doing under the influence of the passions.

For God is assuredly cognizant of the natural disposition

of every individual man, being, by His nature, more

fitted to perceive soul than body : nor does He await

the outbreak of actual sin before He punishes violence,

profanity, obscenity.&quot;
x

Thus, although Plutarch accepts

the philosophic phrasing current respecting the nature

of the Deity, his ardent, sympathetic temperament

brings down the philosophers Deity from its majestic

isolation, and makes it
&quot; meet halfway

&quot;

the gods of

the popular faith, so that both may be of service to

humanity, the latter being purified and elevated, the

other actualized and humanized. We discern with

sympathy Plutarch s attempt to satisfy the eternal

craving of men for a mediator between themselves and

the unapproachableness of the Highest; and we are

prepared for his exposition of the doctrines of Dsemon-

ology. This tendency to give warmth and life to

philosophic abstractions is occasionally visible in an

unconscious attempt to assimilate the qualities possessed

by the Deity to those displayed in a less degree by
mankind. Thus, he implicitly accepts the Platonic

position that Eternity is all present to God,
2 a position

which is also accepted by modern European Theology :

but he elsewhere regards the Deity (formally using
the name of Apollo) as a scientific observer, with infal

libly acute reasoning powers directed upon phenomena
1 De Sera Nnminis 7inrficta, 562 B.
- De E, 393 A.
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retained in an unshakable memory. His predictions of

events are, therefore, really predictions, not statements

of present facts
;

and the
&quot;

rigorous certainty and

universality
&quot;

which they possess are the certainty and

universality attaching to the human discoveries of the

laws of geometry and the law of causation, and not to

a divine insight which is omniscience because it is

always regarding events as present, whether they are

actually past, present, or to come.
&quot;

Apollo is a

prophet, and prophecy is the art of ascertaining the

future from the present or the past. Now nothing

exists without a cause, and prediction, therefore,

depends upon reason. The present springs inevitably

from the past, the future from the present. The one

follows naturally upon the other by a succession which

is unbroken from beginning to end, and, accordingly,

he who knows the natural causes of past, present, and

future events, and can connect their mutual relation

ships, can predict the future, knowing, in the words of

Homer, things that are now, things that shall be, and

things that are over. The whole art of Dialectics con

sists in the knowledge of the Consequent.&quot;
1

Already in these passages, which represent philo

sophers as discussing God in the terms familiar in

Greek philosophy, we can discern a gradual breaking
down of that metaphysical exclusiveness which had

hitherto marked the philosophic conception of the

Deity. We see God again becoming personal, and

reverting to that interest in the affairs of mankind

1 De E, 387 B, C.
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from which the philosophers, starting with Xenophanes,

had, in their revulsion from the anthropomorphic
realisms of the Epic traditions, excluded him. We
can already note that Plutarch believes in the &quot;

good
ness

&quot;

of God in a sense quite distinct from the
&quot; absence

of envy
&quot;

distinguishing the Platonic Creator, or even

from the sense involved in Plato s admission that the

gods love the just, since one always loves that which

is made in one s own image.
1 We can see him going

further, indeed, than Aristotle, who compares the love

of men for the gods to the love of children for their

parents, a love which is based upon a recognition of

their goodness and superiority, and of their having been

the authors of the greatest benefits to humanity.
2 But

we are not left without many explicit texts asserting

the goodness of God to mankind in emphatic phrases.

Plutarch agrees with those statesmen and philosophers

who assert that the majesty of the Divine Nature is

accompanied by goodness, magnanimity, graciousness

and benignity in its attitude towards mankind.3 We
have already seen that Justice and Love are regarded

by Plutarch as the most beautiful of all virtues, and

those most in harmony with the Divine Nature,
4 and

many isolated sentences could be quoted to demonstrate

how firmly the belief in God s goodness to man was

fixed in Plutarch s mind. We are fortunate, however,

in possessing a special tract in which the personal

character of the Divine Goodness is so clearly exhibited

that a modern translator of the tract, writing from a

1 PLATO: Philebus, 39 E. 2 ARISTOTLE: Ethics, viii. 12.

3 De Superttitione, 167 E. 4 J)e Defectu Orac., 423 E.
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&quot;

Theological Institution,&quot; is able to say,
&quot;

I am not

aware, indeed, that even Christian writers who have

attempted to defend the same truth within the same

limits of natural theology, have been able to do any

thing better than to reaffirm his position, and perhaps

amplify and illustrate his argument.&quot;
l The tract re

ferred to is, of course, the famous production known as

the
&quot; De Sera Numinis Vindicta.&quot; It is a bold and

beautiful attempt to reconcile the existence of an

actively benevolent Deity with the long-continued,

often permanent, impunity of wickedness in this world
;

an endeavour to solve the question raised, especially

by Epicureans, but not unfraught with solicitude for

philosophers of other schools, respecting the patent

fact that human virtue and human vice have no natural

and necessary connexion with human happiness on

the one hand and human misery on the other. Christ

ian translators of the piece, from Amyot down to the

writers just quoted, have hailed it as an effective

vindication of the ways of God to man, and Comte

Joseph de Maistre, whose paraphrase is designed, as he

says, to please &quot;ladies and foreigners,&quot;
is quite con

vinced that such a justification could not possibly have

been written by one who was not a Christian. 2 Even

1 PLUTARCH on The Delay of tlte Deity in Punishing the Wicked :

revised edition, with notes, by Professors H. B. Hackett and W. S.

Tyler. (New York, 1867.)

Sur les Dtlais de la Justice Divine clans la punition des coupables,

par le Comte JOSEPH DE MAISTRE. (Lyons et Paris, 1856.)
&quot; J ai

pris,&quot; says de Maistre, &quot;/at pris quelques libertys dont fegpere que

Plut trque n aura point se plaindre;&quot; and, speaking of the jeunesse

surannfe of Amyot s style, he adds: &quot;Son orthographe fgare I ceil,
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Wyttenbach, whom de Maistre attacks for repudiating

this view, is willing, with all his scholarly caution, to

admit that Plutarch, in this tract, touches the ex

cellences of the Christian faith.
1

The position which Plutarch sets himself to over

throw is that which is expressed most concisely in the

famous verses of Ennius :

&quot;

Ego deum genus ease semper dixi et dicain ccelitum,

Sed eos non curare opiuor quid agat humanum genus ;

Nam si curent, bene bonis sit, male raalis, quod nunc abest
&quot;

a sentiment in exact harmony with the Epicurean

view of the matter.2
While, however, establishing the

providence and goodness of God as against the practical

I oreiUe ne supporte pas ses vers : les dames surtout et les Grangers le

goutent pen.&quot;
Another French critic justly remarks on these

&quot; liberties
&quot;

of de Maistre : &quot;C est trop de licence. Plutarque n est pas
un de ces ecrivaint qui laissent leurs pensees en bouton

&quot;

(Greard, p.

274). Yet it is upon de Maistre s
&quot;

paraphrase
&quot;

that Gre&quot;ard bases

his own analysis !

1 WYTTENBACH : De Sera Numinis Vindicta (Prxfatio*). It is

pleasant to repeat the praise which Christian writers have poured
on this tract.

&quot; Diese Schrift&quot; says Volkmann,
&quot;

gehdrt meines Erach-

tungs unbedingt mit zu dem schonsten, was aus der gesammten nach-

clasxischen Litteratur der Griechen iiberhaupt anf uns gekommen ist.&quot;

(VOLKMANN, vol. ii. p. 265.) One may wonder a little, perhaps, at

the limitation conveyed in the nach of nachclassischeii. Trench says
that some of Plutarch s arguments

&quot; would have gone far to satisfy

St. Augustine, and to meet the demands of his theology.&quot;
2 The Epicurean author of the De Placitis, still inveighing against

&quot; that tall talker, Plato,&quot; is bitterly emphatic on this point.
&quot;

If there

is a God, and human affairs are administered by His Providence, how
comes it that baseness prospers, lohile the refined and good fall into

adversity?&quot; And he instances the murder of Agamemnon &quot;a the

hands of an adulterer and an adultress&quot; and the death of Hercules,
that benefactor of humanity, &quot;done to death by Dejaniras drugs.&quot;

(881 D.)
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Atheism of the Epicureans, it will be seen that he is

equally temperate, and equally consistent with himself,

in avoiding the exaggerated zeal of those Stoics who, in

their eager desire to do something for the honour of

Providence, had subjected the minutest and commonest

actions of life to the jealous watching of an arbitrary

omniscience, so that, as Wyttenbach puts it, &quot;that

most gracious name of Providence was exposed to

ridicule and contempt, being alternately regarded as

a fortune-telling old crone, and as a dreadful spectre to

alarm and terrify mankind.&quot;

Let us see in what way Plutarch establishes the

providential benevolence of God without detracting

from his majesty.

A company of philosophic students, Plutarch him

self
; Patrocleas, his son-in-law

;

1

Tirnon, his brother
;

and Olympichos, a friend
;

2 are found, at the opening of

the dialogue, regarding each other in silence beneath

a Portico of the Delphic Temple, in wonder at the

discourtesy of an Epicurean who has suddenly dis

appeared from the party, after expounding the doctrines

of his school in the manner, doubtless, of Velleius in

the &quot; De Natura Deorum,&quot; though with a more limited

scope as expressed by the famous line of Eimius already

quoted. According to Plutarch, he had &quot;gathered

together, from various sources, an undigested mass of

confused observations, and had then scattered them in

one contemptuous stream of spleen and anger upon
Providence.&quot; The company, deprived of their legitimate

1

Symposiacs, 642 C, 700 E.
2
Sympathies, Col C.
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opportunity for reply, determined to discuss the ques
tion of Providence as if the departed opponent were

still present, although it cannot be doubted that his

absence, and the consequent want of direct necessity

to &quot;score off&quot; him, lead to a more thorough and

impartial discussion of the topic. Patrocleas, at any

rate, states the difficulty with almost Epicurean bold

ness.
&quot; The delay of the Deity in punishing the wicked

seems to me to be a strange and mysterious thing.

The wicked are so eager and active in their wickedness,

that they, least of all, ought to be the object of inactivity

on the part of God. Thucydides rightly said that the

advantage of delay was on the side of evil-doers.1

Present immunity from the punishment due to crime

encourages the criminal, and depresses the innocent

sufferer. Bias knew that a certain reprobate of his

days would be punished, but feared that he would not

live to see it. Those whom Aristocrates betrayed at

the Battle of Taphrus were all dead when his treachery

was punished twenty years after. So with Lyciscus and

the Orchomenians.2 This delay encourages the wicked.

The fruit of injustice ripens early and is easily plucked,
but punishment matures long after the fruit of evil has

been enjoyed.&quot; This demand of the natural man to

see their deserts meted out to the wicked is reinforced

in a more philosophical manner by Olympichos, who
maintains that delay in the punishment of sin deprives

1

THVCYD., iii. 38. Clcon s famous speech on the Mytilenean

question.
2

Hujus rei aut omuiuo Lycisci ne vestigium quidcm uspiam

reperi.&quot; WYTTENBACH.
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it of that salutary effect which its immediate inflic

tion would have upon the sinner, who regards it as

accidental, and not necessarily connected with his

crimes. The fault of a horse is corrected if bit and

lash be applied at once
;

but all the beating and

backing and shouting in the world at a later time

will only injure his physique without improving his

character.
&quot; So that I am quite unable to see what

good is done by those Mills of God 1 which are said to

grind so late, since their delay brings justice to naught,
and thus deprives vice of its restraining fear.&quot;

:

Plutarch, before replying to these weighty argu

ments, preaches a short and eloquent sermon on the

text,
&quot; God moves in a mysterious way.&quot;

His thoughts
are not as our thoughts, nor His ways our ways. We
must imitate the philosophic caution of the Academy.
Men who never saw a battle may talk of military

affairs, or discuss music who never played a note
;

&quot; but it is a different thing for mere men like ourselves

to peer too closely into matters that concern Divine

Natures; just as if unskilled laymen were to try to

penetrate the intention of an artist, the meaning of a

physician s treatment, the inner significance of a legal

enactment, by fanciful guesses and surmises. ... It is

easier 3 for a mortal to make no definite assertion about

the gods, but just this that He* knows best the proper

1 In allusion, of course, to the famous verse of an unknown

poet :

O^ Q(uiv a\fovffi fj.u\oi, a\fov&amp;lt;n Si Xeirro.

:
54&amp;lt;) E.

3
Deleting 7) after frdStov with BKRNARDAKIS. 5-iJ F.

4 Note the change of number : 6tuv ei Sois.
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time to apply His treatment to wickedness. He car

truly discriminate in the character of the punishmen;

required by each offence.&quot; These preliminary observa

tions are in the proper Academic style ; they an

designed to indicate that the end of a discourse or

such intricate matters can only be the modification o

doubt by probability, not its settlement by absolut

logical certainty.
1 The assumption of the Platonic

attitude is appropriately followed by a Plutarchic

reading of the teaching of Plato, who is understood

as asserting that God, when he made Himself the

universal pattern for all beautiful and noble things

granted human virtue to those who are able to follow

Him, in order that they might thus in somewise grow
like unto Him.2

Further, as Plato says,
3 the universal

nature took on order and arrangement by assimilation

to and participation in the Idea and in the Virtue o:

the Divine Nature. Again, according to Plato, Nature

gave us eyes that our soul might behold the order anc

harmony of the heavenly bodies, and become harmo

nious and ordered herself, free from flighty passions

and roving propensities.
4

Becoming like God in this

way, we shall emulate the mildness and forbearance

1 Cf. the well-known passage in the Timxus (Timxus, 29 C, D).
2 550 D. &quot; Etsi haec sententia disertis verbis in Platone, quod

sciam, non exstet, ejus tamen ubique sparsa sunt vestigia.&quot; WYTTEN-

BACH adds :

&quot; Summam autem hominum virtutem et beatitudinem in

eo consistere, ut imitatione Deorum eis similes evadant, communis fen

omnium Philosophorum fuit sententia.&quot;

3 Plutarch has another well-known passage of the Tirmeus in his

memory here. Timxus, 29 D.
4 &quot;

Neque hoc disertis verbis in Platone legerc me memini ; sed

cum variis locis . . . confer.&quot; WYTT.
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ith which He treats the wicked; shall eradicate from

ir minds the brutish passion for revenge ;
and shall

lit to inflict our punishments until long consideration

,s excluded every possibility that we may repent after

e deed is done. The purport of this argument, and

the examples which Plutarch, always rich in illustra-

n, furnishes in support of it, is clearer than the need

attaching it to the Platonic scheme of creation,

utarch believes that
&quot; God is slow to

anger&quot; ;
because

ntleness and patience are part of His nature, ami

;ause by speedy punishment, He would save a few,

t by delaying His justice He gives help and aclmoni-

n to many. God, moreover, knows how much virtue

originally implanted in the heart of every man.

knows the character and inclination of every guilty

ul
;
and His punishments are, therefore, different

m human penalties, in that the latter regard the

v of retaliation only, while the former are based on

knowledge of character which does not quench the

oking flax, but gives time and opportunity for a

&amp;gt;entant return to the path of virtue. 1 The world, too,

uld have been deprived of many a virtuous character,

t the advantage of many a noble deed, had prompt
nishment for early sins been inflicted. There is,

&amp;gt;reover, a soul of good in things evil
;
the careers of

eat tyrants have been prolonged, and the world has

en the better for the movements which their tyranny

mpelled. Evil is a &quot;

dispensation of Providence
&quot;

in

utarch s eyes, as in those of many modern Christians.

1 551 D.
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&quot; As the gall of the hysena, and the rennet of the seal,

both disgusting animals in other respects, possess

qualities useful for medicinal purposes, so upon certain

peoples who need severe correction God inflicts the

implacable harshness of a tyrant or the intolerable

severity of a magistrate, and does not take away their

trouble and distress until they are purified of their

sins.&quot; Sometimes, too, the Deity delays His vengeance
in order that it may take effect in a more strikingly

appropriate manner. 1

But these external punishments are not the most

terrible that can be inflicted on the sinner. It would

be difficult, even in Christian literature, to find so

striking a tribute to the power of conscience in inflict

ing its immaterial tortures on the criminal who has

escaped material recompense. Plutarch bases his obser

vations on this head on a repudiation of Plato s state

ment 2 &quot;

that punishment is a state that follows upon

injustice,&quot; asserting, as he finds in Hesiod, that the two

are contemporaneous and spring up from the same soil

and root; a view which he supports by many con

spicuous and terrible examples from history, the force

of which may be summarized in the fine and truthful

phrase the antithetical effect of which would be de

stroyed by translation oi&amp;gt;St

1 553 A, 553 F.

2 Laws, 728 C. The reference is to HESIOD : Works and Days,

265, 266, though Plutarch quotes verse 265 in a form different from

the vulgate. GOETTLING (Ap. Paley) thinks Plutarch s version
&quot; savours more of antiquity.&quot; ARISTOTLE : Rhetoric, iii. 9, quotes the

vulgate.
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aAA lyiipaaav Ko\ao/jitvoi.
1 The conclusion which

Plutarch arrives at by considering this aspect of the

case is that
&quot;

there is no necessity for any god, or any
man, to inflict punishment on evildoers, but it is suf

ficient that their whole life is tormented and destroyed

by their sense of their impiety ;

&quot;

and that the time

cannot but come when the glamour and the tinselled

glory of successful crime will be torn away, and nothing
shall remain but the base and dreadful memory to

torture awakening conscience with the pangs of an

unquenchable remorse.2

A fresh perplexity as to the goodness and justice of

God is here raised by Timou, who cannot see that it is

in harmony with these divine qualities that the sins of

the fathers should, as Euripides complained, be visited

upon the children. 3 The punishment of the innocent

is no compensation for the escape of the guilty. God,

in this case, would be like Agathocles, the tyrant of

Syracuse, who ravaged Corcyra because the Homeric

Corcyreans had given a welcome to Odysseus, and

retorted the blinding of the mythical Cyclops upon the

Ithacensians when they complained that his soldiers

had looted their sheepfolds. &quot;Where, indeed,&quot; asks

Timon,
&quot;

is the reason and justice of this ?
&quot; 4 Plutarch

1 554 D. Literally, &quot;they
were not punished iclwn they greic old,

but grew old in punishment.&quot;

555 E, F.
* STOBJEDS: Anthologion, Tit.

7i&amp;gt;,
15.

4 557 D. Cf. the sarcasm of the Academic COTTA in the A;

Natura Deorum, iii. 08 :

&quot; Dicitis cam vim Deorum ease ut, etiam si

quis morte pcenaa sceleris eflugerit, expetnntur eau pcense a liberis, a

nepotibus, a posteris. O miram eequitatem Deorum !

&quot;
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can only reply that, if the descendants of Hercules and

Pindar are held in honour on account of the deeds of

their progenitors, there is nothing illogical in the

descendants of a wicked stock being punished. But

he knows that he is on difficult ground, and repeats

the Academic caution against too much dogmatism in

these intricate matters. He falls back upon natural

causes here, as if seeking to exonerate the Deity from

direct responsibility for a striking injustice. An

hereditary tendency to physical disease is possible, and

may be transmitted from ancestors who lived far back

in antiquity. Why should we marvel more at a cause

operating through a long interval of time, than through

a long interval of space ? If Pericles died, and Thucy-
dides fell sick, of a plague that originated in Arabia,

why is it strange that the Delphians and Sybarites

should be punished for the offences of their ancestors ?
l

Moreover, a city is a continuous entity with an abiding

personality ; just as child, and boy, and man are not

different persons, but are unified by the consciousness

of identity ; nay, less marked changes take place in a

city than in an individual. A man would know Athens

again after thirty years of absence, but a far shorter

period serves to obliterate the likenesses of our personal

acquaintance. A city rejoices in the glory and splendour

of its ancient days ;
it must also bear the burden of its

ancient ignominies. And if a city has this enduring

personality which makes it a responsible agent through

out its existence, the members of the same family are

1 558 F.
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much more intimately connected. There would, there

fore, have been less injustice inflicted had the posterity

of Dionysius been punished by the Syracusans than

was perpetrated by their ejection of his dead body
from their territories. For the soul of Dionysius had

left his body, but the sons of wicked fathers arc

often dominated by a good deal of their parents

spirit.
1

We are conscious of some artificial straining of the

argument in this place, and shortly perceive that the

mention of the soul of Dionysius is intended to prepare
;he way for a discussion on the immortality of the soul.

Plutarch cannot believe that the gods would show so

much protective care for man would give so many
oracles, enjoin so many sacrifices and honours for the

dead if they knew that the souls of the dead perished

straightway, leaving the body like a wreath of mist or

smoke, as the Epicureans believed. 2 He shrinks from

the thought that the Deity would take so much account

of us, if our souls were as brief in their bloom as the

1 559 E.

5600. WYTTENBACH quotes LUCRETIUS, iii. 437 and 45(j : &quot;Ergo

dissolvi quoquc convenit omnem animai Xaturam ceu fumus in altaa

aeris auras.&quot; He might have added, Hi. o7l), sqq. :
&quot;

Denique, cum

corpus ncqucat perferre animai Discidiura, quiu id tetro tabescat

odore, Quid dubitas quin ex imo penitueque cnurta, Emanarit uti

Fumus diffusa animai vis?&quot; Plutarch is probably thinking of Plato s

intelligent gardener&quot; (PH.EDHUS, 270 B), although, as Wyttenbach

says,
&quot; Horli Adonidis proci-rbii rim liabent.&quot; The English reader will

think of Shakespeare s beautiful lines

&quot;

Thy promises are like Adonia gardens.

That one day lloom d, and fruitful were the next.&quot;

Ilutry VI., Pt. 1, act i. be. (.

1
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forced and delicate plants that women grow in their

fragile flower-pots, their short-lived Gardens of Adonis.

He is convinced that the belief in the after-existence of

the soul stands or falls with the belief in the Providence

of God. 1 If there is a Providence, there is existence

after death
;
and if there is existence after death, then

there is stronger reason for supposing that every soul

receives its due reward or punishment for its life on

Earth. But here Plutarch, after just touching one of

the cardinal principles of Christian teaching, the dogma
of Heaven and Hell, starts away from the consequence
which almost seems inevitable, and which Christianity

accepted to the full the belief that our life here should

be modelled in relation to the joys and penalties that

await us in the other world. He clearly believed that

their ethical effect upon life is small. 2 The rewards

and punishments of the soul hereafter are nothing to

us here. Perhaps we do not believe them, and in any
case we cannot be certain that they will come. This

is the position at which Plutarch arrives in the course

of rational argument, and he at once returns to the

sphere of our present life to find surer sanctions for

goodness. Such punishments as are inflicted in this

world on the descendants of an evil race are conspicuous

to all that come hereafter, and deter many from wicked

ness. Besides, God does not punish indiscriminately.

He has a watchful care even over the children of those

who have been notorious for evildoing, and instead of

delaying the punishment in their case, early checks

1
olJO F. - 5G1 A.
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their hereditary disposition to vice by appropriate

restraints born of His intimate knowledge of the

character and inclination of the human heart. But

if, in spite of this, a man persists in the sinful

courses of his ancestors, it is right that he should

inherit their punishment as he has inherited their

crimes.

The dialogue concludes with a myth of the type of

Er the Armenian, in which, after the manner of Plato,

Plutarch embodies views on the state of the soul after

death, for which no place could be found in the rational

argumentation of mere prose. Thespesius of Soli, an

i
abandoned profligate, has an accident which plunges
him into unconsciousness for three days. In this

period his soul visits the interstellar spaces, where the

;
souls of the dead are borne along in various motion

;

I some wailing and terror-struck
;

others joyous and

| delighted ;
some like the full moon for brightness ;

j others with faint blemishes or black spots like snakes.

\ Here, in the highest place, was Adrastea, the daughter

Ibf Zeus and Ananke, from whom no criminal could

lope ever to escape. Three kinds of justice are her

nstruments. Poena is swift to punish, chastising those

ose sin can be expiated while they are still on earth.

Chose whose wickedness demands severer penalties are

eserved for Justice in the afterworld. The third class

)f sinners, the irretrievably bad, are cast by Justice

nto the hands of Erinnys,
&quot;

the third and most terrible

f the servants of Adrastea,&quot; who pursues them as they
vander hither and thither in reckless flight, and finally

hrusts them all with pitiless severity into a place of
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unspeakable darkness. 1 In these acts of immortal

justice the soul is bared utterly, and her sins and crimes

are relentlessly exposed. All this is explained to

Thespesius by a kinsman who recognizes him. He is

then shown various wonders of the afterworld : the

place of Oblivion, a deep chasm by which Dionysus
and Semele had ascended into heaven, above which

the souls hovered in rapture and mirth, caused by the

fragrance of the odours which were breathed by a soft

and gentle air that issued from the &quot;

pleasing verdure

of various herbs and plants&quot; which adorned the sides

of this wonderful chasm. He sees the light of the

Tripod of the Delphic oracle, or would have seen it

had he not been dazzled with the excess of its bright

ness
;
and hears the voice of the Fythia uttering various

oracles. Then follow Dantesque scenes of the punish
ments allotted to various kinds of wickedness, among
which it is interesting to note that hypocrisy is tortured

with greater severity than open vice. A lake of boiling

gold, a lake of frozen lead, a lake of iron, with atten

dant Dasmons to perform the usual functions, an

allotted to the punishment of avarice.2 But the mos -

terrible fate is that of those whose punishment neve: :

ends, who are constantly retaken into the hands o 1

Justice
;
and these, it is important to note, in the ligh

of the argument which preceded the story, are thos

whose posterity have been punished for their trans

gressions. We can see how little Plutarch is satisfie&amp;lt;

1 oG4 C.
- Cf. Tiiwon of Athens, act iii. sc. 1 :

&quot; Let molten coin be tl

damnation.&quot;
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with his own reasonings on this point; they are, as

Wyttenbach says, ncutius quam verius dicta : the punish

ment of the children for the sins of the fathers clearly

leaves the advantage, so far as concerns this world, on

the side of the transgressors. Plutarch, with his firmly

pious belief in the justice and goodness of God, feels

driven to assert that the balance must be redressed

somewhere, and he invokes the aid of Myth to carry

him, in this case, whither Keason refuses to go ;
and

taking the myth as a whole, and in relation to the

tract in which it is embodied, we cannot doubt that

its object is to enforce that doctrine of rewards and

punishments in the Hereafter, from which Plutarch,

as we have seen, shrinks when an occasion arises for

pressing it from the standpoint of Reason. The punish
ments which Thespesius has witnessed in his visit to

the Afterworld have the effect of turning him into a

righteous man in this world, and Plutarch clearly hopes
that the story will likewise convince those who are not

convinced by his reasons. We may gather, however,

that inclined as he was to believe that the providence

of God extended into the Afterworld, his attitude, as

fixed by reason and probability, is summed up in the

words already referred to
&quot; Such rewards or punish

ments as the soul receives for the actions of its previous

career are nothing to us who are yet alive, being dis

regarded or disbelieved.&quot;
l But whatever may be the

1 5G1 A. In the long extract, preserved by Stobseus, from

Plutarch s De Anima (Anthologion : Tit. 120, 28. The Tauchnitz

edition of 1838, however, ascribes this passage to Tbemistius, perhaps

by confusion with extract No. 25), Plutarch allows his imagination
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condition of the soul after death, and its relation to the

Deity in that condition, Plutarch has made it quite

certain that he believes in the goodness of God as safe

guarding the interests of humanity in this world. It

is clear in every part of this interesting dialogue that

the God whom Plutarch believes in is a personal deity,

a deity full of tender care for mankind, supreme, indeed,

to play freely with the fortunes of the soul in the afterworld. In a

beautiful passage, Timon compares death to initiation into the Great

Mysteries an initiation in which gloom and weariness and perplexity

and terror are followed by the shining of a wondrous light, which

beams on lovely meadows, whose atmosphere resounds with sacred

voices that tell us all the secret of the mystery, and whose paths are

trod by pure and holy men. Timon concludes with Heraclitus that,

if the soul became assuredly convinced of the fate awaiting it here

after, no power would be able to retain it on earth. But Plutarch

himself is not convinced : he is charmed and seduced, but Eeason

holds him back from accepting as certainties the &quot;

airy subtleties and

wingy mysteries
&quot;

of Imagination. Under the stress of a desire to

console his wife for the loss of her little daughter, he reminds her that

the &quot;hereditary account&quot; and the Mysteries of Dionysus in which,
he says, both of them were initiated equally repudiate the notion

that the soul is without sensation after death (Consolatio ad Uxorem,
611 D). In his polemic against the Epicureans he chiefly emphasizes
the emotional aspect of the desire for immortality; the Epicurean
denial of immortality destroys

&quot; the sweetest and greatest hopes of

the majority of mankind &quot;

one of these &quot; sweetest and greatest

hopes&quot; being that of seeing retribution meted out to those whose
wealth and power have enabled them to flout and insult better men
that themselves; it robs of its satisfaction that yearning of the

thoughtful mind for unstinted communion with the great masters

of contemplation; and deprives the bereaved heart of the pleasant
dream of meeting its loved and lost ones in another world (Non posse

KIMV., 1105 E). There is no doubt that Plutarch wished to believe
in the immortality of the soul, but the evidence is not conclusive that

he did ; at the most it is with him a &quot; counsel of perfection,&quot; not an
&quot;

article of faith.&quot;
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by virtue of his omnipotence and justice, but supreme
also by virtue of his infinite patience and mercy.

1

1 &quot;

It is not clear from the writings of Plutarch to ichat extent he

tca a monotheist.&quot; This is the opinion of Charles W. Super, Ph.D.,

LL.1X, and it is supported by the irrefragable proof that Plutarch
&quot; uses 6fbs both with and without the article.&quot; This judgment is given,

of all places in the world, at the conclusion of a translation (a very
indifferent one, by the way) of the De Sera Nitminis Vindiota.

(&quot;
Between Heathenism and Christianity : Being a Translation of

Seneca s De Providentia and Plutarch s De Sera Numinis Vindicta&quot;

by Charles W. Super, Ph.D., LL.D., Chicago, 1899.)



CHAPTER VI.

Plutarch s DcemonoJogy Daemonology as a means of reconciliation

between the traditional Polytheism and philosophic Monotheism

Dcemonlore in Greek philosophers and in the popular faith

Growth of a natural tendency to identify the yods of the

polytheistic tradition with the Daemons Emphasis thus given

to the philosophic conception of the Deity Dcemons responsible

for all the crude and cruel superstitions attaching to the

popular (jods Function of the Dxmons as mediators between

God and man.

HOW,
then, does Plutarch reconcile this lofty con

ception of a Deity who is Unity, Eternity, and

Supreme Intelligence, with the multitude of individual

deities which form so essential a part of the &quot;

hereditary

Faith&quot; of Grseco-Ptoman civilization, and which are

universally admitted as displaying qualities discrepant

from even a far lower notion of God than that which

Plutarch actually maintained? Further, since the

Empire includes other nationalities than the Greeks,

and the Pioman Pantheon is not the exclusive habita

tion of native-born deities, how shall he find a place in

his theological scheme for the gods of other peoples,

so that there may be that Catholic Unity in faith

which shall correspond to the one political dominion

under which the world dwells in so great a peace and

concord ?
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The difficulty of reconciling Polytheism with philo

sophic Monotheism was, of course, not new. In earlier

days it had been necessary for philosophers to secure

their monotheistic speculations from the charge of

Atheism by finding in their systems a dignified posi

tion for the popular gods. And even those philosophers

who sincerely believed in the existence of beings corre

sponding to the popular conceptions felt the need of

accounting, in some more or less specious way, for the

ill deeds that were traditionally attributed to so many
of them. The ancient doctrine of Daemons, emanating
from some obscure source in Antiquity,

1 had been

1 Plutarch himself is ignorant of it8 origin, and does not know
whether it was Magian, Orphio, Egyptian, or Phrygian. (De Dcfectu

Oruc., 41&quot;) A. Of. Isig and Osiris, MO E,
&quot;

following the Theologians
of old.&quot;)

Those who believed, like Puialdus, that Plato had read the

Old Testament (see note, page 45), had no difficulty in assigning the

doctrine of Dromons to a Jewish source. Wolff, speaking of the syste

matic dsernonology constructed by the neo-Platonists, alludes to this

passage in Plutarch, and says:
&quot; Hrec omnia artificiosa interpreta-

tione ex Platonis fluxerunt fabulis; ex oriente fere nihil assumebatur.

Namque Judaeiab aliis principal, ac reliqui, profecti decem dremonum

genera constituerant ; Chaldsei vetustiores non dsemonum genera, sed

septem archangelos planetis prrcfectos colebant ; nee credendum I lut.,

De. Defertu ()r&amp;lt;n:, 41 f&amp;gt; A. Studebat enim Plutarchua, prasxertim in

Comm : de Iside et de Socratis dsemonio, Grsecorum plucita ad JEgypii

Asifeque revocare sapicntiam, et quum ab Orpheo et Atti sanctu

qusedam mysteria dicerentur profecta esse, arcanis his ritibus summarn

de diis dootrinam significari suspicabatur
&quot;

(Wolff, op. cit.). Volk-

mann, who had carefully studied Plutarch s relationship both to his

philosophical predecessors and to foreign forms of religious faith, had

previously arrived at a different conclusion from that embodied in the

words italicized above. &quot; Er war darum kein Eklektiker oder Synkre-
tist, and was man nun gar von seiner Vorliebe fiir Orinntalische

Philosophic und Theologie gesagt hat gehort ledeglich in das Gebiet

der Fabel. Plutarchs philosophisch-ullegorische Auslegung aber
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adopted by the Pythagoreans in the latter sense,
1 while

Plato, who believed in none of these things, had, on

one or two occasions, by the use of philosophic
&quot;

myth
&quot;

replete with more than Socratic irony, described these

beings as playing a part between God and man which

might be tolerantly regarded as not greatly dissimilar

from that popularly assigned to the lesser deities of

the Hellenic Olympus.
2 In the

&quot;

Statesman,&quot; the

creation-myth, to which the Stranger invites the

der ^Egyptischen Mytlien von Isis und Osiris geht von der ausdriick-

lichen Voraussetzung aus dass diese Gottheiten wezentlicli Eellenische

sind
&quot;

(Volkmann, vol. ii. p. 28). But those varying views are simply
two different ways of regarding the real fact, which is that Plutarch

regards foreign myths and Greek alike as different expressions of the

conception of Divine Unity such Unity not being either Hellenic or

Egyptian, but simply absolute (see subsequent analysis of the De Iside

et Outride).
1 DIOGENES LAERTIUS, viii. 32. BITTER and PRELLEB also refer to

APULEIUS De Deo Socratis :
&quot; Atenim Pythagoricos mirari oppido

solitos, si quis se negaret unquam vidisse Dsemonem, satis, ut reor,

idoneus auctor eat Aristoteles.&quot; (Below this passage in my edition of

Apuleius (the Delphin, of 1G88) appears the note &quot;Idem scribit

Plutarch, in libello Trepl Bav/j.a.criwi a.Kovfffj.d.Twv.&quot; This libellus I

cannot identify with any enumerated in the catalogue of Lamprias.)
2 &quot;

Plato, ne Anaxagorse aut Socratis modo impietatis reus succum-

beret, prseterea ne sanctam animis hebetioribus religionem turbaret,

intactos reliquit ritus publicos et communem de diis dsemonibusque

opinionem ; quae ipse sentiat, significat quidem, sed, ut solet in rebus

minus certis et a mera dialectica alienis, obvoluta fabulis
&quot;

(WOLFF, De,

D&monibus, loc. cit.*). Is it permissible to suppose that the third con

sideration that expressed in the italicized words operated more

strongly on Plato than either or both of the first two ? Aristotle, at

any rate, takes up a much firmer attitude in face of the popular

mythology, which he regards as fabulously introduced for the purpose

of persuading the multitude, enforcing the laws, and benefiting human

life (Metaphysics, xi. (xii.) 8, T. Taylor s transition). This famous

passage is as outspoken as Epicureanism.
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younger Socrates to give his entire attention,
&quot;

like a

child to a
story,&quot;

describes how the Deity himself

tended men and was their protector, while Dromons

had a share, after the manner of shepherds, in the

superintendence of animals according to genera and

herds. 1 Another story which Socrates, in the &quot; Ban

quet,&quot; says that he heard from Diotima, that wonderful

person who postponed the Athenian plague for ten

years, tells how Eros is a great Daemon
;
how Daemons

are intermediate between gods and mortals; how the

race of Daemons interpret and transmit to the gods
the prayers and sacrifices of men, and interpret and

transmit to men the answers and commands of the

gods.
2 For God, we are told, is not directly associated

with man
;

but it is through the mediation of the

Daemons, who are many and various, that all com

munion and converse take place between the human
and the Divine.

But apart altogether from the philosophic use of

Daemonology, there are evidences that the belief in

Daemons was held in some sort of loose combination

with the popular polytheistic faith. The Hesiodic

poems were a compendium of early Hellenic theology,
3

and Hesiod, according to Plutarch himself, was the

first to indicate with clearness and distinctness the

existence of four species of rational beings gods,

dcemons, heroes, and men. 4 In the passage of Hesiod

1 PLATO: Politicus, 271 D. A similar &quot;

dispensation
&quot;

is provided
in the Laws, 111 A.

2 PLATO : Symposium, 202 K.
3 HERODOTUS : ii. 53.

1f&amp;gt; 1 ..
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referred to (Works and Days, 109 sqq.) two kinds of

Daemons are described. The dwellers in the Golden

Age are transformed, after their sleep-like death on

earth, into Terrestrial Daemons :

&quot; When earth s dark breast had closed this race around,

Great Jove as demons raised them from the ground ;

Earth-hovering spirits, they their charge began,
The ministers of good, and guards of man.

Mantled with mist of darkling air they glide,

And compass earth and pass on every side ;

And mark, with earnest vigilance of eyes,

Where just deeds live, or crooked wrongs arise.&quot;
l

They are virtuous, holy beings, endowed with immor

tality
&quot; Jove s immortal guardians over mortal men.&quot;

z

The races of the Silver Age become Subterranean

powers, blessed beings, but inferior in honour to the

former class, and distinctly described as mortal.3

Hesiod says nothing about Evil Daemons, although the

disappearance of the Brazen Eace furnished an oppor

tunity for their introduction into his scheme of super

natural beings. But once the existence of beings

inferior to the gods in the celestial hierarchy obtained

a recognition in popular tradition, however vague the

recognition might be, the conception would tend to

gather strength and definiteness from the necessity,

1 HESIOD : Works and Days, 1 22-125 (Elton s translation).
2 Works and Days, 253. Cf. the beautiful fragment from

Menander preserved by Plutarch, DC TranquilUtate Animi, 474 B :

&quot;

By every man, the moment he is born,

There stands a guardian Da-mon, who shall be

His mystagogue through life.&quot;

* Works and Day*, 141-2.
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first expressed by the philosophers, but doubtless widely

spread among the people, of safeguarding the sanctity

of the gods, while at the same time recognizing the

substantial validity of tradition. This tendency would

be also probably aided by the fact that in Homer,
as Plutarch points out, and in the dramatists and

prose writers generally, as is well known, the design
ations of &quot;

gods
&quot;

and &quot; daemons
&quot;

were mutually

interchanged.
1

Plutarch, at all events, who boldly

uses the Daemons to perform such functions, and to bear

the blame for such actions, as were inappropriate to

the divine character, is enabled to make one of his

dramatis personal, Cleombrotus, the traveller, who was

specially devoted to the study of such matters

assert that &quot;it can be demonstrated by unexception
able testimony from antiquity that there do exist beings

of a nature intermediate between that of God and man,

beings subject to mortal passions and liable to in

evitable changes, but whom we must, in accordance

with the established custom of our fathers, regard and

invoke as Daemons, giving them all due reverence.&quot;
2

It is natural, therefore, in the light of these indications,

to believe that, side by side with the popular gods,

there existed, in the popular imagination, subordinate

beings of two kinds, both described as Diemons : the

iirst class comprising the good and benevolent Daemons

1 De Defect u Oraculorum, 4ir&amp;gt; 15. Plato, too, though perhaps not

quite with the innocent purpose of Homer, gives &quot;daemons&quot; as an

alternative to gods&quot; Timxu8,8cc. 1(. (A passage charged with

the most mordant irony againat the national religious tradition.)
: De

JL&amp;gt;&amp;lt;-fectu Ura&amp;lt;:, 41 J C.
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of Hesiod, the second including Daemons of an evil

character and disposition, the belief in which had

developed naturally out of the Hesiodic conception,
from the necessity of fixing the responsibility of evil

deeds on supernatural beings different in nature from

the purity and goodness of Deity.
1 Such a classifica

tion of supernatural beings gods, Daemons, and evil

Daemons could not, of course, be rigidly maintained
;

the more the good Daemons were discriminated from

their evil brethren, the more they would tend to

become identified with the gods of the popular tradition,

and the line of demarcation between the divine and the

daemonic nature would be broken down,
2 Daemons and

gods would be identified, and the splendour and purity

of the Supreme God of all would shine out more fully

when contrasted with those other gods, who, after all,

were only Daemons. Such, at least, is the process

1 Cf. WOLFF :

&quot;

Xeque discrepat hac in re cormnunis rcligio :

multi cnim daemones mali Graecorum animos terrebant, velut Acco,

Alphito, Empusa, Lamia, Mormo, sive Morinolyce,&quot; &c. Considering
the numerous references made to the subject of Dsemonology by Greek

poets and philosophers from Hesiod and Empedocles downwards, with

all of which, as is clear from the citations made in our text, Plutarch

is perfectly familiar, Prof. Mahaffy s note on this point is a little

mysterious.
&quot; Mr. Purser points out to me that Plutarch rather

popularized than originated this doctrine, and himself refers it to

various older philosophers.&quot; (Mahaffy, p. 313.) It needs no very close

study of Plutarch to see for one s self that he does not claim to have

originated the doctrine, and that he knows himself to be dealing with

a long-standing and widespread tradition.

- For a similar process, cf. the quotation from Dr. JACKSON S

Treatise on Unbelief, given by Sir WALTER SCOTT in Demonology and

Witchcraft, p. 175, note : &quot;Thus are the Fayries, from difference of

events ascribed to them, divided into good and bad, when it is but one

a.ud the same malignant fiend that meddles in both.&quot;
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which appears to be taking place in the numerous

contributions which iPlutarch makes to the subject of

Drcmonology. He is evidently a sincere believer in

the existence of Daemons, not a believer in the

Platonic sense, and not a believer merely because he

wishes to come to terms with popular ideas. But the

final result, so it appears to us, is that the popular gods
become identified with Daemons, and are prepared,

even in Pagan times, to take that position which was

assigned to them with such whole-hearted sincerity by
the early Christian Fathers

;

l to become the fiends and

devils and sprites of another dispensation ;
to aid

Saladin in excluding the Crusaders from the Holy
Laud; to &quot;drink beer instead of nectar&quot; as day
labourers in German forests

;
or to shine with a sinister

splendour on the lives of monks and peasants in the

rural districts of France. 2

Plutarch gives emphatic indications of his own
attitude on the subject by drawing attention to such

expressions of the earlier philosophers as pointed to the

recognition of two opposite descriptions of D;emous

1 Cf. (ioTTE: Da* Delphische Orakel :
&quot; In Zeiteii, wo dasselbe keine

liedcutiiiig ittchr liaite, ico es nur dazu dienen Iconnte, den Jinstersten

Ahrrrjlavben fartzupjlanzen mid zn_ erhalten, inul die Mensthen ilbcr din

icahre Leitit/irj der Duty; in dtr Welt, iiber die icuhren Mittel, durcli

welclit tick Jcdcr vein Gliicl: be/ citut, zn t$uschen,wurde da* Oralielwescn

von nun frommen Viitern unterer Kirche fiir die Aufgeburt des Teitfels

inigegehen,&quot;
&&amp;lt;\ C f. also, 1 Corinthians x. JO-JA

See, for these illustrations, SCOTT S Demonolorjij and WitrJtcraft,

PATER S Apollo in I icanly, and HEINE S Gods in Exile.
(&quot;

Unter solchen

Umztandeii musstn Mawher, de*#en Jteiiige Haine J:onfi*ciert waren, bei

uns in Deitts -hland als Hotzltacker taglohnern und Bier trinht-n stall

Kdttar&quot;)
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the virtuous and the vicious. In one place, as we have

seen, he admits that Homer does not distinguish

between the terms &quot; Gods
&quot;

and &quot;

Daemons,&quot; and in his

historical resume of Dasmonology in the &quot;

Isis and

Osiris,&quot;
1 he is compelled to make a parallel admission

that the Homeric epithet derived from Daemons is

indiscriminately applied to good and bad actions. He
makes this admission, however, the basis of a subtle

conclusion to the effect that Homer wished to imply
that the Daemons had a confused and ill-defined

character, involving the existence of both good and bad

specimens of the race. Nothing definitely distinguish

ing between the two sorts of Daemons is to be obtained

from Plato,
2 and Plutarch accordingly dwells with

special emphasis upon the views of Empedocles and

Xenocrates, who maintained, the one, that Daemons

who had been guilty of sins of commission or omission

were driven about between earth and sky and sea and

sun, until this purifying chastisement restored them to

their natural position in the daemonic hierarchy ;

3 the

1 361 A. sqq.
- The author of the De Placitis (882 B.) gives a very vague and

slight account of the history of Djemonology, probably from motives

of Epicurean contempt, if one may judge from the curt sentence

which concludes his brief note :

&quot;

Epicurus admits none of these

tilings.&quot; He merely says that Thales, Pythagoras, Plato, and the

Stoics asserted the existence of spirits called &quot;

Daemons,&quot; and adds

that the same philosophers also maintained the existence of Heroes
some good, some bad. The distinction between good and bad does

not apply to the Daemons. The identical words of this passage in the

De Plucilis are used by Athenagoras (Legal : pro Christ., cap. 21) to

express a definite statement about Thales, who is asserted to have
been the first who made the division into God, daemons, heroes.

3 Plutarch has here preserved some very beautiful verses of
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other, that certain disgraceful and ill-oniened sacrificial

observances &quot;are not properly connected with the

worship of the gods or of good Damons* but that thero

are surrounding us certain beings, great and potent,
but malignant too, and hateful, who rejoice in such

repulsive ceremonies, and are thereby restrained from

the perpetration of greater evils.&quot; Democritus and

Chrysippus are elsewhere quoted as supporters of the

same view.2

Plutarch, accordingly, faithful to his principle of

making Philosophy Mystagogue to Religion, has

obtained from the philosophers a conviction that there

are two kinds of demonic beings, two sets of super
natural characters with attributes inferior to those of

the Divine Nature, and yet superior to those displayed

by the human family. It has already been shown
how naturally the good Damons would tend to

become identified with the gods : a passage has just

been quoted in which we can see this process of identi

fication taking place. But Plutarch furnishes still

more emphatic testimony to the necessity of such a

consummation.

The group of philosophers gathered together at

Delphi to discuss the cessation of the oracles have fallen

Empedocles, in which this punishment is described. Another fragment
of verse from Empedocles (De Exilio, 007 C) depicts with equal force

and beauty the punishment by the Daemons of 0110 who has been

handed over to them to atone for his crimes.
1 Here should be noted the tendency to assimilate the good

Daemons to the gods a tendency to which reference has already
been made.

2 De Defectu Orac., 419 A.

K
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into an argument on the nature of Daemons, and certain

considerations have been introduced which indicate a

liability to vice and death as inherent in their nature.

This conclusion shocks one of the speakers, but the

pious Cleombrotus wants to know in what respect

Daemons will differ from gods if they are endowed with

immortality and immunity from sin.
1 It is most sig

nificant, however, that the famous and beautiful story

which Cleombrotus tells in support of his belief in the

mortality of Daemons, the story of the death of
&quot; the

great Pan,&quot; is actually concerned with an announce

ment of the death of one whom the popular faith

accepted as a deity.
2

Demetrius, who had just come

from Britain, near which were many scattered desert

islands, some of them named after Daemons and heroes,

gives an authentic account of the death of a Daemon in

the island of Anglesea.
3 Cleombrotus then shows how

1 De De/ectu Orac., 419 A.
2 419. Mrs. Browning could hardly have read the De Defe&amp;lt;tu

when she stated that her fine poem
&quot; The Dead Pan &quot; was &quot;

partly

founded on a well-known tradition mentioned in a treatise of Plutarch

( De Oraculorum Defectu ), according to ichich, at the hour of the

Saviour s agony, a cry of Great Pan is dead ! swept across the waves

in tJie hearing of certain mariners, and the oracles ceased.&quot; (It was

one of the mariners who uttered the cry,
&quot; The great Pan is dead !

&quot;

having been thrice requested by a supernatural voice to do so. But

such errors of detail are unimportant in view of the fact that the

whole spirit of the story is misunderstood by the poetess.)
3 So one may conjecture from the description given by Demetrius,

who &quot;

sailed to the least distant of these lonely islands, which had few

inhabitants, and these all held sacred and inviolable by the Britons.&quot;

Plutarch s Demetrius has been identified with &quot;Demetrius the

Clerk &quot; who dedicated,
&quot;

to the gods of the Imperial Palace,&quot; a bronze

tablet now in the Museum at York. See King s translation of the

Theosophifal Exuay* in tlie&quot;Bohn&quot; series, p. 22.
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a belief in the nativity and mortality of the Daemons is

not unknown in Greek philosophy, &quot;for the Stoics,&quot;

says he,
&quot; maintain this view, not only with regard to

the Dwmons but also with regard to the gods holding

one for the Eternal and Immutable, while regarding

the remainder to have been born, and to be subject to

death.&quot;
] The whole course of the argument, even

though the speakers are represented as unconscious of

the fact, leads to the identification of the popular deities

with the Demons. This strain of thought elsewhere

loses the unconscious quality, and becomes as definitely

dogmatic as Plutarch s Academic bent of mind would

allow. In the
&quot;

Isis and Osiris,&quot; for example, he argues
for the probability of the view which assigns the

legends of these two deities not to gods or men, but to

1 hi mons
;

2 and proceeds still further to breach the

partition wall between the two natures by introducing

into his Dsemonology such legends as have raised Osiris

and Isis, on account of their virtue, from the rank of

good Daemons to that of the gods,
3 and describes them

as receiving everywhere the combined honours of gods

and Daemons
;
and he appropriates the argument to

Greek religion by comparing this promotion to those

of Herakles and Dionysus ; by identifying Isis with

Proserpine, and subsequently Osiris with Dionysus.
4

1 420 B.

360 D.
3 361 E. We shall see elsewhere that, just as a good Daemon may

be promoted to the rank of a god, so a good man may be lifted to the

status of a Daemon, like Hesiod s people of the Golden Age. (I)e

Dxmonio Socratis, A93 D. Cf. De DefeHu Ora&amp;lt;:, 415 B.)
4 361 F. 364 E.
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But whatever may have been the views -explicitly

maintained by Plutarch in this connexion, it is his

constant practice to shift on to the shoulders of the

Daemons the responsibility for all those legends,

ceremonies, and practices, which, however appropriate

and necessary parts of the national faith they may be,

are yet inconsistent with the qualities rightly attribu

table to Deity.
1 We have already noticed his un

willingness to impugn the immutability of the Creator

by regarding His essence as capable of metamorphosis
into the phenomena of the created world.2 &quot;

It
is,&quot;

says Ammonius,
&quot; the function of some other god to do

and suffer these changes or, rather, of some Daemon

appointed to direct Nature in the processes of generation

and destruction.&quot; This relationship of the Daemons to

the supreme power as conceived by philosophy is more

completely stated in the short tract,
&quot; De Fato,&quot;

3 where

we are told that (1) there is a first and supreme Provi

dence which is the intelligence of the First Deity, or,

1 Cf. APULEIUS, De Deo Socmtis. &quot;

Neque enim pro majestate
Deum cselestium fuerit, ut eorum quisquam vel Annibali somniuin

pingat, vel Flaminio hostiam conroget, vel Accio Nsevio avem velificet,

vel sibyllae fatiloquia versificet, etc. Non est operse Diis superis ad
haec descendere. Qua) cuncta&quot; (he says elsewhere) &quot;caelestium

voluntate et mimine et auctoritate, sed Dsemonum obsequio et opera
et ininisterio fieri arbitrandum est.&quot;

- De E apud Delplios, 394 A.
3 De Fato, 572 F, sqq. Bernardakis &quot;

stars
&quot;

this tract as doubt

fully Plutarch s. But the passage quoted, at any rate, is not discre

pant from Plutarch s views elsewhere, though expressing them more

concisely, and with more appearance of system than usual with him.

The similarity to Plato s tripartite division of the heavenly powers in

the Timasns is, of course, evident, but the text has a note of sincerity
which is lacking in the Platonic passage.
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as one may regard it, His benevolent will towards all

creatures, in accordance with which all divine, things

universally received the most admirable and perfect

order
; (2) the second Providence is that of the second

gods, who move through the sky, by which human
affairs are duly ordered, including those relating to the

permanence and preservation of the various species ;

(3) the third Providence may properly be regarded as

the superintendence of the Daemons who are situated

near the earth, observing and directing the actions of

men. But, as we have already noted, this formal

distinction between (2) and (3) is not maintained in

practice. Cleombrotus, who knows more about these

things than most people, insists that it is not possible

that the gods could have been pleased with festivals

and sacrilices,
&quot;

at which there are banquets of raw flesh

and victims turn in pieces, as well as fastings and loud

lamentations, and often foul language, mad shrieks,

and tossing of dishevelled hair,
&quot;

but that all such

dread observances must have had the object of pacify

ing the anger of the mischievous Daemons. 1 It was

not to the gods that human sacrifices were welcome
;

it

was not Artemis who demanded the slaughter of Iphi-

genia ;

2 these were the deeds of &quot;

fierce and violent

Daemons,&quot; who also perpetrated those many rapes, and

inflicted those pestilences and famines which are

anciently attributed to the gods.
&quot; All the rapes here,

and the wanderings there, that are celebrated in legends

1 De Defectu, 417 C. (For the verse quoted in the original, cf. W.
CHRIST S Pindar, p. 232.)

8 417 D.
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and sacred hymns, all the hidings and nights and

servitudes, do not belong to the gods, but represent the

chances and changes incident to the careers of Daemons.&quot;

It was not &quot;

holy Apollo
&quot; who was banished from

Heaven to serve Admetus
;

but here the speech

comes to an end with a rapid change of subject, as if

Cleombrotus shrinks from the assertion that a Daemon

was the real hero of an episode with which so many
beautiful and famous legends of the &quot;

hereditary Faith
&quot;

were connected. When some of the most celebrated

national myths concerning the gods are assigned to

Dsemons, we are not far away from the identification

of the former with the latter, and the consequent

degradation of the gods to the lower rank. It is true

that the various speakers on the subject do not, in so

many words, identify the Daemons with the gods of the

Mythology.
1

They deprive the gods of many of their

attributes, and give them to the Daemons
; they deprive

them of others, and give them to the One Eternal Deity.

1 The nearest approach to this identification is made by the

mysterious stranger whom Cleombrotus finds near the Eed Sea, who

appeared once every year among the people living in that neighbour

hood, and who gave the pious traveller much information concerning
Dsemons and their ways; which he was well fitted to do, as he spent
most of his time in their company and that of the pastoral nymphs.
He said that Python (whom Apollo slew) was a daemon ; that the

Titans were daemons ; that Saturn may have been a daemon. He then

adds the significant words,
&quot; There is nothing to wonder at if we

apply to certain Daemons the traditional titles of the gods, since a

Daemon who is assigned to a particular god, deriving from him his

authority and prerogatives, is usually called by the name of that same

god
&quot;

(421 E). But this somewhat daring testimony is, we are not

surprised to find, preceded by a hint that in these matters we are to

drink from a goblet of mingled fact and fancy. (421 A.)
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It is difficult to see how the Gods could maintain their

existence under this twofold tendency of deprivation,

supported as they might be by formal classifications

which assigned them a superior place. Even the

Father of Gods and Men the Zeus of Homer turns

his eyes
&quot; no very great way ahead from Troy to Thrace

and the nomads of the Danube, but the true Zeus gazes

upon beauteous and becoming transformations in many
worlds.&quot;

1 To contrast the Zeus &quot;of Homer&quot; with

the
&quot;

true
&quot;

Zeus is to do little else than to place the

former in that subordinate rank proper not to the

Divine, but to the Daemonic character. Plutarch is

perfectly consistent in applying this method of inter

pretation to the gods of other nations no less than to

the gods of Greece. In the
&quot;

Isis and Osiris,&quot; he

inclines to the belief that these great Egyptian Deities

are themselves only Daemons, although he refuses to

dogmatize on the point, and gives a series of more or

less recognized explanations of the Egyptian myth.
He cannot refrain, however, from using so appropriate

an occasion of denouncing the absurdity of the Greeks

in imputing so many terrible actions and qualities to

their gods
&quot; For the legends of Giants and Titans,

handed down among the Greeks, the monstrous deeds

of Cronus, the battle between Pytho and Apollo, the

flight of Dionysus, the wanderings of Demeter, fall not

behind the stories told of Osiris and Typhon, and other

legends that one may hear recounted by mythologists

without restraint.&quot;
2

1 De Defect n Orac., 42G D.
? 7j and Osirix, 3GO TV
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Such, then, is the relation in which the Daemons

stand to the Divine nature : they are made the scape

goat for everything obscene, cruel, selfish, traditionally

imputed to the gods ;
and the Supreme Deity rises !

more conspicuously lofty for its freedom from every-
j

thing that can tend to drag it down to the baseness of

human passions. For Plutarch makes it very clear
j

that it is the human element in these mixed natures

that originates their disorderly appetites. Although
the Daemons &quot; exceed mankind in strength and capacity,

yet the divine element in their composition is not pure
and unalloyed, inasmuch as it participates in the facul

ties of the soul and the sensations of the body, is liable

to pleasure and pain, and to such other conditions as

are involved in these vicissitudes of feeling, and bring

disturbance upon all in a greater or less
degree.&quot;

* It

is by virtue of this participation in the &quot;

disturbing
&quot;

elements of human nature that they are fitted to play
that part between God and man which Plutarch, after

Plato, calls the &quot;interpretative&quot; and the &quot;communi

cative.&quot; This enables the Daemons to play a loftier

part than that hitherto assigned them
;
to respond, in

fact, to that universal craving of humanity for some

mediator between their weakness and the eternal

splendour and perfection of the Highest. The whole

question of inspiration and revelation, both oracular

and personal, is bound up with the Daemonic function,

and to both these spheres of its operation, the public

1 Isis and Osiris, 360 F.
2 Isis and Osiris, 361 C. The passage in the &quot;

Banquet
&quot;

referred

to has been already quoted (see p. 123).
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and the private, Plutarch gives the fullest and most

earnest consideration. Previous, therefore, to discussing

this aspect of the Daemonic character and influence, it

will be necessary to ascertain what were Plutarch s

views on the subject of inspiration and prophecy, and

what was his attitude to that question of Divination

which exercised so great a fascination on the mind of

antiquity.



CHAPTER VII.

Necessity for a Mediator between God and Man partly met by
Oracular Inspiration General failure of Oracles in the age

of Plutarch Plutarch s
&quot;

Delphian Essays
&quot; The DE PYTHI.E

OBACULIS : nature of Inspiration : oracles not verbally in

spired TheDv DEFECTU ORACULORUM Various explanations

of Inspiration Plutarch in dines to accept that which assumes

an original Divine afflatus placed under the superintendence

of Daemons, whose activities are subject to the operation of
natural causes.

AN age which attempts to reinvigorate its own
ethical life by draughts of inspiration from springs

hallowed by their duration from an immemorial an

tiquity, will naturally regret that currents, which once

ran full, now flow no longer in their early strength, but

have dwindled to insignificant rills, or are dried up

altogether in their courses. And there is no source of

religious inspiration so greatly held in honour as that

which comes from the communication of mankind with

the Divine Being.
1

Visions, dreams, incantations,

1 It would be otiose to illustrate by examples the universal and

splendid fame of the Delphic oracle. One may perhaps be given

which is not commonly quoted. Pliny the elder, who in one passage

sneeringly includes the oraculoritm pr&scita among the fulgurum

monitux, aurmpicum prasdicta, atque etiam parva dictu, in anguriis
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inspired writings, omens, and prophecies have been

valued as means of bringing man into communication

with God, and as furnishing an unerring way of

indicating the Divine will to humanity. But it would

be difficult to mention any institution or practice

having this ostensible aim which has had such absolute

sway over the minds of those who came within reach

of its influence, as the group of oracles which were

celebrated in the ancient Hellenic world. It is no

wonder, therefore, that in the age of Plutarch the

present silence of the oracles was a common topic of

speculation, of anxious alarm to the pious, of ribald

sarcasm to the profane. Juvenal l

satirically describes

the meaner methods which the cessation of the Oracle

at Delphi has imposed upon those who yet wish to

peer through the gloom that hides the future. Lucan

laments the loss which his degenerate time suffers

from this cause :

&quot; nnn uHo sccula dono Nostra care/it

rnajorc Dcum, quarn Dclpliica, sedcs Quod siluit;&quot;
2 and

speculates as to the probable reason for the failure of

slernntamenta ft ojfensiones pedum, by moans of which men have

endeavoured to discover hints of divine guidance, nevertheless, in

another passage, quotes two wise oracles as having been &quot; velut ad

castigandain hominum vanitatem a Deo emissa.&quot; (Lib. ii. cap. f&amp;gt;,
and

vii. cap. 47.) The political, religious, and moral influence of the

Delphic- oracle has been exhaustively dealt with by Wilhelm Gotte

in the work already cited (see p. 127, note), and by Bouche-Leclerq
in the third volume of his

&quot; Histoire de la Divination dans I Antiquitf.&quot;

On the general question of divination it would, perhaps, be superfluous
to consult anything beyond this monumental work, with its exhaustive

references and its philosophic style of criticism.

1 JUVEXAL : Sat. vi. f&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;f&amp;gt;.

2
LUCAN, v. Ill, sq.
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the ancient inspiration.
1 That Plutarch should have

shown solicitude on this aspect of the ancient faith is

natural, and one cannot but be grateful that the

chances of time have preserved the exhaustive tracts

in which he and his friends are represented as dis

cussing various questions connected with the inspiration

of the Delphic Oracle, and the manner in which this

inspiration was conveyed to humanity. No extant

work gives us so intelligible and natural an explanation
of the significance which oracular institutions possessed

for the ancient world, nor so close an insight into the

workings of the minds of educated men at one of the

most important periods of human history, in face of

one of the most interesting and, perhaps, most appalling

of human problems. We have already made copious

quotations from the two tracts in question; we now

propose to use them mainly for the light which they
cast on the question of oracular inspiration. We refer

to the tracts known as the &quot; De Py thise Oraculis
&quot;

and

the &quot;De Defectu Oraculoruni.&quot; These two tracts

(together with the one entitled the &quot;De E apud

Delphos &quot;)

2
purport to be reports of conversations held

1 &quot; Muto Parnassus hiatu

Conticuit, pressitque Deum : seu spiritus istas

Destituit fauces, mundique in devia versum

Duxit iter : seu barbarica cum lumpade Pytho

Arsit, in immensas cineres abiere cavernas,

Et Plicebi tenuere viam : seu sponte Deorum
Cirrha silet fatique sat est arcana futuri

Carmine longsevse vobis commissa Sibyllse :

Seu Paean solitus templis arcere nocentes,

Ora quibus solvat iiostro non invenit sevo.&quot;

2 The main argument of the third and shortest of the Delphic
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by philosophical friends and acquaintances of Plutarch

at the shrine of Apollo at Delphi.

tracts has been already given. A brief description of its contents is

added by way of note, to show its connexion with the two larger
tracts. The tract takes the form of a letter from Plutarch to Serapion,
who acts as a means of communication between Plutarch and other

common friends. Its object is to ascertain why the letter E was held

in such reverence at the Delphic shrine. A series of explanations
is propounded, probably representing views current on the subject,

varying, as they do, from those proper to the common people to those

which could only have been the views of logicians or mathematicians.

Thcon, a close friend of Plutarch s, maintains that the syllabic is the

symbol of the logical attributes of the God, Logic, whose basis is EI

( &quot;if&quot;), being the process by which philosophical truth is arrived at.

&quot;

If, then, Philosophy is concerned with Truth, and the light of Truth

is Demonstration, and the principle of Demonstration is Connexion,
it is with good reason that the faculty which includes and gives effect

t&amp;lt;&amp;gt; this process has been consecrated by philosophers to the god whose

special charge is Truth.&quot; ...&quot; Whence, I will not be dissuaded

from the assertion that this is the Tripod of Truth, namely, Reason,
which recognizing that the consequent follows from the antecedent,

and then taking into consideration the original basis of fact, thus

arrives at the conclusion of the demonstration. How can we be

surprised if the Pythian God, in his predilection for Logic, is

specially attentive to this aspect of Reason, to which he sees philo

sophers are devoted in the highest degree? This connexion of

Reason with Religion, a familiar process in Plutarch, is followed by
a &quot;list of the arithmetical and mathematical praises of the letter E&quot;

involving Pythagorean speculations, and the culmination of the whole

piece lies in the splendid vindication by Ammonius of the Unity
and Self-Existence and Eternity of the Deity. Perhaps the most

interesting aspect of his argument is the assignation to Apollo of the

functions of the Supreme Deity: an easy method of bringing Philo

sophy and Mythology to terms ; a mode of operation perhaps not

unaffected by that Mithraic worship which, on its classical side, was

to culminate in Julian s famous prayer to Helios. The tract also

furnishes, as already stated, a clear example of the method by which

the literal terms known in the worship of Dionysus and Apollo are

refined from their grosser elements and idealized by the subtleties

of the philosophic intellect, which then accepts them as appropriate
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The dialogue, briefly called
&quot; On the Pythian

Eesponses,&quot; deals, as the Greek title indicates, with the

fact that the Pythia at Delphi no longer uses verse as

the instrument of her inspired utterances. It takes

the form of a conversation in the Delphic temple,

between Philinus, Diogenianus, Theon, Serapion, and

Boethus the first of whom reports the conversation to

his friend Basilocles, who has grown quite weary of

waiting while the rest of the party conduct Diogenianus,
a visitor, on a tour of inspection among the sacred

offerings in the Temple.
1 Philinus 2

tells how &quot;

after

designations for the various functions of the God. The pleasant

seriousness, too, of all the interlocutors is worthy of note, as pre

senting a type of religious discussion of whose calmness and dignity
the modern world knows little. It would be interesting, for example,
to hear a group of classical philosophers discuss the excommuni
cation of Professor Mivart by Cardinal Vaughan, or of Tolstoi by
Fobedonostzeff.

1 This Diogenianus does not appear to be identical with the Dio

genianus of Pergamos, twice mentioned in the Symposiacs, although
Bernardakis does not distinguish them in his Index.

2 Philinus was an intimate friend of Plutarch s (Symposiacs, 727
B ; De Sollertia Animalium, 976 B) ; and, except in this Dialogue and
in the De Soil. Anim., appears only as taking his part in the social

intercourse of the Symposiacs, and as contributing his share to the

discussion of the various quaint and curious problems forming so

large a portion of the &quot; Table Talk &quot;

of Plutarch and his friends. He
has Pythagorean tendencies ; eats no flesh (727 B) ; objects to a rich

and varied diet, being of opinion that simple food is more easily

digestible (660 F) ; explains somewhat crudely why Homer calls salt

6f?os (685 D) ; proves that Alexander the Great was a hard drinker

(623 E) ; explains why Pythagoras advised his followers to throw

their bedclothes into confusion on getting up (728 B, C) ; and tells a

story of a wonderful tame crocodile which lay in bed like a human

being (De Soil. Anim., 976 B). A very charming account of Plutarch s

friends has been given by M. A. Cheneviere, in his De Plutarchi

familiaribus&quot; written as a Litt.D. thesis for a French University
in 1886.
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the Ciceroni (ot Treptijy^rai) had gone through their

wonted programme, disregarding our requests that they
would cut short their formal narratives and their

explanations of most of the inscriptions,&quot; the conversa

tion had turned by a series of natural gradations from

the interesting objects, that so strongly attracted the

attention of visitors, to the medium through which the

oracles of the God had been conveyed to humanity.
1

Diogenianus had noted that &quot;the majority of the

oracular utterances were crowded with faults of in

elegance and incorrectness, both of composition and

metre.&quot; Serapion, to whom previous reference has

been made, and who is here described as &quot;the poet
from Athens,&quot; will not admit the correctness of this

impious indictment.2 &quot; You are of opinion, then,&quot; said

he,
&quot;

that, believing these verses to be the work of the

god, we may assert that they are inferior to those of

Homer and Hesiod ? Shall we not rather regard them

as being the best and most beautiful of all compositions,

and reconstitute, by the standard which they supply,
our own taste and judgment, so long corrupted by au

evil tradition ?
&quot;

Boethus,
&quot;

the geometrician,&quot; who
has lately joined the Epicureans, uses a neat form of

the arrjumentum ad hominem in refutation of Serapion,

paying him a polished compliment at the same time.3

1
39.-. A.

- 390 D. Cf. Symposiacs, 028 A.
3 390 E. BoethuB, ;i genial and witty man. with whom, notwith

standing his Epicureanism, Plutarch lives on terms of intimate social

intercourse. In
Sympoi&amp;gt;iacs,

073 C, Boethus, now described as an

Epicurean sans phrase, entertains, in Athens, Plutarch, Sossius

Senecio, and a number of men of his own sect. After dinner
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&quot;Your own poems,&quot; says he, &quot;grave, indeed, and

philosophic in matter, are, in power and grace and

finish, much more after the model of Homer and Hesiod

than of the Pythia ;

&quot;

and he gives concise expression
to the two opposing mental attitudes in which questions
of this kind are universally approached.

&quot; Some will

maintain that the oracles are fine poems because they
are the god s, others that they cannot be the god s because

they are not fine poems.&quot; Serapion emphatically re

asserts the former of these two views, maintaining
that &quot;our eyes and our ears are diseased. &quot;We have

become accustomed, by long indulgence in luxury and

effeminacy, to regard sweetness as identical with

beauty.&quot;
l Theon 2

is the exponent of a compromise
not unknown in modern discussions on the &quot;

Inspiration

of the Scriptures
&quot;

&quot; Since these verses are inferior to

those of Homer, it cannot be maintained that the god is

their author. He supplies the primary inspiration to

the prophetess, who gives expression thereto in accord

ance with her natural aptitude and capacity. He only

suggests the images, and makes the light of the future

shine in her soul.&quot; The conversation then turns upon
certain events which had accompanied, or been preceded

by, portents and wonders happening to statues and

the company discuss the interesting question why we take pleasure
in a dramatic representation of passions whose exhibition in real life

would shock and distress us. At another time he appears, together
with Plutarch and a few other friends, at a dinner given by Ammonius
then Strategos at Athens for the third time, and explains, upon prin

ciples of Epicurean Science (Symposiacs, 720 F), why sounds are more
audible at night than by day.

1 396 F.

See note, p. 149.
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other gifts consecrated in the Temple. On this subject
Philinus asserts his firm belief that &quot;all the sacred

offerings at Delphi are specially moved by divine

forethought to the indication of futurity, and that no

fragment of them is dead and irresponsive, but all

are filled with divine power.&quot; Boethus, as a newly
converted Epicurean, makes a mock of this view, this
&quot;

identification of Apollo with brass and stone, as if

chance were not quite competent to account for such

coincidences,&quot; and he subsequently enlarges his view

as follows :

&quot;

&quot;What possible condition of temporal

affairs, my friend, cannot be assigned to natural causes ?

What strange and unexpected event, occurring by sea

or by land, to cities or to individual men, could one

predict without some chance of hitting the mark ?
l

Yet you would hardly call this prediction; it would

be merely assertion, or, rather, the dissemination at

random, into the abyss of infinity, of bare words with

out any guiding principle leading them to a particular

end, words which, as they wander about, are sometimes

met by chance events which correspond with them.&quot;

And Boethus continues to insist that, though some

predictions may have by accident come true, the

original assertions were not the less false on that

1 Cf. CICERO : De Ditinatione, ii. 51).
&quot;

Quis est enim, qui tolitm

diem jnculans, non dliquando collincat ? Totas noctes dormimus; neque
vila fere est, qua non smnniemus: d miramur, aliquando id, quod
somniarimus, eoadere ? Quid est tarn incertum quam talorum jactu* ?

tumeu nemo est quin, sse.pe jactans, ve.nerenm jaciat aliquando, nonnum-

quam etinm iterum, ac tertium,&quot; Ac. Also ii. 1)71.
* Casus autem

innumenibilibus psene seculis in on/lni-m, plura mirabilia quam in

gomniorum visis effecerit.&quot;

L
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account. Serapion admits that this may be true about

vague predictions, but maintains that such detailed

prophecies as those he proceeds to quote from history !

do not owe their accomplishment to chance. 1

The attention of the disputants if these calm and
,

dignified colloquies can be called disputes is here

again attracted to the objects of artistic and historical

interest surrounding them, among which the guide !

takes occasion to point out the place where formerly
had reposed the iron spits dedicated by the courtezan

Ehodopis under the circumstances detailed by Hero

dotus.2
Diogenianus warmly protests against such

offerings having ever been admitted into the Temple,
but Serapion draws his attention to the golden statue

of the more notorious Phryne,
&quot;

that trophy of Greek

incontinence,&quot; as Crates had called it and condemns

the inconsistency of these objections in people who

see, without a protest, the temple crowded with offer

ings made by the Greek cities for victories in their

internecine warfare. &quot;It were
fitting,&quot;

exclaims he,
&quot;

that kings and magistrates should consecrate to the

god offerings of justice, temperance, and magnanimity, ;

and not tributes of a golden and luxurious wealth,

which the most evil livers often abound in.&quot;
3

The concluding portion of this somewhat discursive

tract is devoted to a speech by Theon on the question
with which the title only has so far dealt, the cessation

of the oracle to use verse. Theon, as we have seen,

believes that the god inspires the thought, and not the

1 399. -
Of. HERODOTUS : ii. 135.

3 401 E.
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expression, of the Pythia, and his explanation of the

change of medium is purely natural, being based upon
the general tendency towards prose which early be

came evident in Greek Literature and Philosophy.

Besides, the matters on which the oracle is now

consulted are not such as to require the mystery and

magnificence of verse.1 &quot; In these cases it would be

absurd to employ the diction, metre, and imagery of

poetry, when what is required is a simple and concise

reply. It would be like a vain Sophist to turn an

oracle finely for the sake of show. The Pythian

priestess, moreover, is noble and virtuous in her

own character, and when she mounts the tripod and

approaches the god, she is more intent on truth than

appearance, more regardful of the god s message than

of the praise or blame of men.&quot;
2 &quot; In old days,&quot;

continues Theon, &quot;were not wanting those who accused

the oracles of uncertainty and ambiguity, and there

are now those who accuse them of excessive simplicity.

But the ways of such persons are childish and silly :

for just as children take more delight in looking at

rainbows and aureoles and comets than at the sun

and moon, so do these desire enigmas and allegories

and metaphors to fill the heart of man with wonder

and mystery. In their ignorance of the true reason

of the change (in the oracle s mode of expression), they

1 &quot;

Pyrrhi temporibus iam Apollo versus facere desierat.&quot;

CICERO: De Div., ii. 50. Plutarch, however, is able to say, &quot;Even

nowadays some oracles are published in verse,&quot; and to cite a very

interesting instance (De Pytli. Orac., 404 A).
- 408 C, D.
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depart, blaming the god instead of charging the defect

to the weakness of our human intellect, which cannot

comprehend the purposes of the
Deity.&quot;

l

In this defence of the Deity Theon has apparently
committed himself to a view of the manner in which

the process of inspiration takes place. &quot;The body

employs many organs, while the soul employs the

body and its parts. The soul, in like manner, is

God s instrument. Now the virtue of an instrument

consists in imitating, subject to its natural limitations,

the power that makes use of it, and in exhibiting the

thought of that power in operation. This it cannot do

to the extent of reproducing the purity and perfection

of the Divine Creator, but its work is mixed with alien

matter. The Moon reproduces the splendour of the

Sun, but in a dim and weak form. These images are

representations of the way in which the Pythia re

produces for the service of mankind the thoughts of

God.&quot;
2

&quot;We may be tempted, while reading this

explanation, to assert that Plutarch wishes to maintain

that the inspiration of the Pythia by the Deity is

direct. But these illustrations are intended only to

explain why the Pythian verses are not divinely

perfect. They come through a human soul, which

has the weakness of an instrument, and is prevented

by its limitations from expressing the purity and

beauty of the divine thought. The manner of this

inspiration is more fully discussed in the following

dialogue, the &quot; De Defectu Oraculorum.&quot;

1 409 D. * 404 C.
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This tract is in the form of a letter addressed to

Terentius Priscus, and although the person speaking

as
&quot;

I
&quot;

in the dialogue is alluded to as
&quot;

Lamprias
&quot; l

1

Lamprias. The writer of this letter to &quot; Tcrentius Priscus
&quot;

is

addressed by the name of &quot;

Lamprias
&quot;

iii the course of the dialogue

(413 E). This Terentius is not mentioned elsewhere by Plutarch,

but one may venture the guess that h(; was one of the friends whom,
as in the case of Lucius the Etrurian, and Sylla the Carthaginian,
Plutarch had met at Rome (Sympotiacs, 111 B). Sylla and Lucius,
whom we know to have been on intimate terms with Plutarch, are

interlocutors in the dialogue JJe. Fa&amp;lt;-ie in Orbe Lnnss, and one of

them uses the same form of address to the writer of that dialogue as

is employed by Ammonius in this passage (!MO F). There is not the

faintest doubt as to the genuineness of either of these two dialogues,

and it is, therefore, reasonable to suppose that Plutarch, desiring

perhaps to pay a compliment to a relative, veils his own personality
in this way :

&quot; Omnium familiarium et propinquorum ante ceteros

omnes Lampriam fratrem, et ejusdem nominis avum Lampriam, eos

imprimis fuisse qui Plutarchi amicitiam rnemoriamque obtinuerint,

nobis apparet
&quot;

(Ue I lutitrcJ/i Familiarilus CHENEVIKUL). He pays
a similar compliment to his friend Thcon, who sums up and concludes

the argument of the J)e 1 ythix Oniculis. (For the closeness of

Theon s intimacy with Plutarch, see especially Contoltdio ad Uxorem,
010 B, and Sympo&iacs, 725 F.) Cf. Gui;AKu si Mor/ilc du 1 lutarquc,

p. o03 : &quot;Plutarque a ses precedes, qu on arrive a connaitre. D ordi-

naire ils consistent a accordcr successivementla parole aux defeuseurs

des systemes extremcs et a reserver la conclusion au principal person-

nagedu dialogue. Or ce personuage est presque toujours celui qui a

P&quot;sc
la these; et le plus souveut il su trouve avoir avec Plutarque lui-

iiirmeun lien de parente .&quot; Plutarch delights tosuch an extent to bring
his friends into his work.--, that it has even been suggested that no work
is authentic without this distinguishing mark. Headers of Plutarch

know that one characteristic of his style is the avoidance of hiatus,

and that he puts himself to all kinds of trouble to secure this object.
In this connexion, Cheneviere remarks :

&quot; Mirum nobis visum est

quod, ne in uiio quidem librorum quos hiatus causa G. Benseler

Plutarcho abjudicavit, nullius amici nomen offenditur. Scripta
autem qure nullo hiatu fcedata demonstrat, vel amico cuidam dicata.

vcl nominibus amicorum sunt distincta.&quot; (The work by Benseler
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by the other speakers, it is clearly Plutarch himself

who is modestly represented under this guise. After

a warning, characteristic of Plutarch both as regards

its purport and the manner in which it is conveyed

(by means of a historical reminiscence), that these

questions are not to be tested &quot;like a painting by
the touch,&quot; the writer brings a party of philosophers

together at Delphi
&quot;

shortly before the Pythian games
held under Callistratus.&quot; Two of these philosophers

are already known to us. Like the eagles or swans of

the ancient legend they had met at Delphi coming
from opposite quarters of the globe;

1
Demetrius, of

Tarsus, returning home from Britain, and Cleombrotus,

of Lacedaemon, from prolonged journeyings by land

and sea, in Egypt and the East. Cleombrotus, being

possessed of a competence, employed his means and

his leisure in travel, for the purpose of accumulating
evidence to form the basis of that branch of philosophy
whose end and aim, as he expressed it, was Theology.

2

A preliminary discussion takes place respecting the

&quot;everlasting lamp&quot; which Cleombrotus had been shown

referred to is, of course, his De Hiatu in Oratoribus Atticis et Hisiorids

Grxcis.)
1 Plutarch does not, of course, wish to convey the suggestion that

Apollo s shrine is still the centre of the earth, and that Britain is as

far away in one direction as the Red Sea is in another. The oracle s

repulse of Epimenides, who wished to be certain on the point,

indicates that the question is one surrounded with difficulty, and that

the wise man will do best to leave it alone. Bouche-Leclerq has a

startling comment :

&quot;

Plutarque ajoute qite, de son temps, la meeure avail

tit verifife par deux voyageurs partis I un de la Grande Bretagne et

Vautre dufond de Ja mer Rouge
&quot;

(La Divination, iii. p. 80).
- 410 A, B. Cf. note, p. 90.
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in the Temple of Ammon, a discussion involving abstract

consideration of Mathematics and Astronomy. In

this conversation, Plutarch s three favourite characters,

doubtlessly representing three common types of the

day, are again depicted in the pious belief of Cleom-

brotus, the scepticism of Demetrius, and the judicial

pose of the Academic Ammonius. The mention of

the Temple of Ammon naturally leads Plutarch to

raise the question of the present silence of that famous

oracle. 1 Demetrius diverts this particular topic into a

general inquiry respecting the comparative failure of

oracles all the world over.2 Bceotia, for example, once

so renowned in this respect, suffers from an almost

total drought of oracular inspiration. While Demetrius

is speaking, the party Demetrius, Cleombrotus, Am-
inonius, and Plutarch had walked from the shrine

1 -in E.
- The cessation of the oracles was only comparative. WOLFF, in his

De Novissima Oraculorum dilate, examines the history of each oracle

separately, and comes to a conclusion that the oracles were not silent

even in the age of Porphyry (born A.D. 2:52) :

&quot; Nondum obmutuitse

numina fatidica Porphyrii tempore. Vera enim ille deorum re*poma
cenmit ; qux Christianis opposuit, ne soli doctrinam divinitus

a&amp;lt;-cepis*e

viderentur.&quot; Strabo alludes to the failure of the oracle at Dodona,
and adds that the rest were silent too (STRABO : vii. 6, 9). Cicero

alludes with great contempt to the silence of the Delphic oracles in

his own times :

&quot;

Sed, quod caput e*t, cur isto modo jam oracula

Delphis non eduntur, non modo no*trd xtate, sed jamdiu ; ut modo

nihil po*sit es*e contemtius ? Hoc loco quum urgentur evanuisse aiunt

vetustate vim loci eju*, imde anhelitus ille terry, fiert-t, quo Pytliia*

mente incitata, oracula ederet. . . . Quando autem ista vis evanuit ?

An postquam homines minus creduli esxe cceperunt
&quot;

(De Div., ii. 57).

When Cicero wrote this passage he had probably forgotten the

excellent advice which the oracle had once given him when he went

to Delphi to consult it (! LUT. : Cicero, cap. 5).
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towards the &quot; doors of the Hall of the Cnidians,
1

and,&quot;

proceeds Plutarch,
&quot;

entering therein we came upon our

friends sitting down and waiting for us.&quot; Demetrius

playfully suggests that their listless attitude and idle

expression do not indicate attention to any important

subject of discussion
;
but Heracleon of Megara retorts

sharply upon the grammarian that people who try

to solve trifling questions of grammar and philology

naturally contract their brows and contort their

features
;

2 but there are subjects of importance which

people discuss with their eyebrows composed in their

natural way.
&quot;

Such,&quot; amiably replies Cleombrotus,
&quot; such is the subject we now propose to discuss

;

&quot;

and,

the two groups having joined company, he proceeds to

explain the topic to his hearers. His observations

excite the cynic Didymus, surnamed Planetiades, in a

1 412 D.
2 Some of these points of grammar which attracted the scorn

of Heracleon were whether &amp;lt;xAAa&amp;gt; loses a A in the future ; and
what were the positives from which the comparatives x e

P&quot;
au(i

jSeAnor, and the superlatives xftpicrrov and /SeAno Top were formed

(412 E).
&quot;

Quelques ann&es apres Je? guerres mediquet, le pinceau de

Polygnote couvrit la Lezchtfdcs Cnidiens a Delphesde scenes empruntees

au monde infernal.&quot; (Bouche-Leclerq : iii. 153.) It would have been

more interesting to a modern student if Heracleon had replied that

the pictures of Polygnotus were quite sufficient to keep one mentally

alert, and had seized the opportunity to give us an exact description
of the scenes depicted and the meaning they conveyed to the men of

his time. &quot; Not all the treasures, as Homer has it, which the

stone threshold of the Far-darter holds safe within, would now, as

Mr. Myers says, be so precious to us as the power of looking for one

hour on the greatest work by the greatest painter of antiquity, the

picture by Polygnotus in the Hall of the Cnidians at Delphi, of the

descent of Odysseus among the dead.
&quot;
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remarkable manner. 1
Striking his cynic s staff upon

the ground, he inveighs against the wickedness of the

times, and wonders that the Divine Providence has

not gathered up its oracles on every side and taken its

departure long ago, like the Aidos and Xemesis of

Hesiod.
&quot;

I would suggest for your discussion the

question why some god has not repeated the feat of

Hercules and shattered the tripod, filled to overflowing,

as it has been, with disgraceful and atheistical requests.

Some of us have questioned the god as if he were a

sophist, anxious to show off his rhetorical skill. Some

of us have appealed to him about riches and treasures
;

some about legacies : some about unlawful marriages.O O

Surely Pythagoras was utterly wrong when he said

that men were at their best when approaching the

gods. Do we not expose, naked and unashamed,

to the eyes of the god such vices and diseases of

the soul as we should shun mentioning even in the

presence of an old and experienced man ?
&quot; He was

1

Didymus,
&quot; surnamed I lanetiades,&quot; is a picturesque figure, evi

dently drawn from life. It is interesting to compare bis attitude with

that imposed upon the ideal cynic of Epictetus :

&quot;

It is his duty then

to be able with a loud voice, if the occasion should arise, and appear

ing on the tragic stage to suy, like Socrates, Men, whither are you

hurrying? what are you doing, wretches ? Like blind people you are

wandering up and down : you are going by another road, and have

left the ,true road: you seek for prosperity and happiness where they
are not, and if another shows you where they are you do not believe

him &quot;(LONG S Epirtctn*, p. 251). I lanetiades certainly endeavours

to play this rule on the occasion in question, though he ia doubtless as

far below the stoic ideal as he is above the soi-disunt cynics whom
Dion met at Alexandria.

- L f. BLOUXT: Apolloniu* of Ttjanu. p. 37. Blount collects a

number of ancient and modern parallels to the thought of Plutarch
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going to add more, when Heracleon twitched his cloak,

&quot;but
I,&quot;

writes Plutarch, &quot;being
on more familiar

terms with him than were the others, said to him, My
dear Planetiades, cease your efforts to provoke a god

who is really amiable and gentle, and who has been,

as Pindar says,

&quot;

Adjudged exceeding mild to mortal men.&quot;

And whether he is the sun, or lord and father of the

sun and of the whole perceptible world, it is not right

to believe that he would deprive the men of to-day of

the help of his utterances, for he is the author and

supporter of our life, and the master of our intelli

gence. Nor is it reasonable to suppose that Providence,

which, like a kind and tender mother, has given us all

that we possess, should wish to punish us in one single

point alone by taking away from us that prophetic

aid which was once given to us. Just as if the wicked

were not as numerous when the oracles were firmly

established in many parts of the earth ! Sit down

again, and, in honour of the Pythian games, make a

truce for once with vice, which you are always eager to

chastise, and help us to find out the cause of the failure

of the oracles. The only result of my remarks was

that Planetiades went out-of-doors in silence. 1 After

a brief silence, Ammonius turned to me and said,

Come, Lamprias, we must be careful not to deprive

the god of all agency in this matter. For if we

here. HORACE, Epist. i. 16. 59, readily occurs to the memory. (For
the Pindaric fragment, see W. Christ, p. 225.)

1 413 D.
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maintain that the cessation of the oracles is due to any
other cause than the will of God, we can hardly escape

the conclusion that their foundation also was not His

work. If the prophetic power of the oracles is, indeed,

the work of God, we can imagine no greater or stronger

power than that required to destroy it. Plauetiades

remarks were displeasing to me, particularly on account

of the inconstancy which he attributes to God in His

attitude towards men s wickedness, now punishing and

now protecting it, as if God were some king or tyrant

excluding vicious men at one door while welcoming
and rewarding them at another. We ought to start

with the principle that God s action is always marked

by an adaptation of means to ends, that He does not

furnish an excess of what is not required, and should

then observe that Greece has shared in a particular

degree that general depopulation which wars and revo

lutions have effected in all parts of the world, to such

an extent, indeed, that the whole of Greece could now

barely furnish the 3000 hoplites which were Megara s

contingent to Flatten.
1 If we were to do this we should

accurately display our own judgment ;
for how could

the god leave his oracles with us for the mere purpose
of marking the desolation of our land ? Tor who would

be the better if its ancient oracle were still left to

Tegyra, or at Ptoum, where after searching whole days

you can hardly find a single herdsman tending his

1 &quot; Plutarch does not mean to say that Greece was not able at all

to furniah 3000 men capable of arms, but that if burgess armies of

the old sort were to be formed they would not be in a position to set

on foot 3000 hoplites.
&quot; MOMMSEX.
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cattle ? Even this most ancient and famous oracle at

Delphi is related to have been for a long period reduced

to a state of desolation and inaccessibility by a terrible

monster in the shape of a serpent. But this desolation

is not rightly explained. The solitude brought the

serpent, not the serpent the solitude. But when, in

the great purpose of God, Greece again grew strong in

its cities, and the land was replenished with mankind,
the temple was served by two priestesses, who took

alternate duties on the tripod, and a third was appointed
to be available in case of emergency. But now there

is but one Pythia ;
and her we find enough for all our

needs. For the prophetic inspiration that yet remains

is sufficient to send all comers away with their require

ments satisfied. Agamemnon employed nine heralds
;

and even so he was hard put to it to control the

assembly of the Greeks, so numerous it was. But

within a few days you will have an opportunity of

observing that one voice will easily reach the ears of

everybody in the Theatre here. In a similar manner

the prophetic influence of the god issued by a greater

number of voices when the population was greater.

But as things at present are, the real cause for astonish

ment would be that the god should allow the prophetic

agency to waste like water, or his voice to sound in

vain like the cries of shepherds and sheep re-echoing

among the rocky solitudes. l Ammonius ceased, and I

remained silent. But Cleombrotus, turning to me,
said : Was it not you who, just now, maintained that

1 414 C.
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it is the god himself who not only gives, but also takes

away the oracles ? Xo, indeed/ replied I, on the

contrary, I assert that the god has taken away neither

oracle nor sacred shrine. But just as the god bestows

upon us many other things which are subject to decay
and destruction by natural processes or, rather, the

original substance, containing a principle of change and

movement in its own nature, often dissolves itself and

reshapes itself without the intervention of the original

creator so in like manner, I think, the oracles undergo

darkenings and declines, being included in the truth of

the statement that the god bestows many fair gifts on

men, but not one of them to last for ever
; or, as

Sophocles has it,
&quot;

the gods immortal are, but not their

works.&quot;
&quot; The foundation of oracles is rightly

assigned to God,&quot; continues Plutarch,
&quot; but the law

of their existence and its operation we must seek for in

nature and in matter. For it is nothing but the most

childish folly to look upon God as a sort of ventrilo

quist : like the fellows once called Eurycleis and

nowadays Pythons, inserting Himself into the bodies

of the prophets, using their mouths and vocal chords

as instruments of His messages. For he who puts God
into this personal contact with human weaknesses and

necessities, sins against His glory, and deprives Him
of the excellence and grandeur of His Virtue.&quot; This

strong insistence upon the splendour of the Divine

Nature is, as we know, one of the most characteristic

elements of Plutarch s philosophy, and, so long as he

can preserve this intact, he is not careful of consistency

in his arguments on less important points of doctrine.
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We have seen him shrinking in conversation from too

close an identification with Eationalism
;
and we are

also prepared to find him giving importance to a view

which introduces a supernatural element even into the

operation of secondary causes. Hence Cleombrotus is

represented as saying how difficult it is to draw the

line exactly at the direct interposition of Providence in

human affairs; since those who exclude God from

second causes, and those who see Him everywhere, are

equally in error. Hence the pious student of Theology
is permitted to give a full exposition of the doctrines

of Dsemonology as applied to the question of Oracles

and Inspiration.
&quot; Plato delivered Philosophy from

many difficulties when he discovered Matter as the

substratum of phenomenal qualities ;
but those who

invented the science of Daemonology have solved

greater difficulties still.&quot; We are already familiar with

the nature and activities of the Daemons
;

it remains to

see how their existence is applied to the question under

discussion.
&quot; Let us not listen,&quot; says Cleombrotus,

&quot;

to

those who say that oracles are not divinely inspired,

or that religious rites and ceremonies are disregarded

by the gods : nor, on the other hand, let us approve of

the view that God is actively, personally, and directly

concerned in these matters
;
but let us believe that the

Daemons are superintendents of, and participators in,

the sacred sacrifices and mysteries, justly assigning

these functions to Lieutenants of the gods, as it were to

Servants and Secretaries, while others go about and

punish great and notorious acts of injustice.&quot;
1 This

1 417 A, B. Cf. De Facie in Orle Lunx, 944 C, D.
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belief, in the opinion of Cleombrotus, furnishes an ex

planation of the silent periods of the oracles.
&quot;

I am
not afraid to say, as many others have said before me,

that when the Daemons who have been appointed to

administer prophetic shrines and oracles leave them

finally, then the shrines and oracles finally decline. If

these guardians flee and go elsewhither, and then

return after a long interval, the oracles, silent during
their absence, become again, as of old, the means of

conveying responses to those who come to consult

them.&quot;
&quot;

But,&quot; says Demetrius,
&quot;

it is impossible to

assert that the oracles are silent owing to their desertion

by the Daemons, unless we are first reassured respect

ing the method by which the Daemons, when in actual

superintendence of the oracles, make them actively

inspired.&quot;
l Plutarch here introduces a rationalistic

argument imputing prophetic inspiration to sub-

terrestrial exhalations, and draws down upon himself

the reproof from Ammonius that he has followed up
the abstraction of Divination from the gods by now

depriving the Daemons of that power and referring it to
&quot;

exhalations, winds, and
vapours.&quot; Plutarch, however,

though adhering to Rationalism to the extent of insisting

on the operation of secondary causes, saves his piety by

explicitly placing them under the superintendence of

the Dcemons. &quot; There are two causes of generation :

the Zeus of the ancient poets and theologians, and the

physical causes of the natural philosophers. The

study of either of these sets of causes, to the exclusion

B.
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of the other, leads to defective philosophy. But he

who first made use of both these principles, combining
creative Eeason with created Matter, freed us from fear

of criticism either on the ground of impiety or unreason.

For we deprive prophetic inspiration neither of God
nor of Eeason when we allow as its material the human

soul, and assign as its instrument the inspiring exhala

tion.
1 The Earth, indeed, breeds these exhalations, but

he that implants in the earth its tempering and trans

forming power I mean the Sun is regarded as a god in

our ancestral religion. Then, if we leave the Daemons

as presidents and attendants and guardians, to secure

the due harmonizing of the various elements of the

inspiring exhalation, now slackening and now tighten

ing it, now restraining its excessive power of phrensy
and confusion, and gently tempering its stimulating
force so that it becomes harmless and painless to

those under its influence if we adopt these views,

we shall be in perfect harmony with reason and

possibility.&quot;
2

The one thing that is conspicuously evident through
out these discussions on important questions of Religion

is the earnest sincerity with which they are universally

approached. We notice everywhere that combination

of piety with philosophy, which is characteristic of

Plutarch s own genius, and which appears to be no less

characteristic of the society in which he constantly

moves. Even the Epicurean Boethus, an excellent man
with his witty stories and courtly compliments, finds it

1 436 F. 2 437 F.
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somehow in his power to defend the dignity of the

prophetic God against those who would &quot; mix Him up
with every piece of stone or brass,&quot; while those who are

most solicitously inclined to a pious reverence of the

ancient faith Serapion for a prominent example
never for long forget that spirit of critical detachment

proper to the inquiring philosopher.
1 &quot; There is no one

here
present,&quot; says Heracleon,

&quot; who is profane and

uninitiated, and holds views of the gods inconsistent

with our own
;
but we must take care that we ourselves

do not unconsciously admit absurd and far-reaching

hypotheses in support of our arguments.&quot; But it is

Plutarch himself who, shunning the
&quot;

falsehood of

extremes,&quot; most conspicuously represents this spirit of

compromise. It is Theon-Plutarch who finds a middle

way between the views of Boethus and those of Serapion

on the subject of prophecy, and it is Lamprias-Plutarch

who, knowing that these things involve many conten

tions and are open to numerous contradictions, combines

the belief in an original divine inspiration, with a

recognition of the scientific importance of subsidiary

causes, moving unchecked in the sphere of Nature.

The power of the exhalation which inspires the

Pythia is in truth divine and daemonic, but it is not

exempt from the operation of causes that bring silence,

age, decay and destruction on all that lives between

the earth and moon.&quot;
3 Plutarch here strikes with

clear emphasis a note not out of harmony with the

1 De 1 ijthtx Orac., 398 B.

De Defectu Orac., 418 E.
1 DC Defectu Orac., 438 D.

M
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spirit of modern Theology ;
and had he pushed this i

view to its logical conclusion, as the Epicurean Boethus l

did, the Daemons would have disappeared, and their

places would have been wholly occupied by natural

causes operating under the Divine impetus inspired by !

the great First Cause. But the necessity for a per- ;

sonality, human on one aspect, Divine on the other, to i

stand between God and man, was too strongly felt by
Plutarch to enable him to accept without qualification

the conclusions of pure rationalism. The blank between

the Creator and His creatures is occupied, therefore,

partly by natural causes, partly by the Daemons, whose

existence and mode of operation are now involved in

the working of natural causes regarded as under their

superintendence, and now appear as supernatural

agencies vaguely dependent upon the will of the

Supreme Power.

1

Plutarch, in reply to Boethus the Epicurean, uses au interesting

example to illustrate the two opposite views maintained on this point.
&quot; Even you yourself here are beneficially influenced, it would seem,

by what Epicurus wrote and spoke three centuries ago ; and yet you
are of opinion that God could not supply a Principle of Motion or a

Cause of Feeling, unless He took and shut Himself up in each indi

vidual thing and became an intermingled portion of its essence&quot;

(398 B, C).



CHAPTER VIII.

Sincerity of Plutarch s belief in Daemons Function of the Daemons

as Mediators not confined to oracular inspiration Daemons iii,

their personal relationship u-ith the human sun! The DE
D.EMONIO SOCRATIS This tract not a formal treatise on

Dxmonology Various explanations of the Socratic
&quot; Daemon

&quot;

Ethical value of the, conception, of Daemons as spiritual

guardians of individual men &quot;Men may rise on stepping-
stones

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;f

their dead selves to higher things
&quot;

Dangers of the

conception Superstition : PlutarcJCs general attitude towards

that Vice.

evident sincerity of Plutarch s piety bis

attitude of more than toleration towards every

thing consecrated by the religious tradition of his age

and country render it impossible for us to regard his

system of Dsemonology as a mere concession made by
Rationalism to Superstition.

1 But it is not the less clear

1
&quot;As to Plutarch s theology, he was certainly a monotheist. He

probably hud some vague belief in inferior deities (demons he would

have called them) as holding a place like that tilled by angels and

evil spirits in the creed of most Christians; yet it t* entirely conceivable

that his occasional reference* tu the*e &amp;lt;li-ilir* are due merely to the con

ventional rhetor if of hi* age
&quot;

(ANDREW 1 . PEABODY : Introduction to

a translation already referred to of the De Sera Numinig Vindivti).

It is a little difficult to be patient with the ignorance displayed in the

italicized part of this citation. That Plutarch s
&quot; references to these

deities&quot; are not &quot;occasional&quot; is a matter of fact; that they are not
&quot; due merely to conventional rhetoric

&quot;

it is hoped that the analysis in
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that Plutarch thinks he has found in the existence of

Daemons not only a means of communication between

God and man, but a means of reconciliation between

Philosophy and Piety, between Boethus and Serapion.

It is a very happy circumstance for a man s moral

progress when he finds Eeligion and Eeason in an

agreement so plausible ;
and when Keason has in some

way furnished the very means of agreement for was

it not Plato himself to whom most people had gone for

their Daimonology ? the resulting tendency will .have

the strength of two harmonizing influences, instead of

the halting weakness of a compromise between two

mutually conflicting elements. 1 Plato s Dremonology
is a trick of fence : an ironical pose of sympathetic

the text incomplete as it may be in other respects has at| least

made sufficiently clear. It is, however, gratifying to find that this

American translator, unlike Dr. Super, of Chicago, recognizes that

Plutarch &quot; was certainly a monotheist.&quot;

1 Plutarch found the existence of the Dremons recognized in each

of the three spheres which contributed to the formation of religious

beliefs in philosophy, in popular tradition, and in law. STOB^US :

Tit. 44, 20 (&quot;
On Laws and Customs &quot;TaucJinitz edition of 1838, vol. ii.

p. 164) has an interesting quotation, headed &quot; Preamble of tie Laios of
Zaleucu*&quot; in which the following passage occurs :

&quot; If an Evil Dromon

come to any man, tempting him to Vice, let him spend his time near

temples, and altars, and sacred shrines, fleeing from Vice as from an

impious and cruel mistress, and let him pray the gods to deliver him

from her power.&quot; Zaleucus may, of course, have been embodying the

teaching of his Pythagorean colleagues, but the fact remains that the

belief in the influence of Daemons on human life received the authority

of a celebrated system of law, unless we are to be more incredulous

than Cicero himself Quis Zaleuciim leges xcripsisse non dixit? {Ad
Atlicum, vi. 1). (&quot;

His code is stated to have been the first collec

tion of written laws that the Greeks possessed.&quot; Smaller Classical

Dictionary, Smith and Marindin, 1898.)
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agreement with popular ideas : but Plutarch does not

see this, and can honestly think himself a Platonist,

a philosopher, even on a question whose settlement

demands philosophical concessions all along the line.

It is true that there was one gain for Philosophy which,

in Plutarch s mind, would compensate for even greater

sacrifices than it was actually called upon to make :

the gain, namely, that each concession to the belief in

Daemons would bring into greater prominence the pure

splendour and naked simplicity of the idea of God. As

God was withdrawn not only from participation in the

ignoble adventures of the Homeric legends, but also

from the direct inspiration of oracular and prophetic

phrensy, His character would become more worthy of

the adoration of the Best, while His omnipotence would

be maintained by virtue of the controlling power
exercised by Him over all subordinate powers. The

gain for a philosophic conception of the Deity was so

great in this direction, that we are without surprise in

seeing Plutarch proceed still further on the same path.

The Daemons by their divine alloy come into close

contact with the nature of God : they perform many
functions as interpreters of the Divine Will to humanity.

But by virtue of the human element in their character,

they are fitted for assuming a personal relationship

with individual men, and for becoming the instruments

by means of which God enters into those ethical rela

tions with humanity which we have seen described in

the
&quot; De Sera Numinis Viudicta.&quot; The hint for this

aspect of their work and influence Plutarch has found

in the Hesiodic people of the golden age, whose death
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promoted them to the duty of keeping watch over the

actions of men. We have seen him already develop
this hint in an assertion that the Daemons, in addition

to attending on shrines and religious ceremonies, are

endowed with punitive authority over great sinners
;

and the ethical value of the doctrine is enforced in a

passage in which the love of justice, the fear of dis

honour, the adoration of virtue, the amenities and graces

of civilized life, are intimately associated with the

belief that good deities and Daemons keep a watch upon
our career.1 This belief in an intimate personal relation

between men and Daemons received its most notorious

expression in the famous philosophic tradition of the

Daimon of Socrates, and it is naturally in a tract with

this title that we have the fullest information respecting

Plutarch s view of the personal connexion between

Daemons and men. The essay,
&quot; On the Daemon of

Socrates,&quot; does not, however, contain an exhaustive

and scientific discussion of this interesting aspect of

Theology similar to that given by Apuleius in his tract

with the same designation. At first we find ourselves

plunged into the midst of a most dramatically told piece

of history the famous Eeturn of the Theban Exiles

under Pelopidas after the treacherous seizure of the

Cadmea by the Spartans. In the pauses of the plot the

Thebans averse from such studies as their character

1 Advertsus Coloten, 1124 D. The religious value of the belief in

Drcmonology is indicated in an interesting passage in the &quot;De Ixide et

Outride,&quot; in which Isis, by her sufferings, is described as &quot;

having

given a sacred lesson of consolation to men and women involved in

similar sorrows.&quot; 361 E. (In the next sentence she and Osiris are

raised from the dojmouic rank to the divine.)
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is supposed to have been discourse on these high

questions of religious philosophy, and one would almost

guess that Plutarch s subsidiary intention was to in

dicate, by the broken character of the discussion, the

difficulty of attaining to a complete and final view of

the subject. Various rational and supernatural ex

planations of the well-known Socratic expression are

suggested, explanations which vary in harmony with

the different types of character, or mental attitude,

already familiar in Plutarch. Galaxidorus takes the

extreme rationalistic view. He rebukes Philosophy for

promising to pursue scientific methods in the investiga

tion of
&quot; the Good and the Expedient,&quot; and then, in

contempt of Reason, falling back upon the gods as

principles of action, thus relying on dreams instead of

demonstrations. 1 He thinks the Daunon of Socrates

was nothing but the &quot;

last straw
&quot;

which inclines, in

one direction or the other, a man whose close and ex

perienced study of every aspect of the case has not

enabled him to come to a practical decision. A sneeze

might be the grain which turned the balance. Phidolaus

will not allow so
&quot;

great a phenomenon of prophetic

inspiration&quot; to be explained by a sneeze, a method

of divination which &quot;

is only jestingly used by common

people in small matters.&quot;
2 A statement of Simmias to

the effect that he had heard Socrates often inveighing

against those who asserted they had seen a divine vision,

1

Accepting Bernardukis first emendation eis 0eoi/j firava^tpei

ras -T(JIV irpd^fiAiv dp^ay. 580 A.

f&amp;gt;81 F. I hidolaus would not have been at home among Xeno-

phou s troops (Anabasig, iii. 2, 9).
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while he always listened sympathetically to those who

said they had heard a voice, leads to a general surmise

that the Damon may have been &quot; not an apparition,

but the perception of a voice or the interpretation of a

word, which had occurred to him under extraordinary

circumstances, just as in a dream there is no actual

voice, but we have fancies and notions of words, and

imagine that we can hear people speaking.&quot;
l Archi-

damas, who is narrating the dialogue and its events to

Caphisias, here expounds his own views on the subject

in the light of the foregoing explanation. He thinks

that the voice, or the perception of a voice, which

influenced Socrates, was the speech of a Daemon, who,

without the intermediation of audible sound, made this

direct appeal to the mind of the pure and passionless

sage ;

2
it was the influence of a superior intelligence

and of a diviner soul, operating upon the soul of Socrates,

whose calm and holy temper fitted him &quot;

to hear this

spiritual speech which, though filling all the air around,

is only heard by those whose souls are freed from

passion, and its perturbing influence.&quot;
3 Here we have

the extreme religious view placed, as usual, in contrast

with the sceptical rationalism of Galaxidorus, which

has also been indirectly opposed by a narrative of the

events, involving the hearing of a Daemonic voice, con

nected with the death and burial of a Pythagorean

philosopher, Lysis, from which it appears that the

Pythagoreans believed that a few men only were under

588 C, D. 2 588 E.
3 589 D.
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the guardian care of the Daemons. 1 These two opposing
views having been fully expounded by their respective

defenders, we should now expect the dialogue to be

concluded, in the usual manner of Plutarch, with a

compromise between the rationalistic and the religious

attitudes. But on this occasion we are disappointed.

Plutarch abandons the role of rationalist and gives him

self up entirely to the view of Daemonic influence

expounded by Archidamas, taking Myth for his guide

again whither Philosophy refuses to go. He is careful,

however, as in the parallel case in the
&quot; De Sera Numinis

Vindicta,&quot; at once to still the suspicion of the philosopher
and to put the pious reader on his guard, by suggesting
a contrast between Myth and Reason before entering on

the narrative, a warning which is strongly emphasized

by the fact that even Thf ocritus,
&quot; the Soothsayer,&quot; can

only claim for Myth, that it is not to be depended upon
for scientific accuracy, but only sometimes comes in

contact with Truth. 2 The Myth in this case describes

the experiences in the Cave of Trophonius of the young

philosopher Timarchus, a friend of Socrates, who desired

to ascertain the true nature of the &quot; Damion
&quot;

of that

great man. The story is told with considerable beauty
of imagery, an example of Plutarch s skill in which

we have already seen in the similar story of Thespesius
of Soli. The soul of the philosopher leaves his body

through the sutures of the cranium. In the subterranean

regions he stays two nights and a day, receiving from

an invisible spirit much information concerning the

1
r&amp;gt;8G A. : r.89 F.
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afterworld and the beings who inhabit it. The main

object of the story seems to be to establish and elucidate

the ethical value of the doctrine of Diiemonology, while

at the same time we note that a mystical significance

now begins to be attached to certain principles long

the topic of discussion in the schools. Timarchus is

informed by the invisible spirit that there are four

principles which operate throughout the universe : the

first of Life, the second of Motion, the third of Genera

tion, the fourth of Corruption. The sphere of Life is

united to the sphere of Motion by the Monad in the

world of invisibility ;
the sphere of Motion is united to

the sphere of Generation by Nous in the Sun; the

sphere of Generation is united to the sphere of Cor

ruption by Nature in the Moon. Over each of these

unions a Fate presides. The other &quot;islands&quot; are

peopled by gods : but the Moon is inhabited by

Epichthonian Daemons, being raised only a little above

Styx, which is
&quot; the way to Hell.&quot; l Styx periodically

seizes upon many of these souls in the Moon, and they
are swallowed up in Hell. Other souls, at the end of

their participation in the life of generation, are received

into the Moon from below, except such as are
&quot;

polluted

and unpurified,&quot; these being driven away from her by
thunder and lightning to undergo another period of

generation. As in the myth of Thespesius, there is a

chasm through which the souls pass and repass to and

from the life of earth.
&quot;

What,&quot; asks Timarchus,
&quot;

are

these stars that dart about the chasm, some descending

1 591 A.
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into its depths, others arising from it ?
&quot;

&quot; These are

Daemons,&quot; he is told
;
and we can only conclude that

they are identical with the souls already described as

inhabiting the Moon. These Da?mons are incarnated

in mankind. Some are altogether dominated by the

passions and appetites of the body, others enter into it

only partly, retaining the purest portion of their

substance unmingled with the human frame. &quot;

It is

not dragged down, but floats above the top of the head

of a man, who is, as it were, sinking in the depths, but

whose soul is supported by the connexion so long as it

is submissive to this influence, and is not controlled by
its bodily passions. The part beneath the waves in the

body is called the soul
;
but the eternal, uncorrupted

part is called the mind, by those who think it is within

the body. Those who rightly judge, know it to be out

side, and describe it as a Daemon.&quot; The point of this

narrative is emphasized by Theanor, who expresses his

belief that
&quot;

there are very few men whom God honours

by addressing his commands directly to them. The

souls of such men, freed from the domination of passion

and earthly desires, become Divmons, who act as

guardian angels to certain men, whose long-continued

struggles after the good excite their attention, and at

last obtain their assistance.&quot; Each of these J)a&amp;gt;inons

loves to help the soul confided to its care, and to save

it by its inspirations. The soul who adheres to the

Dtemon, and listens to its warnings, attains a happy

ending ;
those who refuse to obey are abandoned by it,

and may expect no happiness.
1 &quot; The connexion which

1 594.
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attaches the Daemon to the soul is, as it were, a restraint

upon the irrational part thereof. When Eeason pulls

the chain it gives rise to repentance for the sins which

the soul has committed under the influence of passion,

shame for illicit and immoderate indulgences, and finally

produces a tendency to submit in quiet patience to the

better influence of the Daemon. The condition of

absolute submission does not come all at once, but those

who have been obedient to their Daemon from the very

beginning constitute the class of prophets and god-

inspired men.&quot; The Daemons have here assigned to

them a protective care of humanity ; they assist the

souls who struggle after goodness, and desert those

who refuse to obey their injunctions. A few good men,

specially honoured by the deity, may themselves be

come Daemons, and act as guardian angels to others.

Plutarch repeats this view more systematically else

where, giving it a more general application. &quot;It is

maintained by some that . . . just as water is perceived

to be produced from earth, from water, air, and from

air, fire, in a constantly ascending process, so also the

better souls undergo a transformation from men to

heroes, from heroes to daemons, and from daemons,

some few souls, being purified through prolonged

practice of virtue, are brought to a participation in the

divine nature itself.&quot;
l

1 De Defectu, 415 B, C. In the De Facie quae apparet the con

nexion between mankind and the daemons is described in similar terms

to those employed in the De Dsemonio Sooratis. The Daemons do not

spend all their time on the moon ; they take charge of oracles, assist

at initiatory rites, punish evildoers, help men in battle and at sea,

and for any want of fairness or competence in the discharge of these
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This examination of the story of Timarchus lends a

strong support to the statement already made respecting

Plutarch s use of myth. In the &quot;De Sera Numinis

Vindicta
&quot; we saw that he could not accept as a subject

of rational demonstration the theory of rewards and

punishments in a future life
;
but so convinced is he

of the ethical value of that belief that he has recourse

to a most solemn myth, which he clearly hopes will

operate for goodness through the imagination if not

through the intellect. The myth embodied in the
&quot; De

Daemonic Socratis
&quot;

has a similar origin and an identical

aim. How important to a man in his efforts after

goodness to know that he is under the observation of

a Being whose half-human, half-divine nature, fits him

equally to feel sympathy and administer aid ! That

is an aspect of Plutaro1
-. s teaching which requires no

emphasis to-day. . . . With the Plutarchean doctrine

of Daemons is also involved the sublimely moral notion

of eternal endeavour after a higher and more perfect

goodness. The human being who earnestly strives to

be good within the limits of his present opportunities

will have a larger sphere of activity thrown open to

him as a Daemon in the Afterworld. The human soul

transfigured into the strength and splendour of this

higher nature has work to perform which may develop

such qualities as will bring their owner into closer

proximity with the Highest Divine. The doctrine of

Daemons, as expounded by Plutarch, involves the

duties they are punished by being driven again to earth to enter

human bodies once more (IH-i 1)
; cf. 1M-1 C).
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profound moral truth that there is no limit to the per

fectibility of human nature
;
and we can surely forgive

much that is irrational and fantastic in a scheme which

embodies so effective an inspiration to goodness.
1

But the value and moral dignity of any principle

depend upon the method of its interpretation and

application. That sense of personal dependence upon a

benevolent supernatural power which Plutarch associates

with the teachings of Dsemonology may be identical

with the purest and loftiest religion, or may degenerate

into the meanest and most degrading superstition,

according to its development in the mind of the in

dividual believer. If this intercourse is regarded as

spiritual only, the communion of soul with soul in the
&quot;

sessions of sweet, silent
thought,&quot; high religious

possibilities issue which no form of faith can dispense

with. Any attempt to degrade this intercourse to

material ends, or to appeal to it through material

channels, involves recourse to magical rites, and super
stitious practices of the grossest description. It is

necessary, too, that even where there is no recourse

to materialistic avenues of access to the spiritual world,

the mind should cultivate a belief in the benevolence

of the Higher Powers so that it may maintain a rational

dignity and fearlessness in its communion with them.

1 That this truth is one which appeals to the Imagination more

cogently than to the Eeason, resembling in that respect the belief in

the soul s immortality, is evident to Plutarch. It is on this account

that he illustrates it by Myth instead of arguing it by Eeason,
and takes every precaution to prevent his readers from regarding
it as a complete and final presentation of a logically irrefutable

belief.
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Plutarch is aware of these dangers. He knows that

Dsemonology, and even Theology, may involve Super

stition, and he takes pains to close those avenues to its

approach, which a misunderstanding of the subject, a

mistaken mental attitude towards it, may easily throw

widely open. He seldom misses an opportunity of

inculcating the proper attitude of mind to assume in

face of questions of Religion, or of placing such questions

in an atmosphere of clear and rational daylight, which

is equally uulike the dim gloom of Superstition, and

the blinding glare of Atheism. In a word, he continues

to make Reason his Mystagogue to Religion. Polem

ically, as against the Epicureans, he is inclined to

argue that Atheism is an unmixed evil, since it deprives

mankind of Hope, Courage, and Pleasure, and leaves

us no refuge in God from the sorrows and troubles of

life.
1 He adds that Superstition should be removed as

a dimming rheum from before our eyes ; but, if that is

impossible, we must not knock the eye out for the sake

of removing the rheum, or turn the sight of Faith to

the blindness of Atheism in order to destroy false ideas

of the Deity. Although he admits that there are some

men for whom it is best to be in fear of God
; although

he knows that a much greater number combine with

their honour and worship of the Deity a certain super

stitious fear and dread of Him
; yet he insists most

strongly that these feelings are totally eclipsed by the

hope and joy that attend their communion with God. 2

1 Non posse suaviter, &c., 1101 B, C.

1101 U.
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He draws a beautiful picture of the happiness accom

panying participation in divine services, asserting, in a

lofty strain of religious feeling, that it is from a recogni

tion of the presence of God in these services that the

sense of happiness proceeds.
&quot; He that denies the

Providence of God has no share in this exceeding joy.

For it is not abundance of wine and well-cooked meats

that gladden our hearts in a religious festival
;

it is our

good hope and belief that God Himself is graciously

present and approving our acts.&quot; Without this convic

tion, he insists, the religious value of the ceremony is

utterly lost.
1 To approach the gods with cheerfulness

and courage and openness is the soul of Plutarch s

religion, and he is faithful to this principle on the most

diverse occasions. Fond of Literature as he is, there

are many famous passages of classical verse which he will

not permit youthful students to carry away into their

lives as factors in ethical progress until they have been

harmonized with the claims of a rational criticism. Thus

he quotes a verse of Sophocles
&quot; God is a cause of

fear to prudent men &quot;

and insists that
&quot;

fear
&quot;

should

be changed to
&quot;

hope,&quot;
lest those should be justified who

regard
&quot; with suspicion and dread as the cause of injury

the power that is the principle and origin of all
good.&quot;

2

And when dealing with the sanctities of domestic life

he insists that one important element of conjugal

happiness lies in the avoidance of separate worship on

the part of the wife, and in a closing of the door on

superfluous ministrations and the practices of foreign

1 1102 13.
- De Audicndis Poetis 34 B.
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superstition.
&quot;

For,&quot; says he,
&quot;

there is no god who takes

delight in stolen and secret sacrifices on the part of a

wife.&quot;
* These passages, selected from various portions

1

Conjugalia Prxcepta, 140 D. Champagny sees a reference here

to Christianity. But why not also in PLATO S Lawg, (J74 F, and (Ju l

C ? It is quite iu harmony with Plutarch s love of openness in

Eeligion that to the general reticence displayed by the Greeks on

the subject of their religious Mysteries, he seems to add a personal

reticence peculiarly his own. Considering how anxiously he hovers

about the question of the soul s immortality (see above, p. 118, and cf.

Consolatio ad Apollonium, 1 20 B, C :
&quot;If,

as is probuble, there is any
truth in the sayings of ancient poets and philosophers . . . then must

you cherish fair hopes of your dear departed ton &quot; a passage

curiously similur in form and thought to TACITUS, Agric. 4G :

&quot; Si

quis piorum manibus locus, si, ut sapientibus placet,&quot; &c.~), it is remark

able that only once and then under the stress of a bitter domestic

bereavement does he specifically quote the Mysteries (those of

Dionysus) as inculcating that doctrine (Ad Uxorem, Gil D). His

adoption of an unknown writer s beautiful comparison of Sleep to the

Lesser Mysteries of Death (Consol. ad Apoll., 107 E), and his repe

tition of the same idea elsewhere (see above, p. 118), may also be

indications how naturally the teaching of the Mysteries suggested
the idea of immortality. But he most frequently alludes to the

Mysteries as secret sources of information for the identification of

nominally different deities (De Iside et Otiride, 3G4 E), or for the

assignation of their proper functions to the D;emons (De Dcfectu,

417 C), who are regarded as responsible for what Mr. Andrew Lang

(&quot;Myth, Ritual, and Religion,&quot; passim) calls the barbaric and

licentious part of the performances&quot; (De Iside et Osiride, 300 E, F).

We should perhaps conclude, from the few indications which Plutarch

gives of his views on this subject, that he regarded the Mysteries in

a twofold light ; they were a source of religious instruction, or con

solation, respecting the future state of the soul, and they were also

a means of explaining and justifying the crude legends which to

largely intermingled with the purer elements of Greek religion.

Though, as Plutarch hints, many of these barbaric legends were not

suited to discussion by the profane, yet the mind, when purified by
sacred rites, and educated to the apprehension of sacred meaning*,
could grasp the high and pure significance of things which were a

N
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of Plutarch s ethical teachings, show how strongly it is

his practice to emphasize a note of cheerful and open

courage in worship as an essential part of religious

belief. But it is in the well-known essay
&quot; on Super

stition
&quot;

that he most thoroughly expounds this aspect

of his philosophy, and no endeavour to understand

Plutarch s mental attitude in face of a problem which

always affects humanity would be successful without

a careful analysis of that treatise. The &quot; De Iside et

Osiride&quot; attempts to safeguard the mind from the

attacks of Superstition on the side of the Intellect, as

the &quot; De Superstitione
&quot;

does on the side of the Imagina

tion, and the two tracts have therefore an organic con

nexion which renders it necessary to treat them together

as expounding different aspects of the same question.

stumbling-block to the uninitiated, and could make them an aid to

a loftier moral life.



CHAPTER IX.

Relation between Superstition and Atheism : Atheism an intellectual

error : Superstition an error involving the passions : the DE
SUPERSTITIOXE Moralfervour of Plutarch s attack on Super
stition His comparative tolerance of Atheism The greatest

safeguard against both alike consists in an intellectual appre
ciation of the Truth The DE ISIDE ET OSIKIDE The Unity

underlying national differences of religious belief.

&quot;HPHE profoundest, the ~i03t essential and paramount
-*- theme of human interest,&quot; says Goethe,

&quot;

is the

eternal conilict between Atheism and Superstition.&quot;
1

Plutarch s tract,
&quot; De Superstitione,&quot; is a classical

sermon on this text, although in his presentment of

the subject the mutual antagonism of the two principles

receives less emphasis than the hostility which both

alike direct against the interests of true Religion. He
has no sympathy with any notion similar to that

current since his days, in many religious minds, that

Superstition is but a mistaken form of Piety, deserving

tenderness rather than reprehension, and he maintains

that absolute disbelief in God is less mischievous in its

effects upon human conduct and character than its

1
&quot;Das figtntlir.h einzige und tiefste Thema der Welt- und Menschen-

gcschifhte, dem alle iibrigen untergeordnet sind, bleibt der Conflict des

Unglaubens und d*s Abcnjlaubens.&quot; GOETHE, Westdstlicher Divan

(quoted by THOLCCK).
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opposite extreme of superstitious devotion. With this

hint of Plutarch s point of view we proceed to a brief

analysis of the tract in which his view is mainly

expounded.
At the very commencement he describes the two

evils as springing from an identical source. Ignorance
of the Divine Nature has a twofold aspect : in people of

stern dispositions it appears as Atheism
;
in minds of

more yielding and submissive mould it shows itself as

Superstition. Merely intellectual errors, such as the

Epicurean Theory of Atoms and the Void, or the Stoic

notion that virtue and vice are corporeal substances,

are unaccompanied by any passionate mental disturb

ance : they are silly blunders, but not worth tears.

But is a man convinced that wealth is the highest

good ? or does he regard virtue as a mere empty
name ? these are errors that cannot be distinguished

from moral disorders. Atheism is an intellectual

error : Superstition a moral disorder an intellectual

error
&quot; touched with emotion.&quot;

l The moral disorder of

Superstition is depicted in a few paragraphs of striking

power, opulent with historical and literary allusion.

The effect of the description is to leave a conviction of

the utter inability of the superstitious man to free any

portion of his life from the influence of his awful fear

of the gods.
&quot; He does not dread the sea who never

sails
;
nor he a war who never goes to camp ;

nor he a

robber who keeps his home
;
nor he an informer who

has no wealth
;
nor he envy who lives retired

;
nor he

1 1G5C.
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an earthquake who dwells in Gaul
;
nor he a thunder

bolt who inhabits ^Ethiopia. But they who fear the

gods fear all things land, sea, air, sky, darkness, light,

sound, silence, dream. 1

By day as well as night they
live in prey to dreadful dreams, and fall a ready victim

to the first fortune-telling cheat they come upon. They

dip themselves in the sea : they pass all day in a

sitting posture : they roll themselves on dunghills :

cover themselves with mud : keep Sabbaths :

2 cast

themselves on their faces : stand in strange attitudes,

and adopt strange methods of adoration. Those who

thought it important to maintain the recognized laws

of Music, used to instruct their pupils to sing with a

just mouth
;
and we maintain that those who approach

the gods should address taem with a just mouth and a

righteous, lest, in our anxiety to have the tongue of the

victim pure and free from fault, we twist and defile our

own with strange barbarian names and expressions,

and thus disgrace the dignified piety of our national

Faith.&quot;
3 Not only is this life full of torture to the

Superstitious, but their terrified imagination leaps the

limits of the Afterworld, and adds to death the con

ception of deathless woes. Hell-gate yawns for them
;

1
ir.r, i).

: BERNAUDAKIS adopts Bentley s emendation 0airria-fj.ovs, which

might be an allusion to Christianity, but would more probably refer

to such a process aa that already described in the words ^a-rrnrov

aeavrbv fls Od\a&amp;lt;T&amp;lt;Tav. We have previously discussed the general

question involved (see p. 45), but may here add the opinion of so

unprejudiced a Christian writer as Archbishop Trench, &quot;strange
to

say, Christianity is to him (Plutarch) utterly unknown.&quot; (See also

note, p. 202).
3 1GG B.
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streams of flame and Stygian cataracts threaten them
;

the gloom is horrid with spectral shapes, and piteous

sights and sounds, with judges and executioners, and

chasms crowded with a myriad woes.

The condition of the Atheist is far to be preferred.

It was better for Tiresias to be blind than it was for

Athamas and Agave to see their children in the shape
of lions and stags. The Atheist does not see God at

all : the superstitious man sees Him terrible instead of

benign, a tyrant instead of a father, harsh instead of

tender. The troubles of actual life are assigned by the

Atheist to natural causes, to defects in himself or his

circumstances
;
and he endeavours to mitigate or remove

them by greater care. But to the victim of Superstition

his bodily ailments, his pecuniary misfortunes, his

children s deaths, his public failures, are the strokes of

a god or the attacks of a dsemon, and cannot therefore

be remedied by natural means, which would have the

appearance of opposition to the will of God. 1 Hence

light misfortunes are often allowed to become fatal

disasters.
2

Thus, Midas was frightened to death by his

dreams; Aristodemus of Messene committed suicide

because the soothsayers had alarmed him about a

trifling omen ;

3 Mcias lost his life and his great army
because he was afraid when a shadow crept over the

moon. Let us pray to the gods, but let us not neglect

reasonable human endeavour. &quot;While the Greeks wrere

1 IGG B.
- 168 F.
3 Bello primo, Aristodemum Messeniorum regem per supersti-

tionem animuin ac epos oranes deepen disse, seque ipsum interlecisse,

narrat ctiam Tausaiiias, iv. 3. WYTTENBACH.
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praying for Ajax, Ajax was putting on his armour
;
for

God is the hope of bravery, not the pretext for

cowardice.&quot;
l

Participation in religious ceremonies,

which should be the most cheerful and happy act of

life, is an additional cause of dread to the Superstitious,

whose case is worse than that of the Atheist who smiles

sarcastically at the whole business. The Atheist, true,

is guilty of impiety : but is not Superstition more open
to this charge ?

&quot;

I, for my part, would greatly prefer

that men should say about me that there was not, and

never had been, such a man as Plutarch, than that they

should say that Plutarch is a fickle, irascible, vindictive

fellow, who will pay you out for not inviting him to

supper, or for omitting to call upon him, or for passing

him in the street w ; hout speaking to him, by commit

ting a violent assault upon you, giving one of your
children a thorough caning, or turning a beast into

your cornfield.&quot;
2 The fact of the matter is, that the

Atheist believes there are no gods, while the super
stitious man wishes there were none

;

3 the former is

an Atheist pure and simple, while the latter is an

Atheist who professes to believe because he has not

the moral courage to utter his secret desires. And, as

in the individual mind Superstition involves Atheism,

so historically the latter has developed out of the

former. The Epicureans were Atheists, not because

they did not perceive the splendour and perfection

1 1GO C. Iliail, vii. 193, 194.

170 A. Trench quotes Seneca Fpi*t., 123&quot; Quid cnim interest

utruni decs negcs, an infames ?
&quot;

3 170 F.
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of the universe, but because they desired to deliver

humanity from the thraldom which Superstition had

cast about it from its ridiculous passions and actions,

its spells of speech and motion, its magic and witch

craft, its charmed circles and drum-beating, its impure

purifications and its filthy cleansings, its barbaric and

unlawful penances and its self-torturings at holy
shrines. If these practices are pleasant to the gods,

mankind is no better off than if the administration of

the world were in the hands of the Typhons or the

Giants.

But no disease is so difficult to cope with as Super
stition. We must fly from it, but we must so fly from

it that we do not run into the other extreme.
&quot; Aussi

y en a il quifuyans la Superstition, se vont ruer et pre-

cipiter en la rude ct pierreuse impiete de I atheisme, en

sautant par dessus la vraye Religion, qui est assise au

milieu entre Ics deux.&quot;

Such is a brief account of the contents of this

famous tract. One thing becomes clear from its

perusal, the fact that the advantage is altogether

regarded as on the side of Atheism. Amyot, from

whose translation we have taken its concluding sen

tence, sounds a note of serious alarm in a prefatory

note to his version :

&quot;

Ce traicte cst dangermx a lire,

et contient une doctrine fausse : Car il est certain que

la Superstition cst moins mauvaise, ct approclie plus pres

du milieu de la vraye Religion, que ne fait I Impiete et

Athcismc.&quot; Others have followed Amyot in his view

of this
&quot;

dangerous
&quot;

treatise
;
while Plutarch has not

been without his champions against those who have
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thus accused him of irreligion.
1 So far as concerns the

views expounded in the treatise, it appears to us that

the alarm of Amyot is justified. But Amyot, who
knew his Plutarch well, should have observed that

there is a note of rhetoric in this work which is totally

different from the teacher s usually quiet and unim-

passioned method of argument. There is an emphasis,

an exaggeration, of everything that tells against the

victim of Superstition, a restraint, a gentleness in

minimizing the faults which could have been made into

a serious indictment against Atheism. This, as we

know, is not Plutarch s favourite method of discussion.

In ordinary circumstances an Epicurean would have

attacked Superstition, a Stoic would have inveighed

against Atheism, and an Academic friend of Plutarch s

would have taken the judicial mean. As a matter of

fact, however, Plutarch and he connects his own
name with the argument in the most emphatic manner

assumes a position in this tract scarcely discrepant

from the peculiarly Epicurean attitude. Erom this

point of view, Wyttenbach s epithet of vcrc Plutarch/ &quot;&amp;gt;

applied to the tract is incorrect, and even Wyttenbach
admits the possibility that Plutarch may have written

1 To the numerous citations made by Greard (p. 209), we may add

an expression of opinion by Dr. Tholuck, given with special reference

to Plutarch s views on Superstition : Wir haben in Altertlium cincn

lichen Geist, Plutarch, wclcher dem, was das Altertlium Aberglaube
naunte, viele Betrachtungen gcwidmct hat, dem Gegcnstande zwur

nicht auf den Gmnd pckommi-n, aber in &amp;lt;l-r lidni -litung deseelben

dock so tiffe reliyiiige ]\ (ihiliit&amp;gt;:n autgesproclien, dass wir nicht umhin

konnen, ihn hier ausfuhrlicher dem Leser vorzufiihreu
&quot;

(Ucbcr Abcr-

glauben und Ungluuben ).
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another tract,
&quot;

in which the cause of Superstition was

defended against Epicurus.&quot;
l How Plutarch could

have accomplished a successful defence without going
back on all the arguments in the treatise

&quot; on Supersti

tion
&quot;

will not be clear to a modern reader. It appears
to us that Plutarch, having an acute perception of the

gross evils inherent in the many superstitious practices

of the day, has been disturbed from his usual philosophic

pose, and has been carried, by a feeling of almost

personal resentment, to draw a picture which was

intended to be one-sided, because it was intended to be

alarming. Plutarch s Philosophy, his Eeligion, here

touch the vital interests of life, and come to close

combat with a gigantic moral evil. What is lost in

philosophic detachment is gained in moral fervour, a

change of balance which gives quite other than a

theoretical interest to those many short sermons in

which Plutarch is aux prises with the sins and vices

and follies of his day. The main importance of the
&quot; De Superstitione

&quot;

is its contact with practical affairs,

and its translation of philosophic and religious con

ceptions into terms of everyday life. Philosophy and

Eeligion have displayed to Plutarch the Purity, the

Unity, the Benevolence of God; it is a question of

Ethics to expose and destroy practices which are repel

lent to this conception of the Divine Nature. Plutarch s

i WYTTENBACH bases this possibility on the 150th entry in the

Larnprian catalogue,
&quot; On Superstition, against Epicurus.&quot; (Entry

No. 15f&amp;gt; in the catalogue as given in BEUNARDAKIS, vol. vii. pp. 473-7.)

But the discussion on this point in the Non posse suaviter forms so

important a part of that tract that the title
&quot; On Superstition, against

Epicurus&quot; would be no inapt title for the whole treatise.
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way of solving that question in one direction is ex

pounded in the tract
&quot; De Superstitione.&quot;

1

While Plutarch, in his anxiety to safeguard the

emotional aspects of Religion from the incursions of

Superstition, departs in this tract from his ordinary

attitude of intellectual moderation, he reverts very

markedly to his usual manner in his treatise on the

two Egyptian divinities, Isis and Osiris. Knowledge
of the Truth is here depicted as the very heart of

devotion, and the pursuit of this is regarded as the

only means of holding a middle path between the bog
of Superstition and the precipice of Atheism. The main

o_bject of this treatise is to show how principles of

rational inquiry may be applied to religious myths, so

that Reason and Pietj may both be satisfied with the

result.
&quot;VVy

ttenbach explains this purpose in a few words

of terse Latinity which might safely be quoted as descrip

tive of Plutarch s attitude towards Religion in general.
&quot; Consilium scriptoria videtur fuissc, ut arnicam dc honuii

jEgyptioruin, ni&amp;gt; mi/nun ortv. ct cidtn xaniont, quam qi .cc

vulgo ferrentur, doccrct, rcligioncmqucfauv.larum dcliriis

cccrimoniar unique inept I is niirifcc dcformatam ct
&amp;lt;ipnd.

prudcntiores homines in contemtum adductam, /.&amp;gt;//* quoad

ejus fieri 2}ossct sordiln/x
i&amp;gt;in rjarct, omnique ///&amp;lt; i-o/ tuii

et philosophic^ instrumento ad hiloi-if fultm, nature-

1 The view taken in the text as to the character of this strenuous

and noble sermon on Suprrvtition is. of course, quite at variance witli

the opinion of Prof. Mahaft y, who repards it as one of thot-f

Bophiatical exercises practised by every one in that ape I mean, the

defence of a paradox with subtlety and ingenuity, biking little (iccovnt

of sober truth in
comp&amp;lt;irison

icith dialectical plausibility.&quot; Greek* under

Itonuin Stcay, p. 318.
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rationcm dignamque, divinitatc speciem reformaret.&quot; But

while serving as an example of Plutarch s general
method of inquiry, a particular motive for the choice

of this special myth as subject would doubtless be

furnished by the great prevalence and popularity of the

worship of Isis during the Grreco-Eoman Empire of

this period. Its passionate excitements were hostile

to the calm cultivated by the Eoman in matters of

Eeligion, and Isis had undergone a prolonged struggle

before her temples were allowed to stand erect in Eome.

The patrician indignation of Lucan nos in templa tuam

Romana accepimus Isin !
J

expressed, however, rather

the sentiment of the Eepublic than the conviction of

the Empire. Juvenal alludes to the Isiacce sacraria

lence the fanum Isidis the temple of the goddess in

the Campus Martius, in terms which, however severe

from the moral standpoint, leave no historical doubt as

to the established character of the cult and its institu

tions. In the later romance of Apuleius, the hero

Lucius owes his re-transformation into human shape to

the power of Isis, and makes a pilgrimage of gratitude

to the very temple to which Juvenal makes so scathing

an allusion.

The detailed description given by Apuleius of the

ceremonies connected with the worship of the goddess

in so important a place as Cenchreas, the port of

Corinth, bears emphatic witness to the established

popularity of her rites.
2 Even in Plutarch s tract the

1 Pha rtalia, viii. 83 1 .

z
APULEIUS, Meta : Lib. xi. Lucius (a descendant of Plutarch,

by the way), in bis pious gratitude, enters tbe service of the goddess
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fact is everywhere indirectly evident. Clea, to whom
it is addressed, was officially and intimately associated

with the worship of Dionysus at Delphi, but she had

also been instructed from her childhood in the rites

appertaining to the worship of Isis and Osiris.
1

It is

only in accordance with Plutarch s well-known cha

racter that he should be anxious to explain anything

in the Isiac ceremonies and traditions, the misunder

standing of which was likely to generate superstitious

and licentious practices and lead indirectly to Atheism.

And if, by explaining absurdities, excising crudities,

refuting false interpretations, he could at the same

time demonstrate the unity of God, the identity of

religious basis lying beneath these various beliefs of

other peoples, we can recognize in the task one emin

ently suited to the character and aims of Plutarch.

In the
&quot;

Isis and Osiris
&quot;

Plutarch has. therefore, a twu-~&quot;\

fold object. He endeavours to explain, from a rational

istic point of view, the meaning of Isiac and Osirian

ceremonies and legends ;
and he develops his theories

o_n__ these matters into an exposition of his attitude

towards Myth in general, showing that the various

beliefs of other nations are not, when rightly under

stood, mutually destructive and opposite, but simply
different ways of envisaging the same essential and

eternal truth .^ We proceed to explain these assertions

by an examination of the treatise.

who liad uiirharmed him. Rursus denique, quam raso capillo,

collegii vetustinximi et t-nb illi* Sullx temporibus coudili munia, non

obumbrato vel obtecto calvitio, seel quoquoversus obvio, gaudens
obibam.

1 361 E.
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Plutarch gives early indication of his point of view.
&quot; The philosophy of the Egyptian priests was generally

concealed in myths and narratives containing dim hints

and suggestions of truth.&quot; It was to indicate this
&quot;

enigmatic
&quot;

character of their theological wisdom that

they erected Sphinxes before their temples ; that, too,

is the meaning of their inscription on the shrine of

Athene-Isis at Sais,
&quot; / am all that ivas, and all that

is, and all that shall be
}
and my veil hath yet no mortal

raised&quot;
1 It follows from this that we must on no

account attach a literal significance to their narratives.2

Thus they represent the sun as a newborn child sitting

on a lotus flower, but this is an enigma teaching the

derivation of the solar heat from moisture.3 &quot;

It is in

this
way,&quot; says he, clearly indicating the twofold object

he has in view throughout this work,
&quot;

it is in this way
that you are to hear and accept traditions of the gods,

taking their meaning from such as interpret them in

a spirit at once pious and philosophic. This spirit of

reverent inquiry must be accompanied by a constant

observance of the recognized forms of worship, and

by a conviction that no religious or other action is

more grateful to the gods than the acceptance of

true opinions concerning them. This harmonious co

operation of .Piety and Philosophy saves equally
from Atheism and its cognate evil, Superstition.

4

It is in this spirit the spirit in which every

Religion justly claims that it should be approached

that Plutarch gives an account of the Egyptian myth
1 354 C.

&quot;

355 B.
3

Cf. De Pyth. Orac., 400 A. 355 D.
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&quot;in the briefest possible terms, denuded of such

particulars as are quite useless and superfluous
&quot;

;

denuded also, as we are told later,
&quot;

of its most

blasphemous features,&quot;
1 &quot; such as the dismember

ment of Horus and the decapitation of Isis.&quot; Piety

absolutely rejects these tales concerning beings who

participate
&quot;

in that blessed and eternal nature which

marks our conception of the Divine
&quot;

; although

Philosophy will not be equally severe on these

legends, regarding them not solely as unsubstantial

tales and empty fictions spun, like spiders webs, by

poets and romancers out of their own imagination, but

also as indirectly reflecting the pure light of some

ancient narrative whose meaning has now been utterly

broken up as are the sun s rays when reproduced in the

multitudinous hues of the rainbow.2 Plutarch clearly

1
3.&quot;&amp;gt;8 E. Mr. Andrew Lang justly remarks,

&quot; Why these myths
should be considered more blasphemous than the rest does not

appear&quot; (Myth, Ilitiud, and Religion, vol. ii. pp. lit), 117).
2 858 F. This is a difficult passage. It seems necessary to read

a.va.K\a(T(i for d^axcopTjcrei (cf. ava.K\a(ris STJ trov irepl TIJV Ipiv, Amatoritlfij

705 E), but even then the meaning is difficult to elicit, and it is not

confidently claimed that the rendering in the text has elicited it.

Three translations are appended :

&quot; For as mathematicians assure us

that the rainbow is nothing ele lint a variegated ///&amp;lt;;/&amp;lt; of the *//,

thrown upon the tight bij tlie reflexion of his beani&amp;lt; from the clouds, so

ought we to look upon the present torij a tin representation, or reflexion

ratlter, of something real as it* trim cause&quot; (Plutarchi Do Ifide et

Otiride Liber : Grscce et Anglice, by SAMUEL SQUIRE, A.M., Cam

bridge, 1744).
&quot; Und no u-ie die Xatttrfontcher den Eegcnbngun fur ein

Grgenbild der Sonne erhldrcn, das durch da* Znriicktretfn der Erschei-

intiig an die Wolke bunt icird, *o /&amp;gt;&amp;lt; hier die Sage das Gegenbild einer

Wahrheit, welt-he ihre Bede.ntung auf ettoas anderes hin ab*piegelt
&quot;

(Plutarch iiber Isii und Osiris herausgegebeu von G. PABTHEY,

Berlin, 1S50). Legcndmn &vaxp&amp;lt;a&amp;lt;Tfi
vtl a.va.K\dffft, ut Jlei*J;.

u Et
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regards it as a pious duty to accept the Osirian legend I

as containing a substratum of truth, embodying the t

religious lore of the Egyptian priesthood, but he ,1

reserves to himself the right of interpreting the \

expression of this truth in the light of his own I

philosophy. His attitude is identical with that as- i|

sumed by the authors of the various explanations of
\\

the myth which he reports as current in antiquity.
&quot; These interpretations,&quot; in the lively expression of

Mr. Andrew Lang,
&quot;

are the interpretations of civilized
[

men, whose method is to ask themselves : Now, if /
had told such a tale as this, or invented such a mystery

play of divine misadventures, what meaning could

/ have intended to convey in what is apparently

blasphemous nonsense ?
&quot; l It will be seen that

Plutarch does not himself finally adopt any special

interpretation, although he emphatically rejects those

which are not pious as well as philosophic. He is

desirous rather of showing in what way the investiga

tion of such questions should be approached, than of

imposing any definite conclusion on the understanding ;

of cultivating an aptitude for rational and reverent in

quiry, than of establishing a final and inflexible dogma.
He deals first with the Euhemerists, or &quot; Exanthro-

pizers.&quot;
Euhemerus of Tegea, or, as Plutarch here

calls him, Euhemerus 2 of Messene, first treated with

quemadmodum mathematics arcnm cxlettem Soli* traduntesse imaginem
variatam visus ad ttubem reflexu : Sic fcibula hoc loco indicium e*t

orationis aHo reflectentis inteUectum. WYTTENBACH.
1

Myth, Ritual, and Beliyion, vol. ii. p. 120.

- In our spelling of this name we use the freedom of choice so

graciously accorded by Xylnnder Si Euliemeru* mavis, non repiigno.
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scientific precision that tendency to regard the gods as

kings and rulers whose surpassing greatness and merit

had been rewarded by an imaginary apotheosis. He
had embodied the result of his researches, which he

claims to have made during an expedition sent

by Cassander to the lied Sea, in a work called

the &quot;Sacred Record.&quot; He asserted, according to

Lactantius, that he had seen in the Island of

Panchaia (Plutarch calls it Panclion} a column of

gold with an inscription indicating its erection by
Zeus himself, in qua columna gcsta sua perscripsit

ut monimentum cssct posteris rcrum suaruni. This
&quot;

humanizing
&quot;

of Zeus was extended to other deities
;

and Plutarch, who sarcastically denies that these

inscriptions had ever been seen by anybody else,

whether Greek or Barbarian, asserts that the principles

of Euhemerus had been applied to the explanation of

the tombs and other monuments commemorating in

Egypt the events embodied in the Osirian myth.

Although it has been asserted that Euhemerus admitted

the existence of the elemental deities, such as the sun

and the heavens, the atheistical tendency of his theory

is evident, and the author of the tract
&quot;

I)e Placitis

Philosophorum,&quot; whose bias is distinctly Epicurean
and atheistic, says that Euhemerus absolutely denied

the existence of the gods, associating him in this

connexion with Diagoras the Melian, and Theodorus

of Gyrene.
1 Plutarch himself has no doubts as to the

1 De Placitis Philogophorum, 880 D. Cf. CICERO, De Natura

Deorum, i. 42. &quot; Ab Euhemero autem et mortes et sepulture demon-

strantur deorum. Utrum igitur bic confirmassc videtur religionem,
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tendency of Euhemerisrn. Those who have recourse to

these theories,
&quot;

transferring great names from heaven

to earth, almost entirely uproot and destroy the

reverence and faith implanted in all of us at our

birth, and open wide the temple doors to the profane

and atheistical mob.&quot;
l &quot;

They bring divinity to the

level of humanity, and fair occasion of unfettered

speech to the impostures of Euhemerus, who scattered

Atheism the wide world over, degrading all the

V recognized deities alike to the names of generals,

admirals, kings of a pretended eld.&quot; Good and great

kings are rewarded with the gratitude of posterity,

while disgrace and obloquy have been the portion of

those whose insolence has led them to assume the

titles and temples of gods.
2

The hypothesis of Demonic natures, next applied

by Plutarch to the explanation of the legend, we have

already examined. Naturally he expresses a preference

for this theory over that of the Euhemerists, but will

still proceed to discuss with philosophic detachment

the hypotheses of other schools, taking, as he says, the

an penitus totam sustulisse ?
&quot; See MAYOR S note on this passage.

The references to Lactantius and Eusebius and many others bearing
on the question are collected by Corsini in his first dissertation on

the De Placitis. Zimmerman is very indignant with Plutarch on

account of the charge here brought against Euheme::us and Diagoras,
and has defended them against our author with great energy and

spirit. (Epi*tola ad Nicolaum Nonnen qua Euemerus Messenius et

Diagoras Melius ab Atheismo contra 1 lutarchum aliotque defen-

duntur.)
1 360 A.
2 The language here seems curiously outspoken in view of the

now established apotheosis of the Emperors.
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simplest first.
1 These are the Physical Allegorists.

&quot;

Just as the Greeks assert that Cronus is an allegorical

symbol for Time, Hera for Air, the birth of Hephaistos
for the transformation of Air into Fire, so also among
the Egyptians there are those who maintain that Osiris

symbolizes the Nile, Isis the Earth, fecundated in his

ejnbrace, Typhon the Sea, into which the Nile falls to

disappear and be scattered, except such part of him as -

has been abstracted by the Earth to make her fruitful.&quot;
2

He shows how this identification of Typhon with the

sea explains certain sayings, beliefs, and practices of

the Egyptians, but he regards it as rather crude and

superficial,
3 and passes on to an explanation given by

the more learned priest, , who, with a more philosophic

application of the principles of allegorical interpretation,

identify Osiris with the Moist Principle of the Universe,

and Typhon with the Dry Principle, the former being
the cause of Generation, the latter being hostile to it.

4

The similarity of these views to early Greek speculation
is pointed out by a statement that the Egyptians held

that Homer, like Thales, had learnt from them that

Water is the generative principle of all things, Homer s

Ocean being Osiris, and his Tethys, Isis. This ancient

theory is fully discussed by Plutarch, showing how the

Egyptians applied it to the myth, but also indicating

similarities of detail and identities of principle between

the Egyptian and Greek mythologies.
5 &quot; Those who

combine with these physical explanations certain points

borrowed from astronomical speculation,&quot;
are next dealt

300 D. -

35G, 357. Cf. De Dsedali*
3 304 A. 300 C. * 304 D.
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with. These Astronomical Allegorists maintained that

Osiris is the Lunar World and Typhon the Solar : the

Moon s light being regarded as favourable to the

reproductiveness of plants and animals, from its greater

moistening tendency, while the light of the Sun is

parching, and so hostile to life and vegetation that
&quot; a

considerable portion of the earth is rendered by his

heat totally uninhabitable.&quot;
1 After a brief description

of another class of astronomical Allegorists who regard

the myth as an enigmatical description of Eclipses,
2 he

puts the whole of these particular explanations of the

Physical and Astronomical Allegorists in their proper

place as merely partial and distorted expressions of the

ancient and universal belief in the existence of two

opposing principles, two mutually hostile influences

which operate throughout the universe, giving Nature

its mixed and uncertain and fluctuating character.3

One of the most conspicuous features in Plutarch s

Theology, as already examined in these pages, is his

anxiety to avoid any kind of Dualism in his conception

of Deity ;
and it is a necessary corollary of his religious

and philosophical conviction on this point that there

should be no place in the constitution of the world

for a Being regarded as a coequal rival to the One

Supreme Omnipotence. As Plutarch, however, himself

points out, if nothing can be conceived as originating

without a cause, and Good cannot be regarded as

1 367 D. 2 3C8 D.
3 3G9 C. It is clear from a careful examination of the text that

Plutarch gives only a critical examination of this theory : he does

^ not adopt it as his own, as has frequently been asserted.
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furnishing the cause of Evil, it follows that Evil as

well as Good must have an originating principle of its

own.1 But neither on the religious nor on the purely

philosophic side does he carry this admission to the

extent of accepting an Evil personality or principle

equivalent in power to the Deity. On the one hand,

he accepts the doctrine of subordinate Damons, whose

evil propensities are ultimately under the control of

the Omnipotent Author of Good, inasmuch as they are

liable to pains and penances for their infraction of the

laws He has imposed upon them
;
and on the other, he

has learned from Greek philosophy the conception of

To_a7rjoov, that infinite, formless &quot;

Matter,&quot; out of

which the Demiurgus, making it the nurse and

receptacle of the ideas, had created the Universe.

He insists, indeed, that the two conceptions are

familiar to Greek philosophers : Empedocles opposed

(^uAorrj-a KOL
&amp;lt;pi\iav

to vaicoc oii\6fjitvov ;
the Pytha

goreans had two well-known lists of contrary expres

sions.
2

Anaxagoras expressed the antithesis by i/oOc

and airupov; Aristotle by t!$oc and ornate- In all

these philosophical distinctions the inferiority of the

second term is implied, and Plutarch asserts this

inferiority in unmistakable terms.
&quot; The creation and

formation of this world arose out of opposing, but not

1 369 D. &quot;

It is impossible,&quot; argued these ancient thinkers,
&quot; that

moral life and death, that good and evil, can flow from a single source.

It is impossible that a Holy God can have been the author of evil.

Evil, then, must be referred to some other origin : it must have had

an author of its own.&quot;
&quot; Some Elements of Religion&quot; by Canon Lii&amp;gt;no\

(Lecture iv. sect, i.)-

- 370 E.
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equal, Principles, the supreme sway being the portion
of the Better.&quot;

l

It is clear from these considerations that Plutarch s

own mind is made up on the subject ;
but he cannot

refrain from giving sympathetic consideration to so

ancient, widespread, and respectable a belief as that

involved in the myth of Osiris and Typhon, of Ormuzd
and Ahriman

;
and he devotes considerable space, and

displays considerable ingenuity, in connecting the

Egyptian and Zoroastrian beliefs with the legends
of Greek Mythology and the principles of Greek

Philosophy.
2 But his object, even when he makes

1 371 A.
2 See especially the quotations from Plato in 370 F, and the

application of Platonic terms in the interpretation of the Isiac and
Osirian myth in 372 E, F, 373 and 374. Hesiod, too, is made to

agree with this Platonic explanation of the Egyptian legend (374 C),

and the Platonic notion of matter is strained to allow of its being
identified with Isis (372 E, 374 F). In 367 C, a parallelism is

pointed out between Stoic theology and an interpretation of the myth ;

and in 367 E the death of Osiris on the 17th of the month is used

to illustrate, if not to explain, the Pythagorean d^oo-iWis of that

number.

As regards the identification of particular deities in this tract,

reference may be made to 364 E, F and 365 A, B, where Dionysus
is identified with Osiris ; and to 365 F, where Mnaseas of Patara is

mentioned with approval as associating with Epaphus, not only

Dionysus, but Serapis and Osiris also. Anticleides is also referred

to as asserting that Isis was the daughter of Prometheus and the wife

of_Dionysus. In 372 D, Osiris is identified with the Sun under the

.name of Sirius, and Isis with the Moon. In 375, a fanciful philology
is called in to aid a further identification of Greek and Egyptian
deities ; but not much importance is attached to similarities derived

in this way. In the next sentence Isis is stated to have been identified

with Athene by the Egyptians ; and the general principle of identity

is boldly stated in 377 C :

&quot;

It is quite legitimate to regard these gods
as common possessions and not the exclusive property of the Egyptians
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indulgent concessions to an opposite view, is never

lost sight of, and towards the conclusion of his search

for parallelisms and similarities, he expresses his aim

in unmistakable and peculiarly Plutarchean language.

After passing severe criticism on the impiety of those

who give the names of gods to the productions of Xature,

asserting that Dionysus is Wine, and Hephaistos Flame

(which, says he, is like identifying sail and cable and

anchor with the pilot, the thread with the weaver, or

the draught with the physician), he adds,
&quot; God is not

lifeless, unintelligent, subject to man, as these things

are. But it is from these blessings that we conclude

that those who bestow them upon us for our use, and

give us a constant and never-falling supply thereof, are

gods, not different gods among different peoples, not,

Barbarian gods, nor Greek gods, not gods of the south,

nor gods of the north; but just as the sun, the moon,

the earth, the sky, and the sea arc common to all,

but receive different names among different peoples, so

likewise arc different honours assigned and different

invocations addressed to the gods in different 2^f(cefi

according to (he customs there established. Yet is it

one Reason which admonishes, and one Providence

which directs, while subordinate pov:crs hare been

appointed over all things. Certain peoples make use

of sacred symbols which, with greater or less clearness,

direct the understanding to divine knowledge, and yet

Isis and the deities that go in Ier train are universally Jtnmcn and

worshipped. The mimes, indeed, of certain of them have been borrowed

from the Egyptians, not so long ago; but their divinity has been };noim

and recognized for d;/e.s.&quot;
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not without danger, since some in their desire to shun

the swamp of Superstition have unconsciously slipped

over the precipice of Atheism.&quot;
x Here we have, com

bined in one sentence, Plutarch s belief in the Unity

^f God, his acceptance of the theory of Demons, his

recognition of the truth of foreign creeds, his desire, so

frequently expressed, and so consistently acted upon,

to follow the guidance of a reverent yet inquiring

philosophy on a path which is equally distant from

the two great moral evils which loom so large in his

mental vision. Hence this tract is organically con

nected with the treatise on Superstition; the former

aims at securing by purely intellectual and rational

processes what the latter attempts by appealing to the

Intellect through the medium of the Imagination.
2

1 378 A.
- There is a strain of mysticism in the De Osiride which is alien

from the cheerful common sense which usually marks Plutarch; a

remark which also applies to the De Facie quas apparet in Orbe Lunse.

But the same strain appears in others of his authentic tracts, though

mostly operating through the medium of Platonic dreams and myths,

e.g. the story of Thespesius in the Sera Num. Vindic., and that of

Timarchus in the De Dsemonio Socratis. Besides, one would not

ceteris paribus deny the authenticity of Browning s
&quot; Childe Roland &quot;

because he had written &quot; The Guardian Angel,&quot; or that of &quot; The

Antiquary
&quot; because Scott was also the author of &quot; The Monastery.&quot;

The tract was probably composed after that return from Alexandria

to which Plutarch so charmingly alludes in Sympos., 678 C. More

over, the very nature of the subject, and the priestly character of the

lady to whom it was addressed, as well as the mysterious nature of the

goddess whose ministrant she was, are all parts of a natural induce

ment to mysticism. We must admit that Plutarch here participates in

that spirit of mysticism which, always inherent in Platonism, was kept
in check by his acutely practical bent, to be revived and exaggerated
to the destruction of practical ethics in the dreams and abstractions

of the Neo-Platoniste.



CHAPTER X.

Conclusions respecting the general character of Plutarch s Religion

Monotheism and Dcemonology both essential parts of his

Theodicy His strong belief in the personality of God

Metaphysical iveakness but Moral strength of his Teaching

Close connexion between his Religion and his Ethics Plut

arch not an &quot;

Eclectic&quot; nor a Neo-Platonist Contrast

between Plutarcli s Religion and Philosophy and the Religion
and Philosophy of tlie Neo-Platon,* .s Christianity and Neo-

Platonism The struggle betiveen them and its probable effect

on later religious history Conclusion.

TT7E have endeavoured in the preceding pages to

ascertain, from Plutarch s own account of his

views, the principles, the method and the character of

his Pteligion ;
to learn in what manner he conceives the

supernatural world and its relation to the human mind
and to human interests

;
to discover and illustrate the

processes by which these results are attained
;
to note

their philosophic bearing and tendency ;
and to ex

emplify their application in the sphere of practical

ethics. We have seen how clearly he recognizes the

existence, and demonstrates the attributes, of a Supreme

Being, and have observed how he raises the humility
of mankind nearer to the Majesty of the Highest by

admitting the activities of an intermediate and mediatory
race of supernatural beings, whose mingled nature allies
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them equally to God and Man, and forms a channel

of communication between human wants and divine

benevolence. These are -the two fundamental truths

of the religion of Plutarch. The whole of his exegesis,

in whatsoever direction operating, whether examining
the doctrines of Philosophy, the legends of popular

Myth, or the traditions embodied in ceremonial observ

ances, is involved with a recognition of this twofold

conception as the essential characteristic of a religious

attitude of mind. Those, indeed, who have emphasized
too exclusively that element in Plutarch s Eeligion

which he owes to Philosophy, have concluded that his

religious beliefs were purely Monotheistic : just as

a misunderstanding of his Dsemonology has resulted in

the assertion that he was trammelled in the meshes of

a superstitious Polytheism.
1 It could, if necessary, be

1 A very slight acquaintance with Plutarch s writings will serve

to dispose of the charge of Atheism brought against him by Zim

merman, the professor of Theology in the Gymnasium of Zurich :

Credo equidem Plutarchum inter eos fuisse qui cum Cicerone credi-

derint eos qui dant philosophic operam non arbitrari Decs esse. It

is true that Zimmerman supports his case by quoting the pseudo-
Plutarchean De Placitis (Idem de providentia non minus male loquitur

quam ipsi Epicurei), and seems himself afraid to accept the conclusion

of his own demonstrations : Atheum eum fuisse non credo, sed quo-
modo asserere potuerit Superstitione Atheismum tolerabiliorem esse,

simul tamen eos, quos atheos fuisse minime probare potuit, Supersti
tion! autem inimicissimos, omnem malorum mundum intulisse, con-

sociare nequeo. But the learned author is too intent on exculpating
Noster Euhemerus from Plutarch s

&quot;

injustice
&quot;

to have justice to spare
for Plutarch himself. (J. J. ZIMMERMAN, Epistola ad Notnien). Greard

quotes other authors of this charge against Plutarch (p. 269). We
cannot allow this opportunity to pass of protesting against the attitude

of those who assumed, even in the Nineteenth Century, that it was a

sign either of moral depravity, or mental incapacity, in Plutarch not
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plausibly argued, against those who have maintained

this latter view, that the elaboration of the belief in

Daemons, and the multiplication of the functions of

these lesser divine beings, are factors which tend to

emphasize the unity and purity of the Supreme God
;

and that Plutarch s Monotheism is no more destroyed

by the recognition of a Daemonic liace than is the

Catholic Trinity overthrown by the Church s acceptance

to have been a believer in the Christian faith. Even Archbishop

Trench, who admits, concerning such writers as our author, that
&quot; many were by them enabled to live their lives after a far higher and

nobler fashion than else they would have attained,&quot; cannot rid himself

of the notion that had Plutarch actively opposed Christianity ho

would have committed an offence which or-, generosity might have

pardoned, though our justice must recognize that it needed pardon.
&quot; Plutarch himself may be entirely acquitted of any conscious attempt
to fight against that trutli which was higher than any which he had &quot;

(p. 13). &quot;I have already mentioned that, t!ironyh no fault of his own,
he stood removed from all the immediate influences of the Christian

Church &quot;

(p. 8!t). But suppose the facts to have been just the opposite
of those indicated in the words we have italicized, it would involve;

the loss of all sense of historical perspective to draw the conclusion

which would clearly have been drawn by Trench himself. The use

of similar language by Prof. Mahaffy has already been noted. (Pref.

p. xii.) The position assumed by writers who maintain this view, is

one quite inappropriate for historical discussion, and its natural ex

pression, if it must be expressed at all, is through the medium of such

poetical aspirations as that breathed! in the epigram of John, the

Metropolitan of Euchaita :

&quot; If any Pagans, Lord, Thy grace shall save

From wrath divine, this boon I humbly crave,

Plato and Plutarch save : Thine was the cause

Their speech supported : Thine, too, were the laws

Their hearts obeyed ; and if their eyes were blind

To recognize Thee Lord of human kind,

Needs only that Thy gift of grace be shown
To bring them, and bring all men, to the Throne.&quot;
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of the Celestial Hierarchy of Dionysius
&quot;

the Areopa-

gite,&quot;
with its thrice-repeated triplets of Thrones,

Cherubim, Seraphim ; Powers, Dominions, Mights ;

Angels, Archangels, Principalities. But, in the first

place, Plutarch does not keep his Eeligion and his

Philosophy in separate mental compartments : they are

fused into one operation in his thought ;
and we should

adopt a false method of interpretation were we to

separate the result as expounded in his writings.

Further, we should obtain a totally misleading view of

Plutarch s teaching were we to insist that he was fully

conscious of all the conclusions that by a strict use of

logic could conceivably be deduced from bis tenets.

An examination of the opinions and beliefs which he

states that he actually maintained leads inevitably to

the conviction that his Dasmonology was as sincere as

his Theology. There can, we think, be no doubt that

his reverence for the national tradition gave him as real

a belief in the polytheistic activities of the Daemons as

his love of Philosophy gave him in the Unity, Perfec

tion and Eternity of the Deity. The strength of this

belief was increased by his recognition of the important

part it might play, in one direction by solving perplexities

and removing stumbling-blocks from the national tradi

tion, in another by responding to that eternal craving of

humanity for a god-man, a mediator, which had already

begun to receive a purer, a simpler, and a more perfect

satisfaction. The conscious expression, therefore, which

Plutarch gives in his writings to the belief in Daemons,
we are bound to accept as corresponding with a convic

tion actually existing in his mind, quite as much as
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we admit the sincerity of his reiterated belief in a

Supreme and Universal Deity.

But it is one of the most interesting aspects of

Plutarch s Theology not the less interesting, perhaps,

because it has a certain inconsistency with other parts

of his Religion that, even were we to confine our

investigations to the philosophic elements of his idea

of the Divine Nature : even if we could totally exclude

from consideration all the functions which he ascribes

to the Daemonic character: we should still find our

selves face to face with a God different, in one of the

qualities now regarded as essential to a complete con

ception of Deity, from any of the theological repre

sentations current in the schools of Greek Philosophy.

The essential basis of all these representations is the God

of Plato, partly regarded as the creative Demiurgus of

the &quot; Timseus
;

&quot;

partly as the World-Soul, that &quot;blessed

god
&quot;

produced by the operation of the Creator s
&quot; In

telligence
&quot;

;
and partly as that ultimate ideal Unity,

the final abstraction reached by a supreme effort of

&quot;dialectic subtlety. The last of these three conceptions

is essentially and truly that of Plato
;

it is the native

and unalloyed product of Dialectic, owing naught of its

existence to the illustrative or ironical use of Myth,
out of which the other two conceptions spring. The

element of personality is totally absent from this con

ception,
l nor did the Stoics introduce this element into

1 Dr. Martineau (Types of Ethical Theory, vol. i. p. 91) thinks

that &quot; we must go a little further than Zeller, who decides that Plato

usually conceived of God as if personal, yet was restrained by a

doctrine inconsistent with such conception from approaching it closely

or setting it deliberately on any scientific ground,&quot; and devotes several
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their adoption of the Soul of the Universe as Deity.
1

But Plutarch s God is a personal God. The God of

the &quot; De Sera Numinis Vindicta
&quot;

approaches nearer

to the Christian conception of God as a Father than

the Deity as conceived by any Faith which has not been

permeated by Christian feeling, and the God of the &quot; De

Superstitione
&quot;

presents the same characteristics as the

God of the
&quot; De Sera Numinis Vindicta.&quot; Plutarch s

closely-reasoned pages to show that, although there was no room for

a personal god in Plato s philosophy, Plato himself was in distinct

opposition to his own views as systematically expounded in his

writings.
&quot; We may regard him as fully aware of the conditions of

the problem, and, though unable to solve it without lesion of his

dialectic, yet deliberately pronouncing judgment on the side of his

religious feeling.&quot; But pace tantorum rirorum it will be admitted that

the personality of God is not very evident in Plato when those who
understand him best can only maintain that it is not essentially inter

woven with his philosophy, having only an indirect and accidental

existence which is not possible &quot;without lesion of his dialectic.&quot;

1 &quot;

Abstractedly, the theology of the Stoics appears as a material

istic pantheism ; God is represented as a fire, and the world as a mode

of God.&quot; (GRANT, The Ethics of Aristotle,- vol. i. p. 265.) In the

famous &quot;

hymn of Cleanthes,&quot; preserved, like so many other of the

great wonders of classical literature, by Stobaens, Grant sees an

emphatic recognition of the personality of God, but it is equally

natural to regard the hymn as a more detailed expression of that

necessity of submitting to Destiny of living in accordance with

nature which Cleanthes enounces in that other famous fragment
which Epictetus would have us hold ready to hand in all the cir

cumstances of life :

&quot; Lead me, O Zeus, and thou O Destiny,
The way that I am bid by you to go :

To follow I am ready. If I choose not,

I make myself a wretch, and still must follow.&quot;

EPICTETUS, Encheir. Hi. (Long s translation.) Epictetus, indeed,

and Suueca, late comers in the history of Stoicism, have undoubtedly
attained to a clear recognition of the personality of God.
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feeling of the intimate relation existing between the

Divine Knowledge and the secret weaknesses and sins,

and the feeble strivings after virtue in the human

heart, does not require an elaborate and contentious

process of ratiocination before we can discern its

presence. It is the basis of his finest arguments, and

the inspiration of his most earnest and fruitful teach

ings. This weakness of Plutarch on the side of

Metaphysics, this revolt of his nature against the

coldness and distance of the Deity of the Platonic

Dialectic, constitutes his strength as a religious and

moral teacher. This inconsistency makes him the

type of certain modern theologians who will expound
to a formal Congregation the Eternity, Self-Existence,

Necessity, and Unity of God the &amp;gt;&quot;irst Cause, while

in their private devotions their hearts and their lips

turn naturally to the simple and touching petitions of
&quot; Our Father, which art in Heaven

;

&quot;

or, while com

posing a sermon in which the particular attributes of

the Persons of the Trinity and their mutual relation

ships are defined and enumerated with more than

scholastic precision, will turn and teach their children to

pray to God as the
&quot;

gentle Jesus.&quot; In a similar manner,

there is the Plutarch of the &quot;De E apud Delphos,&quot;

the Plutarch of the
&quot; De Sera Numinis Vindicta,&quot; and

the Plutarch of the Dseinonology. He contributes his

share to the discussions of philosophic theologians ;
he

depicts God in direct spiritual relationship with his

human children
;
and he describes the Da3mons as

aiding mankind in their internal struggles towards

perfection of moral character. He will allow neither
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Reason nor Emotion to run away with him
;
he is as

far removed from the dialectic severities of Plato, as he

is from the superstitious beliefs and practices of the

later Platonists. He has no special and peculiar

message either to the theologian in the pulpit, or to

the child at its mother s knee. He appeals to humanity
at large ;

to the people who have work to do, and who

want to get it done with honesty and dignity ;
to

students, teachers, politicians, members of a busy

society ;
to people who are liable to all the temptations,

and capable of all the virtues, which naturally arise in

the ordinary life of highly civilized communities. He

analyses and illustrates such common vices as anger,

avarice, envy, hate, flattery ;

1 he penetrates and exposes

such ordinary failings as garrulity, gaucherie, personal

extravagance, and interfering curiosity.
2 His sym

pathetic pen, as of one who knows the value of such

things, depicts with rare charm me loveliness of friend

ship, and of affection for brother, child, and wife
;
while

he applies a more religious consolation to those who

are suffering under the bitterness of exile, the sadness

of bereavement by death.3 To connect Plutarch s

Eeligion with his Ethics at all these points of contact

1 See the &quot; De cohibenda ira&quot;
&quot; de cupiditate divitiarum&quot;

&quot; de

invidia et odio&quot;
&quot; de adulatore et omtco.&quot;

2 &quot; De garrulitate,&quot;
&quot; de vitioso pudore,&quot;

&quot; de vitando aere alieno,&quot;

&quot; de curiositate.&quot;

3 &quot; De amicorum multitudine&quot; and &quot; de adulatore et amico
&quot;

;
&quot; de

fraterno amore,&quot;
&quot; de amore prolis&quot; ; &quot;conjugalia prsecepta,&quot;

&quot;de

exilio&quot;
&quot; consolatio ad uxorem,&quot;

&quot; consolatio ad Apollonium.&quot; (&quot;I

can easily believe,&quot; says Emerson,
&quot; that an anxious soul may find in

Plutarch s Letter to hia Wife Timoxena, a more sweet and reassuring

argument on the immortality than in the Phaedo of Plato.&quot;)
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would carry us beyond the natural limits of our present

aim. 1 As an illustration of his method as operating in

this direction, we may recall how intimately Plutarch s

conception of the Divine Nature is interwoven with

his ethical aim in face of so serious a moral evil as

Superstition. We may also add that he is consistent

with himself in constructing no scientifically accurate

system of Ethics any more than he maintains a dialec-

tically impeccable scheme of Theology. He criticizes

the ethical results attained by various Schools of

Philosophy, and selects from this one and that one

such elements as promise to give greater clearness and

strength to his own convictions.2 He quotes Plato

and Aristotle to show that Eeason and Passion are both

necessary elements in the production of practical virtue.

Superior power as Reason is in the constitution of man,
she cannot act by herself towards the accomplishment
of her own virtuous aims. Although he refuses to

agree with Aristotle that all Virtue is a mean between

two extremes, since the virtue of Intelligence as

employed, for example, in the contemplation of a

mathematical problem, being an activity of the pure

and dispassionate part of the soul, needs no admixture

of the unreasoning element to make it effective
;
he

yet insists that the virtues of practical life demand for

their realization the instrumental agency of the passions,

and are thus, in effect, a mean, correcting excess or

1 Zeller says that &quot; the most characteristic mark of the Plutarch-

iaii Ethics is their connexion with religion.&quot; (Greek

translated by Alleyne and Abbott.)
2 De Virtute Murnli. 44U E.
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defect of either of the co-operating agencies.
1 Re-

ferring to a favourite illustration, he maintains that

the passions are not to be uprooted and destroyed as

Lycurgus uprooted and destroyed the vineyards of

Thracia, but are to be treated with the fostering gentle

ness of a god who would prune the wild, trim the rank,

and carefully cultivate the healthy and productive

portions of the plant.
2 If we wish to avoid drunken

ness we need not throw our wine away ;
we must

temper it with water. In like manner, Reason will

not act
&quot;

by harsh and obstinate methods, but by

gentle means, which convey persuasion and secure

submission more effectively than any sort of com

pulsion.&quot;
3 It is quite in harmony with this essen

tially practical view of life that he holds that Virtue

can be taught, and tht^. it is through the persuasion,

and by the guidance, of Reason and Philosophy that

a happy life can be secured, inasmuch as their efforts

are directed at counterbalancing the exaggerated picture

which passion draws of all the circumstances of Life,

whether they are fortunate or the reverse. 4 It is this

principle which he applies to the discussion of topics of

practical morality, as he applies it to the discussion of

questions of Religion. The practice of the virtues

based upon this principle is most vividly exhibited in

his
&quot;

Symposiacs,&quot;
a work which is of considerable value

for the light it throws upon the family and private

1 444 C, D. (Cf. 451.)
2 444 D. Cf. Quomodo adolescens poetas audire debeat, 15 E.
3 445 C.
4

&quot;An virtus doceri possit&quot;

~

de virtute et vitio&quot; 101, C, D.
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habits of the Graeco-Koman empire of that age, but

which is chiefly interesting because it shows to what

an extent the simple and humane moralities of Epicur
eanism had permeated Society, and brought a calm and

gentle happiness in their train.

It may be admitted that the positive additions made

by Plutarch to the intellectual and moral wealth of his

age were small and unimportant. He made no great

discoveries in any of the great branches of philosophical

activity which had so long been the special pride and

prerogative of the Hellenic Kace. There was not a

tendency of Greek Philosophy with whose history and

results he was not familiarly acquainted ;
there was not

a School from which he did not borrow something for

introduction into the texture of his own thought. It

is in this sense that he is, as he has been called, an

Eclectic
;
but his teaching surrounds his appropriated

thoughts with none of the weakness so often attaching

to great and original utterances when torn out of the

systems in which they were originally embodied. Nor

was his Eclecticism that spurious Eclecticism of the later

Platonists, which imagined it had harmonized discordant

systems when it had tied them together with the withes

of an artificial classification. Plutarch s Eclecticism

was unified by the Ethical aim which constantly inspired

his choice, and gave to old sayings of philosophers, old

lines of verse, old notions of the people, a new and richer

significance in his application of them to the uses of

practical life. Thus, if Plutarch did not add to the

gathered wealth of Hellas, he taught his countrymen

new ways of passing their ancient acquisitions into the
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currency. There are periods in the intellectual and

moral progress of humanity when the world is exhausted

with the accumulation of its riches
;
when its appetite

for acquisition is satiated
;
when it needs to find what

its possessions are, and how best they can be put to their

legitimate uses. At these periods the cultivation of a

mental attitude is of greater service to humanity than

the accumulation of mental stores. Plutarch came at

such a period in the history of the Hellenic race
;
and

we, who are once again beginning to recognize that the

end of education should not be the mere accumulation

of facts, but rather the strengthening of the intellect and

the formation of the character, can properly estimate the

value of the work accomplished by one who, on the side

of intellect, inculcated the necessity of sympathetically

watching for signs of a rational basis in beliefs however

primd facie strange and abhorrent, and on the side of

character, that a man could become virtuous by learning

what his faults were, and endeavouring to check them

by practice and habit. In him Religion and Philosophy
went hand in hand, operating on the same body of truth,

and directing their energies to the realization of the same

end. That rational influence which we saw working
in the sphere of early Konian Eeligion: which sub

sequently gave Eoman Morality a source of inspiration

in Greek Philosophy : which associated Greek Eeligion
and Greek Philosophy as factors in Ethics, until the

latter became the predominating power : this influence

had its final classical expression in Plutarch and in the

other thinkers and workers of his epoch and that im

mediately succeeding, in Seneca, in Dion, in Marcus
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Aurelius. These men avoided extravagance in Religion,

as they avoided it in their philosophical studies and in

the practical affairs of life. They are the last legitimate
outcome of the Greek spirit in Pagan times. Plutarch

collected the wisdom, and fixed the emotions, of

Antiquity, in a manner which the best men of many
Christian ages have found efficacious for goodness. In

his own more immediate age his spirit predominated
for a century, and was then absorbed to form a thin

vein of common sense in that mingled mass of Oriental

mystery and Hellenic metaphysics which was known as

Neo-Platonism.1

Keo-Platonism, which claimed to represent the

perfect harmony of Eeligion and Philosophy, substan

tiated its claim by annihilating the historic foundations

of both, and by thus compelling Christianity to dis

pense with the accumulated wisdom of ages in its

1 Trench follows Zeller in regarding Plutarch as a forerunner of

the Neo-Platonists :
&quot; Plutarch was a Platonist, with an oriental

tinge, and thus a forerunner of the new Platonists, who ever regarded
him with the highest honour. Their proper founder, indeed he, more

than any other man, deserves to be called, though clear of many of

the unhealthy excesses into which, at a later date, many of them ran
&quot;

(Trench, p. 90). We hope our pages have done something towards

putting Plutarch in a different light from that which surrounds him

here. As a matter of fact, did the &quot;new Platonists regard him ever

with the highest honour ?
&quot; The testimony of Eunapius we have

already quoted (p. 07, note). Himerius is equally laudatory. &quot;Plu

tarch, who is the source of all the instruction you convey.&quot; Eclogte,

vii. 4.
&quot; I weep for one who, I fondly hoped, would be gifted

with speech excelling Minucianus in force, Nicagoras in stateliness,

Plutarch in sweetness
&quot;

(Orat. xliii. 21 Monody on his son s death).

But this is rather late in the history of Neo-Platonism. What about

Plotinus, and Porphyry, and Proclus ? Trench gives no references in

proof of his statement, ami we have been unable to find any.
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reorganization of human relationships with the eternal.

In Plutarch s teaching, each element of the combination

was at once assisted and restrained by the other, and

the fusion was natural and effective. In Neo-Platonism ,

Eeason, the principle of Philosophy, and Emotion, the

inspiration of Eeligion, were each carried to an im

possible extent of extravagance ;
and it was only the

existence of the two elements in the minds of a few

strenuous and original characters, who were assisted in

their attempts at unity by the refinements of an ultra-

Platonic Dialectic, which secured even the appearance

of harmony between the discrepant conceptions which

they borrowed from various differing and even mutually
hostile schools . Even in Plato the conspicuousness of

the Ethical element compensates to some extent for

the abstractness of his conception of the Deity. But

Neo-Platonism forced the idealism of Plato to a more

extravagant metaphysic ; and, although upon Dialectics

the rational part of their doctrine was nominally based,

the abstractness of its processes lent itself to mysticism
as effectively as the purely religious element which

lost itself in the vagaries of Oriental rapture, and

debased itself by its miraculous methods of intercourse

with the spiritual world. Eeason, in the pursuit of

the One, was attenuated to Mathematics. Mathematics,

having arrived at the conception of the One, and find

ing it without any qualities, gave way to the raptures

of the
&quot;

perfect vision.&quot;

How far this twofold extravagance was due to the

personality of the founders of the new System, and how
far to its express object of rivalling Christianity, is a
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doubtful problem. Maximus was a Tyrian ;
Numenius

came from Apamea in Syria ;
Ammonius Saccas, the

first great Neo-Platonist, was of Alexandria. Plotinus

came from Lycopolis in Egypt, and was perhaps a

Copt ; Porphyry and lamblichus were Syrians. Plutarch,

as Bishop Theodoret said, was a Hellene of the Hellenes. 1

But the necessity of competing with the rising Faith

doubtless operated very strongly in developing the

mystical tendencies always tacitly inherent in Platonism,

and proclaimed by the Neo-Platonists at the very
commencement. This rivalry emphasized that out-

Platonizing of Plato which culminated in the Alexan

drian Trinity, and that competition with the Christian

miracles which issued in the triple folly of Magic,

Theurgy, and Theosophy. Plutarch, knowing that the

necessity of confuting an adversary is liable to cause

exaggeration and distortion, removed his Epicurean
from the scene when he wished to discuss the provi

dential dispensation of human affairs. The circum

stances of his time, and the bent of his own character,

which inclined him to seek points of agreement rather

than to emphasize points of difference, saved him from

1 Theodoretus : De Oraculis, 951.&quot; Plutarch of Clixronea, a man

who teas not Hebrew, but Greek dreek by birth and in language, and

enslaved to Greek ideas.&quot; Cf. MOMMSEN : The Provinces, from Csesar

to Diocletian, Lib. viii. cap. vii.
&quot; In this Chaeroneau the contrast

between the Hellenes and the Htllenized found expression; such ft

type of Greek life was not possible in Smyrna or in Antioch ;
it

belonged to the soil like the honey of Hymettus. There were men

enough of more powerful talents and of deeper natures, but hardly

any second author bus known how, in so happy a measure, to reconcile

himself serenely to necessity, and how to impress upon his writings

the stamp of hie tranquillity of spirit, and of his blessedness of life.&quot;
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the prejudices of the odium ihcologicum. But in the

third century Christianity could not be disposed of by

contemptuous phrases, or equally contemptuous silence.

The Neo-Platonists came into direct contact with the

new Eeligion, both in its literature and in its practice.

Ammonius Saccas, the teacher who satisfied all the

yearning aspirations of Plotinus, had been a Christian

in the days when he was young and carried a porter s

knot on the quays.
1

Porphyry informs us that he had

met Origen, and Socrates, the Church historian, asserts

that Porphyry had himself been a Christian. The

evidence of Bishop Theodoret, which cannot be accepted

as regards Plutarch, may easily be admitted as regards

Plotinus.2 Porphyry wrote fifteen books against the

Christians, which were publicly burned by Theodosius

200 years later. He demonstrated that the prophecies

of Daniel were composed after the event, and in the

Third Book of his Collection of Oracles, he devotes a

chapter to
&quot; the foolishness of the Christians,&quot; and finds

a place for Christ in his lowest rank of supernatural

beings. Plutarch s thoughts were not disturbed either

by anti-Christian polemic, or by the necessity of find

ing a place for Christ in his spiritual world.

The modifications which these influences wrought
1 Dr. Bigg calls him a renegade, as the Church has called Julian

an apostate. A comment of M. Martha s on this uncharitable practice
is worthy of frequent repetition: &quot;Ainsi done, que Ton donne a

Julien tous les noms qu il plaira, qu on 1 appelle insense, fanatique,
mais qu on cesse de lui infliger durement ce nom d apostat, de peur

qu un historien, trop louche de ses malheurs, ne s avise un jour de

prouver que 1 apostasie e tait excusable.&quot; (
&quot; Un chretien decenu

paien&quot; Etudes Morales.)
- See note, p. 45.
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in that body of Hellenic wisdom which had been the

material of Plutarch s work were most conspicuous in

the Theology and Deemonology of the Neo-Platonists.

Plutarch had been content to state the Unity, Eternity,

Absoluteness of God. He needed such a conception to

make the world intelligible; but he defined his con

ception with a rare simplicity which satisfies the

practical mind as well as meets the essential require

ments of Philosophy. But the Neo-Platonist theology
refines and subdivides and abstracts to an extent which

puzzles and bewilders its most earnest students, and

removes God infinitely further from mankind than even

the Ideas of Plato are removed. &quot;

According to Plotinus,

God is Goodness without Love. Man may love God, but

God cannot love man.&quot; Even the
&quot; Divine Soul,&quot; the

third Hypostasis of the Neo-Platonist Trinity, that which

lies nearest the comprehension of the common intellect,
&quot;

is of little intellectual or religious significance in the

mind of Hotinus.&quot; Dogmatism would be unbecoming
on a subject where Kirchncr and Zeller are at variance,

and where the French lucidity of Vacherot and Saisset

casts little more light than the close and careful

analysis of Dr. Bigg.
1 But it is necessary to a full

1

Though having also carefully studied both Zeller and Vacherot

(ZELLEK : Die Philosophic der Griechen, vol. iii. ; VACHEUOT : Histoire
t

&quot;

critique de VEcole cT Alexandrie), we have specially used for the

purposes of the text the close analysis of the various aspects of Neo-

1 latonism presented by Dr. Bigg in his &quot;

Xeo-Platonism,&quot; and the

interesting account given by M. Saisset in his article &quot;Del Ecole

d Alexandrie,&quot; written for the Revue des Deux Mundes,&quot; of Sep

tember, 1844, as a review of Jules Simon s work on the Alexandrian

School. For the Xeo-Platonist Dicmonology we have largely con

sulted Wolff.
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understanding of Plutarch s position to consider his

relation to his successors as well as to his predecessors,

and we are therefore compelled to a brief analysis of

the Neo-Platonic Theology and Daemonology, putting

ourselves under more competent guidance than we can

ourselves hope to supply.
&quot; The Supreme Cause/

says Dr. Bigg,
&quot;

God, in the proper sense of the word,

. . . embraces in Himself a unity of Three Hypostases.
. . . Hypostasis signifies the underlying cause of the

phenomenal manifestation. Hence it can be applied to

all three Persons of the Platonic Trinity, while Being
could only be used of the second and third. Each

Hypostasis is a person, but a purely intellectual person.

All three are one, like three mutually enfolding thoughts,

and where one is there is the All in the fullness of its

power. All are eternal, but the second is inferior to the

first, because begotten, and the third to the second, for

the same reason.&quot;
&quot;

God,&quot; says M. Saisset,
&quot;

is three

fold, and yet a whole. The divine nature, conceived as

absolutely simple, admits of division; at the pinnacle
of the scale soars Unity ;

beneath it Intelligence, iden

tical with Being, or the Logos ;
in the third rank, the

Universal Soul, or the Spirit. We have not here three

gods, but three hypostases of the same God. An
Hypostasis is not a substance, it is not an attribute, it

is not a mode, it is not a relation. Unity is above

Intelligence and Being, it is above Keason
;

it is incom

prehensible and ineffable
;
without Intelligence itself,

it generates Intelligence ;
it gives birth to Being, and

is not itself Being. Intelligence, in its turn, without

motion or activity as it is, produces the Soul, which is
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the principle of activity and motion. God conceived

as a perfect type of which the human soul is a copy,

the infinite and universal Soul, is the third hypostasis.

God conceived as absolute, eternal, simple, motionless

Thought, superior to space and time, is the second

hypostasis.&quot; But soul and thought and being are terms

relative to the human mind. &quot; God is above thought,

above Being: He is, therefore, indivisible and incon

ceivable. He is the One, the Good, grasped by Ecstasy.

This is the third hypostasis.&quot; M. Saisset continues :

&quot; Such are the three terms which compose this obscure

and profound Trinity. Human reason, reason still

imperfectly free from the meshes of sense, stops with

the conception of the Universal Soul, the active principle

of motion
;
the reason of the Philosophers rises higher,

to the Motionless Intelligence, the depository of the

essences and types of all things ;
it is love and ecstasy

alone that can carry us to the conception of Absolute

Unity.&quot;

Almost the only thing that is easy to understand in

the Neo-Platonic theology is its adoption of the concep

tions of various schools of Greek Philosophy. This

Eclecticism has a superficial resemblance to that of

Plutarch : but it is Eclecticism formally enumerating
and classifying its results, not harmonizing and uni

fying them. The third hypostasis is the Ao-yoc 6 tv T$

vAy of the Stoics; the second hypostasis is the Intelli

gence, the eternal, absolute, and motionless Nouc of

Aristotle, while the first has striking affinities with the

Pythagorean One. But, by a forced process of interpre

tation, all the three Hypostases are found in Plato. In
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the
&quot; Laws &quot;

and the &quot; Phsedrus
&quot;

Plato stopped with

the conception of the Third Hypostasis, the World Soul,

the origin and cause of movement in the created world,

which in the
&quot; Timaeus

&quot;

is represented as a creation

of the Demiurgus. In the God of the
&quot;

Banquet
&quot;

and

the &quot;

Kepublic,&quot; who is the source of Being and Intelli

gence, Plato was anticipating the Second Hypostasis ;

while in the &quot; Parmenides
&quot;

he describes the First

Hypostasis, that absolute Unity which has no relation

with either Being or Eeason, or with anything else

either actual or conceivable. The placing of these three

different conceptions of God in three different compart
ments of thought, in three different Scales of Existence,

is not to unify them : nor is that process made any the

more feasible by the invention of the term Emanation,

by which the Second Hypostasis proceeds from the

First, and the Third from the Second. 1 Plutarch s

Eclecticism is based upon the needs of the moral life :

that of Neo-Platonism was actuated by a desire for

formal harmony, and was steeped in a mysticism which

operated in drawing the soul away from action to a

divine contemplation. The Perfect Vision, the revela

tion of the First Hypostasis, is the culmination of the

soul s progress. The Second and Third Hypostases,

1 &quot; In so far as the Deity is the original force, it must create every

thing. But as it is raised above everything in its nature, and needs

nothing external, it cannot communicate itself substantially to another,
nor make the creation of another its object. Creation cannot, as with

the Stoics, be regarded as the communication of the Divine Nature,
as a partial transference of it into the derivative creature ; nor can it

be conceived as an act of will. But Plotinus cannot succeed in uniting
these determinations in a clear and consistent conception. He has

recourse, therefore, to metaphors.&quot; ZELLKR.
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being subject to relations and conditions, are suscept

ible of approach through the Keason
;

but the First

Hypostasis, being unconditioned, cannot be grasped

by Reason, which moves in the sphere of conditions

and relations. Hence, the Perfect Vision repudiates

that Reason of which it is the culmination :

&quot;

for

thought is a kind of movement, but in the Vision

is no movement.&quot; In the Revelation of the Perfect

Vision, as well as in the formal development of the

Trinity, we see the influence of a desire to compete with

Christianity.

This ecstatic contemplation of the highest con

ception of their Theology exhibited a mysticism which

had a more degrading side, one which is specially con

spicuous in the Neo-Platonist Dsemonology. There

also the Mysticism is in combination with refinements

of logical definition. Plotinus takes the floating con

ceptions of Daemonology and makes them submit to

a rigid classification in formal harmony with the tri

partite character of the Divine Nature. Divine Powers

he divides into three classes. The first Power is that

which dwells in the world of Ideas, apart from the per

ception of man and in close touch with the Divine

Intelligence. The next is the race of visible Gods, the

Stars, Nature, Earth : the third is that of the Daemons.

The Daemons are again subdivided into three ranks :

Gods, Loves, and Daemons. Porphyry insists on a

similar classification. In one of the oracles collected

by him and preserved by Eusebius, the beings of the

Daemonic hierarchy are classified with equal strictness,

but with greater simplicity than that shown by
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Plotinus. His highest rank corresponds with that of

his Master. The second rank corresponds with Plotinus

third class, but does not here undergo a tripartite sub

division. His third class, unlike the first, which moves

in the presence of God, is far away from communion

with Him, and corresponds with the created and visible

gods in the second class of Plotinus. He is not always
faithful to this simplicity. In the third book of his
&quot; De Philosophia ex Oraculis

&quot;

he admits another class

of Daemons called Heroes, admitting Christ to their

number. Elsewhere he divides the Daemons into arch

angels, angels, and daemons. Proclus will have six

ranks: and Dionysius the Areopagite, who classified

this Daemonlore for the Christian Church, will have

nine. We can equally discern here the operation of

that spurious Eclecticism which fits its thefts into the

clamps of a preconceived system. The simple notion

of Beings intermediate between God and Man, breaking
the distance between the two by participating in the

Divine and Human nature, is rendered absurd and

impossible by its compulsory harmonizing with the

demand of the Alexandrine Trinity. Plotinus thought

he had made Aristotle agree with Plato, but the

harmony was of the same character as that secured

between Christianity and Neo-Platonism by making the

Christian God-man a Neo-Platonist Daemon. The

Ideas of Plato, the vorjove TTJC voiiatwg of Aristotle, and

the World Soul of the Stoics: how easy to reconcile

these different conceptions of the Deity, if they are

placed in different spheres of thought, and connected

by the mysterious process of Emanation ! The Neo-
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Platonist school was damned by its fatal proclivity for

trinities. There were three kinds of gods, three kinds of

daemons, and three methods of approach to the super
natural world. These three methods were of course syste

matic, almost scientific, constructions. Before Porphyry
there were Magic (yo)jrt/a) and Theosophy (Otoaofy ia).

That philosopher introduced a third and middle term

Theurgy (dtovpjia). Theosopliy was the process by which

the philosopher attained the Perfect Vision, arrived at

the consummation of tvwmr. Magic was the process by
which the evil Daemons, whom Porphyry puts under

the dominion of Serapis and Hecate, were approached.
The object of Theurgy was communion with the good
Daemons. Aided by Oriental fervour, we know the

absurdities which these systems developed in the world

of practice. But the development of these sciences on

the theoretical side was enough to drag them down

with their own weight. In Proclus the practical and

the theoretic sides of Xeo-Platonism are both driven to

a culmination which passes the intelligence of humanity.
&quot; From the Incommunicable One spring one knows

not how a host of Henads. Each has the character of

absolute being, yet each has distinctive qualities. The

Henads run down in long lines
;
the Intelligible are

followed by the Intellectual, these by the Overworldly^

these again by the Inworldly. From the Intelligible

springs the family of Being, from the Intellectual that

of Intelligence, from the Overworldly that of Soul,

from the Inworldly that of Nature. These principal

chains are mainly like brooks falling into one river
;

that which has a body may also have a soul and an
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intelligence ;
but they subdivide as they go down, there

are different kinds of intelligences and different kinds

of souls dependent on them, so that the river is per

petually branching off into other rivers. Yet, further,

the principal chains have to be multiplied by the

number of Henads, for each chain is a family depending
on a God, and exhibiting throughout the characteristic

of that God. It includes not only Angels, Heroes,

Demons, and human beings, but stones, plants, animals,

which bear the signature of the deity, and have sacra

mental virtues with respect to him.&quot;

If Proclus believed all this, we can understand his

being a victim to the grossest superstition, both in

belief and in practice. In the life of Proclus, second

Aristotle as he was, we see the natural culmination of

that excess of Eeason and that exaggeration of Emotion

which had marked the Neo-Platonic attitude from

the beginning. When Justinian closed the School of

Athens in the Sixth Century its professors, the last

representatives of ISTeo-Platonism, were being hunted

down as practitioners of magic of the meanest descrip

tion. The &quot; De Superstitione
&quot;

of Plutarch marked a

stage in the history of the human mind which the

Neo-Platonists left behind, and which the European
world has only just attained again after centuries of

horrible crimes born of a sincere belief in witchcraft. 1

1 &quot; Iu the year 1722, a Sheriff-depute of Sutherland, Captain David

Ross, of Littledean, took it upon him to pronounce the last sentence

of death for witchcraft which was ever passed in Scotland. The
victim was an insane old woman who had so little idea of her situa

tion as to rejoice at the sight of the fire which was destined to con

sume her.&quot; Sir W. SCOTT : &quot;Demonology and Witchcraft,&quot; cap. 9.
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It is a natural subject of speculation to those who

are interested in the history of this period, how far the

character of modern civilization would have been modi

fied, had not the free and tolerant traditions of Greece

been clamped into the systematized absurdities of

Neo-Platonism. The struggle for social and political

ascendancy reacted also upon the liberal and gentle

spirit of the Man of Nazareth, whose teachings were

thus embedded in a theological formalism which robbed

them of half their meaning and all their inspiration.

Christianity fought the enemy with its own weapons,

and the scientific terminology of the Neo-Platonists

gave defmiteness to the Christian conception of the

Trinity and the celestial hierarchy, while the whole

system of Dtemonology, which has played so sinister a

part in modern civilization, was to be found entire in

the works of Porphyry and Proclus. It has even been

asserted that the chief merit of the Neo-Platonist

school lay in the fact that it prepared the educated

circles of Pagan Society for the acceptance of the

Gospel, and laid the foundations for the construction of

Christian Theology.
l But it is conceivable that had

Christianity come face to face with the calm rationalism

and gentle piety of Pagan Religion and Philosophy as

they appear in Plutarch, more of the spirit, if less of

the form, of the old tradition might have passed into

the teachings of the new Faith. We should, perhaps,

then have been spared the martyrdom of Christians

at the hands of Christians, the Inquisition, and the

whole terrible consequences of the Odium Theologicum.
1 See Volkmann, vol. i. cap. i.

Q
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Plutarch suggested a frame of rnind rather than in

culcated a body of dogma, and in that he resembled the

founder of Christianity a great deal more than the

most honoured theologians of the Church have done.

But Paganism girt on its armour in direct hostility to

the new Creed, and from these clenched antagonisms

sprang that accentuation of points of difference which

broke the continuity of civilization, and separated the

modern from the classical world by a chasm which the

efforts of four centuries have not succeeded in bridging

over. 1 Is it not possible that Paganism, which out of

the multitude of separate gods had evolved the idea of

the One Pure and Perfect Deity, might also, out of the

many-sided activities of the half-human, half-divine

Daemons, have arrived at the belief in a single mediatory

power, and, with a perception unblinded by polemic

bitterness, have been prepared to merge this conception
in the Divine Man of the Catholic Church ?

2

1 Of. M. MARTHA,
&quot; Un chreticn devenu paien,&quot; in his Etudes

Morales: &quot;La philosophic prit tout a coup des allures mystiques et

inspirees, elle entoura de savantes tenebres la claire mythologie com

promise par ea clarte; a ses explications symboliques elle mela les

pratiques mysterieuses des cultes orientaux, a sa theologie subtile et

confuse les redoutables secrets de la magie : elle cut scs initiations

clandestines et terribles, ees enthousiasmes extatiques, ses vertus

nouvelles souvent empruutees au christiauisme, ses bonnes ceuvres,

ses miracles meme. En un mot, elle devint la theurgie, cet art sub

lime et suspect qui pretend pouvoir evoquer Dieu sur la terre et dans

les auies. Le christianisme rencontrait done non plus un culte suranne
,

facile a renverser, mais une religion vivante, puisant son energie dans

sa de faite, defendu par des fanatiques savants dont le sombre ferveur

ct 1 eloquence illuminee etaient capables d entrainer aussi une armee

de proselytes.
- As it was, the later Neo-Platonists had to content themselves
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But though the spirit of Plutarch was not destined

in this way to pass directly on to the believer in

Christianity, the time was to come when, among the

best and purest adherents of that faith, his teachings

would be regarded as efficacious for the sincerest good
ness.

&quot; The works of Jeremy Taylor,&quot; says Archbishop

Trench,
&quot; contain no less than two hundred and fifty-

six allusions or direct references made by him to the

writings of Plutarch.&quot; But direct indebtedness of this

kind does not necessarily imply similarity of spirit,

and fortunately the mental attitude of Plutarch is

one which appears essential to human progress, and

does not depend upon the continuity of a tradition.
&quot;

Plutarch,&quot; wrote Emerson,
&quot;

will be perpetually re

discovered from time to time as long as books last.&quot;
1

He will be perpetually rediscovered because there

will be a perpetually recurring necessity to look at life

from his point of view. But he will be perpetually

rediscovered because he is perpetually allowed to

disappear. There will always be those among the

disciples of Religion and the followers of Science who

maintain that there can be no truce, no toleration

between the two, and the history of the human race

will be formulated into an indictment against the Super

stition of the one, and the most terrible anathemas of

the Church will be fulminated against the Atheism of

the other. Meanwhile those who take a middle course

with Apolloniua of Tyana, instead of Jesus Christ.&quot; Apollonius of

Tyana, who was no longer a mere philosopher, but a being half-

human, half-divine&quot; (EUNAPICS, op. cit.).

1 See Emerson s
&quot; Introduction

&quot;

to Goodwin s translation of the

&quot;

Morals.&quot;
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and recognize the &quot;immortal vitality of Philosophy
and the eternal necessity of

Eeligion,&quot;
1 and would

leave the individual mind to select its appropriate

support from the dogmas of the one or the discoveries

of the other, without dressing Philosophy in the fantastic

garb of Eeligion, as the Neo-Platonists did, or turning

lieligion into a matter of rules and regulations as the

Clerical rationalists of the Eighteenth Century did,

will be regarded by the extremists as traitors at once

to the cause of progress and the cause of morality, and

will be placed among the

&quot; Aniine triste &amp;lt;li coloro

Che visser senza infamia, e senza lodo.

Mischiate sono a quel cattivo coro

Degli Angeli, clie non furon ribelli

Ne fur fedeli a Dio, ma per se foro.&quot;
2

But so long as human nature is composite : so long as

it is compelled to feel an interest in the home joys of

earth, and is endowed with an imagination which soars

beyond the actual realities of life to the possibilities

that lie beyond its limits : so long will the spirit which

dominated Plutarch operate in inducing men
&quot;

to borrow

Eeason from Philosophy, making it their Mystagogue
to Keligion :

&quot;

so long will it be recognized that the

most subtle Dialectic and the most spiritualized rapture

are dangerous at once to Eeason and Eeligion unless

they are brought into contact with the necessities of

daily life, and made to subserve the ends of practical

goodness in the sphere of man s natural and immediate

interests. This recognition of Ethics as the dominating

1

Saisset, op. cit. DANTE : Inferno, Canto iii.
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end of all Thought and Emotion will lead men on that

tirm path of reasonable happiness which, in Plutarch s

own favourite expression, lies midway between the

headlong precipice of Atheism and the engulfing

quagmire of Superstition.

FINIS.
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Historical Stinly. By Lonl EDMUND
Fi IV.MAIIUCK. With Map ami .! Poi -

traits. ,s\o, (!&amp;lt;. net.

Froude (.!AMKS A. i.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from

the Fall of \VnKey to tin- D.-tcat ol

the Spanish Armada. 1 J \ol.s. Cr.

Svo, .&quot;.-. ;&amp;lt;/. each.

THE DIVORCE OF CATHERINE OF
ARAC1ON. Crown Svo. .

,&amp;lt;. !//.

THE SPANISH STORY OFTHK AR
MADA, and other Es&amp;lt;ay-.

Ciown

Svo, 3s. 6d.

THE ENCLISH IN IRELAND IN

THE E1CHTEENTII CENTURY.
3 vols. Crown Svo, 10*. 6&amp;lt;/.

ENGLISH SEAMEN IN THE SIX
TEENTH CENTIT.Y.

Cubiii -t Edition. Crown 8vo, 6v.

Jllustratftl Edition. With ;&amp;gt; Photo-

pi avure Plates and IGothei Illustra

tions. Large Crown Svo, tis. nrt.

Stl cer LJimnj faltttuu. Crown

Svo, 3i-. 6W.

Froude I.IAMKS A.) continued.

THE COUNCIL OF TRENT. Crown
Svo, 3s. (id.

SHORT STUDIES OX (JKKAT SUH-
J ECTS. 4 vols. Cr. Svo, 3.v. M. each.

CAESAR: a Sketch. Cr. Svo, 3.&amp;lt;. 6it.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRIT-
IN(iS OF JAMES ANTHONY
FROUDE. Edited i.y P. S. AI.LKN,
M.A. Crown Svo. 3*. )&amp;lt;/.

Fuller. --ECYPT AND THE HINTER
LAND. By FKKDKIUC W. FU.I.KK.

With Fi ontispiece and M;i]i ol Egypt
and the Sudan. Svo. lO.v. ( &amp;lt;/. net.

Gardiner (SAMUEL RAWSUX, D.C.L..

LL.D.).

HISTORY OF EXCLAND. Horn the

Accession ot .lames I. to the Out 1 &amp;gt;iv;ik

of the Civil War, IriOo-lti 12. 10 v,;ls.

Crown Svo. 5s1

. net e.iuh.

A HISTORY OF THE CREAT CIVIL
WAR, 1 642-1 o 19. 4 vols. Crown Svo,

5.&amp;gt;. net each.

A HISTORY OF THE COMMON
WEALTH AND THE PROTECT
ORATE. 101!&amp;lt;-HJt;0. Vol. I. 1C49-

1GJ1. With 11 Maps. Svo. -Jlx.

Vol. II. U5MH.V1. With 7 Maps.
Svo, 21,v. Vol. 111. 1G54-1G5G. With
ti Maps. Svo, 21s.

TI1ESTCDKNT S HISToRYOF ENG
LAND. With -

V
,7S Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, 12v.

.l/vi /// 7V/ /w \ &amp;lt;Jii IIH-*, price lv each.

WHAT GUNPOWDER Pl.oT WAS.
With S Illustrations. Cr. Svo, fiv.

CROMWELL S PLACE IN HISTORY.
Founded on Six Lcctuics ilelivereil in

the University ot Oxford. Crown
Svo, :$s. 6d.

OLIVER CROMWELL. With Frontis

piece. Crown
&amp;gt;vo,

;&amp;gt;-. net.

Graham. -ROMAN AFRICA : an Out
line of the History of the Roman Occupa
tion of North Africa, luised chiefly upon
Inscriptions and Monumental Remains
in that country. By AI.KXANDKK

GRAHAM, F.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. With
30 reproductions ot Original Drawings
by the Author, and 2 Maps.
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Hill. LIBERTY DOCUMENTS. Witt
Contemporary Exposition and Critic*
Comments drawn from various Writeni
Selected and Prepared by MABKL HILI!,
Edited with an Introduction by Ai,BBnH
BOSHNELL HART, Ph.D. Large Crowi
8vo, 7s. 6d.

Historic Towns. Edited by E. AU
FREEMAN, D.C.L., and Rev. WILLIAI
HUNT, M.A. With Maps and Plans
Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd. each.

Greville. A JOURNAL OF THE
REIGNS OF KING GEORGE IV.,
KING WILLIAM IV., AND QTTEEN
VICTORIA. By CHARLES C. F. GRE
VILLE, formerly&quot; Clerk of the Council.
8 vols. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. each.

Gross.-THE SOURCES AND LITERA
TURE OF ENGLISH HISTORY, from
the Earliest Times to about 1485. By
CHARLES GROSS, Ph.D. 8vo, 18s. net.

Hamilton. HISTORICAL RECORD
OF THE 14TH (KING S) HUSSARS,
from A.D. 1715 to A.D. 1900. By Col
onel HENRY BLACKBURNE HAMILTON,
M.A., Christ Church, Oxford

;
late com

manding the Regiment. With 32

Photogravure Plates, 15 Coloured Plates
and 10 Maps. 4to, 42s. net.

HARVARD HISTORICAL STUDIES.

THE SUPPRESSION OF THE AFRICAN
SLAVE TRADE TO THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, 1638-1870.

By W. E. B. Du Bois, Ph.D. 8vo,
7s. 6d.

THE CONTEST OVER THE RATIFICA
TION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITU
TION IN MASSACHUSETTS. By S.

B. HARDING, A.M. 8vo, 6s.

A CRITICAL STUDY OF NULLIFICA
TION IN SOUTH CAROLINA. By
D. F. HOUSTON, A.M. 8vo, 6s.

NOMINATIONS FOR ELECTIVE OF
FICE IN THE UNITED STATES.
By FREDERICK W. DALLINGER, A.M.
8vo, 7s. 6d.

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BRITISH
MUNICIPAL HISTORY, including
Gilds and Parliamentary Representa
tion. By CHARLES GROSS, Ph.D. 8vo.
12s.

THE LIBERTY AND FREE-SOIL
PARTIES IN THE NORTH-WEST.
By THEODORE C. SMITH, Ph.D. 8vo,
7s. 6d.

THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNOR IN
THE ENGLISH COLONIES OF
NORTH AMERICA. By EVARTS
BOUTELL GREENE. 8vo, 7s. 6rf.

THE COUNTY PALATINE OF DUR
HAM : a Study in Constitutional

History. By GAILLAHD THOMAS LAPS-

LEY, Ph.D. 8vo, 10s. Qd.

Hunter. A HISTORY OF BRITISH.
INDIA. By Sir WILLIAM WILSON
HUNTER, K.C.S.I., M.A., LL.D.

Vol. I. Introductory to the Overthrow
of the English in the Spice Archi
pelago, 1623. With 4 Maps. Svo.
18s.

Vol. II. To the Union of the Old and
New Companies under the Earl of

Godolphin s Award. 1708. Svo, 16*.

Ingram. A CRITICAL EXAMINA
TION OF IRISH HISTORY. From
the Elizabethan Conquest to the Legis
lative Union of 1800. By T. DUNBAB
INGRAM, LL.D. 2 vols. Svo, 24s.

Joyce. A SHORT HISTORY OF
IRELAND, from the Earliest Times to
1603. By P. W. JOYCE, LL.D. Crown
Svo, 10s. 6d.

Kaye and Malleson. HISTORY OF
THE INDIAN MUTINY, 1857-1858.

By Sir JOHN W. KAYE and Colonel G.
B. MALLESON. With Analytical Index
and Maps and Plans. 6 vols. Crow^
8vo, 3s. 6d. each.
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ent. THE ENGLISH RADICALS:
iin Historical Sketch. By C. B. HOY-
LANCE KENT. Crown 8vo, 7s. Qd.

ftnR.-THE MYSTERY OF MARY
STUART. By ANDREW LANG. With
15 Photogravure Plates and 15 other

Illustrations. 8vo, 18s. net.

*urie.-HISTORICAL SURVEY OF
PRE-CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. By
3. S. LAURIE, A.M., LL.D. Crown
Jvo, 7s. 6d.

3cky. (The Rt. Hon. WILLIAM E. H.).

HISTORY OF ENGLAND IN THE
EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
Library Edition. 8 vols. 8vo. Vols.

I. and II., 17001760, 36s. Vols.

Hl.andlV., 1760-1784, 36s. Vols.

V. and VI., 1784-17H3, 3bs. Vols.

VII. and VI II., 1793-1800, 36*.

Cabinet Edition. ENGLAND. 7 vols.

Crown 8vo, 5s. net each. IRKLAND.
5 vols. Crown 8vo, its. net each.

BISTORV OF EUROPEAN MORALS
FROM AUGUSTUS TO CHARLE
MAGNE. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 10s.

net.

HISTORY OF THE RISE AND IN-
FLIKNCE OF THE SPIRIT OF
RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. 2

vols. Crown Svo, 10s. net.

DEMOCRACY AND LIBERTY.

Library Edition. 2 vols. Svo, 36s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Svo, 10s.

net.

jwell. G OVER N M E N T S A N I)
3 A RTIES IN CONTINENTAL
5UROPE. By A. LAWRKNCB LOWELL.
J vols. 8v6, 21 .s\

mch.THE WAR OF THE CIVILI
SATIONS: BEING A RECORD OF
A FOREIGN DEVIL S EXPERI
ENCES WITH THE ALLIES IN
DHINA. By GEOKGB LYNCH, Special

Correspondent of the Sphere, etc. With
-&quot;orliait and 21 Illustrations. Crown
ivo, 6s. net.

rtton. THE HISTORY OF LORD
ATTON S INDIAN ADMINISTRA
TION, FROM 1876-1880. Compiled from
letters and Official Papers. Edited by

y BETTY BALFODR. With Portrait

*ud Map. Svo, 18s.

Macaulay (LORD).

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF LORD
MACAULAY.
Edinburgh Edition. 10 vols. Svo,
6s. each.

Vols. I. -IV. HISTORY OF ENG
LAND.

Vols. V.-VII. ESSAYS, BIO
GRAPHIES, INDIAN PENAL
CODE, CONTRIH TIONS TO
KNIGHT S QUARTERLY
MAGAZINE .

Vol. VIII. SPEECHES, LAYS &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F

ANCIENT RuMK. MISCEL
LANEOUS POEMS.

Vols. IX. and X. THE LIFE AND
LETTERSOF LORD MACAULAY.
By Sir G. 0. TREVKLYAN, Bart.

THE WORKS.
Albany Edition. With 12 Portraits.

12 vols. Large Crown Svo, 3s. (Jd.

each.

Vols. I. -VI. HISTORY OF ENG
LAND, FROM THE ACCESSION
OF JAMES THE SECOND.

Vols. VII. -X. ESSAYS AND BIO
GRAPHIES.

Vols. XI. -XII. SPEECHES, LAVS
OF ANCIENT ROME, ETC., AND
INDEX.

Cabinet Edition. 16 vols. Post Svo,
4 16s.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM
THE ACCESSION OF JAMES THE
SECON 1 &amp;gt;.

Popular Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Svo, &quot;is.

Student s Edition. 2 vols. Cr. Svo, 12s.

People s Edition. 4 vols. Cr. Svo, IGs.
1

Albany Edition. With 6 Portia its.

6 vols. Large Crown Svo, 3s. (id.

each.

Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Post Svo,
48s.

Edinburgh, Edition. 4 vola. fcvo,
6*. each.
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Macaulay (!MRD) continued.

CRITICA L ANB H ISTORIC A L

ESSAYS, WITH LAYS OF ANCIENT
ROME, ETC., in 1 volume.

J opulo/f Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Authorised Edit ion. Cr. 8vo, 2v. 6d..

or gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

Silver Library Edition. With
Portrait and 4 Illustrations to the

Lays . Crown 8vo, 3v. Qd.

CRITICAL AND HISTORICAL
ESSAYS.
Student s Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo,

6s.

People s Edition. 2 vols. Crown
8vo, 85.

Trcvelyan Edition. 2 vols. Crown
8vo, 95.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo,
24s.

Edinburgh Edition. 3 vols. 8vo,
6s. each.

ESSAYS, which may be had separately,
sewed, 6d. each

; cloth, Is. each.

Addison and Walpole. : Frederic the Great
(, roker s Boswell s Ranke ami Gladstone.
Johnson Lord Baccn.

HaHanvs Constitu- Lord Clive
tional History ! Lord Byron, and The

Warren Hastings. ! Comic DiainatisU
The Earl of Chatham

j

of the Restoration
(Two Essays)

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS.
People s Edition. 1 vol. Crown 8vo.

MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS,
SPEECHES, AND POEMS.
1 opulur Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post Svo.

24a.

SELECTIONS FROM THE WRITINGS
OF LORD MACAULAY. Edited,
with Occasional Notes, by the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart.

Crown Svo, 65.

Mackinnon. - THE HISTORY OF
EDWARD THE THIRD. By JAMES
MACKINNON, Ph.D. 8vo, 18$.

! May. THE CONSTITUTIONAL Hli
TORY OF ENGLAND since the
cession of George III. 1760-1870. Bj
Sir THOMAS ERSKINE MAY, K.C.lf
(Lord Farn borough). 3 vols. C roin

Svo, 18*-.

Merivale (CHAIH.ES, D.D.).

HISTORY OF THE ROMANS UNlfl
TH E EM P 1 R E. 8 vols. Crown 8M
3*. Gd. each.

THE FALL OF THE ROMAN
PUBLIC: a Short History of the La&amp;lt;

Century ot the Commonwealth. 12nu
7s. 6d.&quot;

GENERAL HISTORY OF ROME
from the Foundation of the City t

the Fall ot Augiistulus, B.C. 753-A.I
476. With i&amp;gt; Maps. Crown 8ve

7s. 6d.

Montague. THE ELEMENTS 01
ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL HIS
TORY. By F. C. MONTAGUE, M.A
Crown Svo, 3s. Qd.

Nash. THE GREAT FAMINE ANI
ITS CAUSES. By VAUGHAN NASH
With 8 Illustrations fioni Photograph
by the Author, and a Map of Iwli;

showing the Famine Area. Crown Svo
6s.

Oliphant.-A DIARY OF THE S1EGI
OF THE LEGATIONS IN PEKING
DURING THE SUMMER OF 1900

By NIGEL OIJI-HANT. With a Prefac

by ANDUEW LANG, and a Map and Plans

Crown Svo, 5s. net.

Powell and Trevelyan. THE
PEASANTS RISING AND THE LOL
LARDS: a Collection of Unpublishet
Documents, forming an Appendix tc

England in the Age of Wyclifie .

Edited by EUGAK POWELL and G. M,

TREVELYAN. Svo, 6s. net.

Randolph. THE LAW AND POLICY
OF ANNEXATION, with Special Refer

ence to the Philippines ; together with

Observations on the Status of Cuba. By
CABMAN F. RANDOLPH. Svo, 9s. net|
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Mikin. THE MARQUIS D ARGEX-
j Taylor. A STUDENT S MANUAL

30N AND RICHARD THE SECOND OF THE HISTORY OF INDIA. By
Vo Critical Essays by REGINALD Colonel MEADOWS TAYLOR, C.S.I., etc.

IANKIN, M.A. 8vo,~10.s. 6&amp;lt;l. net. Crown Svo, 7.v. 6&amp;lt;/.

ansome. -THE RISE OF CONSTI
TUTIONAL GOVERNMENT IN ENG- ! Todd. PARLIAMENTARY GOVERN-
,AND. By CYRIL RANSOMK, M.A. WENT IN THE BRITISH COLONIES.
Crown Svo. 6*. By A U-HKUS TODD, LL.D. Svo, :50.v. net.

&amp;gt;ebohm. THE ENGLISH VI LLAGK
lOMMUNITY Examined in its K,- la-

ions to tin- Manorial and Tribal Systems,
to. By FREDERIC SEEBOHM, LL.D.,
\S.A. With 13 Maps and Plates.

VO, It).1
- .

aw. A HISTORY &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F THE ENG-
JSH CHURCH DURING TIIKCIVII.
VARS AND UNDER TIIK COMMoN-
VEALTH, 1640-1660. By \V.M. A.

SHAW, Litt.D. 2 vols. Svo. :;tu-.

eppard. THE OLD RoYAL
ALACK OF WHITEHALL. By
]D;AR SHKITAKD, D.I). Sub-Dean of

I.M. rhiii.fl- Royal. With Full-paye
late.- and Illustrations in the Text.

Vlediuin Svo.

nith. CARTHAGE AND THE
AI. TIIAGIMANS. By R. B\W.KTH

&amp;gt;.MITH. M.A. With Maps. Plans, etc.

rown Svo, . i\. ti /.

ephens. A HISTORY OF THE
RENCII KKYOLCTIOX. By II.

UH-K. STKI-HKXS. Svo. Vols. |. and 1 1.

ernberg. MY EXPERIENCES OF
THE BOHR WAR. By A DAI.HKKT
or NT STKHNi:i-:iti;. With Prelate

l&amp;gt;y

Jeut.-Col. (!. F. R. IlKNDKifMiN. Cr.

:&amp;gt;x. net.

ubbs. -HISTORY OF THE INI
, ERSITY OF DUBLIN, fn.in its

onnilation to the End ot the Ki^ liteenth

Jentury. By .1. \\ . STI nn-. Svo, ] 2s. &amp;lt; /.

.baltern s (A) Letters to his
Wife. (The Boer War.) Cr. Svo, 3*. tjf/.

therland.-THE HISTORY oF
USTRALIA AND NEW /F.ALAND.
rom 1606 - 1S90. By AI.KXAXDKH
IDTHERLAXD, M.A.. and GKOHHK
lUTHERLAND, M.A. Cl OWll Svo, J.v. ti /.

Trevelyan. THE AMERICAN RE
VOLUTION. Part I. 1766-1776. By
the Ri-ht Hon. Sir G. O. TREVELYAN,
Bart. Svo, 16.v.

Trevelyan. ENGLAND IN THE \GE
oF WYCLIFFE. By GEORGE MACAU-
LAY TKKVKI.YAN. &amp;gt;vo, 15s.

Wakeman and Hassall. ESSAYS
INTRODUCTORY To THE STUDY
OF EN(;LIS|| CONSTITUTIONAL
HISTORY. Edited l,y HENRY OKKI.KY
WAKEMAN. M.A.. and ARTHTR ll\&amp;gt;

SAI.I.. M.A. Crown Svo, 6.&amp;lt;.

Walpole. -HISTORY OF EN(JLAND
FROM THE CONCLUSION OK THE
GREAT WAR IN 1M&quot;, To Isf.S. By
Sir Si-KNt KR WAI.COI.K. K.C. B. 6 vols.

( rown Svo, 6.&amp;lt;. ea -h.

Wood-Martin. PAGAN IRELAND
AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SKETCH. A
Handbook ot Irish Pre-Cliristiiin An
tiquities. By W. G. \\~ncii)M AKTIN,
M.R.I. A. With f)12 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. If,...-.

Wylie (.IAMKS II \\III.TI.N. M.A. ).

HISTORY OF ENGLAND UNDER
HENRY IV. I vols. Crown Svo
Vol. I.. l:iH9-1104, lO.v. 6 /. Vr,l. II.,

140f,-l406. If.x. (nut of jrrint). Vol.

III.. 1 107-1411, lf,.s-. Vol. IV.. 1411-

THE COUNCIL OF CONSTANCE TO
THE DEATH OF JOHN HUS : being
the Ford Lectures delivered in the

University of Oxford in Lent Term
1900. Crown Svo, 6.v. net,
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Bacon. THE LETTERS AND LIFE OF
FRANCIS BACON, INCLUDING ALL
HIS OCCASIONAL WORKS. Edited

by JAMES SPEDDING. 7 vols. 8vo, 4 4s.

Bagehot. BIOGRAPHICAL
STUDIES. By WALTER BAGEHOT.
Crown Svo, 3s. 6rf.

Blouiit.-THE RECOLLECTIONS OF
SIR EDWARD BLOUNT, 1815-1901.

Jotted down and arranged by STUART
J. REID. With Portraits. 8vo.

Bowen. EDWARD E. BOWEN : a

Memoir. By the Rev. the Hon. W. E.

Bow EN.

Carlyle. THOMAS CARLYLE : A
History of his Life. By JAMES ANTHONY
FRODDE. Crown Svo. 1795-1835. 2
vols. Is. 1834-1881. 2 vols. 7s.

Caroline, Queen. CAROLINE THE
ILLUSTRIOUS, QUEEN -CONSORT
OF GEORGE II. AND SOMETIME
QUEEN-REGENT: a Study of Her
Life and Times. By W. H. WILKINS.
With Portraits and other Illustrations.

2 vols. Svo.

Crozier. MY INNER LIFE : being a

Chapter in Personal Evolution and

Autobiography. By JOHN BEATTIE

CROZIER, LL.D. Svo, 14s.

Dante. THE LIFE AND WORKS OF
DANTE ALLIGHIERI: being an In
troduction to the Study of the Divina
Commedia . By the Rev. J. F. HOGAN,
D.D. With Portrait. Svo, 12s. Qd.

Danton. LIFE OF DANTON. By A.
H. BEESLY. With Portraits. Cr. Svo, 6s.

De Bode. THE BARONESS DE
BODE, 1775-1803. By WILLIAM S.

CHILDE-PEMBERTON. With 4 Photo

gravure Portraits, etc. Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

Duncan. ADMIRAL DUNCAN. By
THE EARL OF CAMPERDOWN. With 3

Portraits. Svo, 16s.

Erasmus.
LIFE AND LETTERS OF ERASMUS.
By JAMES ANTHONY FROODE. Crown
8vo, 3s. Qd.

THE EPISTLES OF ERASMUS, from
his earliest Letters to his Fifty-first

Year, arranged in Order of Time.

By FRANCIS MORGAN NICHOLS. Svo,
18s. net.

Faraday.-FARADAY AS A Dl
COVERER. ByJoHNTYNDALL. Crovl

Svo, 3s. 6d.

Foreign Courts AND FOREld
HOMES. By A. M. F. Crown 8vo,l

Fox. THE EARLY HISTORY (

CHARLES JAMES FOX. By t|

Right Hon. Sir G. 0.
TUEVELYAN,&quot;B|

Library Edition. Svo, 18s.

Cheap Edition. Crown Svo, 3;,-. MU

Granville. SOME RECORDS (J
THE LATER LIFE OF HARRIH
COUNTESS GRANVILLE. By M
Grand-daughter, the Hon. MRS. Oil
FIELD. With 17 Portraits. Svo, 16s. nJ

Grey. MEMOIR OF SIR GEORq
GREY, BART., G.C.B., 1799-183

By MANDELL CREIGHTON, D.D., M
Lord Bishop of London. With .1

Introduction by Sir EDWARD GRBJ
Bart.

; also Portraits and other llhi

trations. Cr. Svo.

Hamilton. LIFE OF SIR WILLIAJ
HAMILTON. By R. P. GRAVES. 8\

3 vols. 15s. each. ADDENDUM. 8n
6d. sewed.

Harrow School Register (Thj
1801 - 1900. Second Edition, iffl

Edited by M. G. DADULISH, Barristi]
at-Law. Svo. 15s. net.

Havelock. -- MEMOIRS OF 31

HENRY HAVELOCK, K.C.B. J
JOHN CLARK MARSHMAN. Cr. 8vo, 3s. 61

Haweis. MY MUSICAL LIFE. 9
the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS. With Port

of Richard Wagner and 3 Illustration

Crown Svo, 6s. net.

Hiley. MEMORIES OF HALF
j

CENTURY. By the Rev. R. W. HirJJ
D.D. With Portrait. Svo, 15s.

Holroyd (MARIA JOSEPHA),

THE GIRLHOOD OF MARIA jl
SEPHA HOLROYD (Lady StaijJ

of Alderley). Recorded in Letters on
Hundred Years Ago, from

177t&amp;gt;-17|

Edited by J. H. ADEANB.
Withj

Portraits. Svo, 18s.

THE EARLY MARRIED LIFE CJ
MARIA JOSEPHA, LADY STAJl
LEY OF ALDERLEY, FROM

178]
Edited by J. H. ADEANE. With i

Portraits, etc. Svo, 18s.
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funter. -THE LIFE OF SIR
,WILL1AM WILSON HUNTER,
K.C.S.I. Author of The Annals of

Rural Bengal, A History of British

India, etc. By F. H. SKRINE. With
Portraits and other Illustrations. 8vo.

ickson. STONEWALL JACKSON
AND THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.
By Lieut.-Col. G. F. R. HENDERSON.
Witli 2 Portraits and 33 Maps and
Plans. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, IGs. net.

lerr. HENRY SCHOMBERG KERR :

Sailor and Jesuit. By the Hon. Mrs.

MAXWKLL-SCOTT of Abbotsford. Witli

2 Portraits. Crown 8vo, Os. 6d. net.

,e8lie. THE LIFE AND CAM
PAIGNS OF ALEXANDER LESLIE,
FIRST EARLOF LEVEN. By CHARLES
SANFOKD TERRY, M.A. With Maps
and Plans. 8vo, 16s.

lUther. LIFE OF LUTHER. By
JULIDS KOSTLIN. With 62 Illustra

tions and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. Crown
8vo, 3a. Gd.

lacaulay. THE LIFE AND LET
TERS OF LORD MACAULAY. By
the Right Hon. Sir G. O. THEVELYAN,
Bart.

l l/\dar Edition. 1 vol. Cr. 8vo,
2s. Gd.

Student s Edition. 1 vol. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post Svo, 12s.

Kilinbi //(. i.d :
ti&amp;lt; ii. 2 vols. Svo,

G*. each.

Library Edition. 1 vols. Svo, }&amp;lt;.

[arbot. -THE MEMOIRS OF THE
BARON DE MARBOT. 2 vols. Crown
8vo, 7.--.

ffartineau. -JAMES MARTINEAU.
A Biography and Study. By A. W.
JACKSON, A.M., of Concord, Massa
chusetts. With 2 Portraits. Svo,

x. 6&amp;lt;/.

|taxMuller(F.)
MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY : a Fragment.
With C Portraits. Svo, 12s. Gd.

AULD LANG SYNE. Se-ond Series.

8vo, 10s. Gd.

CHIPS FROM A (lEE.MAN WORK-
SI10P. Vol.11. Biographical Essays.
Crown Svo. os.

Meade. GENERAL SIR RICHARD
MEADE AND THE FEUDATORY
STATES OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH
ERN INDIA. By THOMAS HENRY
THORNTON. With Portrait, Map and
Illustrations. Svo, 10s. Gd. net

Morris. THE LIFE OF WILLIAM
MORRIS. By J. W. MACKAIL. With
2 Portraits and 8 other Illustrations

by E. H. NEW, etc. 2 vols. Svo, 32*.

On the Banks of the Seine. By
A. M. F., Authoress of Foreign Courts
and Foreign Homes . Crown Svo, ,.v.

Paget. MEMOIRS AND LETTERS oF
SIR JAMES PAGET, BART., F.R.S.,
D.C.L., late Sergeant-Surgeon to Her
Majesty Queen Victoria. Edited

l&amp;gt;y

STEPHEN PAGET, one of his sons. With
I Portraits and other Illustrations. Svo,

12s. 6d. net.

Pearson.-CHARLES HENRY PEAR-
SoN, Author of National Lite and
Character . Memorials by Himself,
his Wife and his Friends. Edited by
WILLIAM STKBHING. With a Portrait.

Svo, 1-l.v.

Place. THE LIFE OF FRANCIS
&quot;LACE, 1771-1SJ4. By GRAHAM WAL
LAS, M.A. With 2 Portraits. Svo, l _N.

Ramakr/shna : his Life and Sayings.

By the Right H &amp;gt;n. F. MAX MULLEII.
Crown Svo, 5s.

Rich. MARY RICH i!62:.

COUNTERS OF WARWICK: ll,-r

Family and Friends. By C . I- LI.L

SMITH. With Photogravure twtr.iits

and other Illustrations. Medium Svo.

Romanes. THE LIKE AND LET
TERS OF GEORGE JOHN ROMANES.
M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Written and
Edited by his WlKK. With Portrait

and J Illustrations. Crown Svo, [&amp;gt;s. net.

Russell. SWAI.LOWFIELD AND
ITS OWNERS. By CONSTANCE, Lady
ROSSELL of Swallow field Park. With !;&quot;

Photogravure Portraits and CO other

lllustrati &quot;i!:s.
4t&quot;,

42-. net.

Sc-ebohm. THE OXFORD REFOR
MERS loHN CoLET, ERASMCS,
AND TIloMAS MORE : a Histnry of

their Fellow-Wfirk. By FittuicKic

SEEUOiiM. Svo, 14s.
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Victoria, Queen, 1819-1901. H
RICHARD H. HOLMES, M.V.O., F.S.a
Lil)rarian to the Queen. New aJ
Cheaper Edition. With a Supplemental
Chapter, bringing the narrative to tfl

end (if the Queen s reign. With Photl

gravure Portrait. Cr. 8vo, *. net.

Wellington. LI FE OF THE DUM
OF WELLINGTON. By the Rev. G. 1
GI.EIG, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3*. G//.

Shakespeare. OUTLINES OF THE
LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J. O.

HALUWBLL-PHILLIPPS. With Illustra

tions and Facsimiles. 2 vols. Royal
8vo, 21 .s.

Tallentyre. THE WOMEN OF THE
SALONS, and other French Portraits.

By S. G. TAI.LENTVRE. With 11 Photo

gravure Portraits. 8vo, lO.s. (id. net.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, etc.

Brassey (THE LATE LADY).Arnold. SEAS AND LANDS. By Sir

EDWIN ARNOLD. With 71 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 3.v. 6&amp;lt;/.

Baker (Sir S. W.).

EIGHT YEARS IN CEYLON. With
6 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3.v. G&amp;lt;/.

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND IN
CEYLON. With 6 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 3*. oV.

Ball (JOHN).

THE ALPINE GUIDE. Reconstructed
and Revised on behalf of the Alpine
Club by W. A. B. COOLIDGE.

Vol. I., THE WESTERN ALPS : the

Alpine Region. South of the Rhone

Valley, from the Col de Tenda to

the Siniplon Pass. With 9 New and
Revised Maps. Crown 8vo, 12*. net.

Vol. II., THE CENTRAL ALPS,
North of the Rhone Valley, from
the Siniplon Pass to the Adige
Valley. [//&amp;lt; preparation.

HINTS AND NOTES, PRACTICAL
AND SCIENTIFIC, FOR TRAVEL
LERS IN THE ALPS: being a re

vision of the General Introduction to

the Alpine Guide . Crown 8vo, 3.v.

net.

Bent.- THE RUINED CITIES OF MA-
SHONALAND: being a Record of

Excavation and Exploration in 1891.

By .1. THEODORE BENT. With 117 Il

lustrations. Crown 8vo, 3.v. &d.

A VOYAGE IN THE SUNBEAM
OUR HOME ON THE OCEAN FO
ELEVEN MONTHS.
(Jabinet Kdltion. With Map and (

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 7*. 6d.

Silver LUirury Edition, With C

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3*. tid.

J ofjular Edition. With GO Ilia

trations. 4to, Cxi. sewed, 1*. clot!

School Edition. With 37 lllustn

tions. Fcp. ,
2x. cloth, or 3,v. whi

parchment.

SUNSHINE AND STORM IN TH
EAST.

Cabinet Edit inn. With 2 Maps an
114 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo, Is. 6t

I opidur Kilition. With 103 Illui

trations. 4to, G&amp;lt;/. sewed, Is. clot!

IN THE TRADES, THE TROPICS
AND THE ROARING FORTIES

(lain net Edition. With Map and 22

Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 7*. G&amp;lt;

Crawford. SOUTH AMERICA!
SKETCHES. By ROBERT CRAWFORD
M.A. Crown 8vo, 6.v.

Fountain. THE GREAT DESEIITi
AND FORESTS OF NOKTE
AMERICA. By PAUL FOUNTAIN. Witl

a Preface by W. H. HfDsox, Author O
The Naturalist in La Plata, etc. 8vo

9s. (id. act.
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Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, etc. continued.

roude (.IAMKS A.).

i&quot; KAXA : or England anil her Colon
ies. With 9 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, 3v. 6it.

Till: EXGLISH IX TI1K WEST IX-
])l KS : or, the How of Ulysses. With
9 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 2$.

hoards, 2s. (&amp;gt;&amp;lt;f. clotli.

laggard. A WIXTKK Pll.c.RIM-
ACK: Bein:; an Account of Travels

through Palestine. Italy and the Island

ol t Cyprus, accomplished in the year 1H)0.

By II. RIDKK II \(...AU&amp;gt;. With :!1

Illustrations Inun Photographs. Crown
8vo, \-2.&amp;lt;. (J l. int.

Ceathcote ST. KILDA. By XOH-
MAN HKATHCOTK. With 80 Illustrations

fioin Sketches and Photographs of the

People. Scenery and Birds, Kv the

Author. 8vo, 10s. ti&amp;lt;/. net.

Lees and Clutterbuck. B.C. 1887 :

A RAMBLE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.
By ,1. A. LKKS and W. .1. ( i.i TTKKBUCK.
With Mapand 75 Illusirations. Crown
Svo, 3.&amp;lt;. /.

Lynch. ARMENIA: Travel* and
Studies. By II. F. B. Li MM. \\ nh
I!i7 Illustrations (some in tints) repri,-
dneed from I hoto-raphs -ind SL,-t. ],,.,

liy the Author, lii Maps and I lans. ;l

Bililiogra])liy, ami a Map oi Ani.mii
and adjacent countries. 2 voN. Mcilinm
S\o, I Jv. net.

Naiisen. --TIIK KII. ST ci;oss|.\(; up
(;|;|-;K\I.A\I&amp;gt;. By FKIDT.IDK NAXSKX.
With 1 i:; lllustrati tns an. I a Map. &amp;lt; r

Svo, ,-. &amp;lt;

&amp;gt; .

Rice. OCCASIONAL KssAN s o.\
NA I IVHSul Til INDIAN LIKK. By
STANLEY P. KICK, Indian Civil Sen ice&quot;.

Svo, 10s. 6(/.

Cpwitt.
MM I* FO REMARKABLE Smith. -CLIMBIXC IXTHE BRITISH

PLACES Old Halls. Batt etields,
j

, SLKS . By W. P. HASKKTT S.M.TH
Scenes, illustrative of Striking Passages; Wlt!l Illustrations I,y KI.I.IS C\KK and
in English History and Poetry. By i numerous Plans
WIII.IAM IluVMTT. With S(J Illn-tra

tions. Crown S.VO. 3.v. 6&amp;lt;.
Parti. EX(;LAND. ltjnio.;!v.net.

PALT II. WALKS AND IRELAND.
Anight (E. F.). itimo, 3.s-. net.

THE CRCISE OF THE ALERTE
;

the Xarr.itive of a search for Trea-
s\ire on the Desert Island of Trinidad.

With -2 Maps and 23 Illustrations.

( foWll Svo, . is. I -il.

?COI E
STKl HKN.

Svo, :;,. H-

THE
iTh,-

\\ith

I LAYGROCXl) OF
Alps) By LBSI.IE

4 Illustrations ( r

WHERE THREE EMPIRES MEET: a

Narrative of Iteeent Travel in Kash
mir. Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak.
(Jilgit. and the adjoining ( ()iintries.

NN ith a Map and Til Illustrations.

Crown s\-o. :;\. ti./.

THE FALCON ON THE BALTIC : a

Voyage from London tu Copenhagen
in a Thr Tonner. With 10 Full-

page Illustrations. Cr. Svo, 3s. r)( /.

663. PEAKS AND PINKS: another

Norway Book. By .J. A. LKKS. With
63 Illustrations and Photographs liy the

Author. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Three in Norway. By Two oi them.
With a Map and ;&quot;&amp;gt;! Illiistrati mv Cr.

Svo, 2v hoards. 2s. t],/. cloth.

Tyndall (.!&amp;lt;&amp;gt;HN).

THE GLACIERS oF THE ALPS
Iieing a Narrative of Exciir-jons and
Ascents. An Account of the Origin
and Phenomena of ( ;l.-&amp;gt;riers. and an

Exposition of the Physical Principle-,
to which they are related. With d
Illustrations. Crown s\o tU. ti//. net.

HOCRS OF EXERCISE IN THE
ALPS. With 7 Illustration-. Cr,

Svo, fo. &amp;lt;5&amp;lt;(. net.
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Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by His GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT, E.G., and
A. E. T. WATSON.

Complete in 29 Volumes. Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 6s. net each Volume, or 9s. n

each, half-bound in Leather, with gilt top.

ARCHERY. By C. J. LONGMAN and
Col. H. WALROND. With Contributions

by Miss LEGH, Viscount DILLON, etc.

With 2 Maps, 23 Plates, and 172 Illus

trations in the Text.

ATHLETICS. By MONTAGUE SHEAR
MAN. With Chapters on Athletics at

School by W. BEACHER THOMAS;
Athletic Sports in America by C. H.
SHERRILL ;

a Contribution on Paper-

chasing by W. RYE, and an Introduction

by Sir RICHARD WEBSTER, Q.C., M.P.
With 12 Plates and 37 Illustrations in

the Text.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By CLIVK
PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.

Vol. I. AFRICA AND AMERICA.
With Contributions by Sir SAMUEL
Wr

. BAKER, W. C. OSWELL, F. C.

SELOUS, etc. With 20 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the Text.

Vol. II. EUROPE, ASIA, AND THE
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contri

butions by Lieut. -Colonel R. HEBKR
PERCY, Major ALGERNON C. HEBKR
PERCY, etc. With 17 Plates and 56

Illustrations in the Text.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. BKOADFOOT,
R.E. With Contributions by A. H.

BOYD, SYDJENHAM DIXON, Wr
. J. FORD,

etc. With 11 Plates, 19 Illustrations

in the Text, and numerous Diagrams.

COURSING AND FALCONRY. By
HARDING Cox, CHARLES RICHARDSON,
and the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES.
With 20 Plates and 55 Illustrations in

the Text.

CRICKET. By A. G. STEEL and the Hon.
R. H. LYTTELTON. With Contributions

by ANDREW LANG, W. G. GRACE, F.

GALE, etc. With 13 Plates and 52 Illus

trations in the Text.

CYCLING. By the EARL OF ALBEMAW
and G. LACY HILLIER. With 19 Plat
and 44 Illustrations in the Text.

DANCING. By Mrs. LILLY GROV
F.R.G.S. With contributions by Mil

MIDDLETON, The Hon. Mrs. ABMYTAOI
etc. With Musical Examples, and C

Full-page Plates and 93 Illustrations i

the Text.

DRIVING. By His Grace the (Eight!
DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G. With Cor
tributions by A. E. T. WATSON, TH
EARL OF ONSLOW, etc. With 12 Plate
and 54 Illustrations in the Text.

FENCING, BOXING AND WREST
LING. By WALTER H. POLLOCK, t
C. GROVE, C. PREVOST, E. B. MITCHELL]
and WALTER ARMSTRONG. With 1(1

Plates and 24 Illustrations in the Text)

FISHING. By H. CHOLMONDELEY-J
PENNELL.

Vol. I. SALMON AND TROUT. With
Contributions by H. R. FRANCIS,]
Major JOHN P. TRAHERNE, etc. WitS
9 Plates and numerous Illustrations on

Tackle, etc.

Vol. II. PIKE AND OTHER COARSBI
FISH. With Contributions by thej

MARQUIS OF EXETER, WILLIAM
SENIOR, G. CHRISTOPHER DAVIS, etc.

With 7 Plates and numerous Illustra

tions of Tackle, etc.

FOOTBALL. HISTORY, by MONTAGU*
SHEARMAN ; THB ASSOCIATION GAME,
by W. J. OAKLEY and G. 0. SMITH;
THE RUGBY UNION GAME, by FKANK
MITCHELL. With other Contribu
tions by R. E. MACNAGHTEN, M. C.

KEMP, J. E. VINCENT, WALTER CAMP
and A. SUTHERLAND. With 19 Plates

and 35 Illustrations in the Text,
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Sport and Pastime continued.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY continued.

Edited by His GRACE THE (EIGHTH) DUKE OF BEAUFORT K G and
A. E. T. WATSON.

ijmplete in 29 Volumes. Crown 8vo, Cloth, Price 6s. net each Volume, or 9s. net
each, half-bound in Leather, with gilt top.

OLF. By HOKACB G. HUTCHINSON.
\\ ,:li Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A.
J. BALFOUR, M. P., SirWALTBB SIMPSON,
Bart., ANDREW LANG, etc. With 32
Plates and 57 Illustrations in the Text.

UNTING. By His Grace the (Eighth) &amp;gt;

DUKE OK BEACKORT, K.G., and MOW-
BRAY MORRIS. With Contributions by
the EARL OF SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE,
Rev. E. W. L. DAVIES, G. H. LONGMAN,
etc. With 5 Plates and 54 Illustrations

in the Text.

:OUNTAINEER1NG. By C. T. DENT.
With Contributions by the Right Hon.
J. BRYCE, M.P., Sir MARTIN CONWAY,
D. W. FRESHFIKLD, C. E. MATTHEWS,
etc. With 13 Plates and 91 Illustrations

in the Text.

OETRY OF SPORT (THE). Selected

by HBADLEY PEEK. With a Chapter
on Classical Allusions to Sport by i

ANDREW LANG, and a Special Preface
to the BADMINTON LIBRARY by j

A. E. T. WATSON. With 32 Plates and
j

74 Illustrations in the Text.

ACING AND STEEPLE-CHASING.
By the EARL OF SDKFOLK AND BERK
SHIRE, W. G. CRAVEN, the Hon. F.

LAWLEY, ARTHUR COVENTRY, and A. E.

T. WATSON. With Frontispiece and 56
Illustrations in the Text.

.1D1NG AND POLO. By Captain
ROBERT WEIR, J. MORAY BROWN, T.

F. DALE, the late DUKE OF BEAUFORT,
the EARL OF SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE,
etc. With 18 Plates and 41 Illustra

tions in the Text.

.OWING. By R. P. P. ROWE and C. M.
PITMAN. With Chapters on Steering
by C. P. SEROCOLD and F. C. BEGG

;

Metropolitan Rowing by S. LE BLANC
SMITH

;
and on PUNTING by P. W.

SQUIRE. With 75 Illustrations.

KA FISHING. By JOHN BICKERDYKE,
Sir H. W. GORE-BOOTH, ALFRED C.

HARMSWORTH, and W. SENIOR. With
22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustrations

in the Text,

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. FIELD \ND COVERT. By LORD
WALSINOHAM and Sir RALPH PAYNK-
GALLWEY, Bart. With Contributions

by the Hon. GERALD LASCKI.LKS and
A. J. STUART-WORTLEY. With 11
Plates and 95 Illustrations in the Text.

Vol. II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
LORD WALSINGHAM and Sir RALPH
PAYNE-GALLWKY, liart. With Con
tributions by LOUD LOVAT and LOUD
CHARLES LENNOX KERR. With ^

Plates and 57 Illustrations in the Text.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOGGANING.
By .1. M. IlEATiicoi K, C. G. Ti;m,r n

,

T. MAXWELL WITH AM, Rev. JOHN
KERK, ORMOND HAKE, HENRY A.
BUCK, etc. With 12 Plates and 272
Illustrations in the Text.

SWIMMING. By ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR
and WILLIAM HENRY, Hon. Sees, of the

Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates

and 112 Illustrations in the Text.

TENNIS, LAWN TENNIS, HACK ITS
AND FIVES. By J. M. and C. G.

HEATHCOTE, E. 0. PLEYDELL-BOOVERIE,
and A. C. AINGER. With Contributions

by the Hon. A. LYTTELTON, W. C.

MARSHALL, Miss L. DOD, et .-. With 12

Plates and i7 Illustrations in the Text.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. CRUISING, CONSTRUCTION OF

YACHTS, YACHT RACING RULES.

FiTTiNG-OUT, etc. By Sir HDWAKD
SULLIVAN, Bart., the EARL OF PEM
BROKE, LORD BRASSEY, K.C.I ... c.

E. SETH-SMITH, C.B., G. I.. WATSON,
I!. T. PRITCHETT, E. F. KNIGHT, etc.

With 21 Plates and &amp;lt; Illustrations

in the Text.

Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS, YACHTING IN

AMERICA AND THK COLONIES. YACHT
RACING, etc. By R. T. Piun IIKII,

the MARQUIS OF DUFFERIN AND Av\.

K.P., the EARL OF ONSI.OW, JAMES
McFEHRAN, etc. With &amp;gt;

&amp;lt; Plate.s and

150 Illustrations in the Trxt.
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FUR, FEATHER, AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. WATSON.

Crown Svo, price 5s. each Volume, cloth.

The Volumes are also is$i tl h(&amp;lt;lf-bound w Leather, vit.h yift top. The fii-ir.f ,-ai

be, had from all ttooksctlers.

TH E PA RTRI DG E. NATURAL HISTORY,
by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON

;

SHOOTING, by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY
;

COOKERY, by GKORGE SAINTSBURY.
With 11 Illustrations and various Dia

grams in the Text. Crown 8vo3 5s.

THE GROUSE. NATURAL HISTORY, by
the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON; SHOOT
ING, by A. J. STUART-WOKTLEY ;

COOKERY, by GEORGE SAINTSBURY.
With 13 Illustrations and various Dia

grams in the Text. Crown Svo, 5s.

THE PHEASANT. NATURAL HISTORY,
by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON

;
SHOOT

ING, by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY
;

COOKERY, by ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.
With 10 Illustrations and various Dia

grams. Crown Svo, 5s.

THE HARE. NATURAL HISTORY, by the

Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON
; SHOOTING,

by the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES
;

COORSING, by CHARLES RICHARDSON
;

HUNTING, by J. S. GIBBONS and G. H.

LONGMAN; COOKERY, by Col. KENNEY
HERBERT. With 9 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 5s.

RED DEER. NATURAL HISTORY, by th&amp;lt;

Rev. H. A. MACPHKRSON
;
DEKR STALK

ING. by CAMERON OF LOCHIEL ; STAJ
HUNTING, by Viscount EHRINGTON
COOKERY, bv ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.
With 10 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5J

THE SALMON. By the Hon. A. E.

GATHORNE-HARDY. With Chapters 01

the Law of Salmon Fishing by Ci.AUD
DOUGLAS PENNANT; COOKERY, by ALEX
ANDER INNES SHAND. With 8 lllustra

tions. Crown Svo, 5s.

|THE TROUT. By the MARQUESS Of
GRANBY. With Chapters on the Breed

ing of Trout by Col. H. CUSTANCE
; and!

COOKERY, by ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.]
With 12 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s.ffl

THE RABBIT. By JAMES EDMUND]
HARTING. COOKERY, by ALEXANDER]
INNES SHAND. With 10 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 5s.

PIKE AND PERCH. By WILLIAM SENIOR;

( Redspinner, P^ditor of the l&amp;lt; ie.ld)e\

With Chapters by JOHN BICKER D

and W. H. POPE. COOKERY, by A
ANDER INNES SHAND. With 1 2 Illustra

tions. Crown Svo, 5s.

Bickerdyke.-DAYS OF MY LIFE
ON WATER, FRESH AND SALT:
and other papers. By JOHN BICKER-
DYKK. With Photo-Etching Frontis

piece and 8 Full-page Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 6s.

Blackburne. -MR. BLACKBURNE S
GAMES AT CHESS. Selected, An
notated and Arranged by Himself.

Edited, with a Biographical Sketch
and a brief History of Blindfold Chess,

by P. ANDERSON GRAHAM. With Por
trait of Mr. Blackburne. Svo, Is. 6d.

net.

Cawthorne and Herod. ROYAL
ASCOT : its History and its Associal
tions. By GEORGE JAMES CAWTHORNB
and RICHARD S. HEROD. With 331

Plates and 106 Illustrations in the Text.1

Demy 4to, 1 lls. 6d. net.

Dead Shot (The) : or, Sportsman s-

Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on
the use of the Gun, with Rudimentary
and Finishing Lessons in the Art of

Shooting Game of all kinds. Also

Game-driving, Wildfowl and Pigeon-
Shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By
MARKSMAN. With numerous Illustra

tions. Crown Svo, 10s, 6d,
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Jllis. CHESS SPARKS
; or, Short ;ind

Bright Games of Chess. Collected and

Arranged by J. H. ELLIS, M.A. 8vo,

4s. M.

olkard. THE WILD-FOWLER : A
Treatise on Fowling, Ancient and

Modern, descriptive also of Decoys and

Flight-ponds, Wild-fowl Shooting,

Gunning-punts, Shooting-yachts, etc.

Also Fowling in the Fens and in For

eign Countries, Rock-fowling, etc., etc.

By 11. C. FOLKAKD. With } &amp;gt; Eni:iav-

ings on Steel, and several Woodcut-.

8vo, 12.?. oV.

ord. MIDDLESEX COUNTY
CRICKET CLUB, !Stj4-lS9!. Written

and Compiled l&amp;gt;y
W. J. FORD (at the

request of the C oiundttee of the County
C.C. ).

With Frontispiece Portrait of

Mr. V. E. Walker. Svo, lO.v. net.

ford. -THE THEORY AND PRAC
TICE OF ARCHERY. By HOR.V H

FOUD. New Edition, thoroughly He-

vised and Rewritten
l&amp;gt;y

W. Bt TT, M.A.
With a Preface by C. .1. LUXUMAX. M.A.

Svo, 14.v.

?rancis. A BOOK ON ANGLING:
or, Treatise on the Art of Fishing in

every Branch : including full illustrated

List of Salmon Flies. By Fu.vxris

FRAMIS. With Portrait and Coloured

Plates. Ciown Svo, !&quot;&amp;gt;.&amp;gt;.

Tremantle. THE BOOK OF THE
RIFLE. By the. lion. T. F. FHK-

MANTI.K. Major, 1st Bucks V.R.C.
With numerous Illustrations and Dia

grams. M o.

lathorne-Hardy. Al TU.MNS IN

ARCYLESHIRE WITH ROD AND
(Jl N. By the Hon. A. E. GATHORNE-
HARDY. \N ith S Illustrations by
ARCHIBALD THORHL RX. Svo. ti.v. net.

3-raham. COUNTRY PASTIMKS
FOR BoYS. By P. AXDKKSOX (IiiA-

HAM. With J.Y2 Illustrations trom

Drawings and Photographs. Crown
Svo, gilt edges, 3.v. net.

lutchinson. THE BOOK OF COI.F
AND COLFERS. By HdHAii: (i.

1 1 1 ri IIIN-UN. With Contributions by
Mi-- AMY PASCOB, H. II. HILTON,
.1. II. TAYLOK, H. .1. WHK;HAM and
Messrs. SUTTOX A: Soxs. With ,71

Portraits from Photographs. Large
Crown 8vo, la. (*/. net.

Lang. ANGLING SKETCHES. By
ANDREW LANG. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, &. (id.

Lillie (ARTHuu).

CROQUET: its History, Rules and
Secrets. With 4 Full-page Illustra

tions, 15 Illustrations in the Text, and
27 Diagrams. Crown ^vo, fi.v

CROQUET UP TO DATE. Containing
the Ideas and Teachings of the Lead

ing Players and Champion-. With
Contribution-

l&amp;gt;y

Lieut. Col. the Hon.
II. NKKDHAM, ( . D. I.UOMK. etc.

With 19 Illustrations (If, Portraits)

and numerous Diagram-. Svo, lU.v. ( /.

net.

Locock. --SIDE AND SCREW: being
Notes on the Theory ami Practice ot the

C,ame of Billiards. By ( D. l.ocoi K.

With Diagrams. Crown
J&amp;gt;vo,

f&amp;gt;*. net.

Longman. CHESS OPENINGS. By
FifKDKRU K W. LnNt.MAN. Fc|i. Mo,
2*. (id.

Mackenzie. NOTES FOR HUNTING
MEN. By (. apt, mi CmtTi.ANDr GUKIMIX
MACKENXIK. Crown -&amp;gt;\i&amp;gt;.

Madden.- THE DIARY OF MASTER
WILLIAM SILENCE: a Study of

Shakespeare and of Elizabethan Sport,

liy the Right Hon. D. II. MADDKN,
Vice-Chancellor of the University of

Dublin. Svo, lo.v.

Maskelyne. SHARPS AND FLATS:
a Complete Revelation ot the Secret- of

Cheating at (James of Chance and
Skill. By JOHN NKVII. MASKKI.YXK, of

the Egyptian Hail. With o2 Illustra

tions. Crown Svo. ti^.

Millais. THE WILD FOWLER IN

SCOTLAND. By JUHX Gru.i.K Mn.-

L.\ls, F./.S.. etc. With a Frontispiece
in Photogravure by Sir J. E. Mil. I..Ms,
Bart.. P. R.A. S Photogravure Plates,

2 Coloured Plates, and ;&quot;&amp;gt;(J Illustration-

from the Author s Drawings and trom

Photographs. Ro\al 4to, 30.v. net.

Modern Bridge. By -Slam . With
a Reprint of the Laws of Bridge, a-

adopted by the Portland and Turf
Clubs. IN IIO. :j&amp;gt;. r&amp;gt;,/.

Park. THE CAME OF (ioLF. By
WILLIAM PARK. .Inn., Champion
Golfer, lSS7-,si. With 17 Plates and

2tJ Illustrations in the Text. Crown

Svo, 7*-. W.
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5port and Pastime continued.

Payne-Gallwey (Sir RALPH, Bart).

LETTERS TO YOUNG SHOOTERS
(First Series). On the choice and
Use of a Gun. With 41 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, Is. &amp;gt;d.

LETTERS Tp YOUNG SHOOTERS
(Second Series). On the Production,

Preservation, and Killing of Game.
With Directions in Shooting Wood-

Pigeons and Breaking-iu Retrievers.

With Portrait and 103 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 12s. 6d.

LETTERS TO YOUNG SHOOTERS
(Third Series). Comprising a Short
Natural History of the Wildfowl that

are Rare or Common to tht British

Islands, with Complete Directions in

Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and
Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, 185.

Pole. THE THEORY OF THE M01
ERN SCIENTIFIC GA.ME OF WHISl
Hy WILLIAM POLK, F.R.S. Fcp. 8*1

2s. net.

Proctor. -HOW TO PLAY WHIS1
with the Laws and Etiquette of Whitl

By RICHARD A. PROCTOR, Crown Bn
3s. net.

Ronalds. THE FLY-FISHER S Ell
TOMOLOGY. By ALFRED RONALD!
With 20 Coloured Plates. Svo, 14s.

S e 1 o u s. SPORT A N I &amp;gt; TRAVE1
EAST AND WEST. By FREDERIC!
COURTENEY 8ELOUS. With 18 Plata
and 35 Illustrations in the Text. Heel
ium Svo, 12s. 6d. net.

Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy.

LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, ETC.

Abbott. THE ELEMENTS OF LOGIC.
By T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. 12mo, 3s.

Aristotle.

THE ETHICS: Greek Text, Illustra

ted with Essay and Notes. By Sir

ALEXANDER GRANT, Bart. 2 vols.

Svo, 32s.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ARISTO
TLE S ETHICS. Books I. -IV. (Book
X., c. vi.-ix. in an Appendix.) With
a continuous Analysis and Notes.

By the Rev. E. MOORE, D.D. Crown
Svo, 10s. Qd.

Bacon (FRANCIS).

COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by R.
L. ELLIS, JAMES SPEDDIXQ and D. D.
HEATH. 7 vols. Svo, 3 13,v. 6d.

Bacon (FRANCIS) continued.

LETTERS AND LIFE, including al

his occasional Works. Edited bi

JAMES SPEDDINO. 7 vols. SvoJ
4 4s.

THE ESSAYS : With Annotations. By
RICHARD WHATELY, D.D. Svo, 10s. 60.

THE ESSAYS: With Notes by F.

STORR and C. H. GIBSON. Crowfl

Svo, 3s. 6d.

THE ESSAYS: With Introduction;
Notes and Index. By E. A. ABBOTT,
D.D. 2 vols. Fcp. Svo, 6s. Thj
Text and Index only, without Intro

duction and Notes, in one voluraft

Fcp. Svo, 2s. 6d.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy continued.

Bain (ALEXANDER).

DISSERTATIONS ON LEADING
PHILOSOPHICAL TOPICS: being
Articles reprinted from Miml .

[In the, press.

MENTAL AND MORAL SCIENCE : a

Compendium of Psychology and
Ethics. Crown Svo, 10s. Qd.

Or Se2wrately,

Part I. PSYCHOLOGY AND HIS
TORY OF PH ILOSOPHY. Crown
Svo, 6s. &d.

Part II. THEORY OF ETHICS
AND ETHICAL SYSTEMS. Cr.

8vo, 4s. Gd.

LOGIC. Part I. DEDUCTION. Crown

Svo, 4s. Part II. INDUCTION. Crown
Svo, 6s. Qd.

THE SENSES AND THE INTELLECT.
Svo, 15s.

THE EMOTIONS AND THE WILL.
Svo, 15s.

PRACTICAL ESSAYS. Cr. Svo, 2s.

Jray. THE PHILOSOPHY OF NE-
CKSSITY: or, Law in .Mind as in

Matter. By CH.VHI.ES BRAY. Crown

Svo, 5s.

Jrozier (JOHN BEATTIE).

CIVILIZATION AND PROGRESS:
In-ill*: the Outlines of a New System
of Political, Religious and Social

Philosophy. Svo, 14s.

HISTORY OF INTELLECTUAL DE-
V K!.&amp;lt; U MENT : on the Lines of Mod
ern Evolution.

Vol. I. Svo, 14s.

Vol. II. (In preparation.)
Vol. III. Svo, 105. Qd.

&amp;gt;avidson. THE LOGIC OF DE
FINITION, Explained and Applied.

By WILLIAM L. DAVIDSON, M.A. Crown
8vo, 6.

Green (THOMAS HILL). THE WORKS
OF. Edited by R. L. NETTLESHIP.
Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works.

Svo, 16s. each.

Vol.111. Miscellanies. With Index to
the three Volumes, and Memoir. Svo
21s.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES
OF POLITICAL OBLIGATION.
Witli Preface by BERNARD BOSA.V-
QUET. Svo, 5s.

Gurnhill. THE MORALS OF SUI
CIDE. By the Rev. J. GURNHILL, B.A.
Crown Svo, 6s.

Hodgson (Sn.uiwoRTFi II.).

TIME AND SPACE: a Metaphysical
Essay. Svo, lis.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE: an
Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. Svo. 1 i.v.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REFLEC
TION. &quot;2 vols. Svo, 21s.

THE METAPIIYSIC uK EXPERI
ENCE. Book I. General Analysis
of Experieni &amp;gt;

;
I! 10 jv II. Positive

Science
;

Hnok III. Analysis of
Conscious Action

;
Ho. ,k IV. The

Real Universe. 4 vol . net.

Hume. T II E PHII.usopHK AL
WORKS OF DAVID HUME. Edited

by T. II. Cr.KKx and T. ](. &amp;lt;;K&amp;lt;K. i

VIP].--. Svo, 28s. Or separately. Essays.
2 vols. 14x, Treatise of Human Nature.
2 vols. 14.s.

Hutchinson. DREAMSAND THEIR
MEANINGS, Hy HORACE G. HUTCHIN-
SON. With many A*-. o:;nts of Ex-

perieii .-, sent by c -iTe-p indents, and
Two Chapters contributed mainly from
the Journals of the Psychical l;J-e;m h

Society, on Telepathic and Premonitory
Dreams. Svo, ! -. ! /. net.

James. THE WILL TO HE 1,1 EVE,
and Other Essays in Popular Philosophy.
By WILLIAM JAMES, M.D., LL.D., etc.

Crown, Svo, 7s. 6d.

Justinian.-THE INSTITUTES OF
JUSTINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that
of Huschke, with English Introduction,

Translation, Notes and Summary. By
THOMAS C. SANDARS, M.A. Svo, \&s.
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Kant (IMMANUEL).

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON,
AXD OTHER WORKS ON THE
THEORY OF ETHICS. Translated

by T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. With Memoir.
Svo, 12s. 6d.

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF
THE METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS.
Translated by T. K. ABBOTT, B.D.
Crown 8vo, 3s.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC, AND
HIS ESSAY ON THE MISTAKEN
SUBTILITY OF THE FOUR
FIGURES. Translated by T. K.
ABBOTT. Svo, 6s.

Kelly. GOVERNMENT OR HUMAN
EVOLUTION. By EDMOND KELLY,
M.A., F.G.S. Vol. I. Justice. Crown
8vo, 7s. 6d. net. Vol. II. Collectivism
and Individualism. Cr. Svo, 10s. 6d. net.

Killick. HANDBOOK TO MILL S
SYSTEM OF LOGIC. By Rev. A. H.

KILLICK, M.A. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Ladd (GEORGE TRDMBULL).
ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PSYCHOLOGY. Svo, 21s.

OUTLINES OF DESCRIPTIVE PSY
CHOLOGY : a Text-Book of Mental
Science for Colleges and Normal
Schools. Svo, 12s.

OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL
PSYCHOLOGY. Svo, 12s.

PRIMER OF PSYCHOLOGY. Crown
Svo, 5s. 6d.

Lecky. THE MAP OF LIFE: Con
duct and Character. By WILLIAM
EDWARD HARTPOLE LECKY. Library
Edition, Svo, 10s. 6d. Cabinet Edition,
Crown Svo, 5s. net.

Lutoslawski. THE ORIGIN AND
GROWTH OF PLATO S LOGIC. With
an Account of Plato s Style and of the

Chronology of his Writings. By WiN-
CENTY LUTOSLAWSKI. Svo, 21s.

Max Miiller (F.).

THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. Svo,
21s.

THE SIX SYSTEMS OF INDIAN
PHILOSOPHY. Svo, 18s.

THREE LECTURES ON THE VE-
DANTA PHILOSOPHY. Cr. Svo, 5s.

Mill (JOHN STUART).
A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6dj

ON LIBERTY. Crown Svo, Is. 4d.

CONSIDERATIONS ON REPRESEN-1
TATIVE GOVERNMENT. Crown
Svo, 2s.

UTILITARIANISM. Svo, 2s. 6d.

EXAMINATION OF SIR WILLIAM!,
HAMILTON S PHILOSOPHY. SvoJ
16s.

NATURE, THE UTILITY OF RE-jj

LIGION AND THEISM.
Three]

Essays. Svo, 5s.

Monck. AN INTRODUCTION TO
LOGIC. By WILLIAM HENRY S.

MONCK, M.A. Crown Svo, 5s.

Myers. HUMAN PERSONALITY, [

and its Survival of Bodily Death. By
FREDERIC W. H. MYERS, M.A. 2 vols.

Svo.

Richmond. THE MIND OF A
CHILD. By ENNIS RICHMOND, Author
of Boyhood and Through Boyhood
to Manhood . Crown Svo.

Romanes. MIND AND MOTION
AND MONISM. BY GEORGE JOHN
ROMANES, LL.D., F.R.S. Crown Svo,
4s. 6d.

Sully (JAMES).

THE HUMAN MIND : a Text-book of

Psychology. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

OUTLINES OF PSYCHOLOGY. Cr.

Svo, 9s.

THE TEACHER S HANDBOOK OP !

PSYCHOLOGY. Crown Svo, 6s. Qd.
\

STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD. 8vo,
,

10s. 6d.

CHILDREN S WAYS : being Selections

from the Author s Studies of Child
hood . With 25 Illustrations. Crowii

Svo, 4s. 6d.

Sutherland. -THE ORIGIN AND
GROWTH OF THE MORAL IN
STINCT. By ALEXANDER SUTHERLAND,
M.A. 2 vols. Svo, 28s.

Swinburne. PICTURE LOGIC : an

Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By ALFRED JAMES SWIN

BURNE, M.A. With 23 Woodcut*]
Crown Svo, 2s, Qd.
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.THE VEIL OF ISIS
;

a. Series Zeller (Dr. EDWARD).
THE STOICS, EPICUREANS, AND
SCEPTICS. Translated by the Rev.
O. J. REICHKI,, M.A. Crown Svo, 15s.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF
GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Translated

by SARAH F. ALLEYXE and EVELYN
ABBOTT, M.A.. LL.D. Cr. 8vo, lo*. Gd.

PLATO AND THE OLDER ACA
DEMY. Translated by SARAH F.
Ai.LEYNEand ALFRED GOODWIN, B.A.
( rown Svo, 1 sv.

SOCRATES AND THE SOCRATIc
SCHl H ILS. Translated by the R&amp;lt; v.

O. J. RKICHKI., M.A. Cr. Svo, KU ;,/.

ARISTOTLE AND THE EARLIER
PERIPATETICS. Translated by I;.

F. C. COSTKI.LHK, M.A., and .E II.

MriiiiiKAi). M.A. 1 vols. Cr. &amp;gt;vo, Jl.v.

of Essays on Idealism. By THOMAS E.

WEBB, LL.D., Q.C. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Weber. HISTORY OF PHILOSO
PHY. By ALKRKO WEHKR, Professor

in the University of Strashurg. Trans
lated by FRANK THILL Y, Ph.D. 8vo, 16s.

Whately (ARCHBISHOP).

With Annotations.BACON S ESSAYS.
8vo. 10*. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF
4s. 6d.

LOGIC. Crown 3vo,

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC.
8vo, 4s. 6d.

Crown

PHILOSOPHICAL SKRFES.

A MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECO
NOMY. By C. S. DEVAS, M.A.
Crown 8vo, 7s. Gil.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOW
LEDGE. By JOHN RICKABY, S.J.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

CKNERAL METAPHYSICS. By JOHN
RICKABY, S.J. I rown Sv.i, ~&amp;gt;&amp;lt;.

LOGIC. By RICHAKU F. CI.ARKK, S.J.

Crown 8vo, 5s.

MoUAL PHILOSOPHY (ETHICS AN D
NATURAL LAW). Hy JOSEPH Ri. K-

AHY, S.J. Crown Svo, .&quot;.v.

NA I URALTIlEol.oGY. P.y P,!:I:VAI;D

l-lnKDDKR, S.J. Cruwn Svo, ti&amp;lt;.
t uf.

P&amp;gt;\ ( HOLOCiY. i;\ Mi. IIAI-.I. MAIIKI:.

S.J., D.Litt., M.A. (Loud.).
Svo. tix. ij 7.

History and Science of Language, etc.

Davidson.-LEADING AND IM
PORTANT ENGLISH WORDS; Ex

plained and Exemplified. By WII.I.IAM

L. DAVIDSON, M.A. Fcp. 8vo, -
5&amp;gt;. tj&amp;lt;/.

Parrar. LANGUAGE AND LAN
GUAGES. By F. W. FAKRAH, D.D.,

I Dean of Canterbury. Crown Svo, 6s.

iGraham. ENGLISH SYNONYMS,
Classified and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. GRAHAM. Fcp.
Svo, Qs.

Max Muller (F.).

THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE.
I vols. Crown 8vo, 10s.

Max Muller (F.) &amp;gt;;,,,tinned.

BHHiRAPHlES OF WORDS, AND
THE HOME OF THE ARYAS.
Crown Svo, ii.-i.

CHIPS ERO.M A GERMAN WORK
SHOP. Vol. III. ESSAYS o.N

LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
Crown Svo. )&amp;lt;.

LAST ESSAYS. Eir~t S.-ries. I

on LanguaiTi ,
Folklore and

Subjects. Crown s
vo, fn.

Roget. THESACRl S &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F ENc
WORDS AND I ll RASES. Cl

and Arranged so as t &amp;gt; Facilitate the

Expression of Ideas and Assist in Lite

rary Composition. By PETER MARK
RoIiET. M.I)., F.R.S. With full Index.

Cr. Svo, 10s. M.

.ISH
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Political Economy and Economics.

Ashley (W.J.).

ENGLISH ECONOMIC HISTORY
AND THEORY. Crown 8vo, Part

I., 5s. Part II., 10s. 6d.

SURVEYS, HISTORIC AND ECONO
MIC. Crown 8vo, 9s. net.

Bagehot. ECONOMIC STUDIES. By
WALTER BAGEHOT. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Barnett. PRACTICABLE SOCIAL
ISM. Essays on Social Reform. By
SAMUEL A. and HENRIETTA BARNETT.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

Devas. A MANUAL OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY. By C. S. DEVAS, M.A.
Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d. (Stonyhurst Philo

sophical Series.)

Lawrence. LOCAL VARIATIONS
IN WAGES. By F. W. LAWRENCE,
M.A. With Index and 18 Maps and

Diagrams. 4to, 8s. 6d.

Leslie. ESSAYS ON POLITICAL
ECONOMY. By T. E. CLIFFE LESLIE,
Hon. LL.D., Dubl. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Macleod (HENRY DONNING).

ECONOMICS FOR BEGINNERS. Cr.

8vo, 2s.

THE ELEMENTS OF ECONOMICS.
2 vols. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d. each.

BIMETALLISM. 8vo, 5s. net.

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING.
8vo, 3s. 6d.

Or.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
BANKING. Vol. I. 8vo, 12s.

Vol. II. 14s.

Macleod (HENRY DUNNING) cont.

THE THEORY OF CREDIT. 8v
In 1 vol. 30s. net

;
or separately

Vol. I., 10s. net. Vol. II., Part I.

10s. net. Vol. II., Part II., 10s. ne

INDIAN CURRENCY. 8vo. 2s. 6d
net.

Mill. POLITICAL ECONOMY. B
JOHN STDART MILL.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. &
Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo, 30s

Mulhall. INDUSTRIES AN
WEALTH OF NATIONS. By MICH
AEL G. MULHALL, F.S.S. With
Diagrams. Crown 8vo, 8s. 6d.

S p a h r. AMERICA S WORKIN
PEOPLE. By CHARLES B. SPAHB.
Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Symes. POLITICAL ECONOMY :

Short Text-book of Political Economy
With Problems for solution, Hints for

Supplementary Reading, and a Supple
mentary chapter on Socialism. By J. E.

SYMES, M.A. Crown 8vo, 2s. Qd.

Toynbee. LECTURES ON THE IN
DUSTRIAL REVOLUTION OF THE
18TH CENTURY IN ENGLAND. By
ARNOLD TOYNBEE. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Webb (SIDNEY and BEATRICE).

THE HISTORY OF TRADE UNION
ISM. With Map and Bibliography.
8vo, 18s.

INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY: a Study
in Trade Unionism. 2 vols. 8vo, ]

25s. net.

PROBLEMS OF MODERN INDUS
TRY : Essays. 8vo, 7s. 6d.
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Evolution, Anthropology, etc.

Romanes (GKOROB JOHN) continued.

DARWIN, AND AFTER DARWIN:
au Exposition of the Darwinian

Theory, and a Discussion on Post-

Darwinian Questions.
Part I. THB DARWINIAN THEORY.
With Portrait of Darwin and 125
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d,

Part II. POST-DARWINIAN QUES
TIONS: Heredity and Utility. With
Portrait of the Author and f Illus

trations. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Part III. POST-DARWINIAN QUES
TIONS : Isolation and Physiological
Selection. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Thomas. INTUITIVE SUGGES
TION : a New Theory of the Evolution
of Mimi. By .T. W. THOMAS, Author of

Spiritual I.;iw in the Natural World.
etc. Crown Svo, 3s. Qd. net.

lodd (EDWARD).
THE STORY OF CREATION : a Plain

Account of Evolution. With 77 Il

lustrations. Crown Svo, 3.*. Qd.

A PRIMER OF EVOLUTION: being
a Popular Abridged Edition of The

Story of Creation . With Illustra

tions. Fcp. Svo, Is. Qd.

ubbock. THE ORIGIN OF CIVIL
ISATION, and the Primitive condition

of Man. By Sir J. LDBBOCK, Bart, M.P.

(Lord Avebury). With 5 Plates and 20

Illustrations.
&quot;

Svo, 18s.

lomanes (GEORGE JOHN).

ESSAYS. Edited by C. LLOYD MOR
GAN. Crown Svo, fn. nt-t.

AN EXAMINATION OF WEISMAN:
ISM. Crown Svo, 6.v.

The Science of

lalfour. THE FOUNDATIONS oF
BELIEF: being Notes Introductory to

the Study of Theology. By the Right
Hon. ARTHUR J. BALKOVR, M.P. Svo,

125. 6d.

Jaring-Gould. THE ORIGIN AND
DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. By the Rev. S. P.ARING-

GOULD. 2 vols. Crown Svo, 3s. tjrf.

each.

Jampbell. RELIGION IN GREEK
LITERATURE. By the Rev. LEWIS

CAMPBELL, M.A., LL.D., Emeritus

Professor of Greek, University of St.

Andrews. Svo, 15s.

Javidson. THEISM, as Grounded in

Human Nature, Historically and Critic-

Sly Handled. Being the Burnett

Lectures for 1S92 and 1S .3, delivered at

Aberdeen. By W. L. DAVIDSON, M.A.,

LL.D. Svo, 15s.

jang (ANDREW).

MAGIC AND RELIGION. Svo, 10s. 6rf.

CUSTOM AND MYTH: Studies of

Early Usage and Belief. NN ith lo

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. Qd.

MYTH, RITUAL AND RELIGION.
2 vols. Crown Svo, 7s.

MODERN MYTHOLOGY : a Reply to

Professor Max M tiller. Svo, 9s.

THE MAKING OF RELIGION. Cr.

Svo, 5s. net.

Religion, etc.

Max Miiller (The Right Hon. F.).

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN WORK
SHOP. Vol. IV. Essays on Mytho
logy and Folk Lore. Crown Svo, 5s.

THE SIX SYSTEMS OF INDIAN
PHILOSOPHY. Svo, 18s.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCIENCE
OF MYTHOLOGY. 2 vols. Svo, 32s.

TI1K ORHilN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION, as illustrated by the

Religions of India. The Hibbert

Lectures, 1S7S. &amp;lt; Yown Svo, 5s.

INTRODUCTION To THE SCIENCE
OF RELIGION, frown Svo, 5*.

NATURAL RKLIC.loN. The Giftbrd

Lectures, IS^. Crown Svo, 5s.

PHYSICAL RKI.H.loN. The Gifford

Lectures, ISi O. Crown Svo, 5s.

ANTHROPOLOGY AL RELIGION.
The Giflbrd Lectures, 1891. Crown
Svo, 5s.

THEOSOPHY, or PSYCHOLOGICAL
RELIGION. The Gifford Lectures,

1S92. Crown Svo, 5s.

THREE LECTURES ON THE
VEDANTA PHILOSOPHY, 1894.

Crown Svo, 5s.
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Classical Literature, Translations, etc.

Abbott. HELLENICA. A Collection

of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,
History and Religion. Edited by
EVELYN ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D. Crown
8vo, Is. Qd.

^schylus. EUMEN1DES OF
AESCHYLUS. With Metrical English
Translation. By J. F. DAVIES. 8vo, Is.

Aristophanes.-THEACHARNIANS
OF ARISTOPHANES, translated into

English Verse. By R. Y. TYRRELL.
Crown Svo, Is.

Becker (W. A.). Translated by the
Rev. F. METCALFE, B.D.

GALLUS : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With Notes and
Excursuses. With 26 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 3s. Qd.

CHARICLES: or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With Notes and Excursuses. With
26 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd.

Butler. THE AUTHORESS OF THE
ODYSSEY, WHERE AND WHEN
SHE WROTE, WHO SHE WAS, THE
USE SHE MADE OF THE ILIAD,
AND HOW THE POEM GREW
UNDER HER HANDS. By SAMUEL
BOILER. With 14 Illustrations and 4

Maps. 8vo, 10s. Qd.

Campbell. RELIGION IN GREEK
LITERATURE. By the Rev. LEWIS
CAMPBELL, M.A., LL.D., Emeritus
Professor of Greek, University of St.

Andrews. Svo, 15s.

Cicero. CICERO S CORRESPOND
ENCE. By R. Y. TYRRELL. Vols. I.

,

II., III., Svo, each 12s. Vol. IV., 15s.

Vol. V., 14s. Vol. VI., 12s. Vol. VII.,

Index, 7s. Qd.

Harvard Studies in Classical
Philology. Edited by a Committee
Df the Classical Instructors of Harvard
University. Vols. XI. and XII. 1900
and 1901. Svo, 6s. 6d. net.

Hime. LUCIAN, THE SYRIA
SATIRIST. By Lieut. -Colonel HEN
W. L. HIME (late) Royal Artiller

8vo, 5s. net.

Homer.
THE ILIAD OF HOMER. Free:

rendered into English Prose for tl

use of those who cannot read t

original. By SAMUEL BUTLKI
Crown Svo, 7s. Qd.

THE ODYSSEY. Rendered in

English Prose for the use of tho&amp;lt;

who cannot read the original. ]

SAMUEL BUTLER. With 4 Maps an

7 Illustrations. Svo, 7s. Qd.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Do
into English Verse. By WILLIA
MORRIS. Crown Svo, 6s.

Horace. THE WORKS OF HORACE 1

,

rendered into English Prose. Witl

Life, Introduction and Notes. Bj
WILLIAM COUTTS, M.A. Crown SvoJ
5s. net.

Luc an. THE PHARSALIA OF
LUCAN, Translated into Blank Verse.

By Sir EDWARD RIDLEY. Svo, 14s.

Mac kail. SELECT EPIGRAMS
FROM THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY.
By J. W. MACKAIL. Edited with a
Revised Text, Introduction, Translation,
and Notes. Svo, 16s.

Rich. A DICTIONARY OF ROMAN
AND GREEK ANTIQUITIES. By
A. RICH, B.A. With 2000 Woodcuts.
Crown Svo, 6s. net.

Sophocles. Translated into English
Verse. By ROBERT WHITELAW, M.A.,
Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr.

Svo, 8s. 6d.

Tyrrell. DUBLIN TRANSLATIONS
INTO GREEK AND LATIN VERSE.
Edited by R. Y. TTRRELL. Svo, 6s. 1
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irgil.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL. Trans
lated into English Prose by JOHN
CONINGTON. Crown 8vo, 6s.

PEE ^ENEID OF VIRGIL. Trans
lated into English Verse by JOHN
CONINGTOX. Crown 8vo, 6s.

THE jENEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done
into English Verse. By WILLIAM
MORRIS. Crown 8vo, 6s.

IHE /ENE1D OF VIRGIL, freely
translated into English Blank Verse.

By W. J. THORNHILL. Crown 8vo,
6*. net.

Virgil continued.

THE /ENEID OF VIRGIL. Trans
lated into English Verse by JAMES
RHOADES.
Books I. -VI. Crown Svo, 5s.

Books VJI.-XII. Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE ECLOGUES AND GEOKGICS
OF VIRGIL. Translated into English
Prose by J. W. MACKAIL, Fellow
of Balliol College. Oxford. 16mo, 5s.

Wilkins. Till-: GROWTH OF THE
HOMERIC POEMS. By G. WILKINS.
Svo, 6s.

Poetry and the Drama.

mold. THE LIGHT OF THE
WORLD

; or, the Great Consummation.

(By Sir EDWIN ARNOLD. With 14 Illustra-

Itions after HOI.MAN HUM . Crown s
\&quot;.

Iw. net.

fell (Mrs. HUGH).
OH AM HER COMEDIES: a Collection

&amp;lt;&amp;gt;t Plays and Monologues for the

I Drawing-room. Crown Svo, fw. net.

FAIRY TALE PLAYS. AXD HOW
To A&amp;lt; T THEM. With 91 Dia-

gr.ims ami i&amp;gt;2 Illustrations. Crown
Bvo, 3s. net.

RrMI ELSTJET/KJX: a Fairy Piny in

I Five Scenes (Characters, 7 Male
;

1 Fe

male). From Fairy Tale Plays and
How to Act Them . With Illustra

tions, Diagrams and Music. Crown
Svo, sewed, 6rf.

Ird. RONALD S FAREWELL, and
other Verses. By GEUR&amp;lt;;K BiKH, M.A.,
Viear of Bradwell, Derbyshire. Fep.
Jvo, 4s. 6d. net.

oethe.- THE FIRST PART uF THE
TRA(;EDY OF FAUST IX ENGLISH.
By THOS. E. WEBB, LL.D., sometime
Fellow of Trinity College ;

Professor

of Moral Philosophy in the University
of Dublin, etc. New and Cheaper
Edition, with THE DEATH OF FAUST,
,roiu thu Secoud Part. Crown Svo, 6s.

Ingelow (JEAN).

POETICAL WORKS. Complete in

One Volume. Crown Svo, 6s. net.

LYRICAL AXD OTHER POEMS.
Selected from the Writings of JEAN
IN.;I-:I.I&amp;gt;\V. l-Vp. Svo, 2s. 6d. cloth

plain, ox. cloth gilt.

Lang (
ANH u I:\VL

GRASS OF RARXASSUS. Fcp. Svo,
2s. 6 /. net.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. Edited

by ANDKKW LANG. With 100 Illus

trations. Crown Svo, 6s.

Lecky. POEMS. By the Right Hon.
W. E. II. LECKY. Fcp. Svo, 5s.

Lytton (THE EAKL OF), (OWEN MERE
DITH).

THE WANDERER. Cr. Svo, 10, 6d.

LUCILE. Crown Svo, 10s. 6d.

SELEi TED POEMS. Cr. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Macaulay. LAYS OF AXdEXT
ROME. WITH IVRY AND THE
ARMADA . By Lord MACAULAY.
Illustrated by G. SCHAHF. Fcp. 4to,

10s. C&amp;gt;ii.

Edition, ISmo, 2s. 6d., gilt top.
- Popular

Edition, Fcp. -lt&amp;lt;&amp;gt;,
tj,/. sewed, l,v. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. WKGUKI.IN. Cr.

Svo, 3s. net.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. Svo, lj.

sewed, Is. tW. cloth.
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MacDonald. A BOOK OF STRIFE
IN THE FORM OF THE DIARY OP
AN OLD SOUL : Poems. By GEORGE
MAC-DONALD, LL.D. ISmo, 65.

Moon. POEMS OF LOVE AND
HOME. By GEORGE WASHINGTON
Moox, Hon. F.R.S.L. With Portrait.

16mo, 2s. 6d.

Morris (WILLIAM).
POETICAL WORKS LIBRARY
EDITION.

Complete in 11 volumes. Crown Svo,

price 5s. net each.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE. 4 vols.

Crown Svo, 5s. net each.

THE LIFE AND DEATH OF JASON.
Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE,
and other Poems. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE STORY OF SIGURD THE
VOLSUNG, AND THE FALL OF
THE NIBLUNGS. Crown Svo, 5s.

net.

POEMS BY THE WAY, AND LOVE
IS ENOUGH. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done
into English Verse. Crown Svo, 5s.

HIE ^.NEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done
into Lnglish Verse. Crown Svo, 5s.

nut.

THE TALE OF BEOWULF, SOME
TIME KING OF THE FOLK OF
THE WEDERGEATS. Translated

by WILLIAM MORRIS and A. J.

WYATT. Crown Svo, 5s. net.

Certain of the POETICAL WORKS may also

be had in the following Editions :

THE EARTHLY PARADISE.

Popular Edition. 5 Vols. 12mo,
25s. ;

or 5s. each, sold separately.

The same in Ten Parts, 25s. ; or

2s. 6d. each, sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in 1 vol. Crown Svo,
6s. net.

POEMS BY THE WAY. Square
crown Svo, 6s.

* * For Mr. William Morris s other

Works, see pp 27, 37, 38, 39.

Morte Arthur: an Alliterative P&amp;lt;x

of the Fourteenth Century. Edil
from the Thornton MS., with Introdi
tion, Notes and Glossary. By MA
MACLEOD BANKS. Fcp. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Nesbit. LAYS AND LEGENDS.
E. NESBIT (Mrs. HUBERT BLANI
First Series. Crown Svo, 3s. Gd. Secon
Series. With Portrait. Crown Svo, 5;

Riley. OLD-FASHIONED ROSES
Poems. By JAMES WHITCOMBK RILKY
12mo, 5s.

Romanes. A SELECTION FRO!
THE POEMS OF GEORGE JOH1&amp;gt;

ROMANES, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S
With an Introduction by T. HERBERT
WARREN, President of Magdalen Col

lege, Oxford. Crown Svo, 4s. Qd.

Savage-Armstrong.-BALLADS OF
DOWN. By G. F. SAVAGE-ARMSTRONG.
M.A., D.Litt. Crown Svo, Is. 6d.

Shakespeare.
BOWDLER S FAMILY SHAKE
SPEARE. With 36 Woodcuts. 1

vol. Svo, 14s. Or in 6 vols. Fcp.
;

Svo, 21s.

THE SHAKESPEARE BIRTHDAY
BOOK. By MARY F. DUNBAB,
32mo, Is. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE S SONNETS. Re
considered, and in part Rearranged,
with Introductory Chapters and a Re
print of the Original 1609 Edition.

By SAMUEL BUTLER, Author o{
Erewhon . Svo, 10s. 6d.

Stevenson. A CHILD S GARDEN
OF VERSES. By ROBERT Louis
STEVENSON. Fcp. Svo, 5s.

Wagner. THE NIBELUNGEN
RING. Done into English Verse by
REGINALD RANKIN, B.A., of the Inner&quot;

Temple, Barrister-at-Law.
Vol. I. Rhine Gold, and Valkyrie. Fcp.

Svo, 4s. 6d.

Vol. II. Siegfried, and the Twilight of

the Gods. Fcp. Svo, 4j. Qd.
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itey (F.).

VOCES POPULI. (Reprinted from

Punch.)

First Series. With 20 Illustrations by
J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown Svo,

3s. net.

Second Series. With 25 Illustrations by
.1. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Crown 8vo,
3s. net.

THE MAN FROM BLANK LEY S,

.UK! other Sketches. (Reprinted from
J uiicft.) With 25 Illustrations by J.

HKRNAIID PARTRIDOK. Crown 8vo,
3s. net.

alley. MY LADY OF ORANGE: a

(Romance of the Netherlands in the

DaysofAlva. By H. C. BAILEY. With
8 illustrations. Crown 8vo, 6s.

eaconsfield (THE EARI. OF).

NOVELS AND TALES. Complete in

11 vols. Crown 8vo, Is. $d. each, or

in sets, 15s. net.

rian Gr.-y.

e Ynun;; Duke, etc.

roy, Ixi&quot;ii, etc.

nt.-mni, Fleming,
etc.

in-red.

Sybil.

Henrietta Temple.
V enetia.

Coningsby.
I.othair.

Kmlvmion.

NOVELS AND TALKS. THE HUGH-
ENDEN EDITION. With 2 Portraits

;ind 11 Vignettes. 11 vols. Crown
8vo, 42s.

hurehill. -SAVROLA : a Talc of the
Revolution in Laurania. By WINSTON

xcEii CHURCHILL. M.I . Crown
-

rawforrt. T! ! I-: A I &quot;Tt &amp;gt;m&amp;lt; }( ;i: Al H Y
OF A TltAMP. By .1. H. CRAWFORD.
\\&quot;\t}\ a Photogravure Frontispiece The
V.i. ra-.iis, by FRED. WAI.KFR. and s

other Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 5s. net.

Creed. -THE VICAR OF ST. LUKE S.

By SIBYL CREED. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Dougall. BEGGARS ALL. By L.

DOUGALL. Crown Svo, 3. 6d.

Doyle (A. CON AN &amp;gt;

MICAH CLARKE: a Tale ,,f MOM-
mouth s Rebellion. With 10 Illus

trations. Crown 8vo, 3s. &amp;gt;

THE REFUGEES : a Tale of the Huu&quot;;e-

nots. With 2.&quot;) Illustration.-. Cr..\vn

Svo, 3s. 6d.

THE STARK MTNR&amp;lt;i LETTERS.
Crown Svo, 3s. &amp;lt;5d.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE PoLESTAR,
and other Tales. Crown Svo, 3s. C&amp;lt;/.

Farrar (F. W., DEAN OF CANTERBURY).

DARKNESS AND DAWN : or, Scenes
in the Days of Nero. An Historic

Tale. Crown Svo, (is. net.

GATHERING CLOUDS : a Tale of the

Days of St. Chrysostom. Crown Svo,
6s. net.

Fowler (Eomi H.).

THE YOUNG PRETENDERS. A Story
of Child Lite. With 12 Jlhistr

by Sir PHII.II BfRXE-.lnNES, Hart.

Crown Svo, 6s.

THE PROFESSOR S CHILDREN.
With 21 Illustrations by IVIHKL
KATE BURGESS. Crown Svo, 6s.

Francis (M. E.).

FJANDER S WIDOW. Crown Svo, 6s.

YEOMAN FLEETWOOD. Cr. 8

PASTORALS OF DORSET.
Illustrations. Crown ^vo. t

With 8

Froude. THE TWO CHIEFS OF
Dl NBoY: an Iri&amp;gt;h Konian-e nf the

L-i-t Century. By JAMES A. FROUDE.
Crown Svo, 3s. tl.
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Fiction, Humour, etc. continued.

Gurdon. M EMORIES A X I) Haggard (II. RIDER) continued.
FANCIES : Suffolk Tales and other

Stories ; Fairy Legends ;
Poems ; Mis-

cellaneous Artieles. By tlie late Lady
CAMILLA (&quot;jriiDON. Crown 8vo, 5,s-.

Haggard (H. RIDER).

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3*. (W.

ALLAN S WIFE. With 34 Illustrations.

( rown 8vo, 3.&amp;lt;. 6&amp;lt;/.

BEATRICE. With Frontispiece and

Vignette, ( rown Svo, 3s1

. 6(/.

BLACK HEART AND WHITE
HEART, and other Stories. With 33
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, (i.s

1

.

CLEOPATRA. With 29 HI lustrations.

Crown Svo. 3*. 6&amp;lt;/.

COLONEL QUAR1TCH, \
T
.C. With

Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
Svo, 3.v. IK/.

DAWN. With 16 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6&amp;lt;/

DOCTOR THEPtNE. Cr. Svo, 3.v.

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With f&amp;gt;l Illus

trations. Crown Svo, 3.9. ()&amp;lt;/.

HEART OF THE WORLD. With If.

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3a. ( /.

JOAN HASTE. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo, 3*. (&amp;gt;&amp;lt;(.

LYSBETH. Wit
Crown Svo, 6.v.

26 Illustrations.

MAIWA S REVENGE. Cr. Svo, l.s&amp;gt;. Oil.

MONTEZUMA S DAUGHTER. With
21 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3.s. ti .

.MR. MEESON S WILL. With 16

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3v. (\&amp;lt;l.

NADA THE LILY. With 23 Illus

trations. Crown Svo, 3.s. (iit.

SHE. With 32 Illustrations.

Svo, 3.s . 6(/.

SWALLOW : a Tale of the Great Trdi
With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8
3*. 6d.

THE PEOPLE OF THE MIST. WiM
16 Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3.v. 6cu

THE WITCH S HEAD. With 1

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. ti&amp;lt;/.
1

Haggard and Lang. T H 11

WORLD S DESIRE. By II. IIiDEiii

HAGRAKD and AMJHKW I!\M;. Witfl

27 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3.v. (}&amp;lt;IM

Harte. IN THE CAHQl INEI
WOODS. By BRET HAKTK. Cnnvi^

Svo, 3*. Qd.

Hope. THE HEART OF I I! IN CESS
OSRA. By ANTHONY lion-:. With !

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3.v. 6(/.

Howard (Lady MABEL).

THE UNDOING OF JOHN BREW-
STER. Crown Svo, 6s.

THE FAILURE OF SUCCESS.
Svo, 6s.

Jerome. SKETCHES IN LAVE
DER : BLUE AND GREEN. By
JEROME K. JEROME, Author of Tl
Men in a Boat, etc. Crown Svo, 3.&amp;lt;. 6H

Joyce.-OLD CELTIC ROMANCM
Twelve of the most beautiful of tfl
Ancient Irish Romantic Tales. Tran
lated from the Gaelic. By P. W. Jnvifl
LL.D. Crown Svo, 3.s-. 0V.

Lang. A MONK OF FIFE
;
a Story I

the Days of Joan of Arc. Bv ANDIIKW
LAM;. With 13 Illustrations h;

I.MAI.K. Crown Svo, 3o . Ot/.
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Irvett-Yeats (S.K Morris (Wn.i IAM).

BE CHEVALIER D ACRIAC. Cr.

Svo, 3-s. 6d.
THE SUN DERI NO FLOOD. Ciown

Svo. ?&amp;gt;. ) /.

CHE TRAITOR S WAY. Ciown &amp;gt;vo.

6s.

rail (EDNA).

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
SLANDER. Fc p. 8vo, ].. sewed.

l ,, ^,iti. li&amp;lt;,,i l-:&amp;lt;litii.,i. \Vit!i JO Illus

trations
l&amp;gt;y

LAM KI.UT STKHD. (Jr.

8vo, 2v. bV. net.

I HE Al TOMOGRAPHY OF y
TRITII. Fep. 6vo. K sewed, U H,/.

clotli.

DOREKX. The Story of a Singer.
Crown 8vo, 6,v.

AYFARING MEN. cvowu 8\-o. 6s.

HOPE THE HERMIT : a Romance d
Borrowdale. t rown 8vo, 6&amp;gt; .

archmont. IN THE NAM EOF A

WOMAN: :i Romance.
P&amp;gt;y

AuTlirn
. MAKCHMUNT. \\~itli s Illustrations.

jniun
&amp;gt;vo,

6v.

ason and Lang. I A i; s o N
KKMA . Uy A. E. \V. MASON :uid

ANDKEW LAN .. (Jrown Svo, tJ.v

;ax Mliller. DEI TSdlE LIEP.E

(iEP.MAX Lo\ K): Fra-ments Ironi

In Paj)
- nl in Alien. &amp;lt; olleeted l.y

V. MAX Mil. i. KK. Tra:;-!.U-l I roin tile

Serinan ov (. A. M. Crown 8vo, 5i.

lelville (&amp;lt;i.
.1. WHVTKI.

16 (iladiatois Ilcilmliy Him-..-.

1C Interpietfr. K:it.- Covenlvy.

toil for Notliiii 4 Dimity (ir.iinl.

le Queen * M.iviei. (;,n,-i;ii Itmnu-e.

Crown Svo, 1 &amp;lt;.
&amp;gt;&amp;gt; /. eacli.

erriman. KHiTSA.M ; A Story &amp;gt;!

the Indian Mutiny. By HENRY SKTnX
MEKIUMAN. With Frontisi K ee and.

Vignette by II. (.i. M \&amp;gt;^KV. Crown:

THE WATER &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F Til E WON DROCS
ISLES. Crown *vo, 7&amp;gt;-. /.

THE WELL AT Til EWORLD S FAD.
J vols. Svo, lis&amp;gt;.

THE STORY OF THE OLITTERINC.
PLAIN, whi.-h has 1,,-en a No called

The Land ot the Living Men. or The
Acie I the liidyinx. Sijnare post

Svo, :&quot;&amp;gt;&amp;gt; . net.

THE ROOTS OF THE MOCNTAINS,
whiTein is told somewhat o| the Li\ev

of the Men of Hnrjidah-. their Friends,
their Xeiu libnni-. tln-ii Foeiiien, and
their Fel!ows-in-Arins. \\iitten in

i rosc and N er.se. Square cr. .^vo.

8s.

A TALE OF THE lloCSE OF THE
Woi.FINCS. nd all the Kindieds ,,f

the Mark. Written in Prose and
Verse.

&amp;gt;iin.ire
ciown &amp;gt;\o. ti&amp;gt;.

A DREAM OF JOHN I .AI.L, AN &amp;gt;

A KINC S LESSOX. 1-Jmo, l.s. ti,/.

XEWS FRoM NOWHERE: or, An

Epoch ol ReM. I .. -in., &amp;gt;onie Chapters
I; Jin an Ctopian Roinaiice. I M-I Svo,

K &/..

THE STOKY oF ORETTIR THE
STRON*;. Translate.l Innu the Ice-

1 indict liv EiniKi; MAf;Ni :
ss &amp;gt;\ and

WILLIAM MUKHIS. Crown &amp;gt;Vo. &amp;gt;.-.

net.

I ll REE XORTIIERX LOVE
STORIES, and other Tales. Trans
lated In in the Icelandic by Kutfuu
MA&amp;lt;;NUSMIN and WILLIAM MKUIUS.
Crown 8vo, tjv. net.

%* For Mr. William Morris s other

Works, see pp. 2-\, 37, 38 and 39.
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Newman (CARDINAL). Stevenson (ROBERT Louis).

LOSS AND GAIN : The Story of a

Convert. Crown 8vo. Cabinet Edi

tion, 6s.
; Popular Edition, 3,v. Qd.

CALLISTA : a Tale of the Third
i

Century. Crown 8vo. Cabinet Edi- 1

tion, 6s. ; Popular Edition, 3s. Qd.

Phillipps-Wolley.-SNAP . A Le

gend of the Lone Mountain. By C.

PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY. With 13 Illustra

tions. Crown 8vo. 3s. Qd.

Raymond. TWO MEN MENDIP.
By WALTER RAYMOND. Crown Svo,

Ridley. ANNE MAINWARING. By
ALICE RIDLEY, Author of The Story of

Aline . Crown Svo, 6s.

Sewell (ELIZABETH M.).

A Glimpse of the World.

Laneton Parsonage.

Margaret Percival.

Katherine Ashton.

The Earl s Daughter.
The Experience of Life.

Amy Herbert.

Cleve Hall.

Gertrude.

Home Life.

After Life.

Ursula. Ivors.

Crown Svo, Is. fid. each, cloth plain ;

2s. Qd. each, cloth extra, gilt

edges.

Somerville (E. &amp;lt;E.)
and Ross

(MARTIN).

SOME EXPERIENCES OF AN
IRISH R.M. With 31 Illustrations

by E. (E. SOMERVILLE. Crown Svo,
6s.

THE REAL CHARLOTTE. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6^.

THE SILVER FOX. Crown 8vo,
3s. Qd.

THE STRANGE CASE OF
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE. Fci -:

Svo, Is. sewed, Is. Qd. cloth,
j

THE STRANGE CASE OF Ml,
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE, WIT.!
OTHER FABLES. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6, .

MORE NEW ARABIAN NIGH1
THE DYNAMITER. By ROBKBJ

Louis STEVENSON and FANNY VA|!

DE GRIFT STEVENSON. Crown 8w
3s. tid.

THE WRONG BOX. By RoBMll
Louis STEVENSON and LLOYD Os

BOURNE. Crown Svo, 3s. oW.

Suttner. LAY DOWN YOUR ARM!
(Die Waffen lYieder) : The Autobio

graphy of Martha von Tilling. B;
BBRTHA VON SUTT.NEH. Translated b;

T. HOLMES. Crown Svo, Is. Qd.

Swan. BALLAST. By MYRA SWAN
Crown Svo, 6*.

Trollope (ANTHONY).

THE WARDEN. Crown Svo, Is. Qd.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Crown 8vo,l

Is. M.

Walford (L. B.).

ONE OF OURSELVES. Cr. Svo, 6s.

THE INTRUDERS. Cr. Svo, 2s. Q(M

LEDDY MARGET. Cr. Svo, 2s. Qd. I

IVA KILDARE : a Matrimonial Pro

blem. Crown Svo, 2s. Qd.

MR. SMITH : a Part of his Life, ol
Svo, 2s. Qd.

THE BABY S GUAM (MOTHER,
Crown Svo, 2*. Qd.
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alford (L. B.
) continued.

XHJS1NS. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6U

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. Cr.

8vo, 25. 6d.

PAULINE. Crown Svo. 2s. 6,1.

DICK NETHERBY. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6,1.

THE HISTORY OF A WEEK. Cr.

Svo, 2s. tid.

STIFF-NECKED GENERATION.
Crown 8vo, 25. tid.

Continued.

Ward. ONE POOR SCRUPLE. By
Mrs. WILFRID WARD. Crown Svo,

NAN, and other Stories

2s. 6d.

Crown Svo,

THE MISCHIEF OF MONICA.
Svo, 2s. 6&amp;lt;l.

Cr.

THE ONE GOOD GUEST.
Svo, 25. 6d.

Crown

PLOUG H ED, and other Stori.-s. &amp;lt; V.

Svo, 2s. 6(/.

THE MATCHMAKER. Crown Svo,
2s. Gd.

West. EDMUND FULLESTON : or,

The Family Evil Genius. By B. B.

WKST, Author of Half Hours with the

Millionaires, etc. Crown Svo. fts.

Weyman (STAXI.KY).

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF. With

Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown
Svo, 3s. 6d.

A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE. With

Frontispiece and Vignette. Crowu
Svo, 6*.

THE RED COCKADE. With Frontis

piece and Vi^m-tte. Crown Svo, 6s.

SHREWSBURY. With 2-1 Illustra

tions liy C LAUDl \. SlIKI I l KM.:, .

Cr. Svo, 6s.

SOPHIA. With Frontispi.-ce. Crown
Svo, tin.

Popular Science (Natural History, etc.).

utler. OUR HOUSEHOLD IN- Furneaux (W.).

SECTS. An Account of the Insect-

Pests found in Dwelling-Houses. By
EDWARD A. BUTLER, B.A., B.Sc.

Lond.). With 113 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, 35. 6d.

elmholtz.-POPULAR LECTURES
ON SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS. My
EHRMANN VON HKLMHOI.TZ. With 63

Woodcuts. 2 vols. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

each.

THE OUTDOOR WORLD; or, The
Youn;, Collector s Handbook. With
l.S Plates (16 of winch .ire coloured),
and f)49 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo, gilt edges, 6s. net.

BUTTERFLIES AND M T H S

(British). With 12 coloured Plates

and 241 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown Svo, pit edjji-s, 6s. net.

LIFE IN PONDS AND STREAMS.
With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illus

trations in the Text Cr. Svo, gilt

edges, 6. net
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Popular Science (Natural History, etc.) continued.

Hartwig (GEORGE).

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WON
DERS. With 12 Plates and 303
Woodcuts. 8vo, gilt edges, Is. net.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With 8

Plates and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo, gilt

edges, Is. net.

THE POLAR WORLD. With :j Maps,
8 Plates and 85 \Voodcuts. 8vo, gilt

edges, Is. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD.
VVith 3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo,

gilt edges, 7s. net.

Hudson (W. Fl.).

NATURE IN DOWNLAND. With 12

Plates and 14 Illustrations in the

Text, by A. D. McCoRMlCK. Svo,
10s. bd. net.

BRITISH BIRDS. With a Chapter on
Structure and Classification by FRANK
E. BEDDARD, F.R.S. VVith 16 Plates

(8 of which are Coloured), and over

100 Illustrations in the Text. Crown

Svo, gilt edges, 6s. net.

BIRDS IN LONDON. With 17 Plates

and 15 Illustrations in the Text, by
BRYAN HOOK, A. D. McCoRMlCK,
and from Photographs from Nature,

by R. B. LODGK. Svo, 12s.

Proctor (RICHARD A.).

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE
HOURS. Familiar Essays on Scien
tific Subjects. Vol. I. Crown Svo,
3s. 6d.

ROUGH WAYS MADE SMOOTH.
Familiar Essays 011 Scientific Subjects.
Crown Svo, 3.s

:
. Qd,

Proctor (
RICHARD A.) amtinnetl. I

PLEASANT WAYS IN SCIENM
Crown Svo, 3*. 6^.

NATURE STUDIES. By R. A. l R(J
TOR. GRANT ALLEN, A. WILSON,
FOSTER and E. CLODD. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6(

LEISURE READINGS. By R. J
PROCTOR, E. CLODD, A. WILSON,
FOSTER and A. C. RANYARD. OoiN
Svo, 3s. 6d.

%* For Mr. Proctor s other books

pp. 16 and 35 and, Messrs. Longmans a

I

Co. s Catalogue of Scientific Works.

Stanley. -A FAMILIAR HISTORY
OF BIRDS. By E. STANLEY, D.D.

formerly Bishop of Norwich. With 161

Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. 6d.

Wood (Rev. J. G.).

HOMES WITHOUT HANDS: A De

scription of the Habitations ofAiiimalji
classed according to their Principle o

Construction. With 140
Illustration!]

Svo, gilt edges, 7s. net.

INSECTS AT HOME: A Popul*
Account of British Insects, their

Structure, Habits and TransforrJ
tions. With 700 Illustrations. 8vB
gilt edges, 7s. net.

OUT OF DOORS : a Selection I
Original Articles on Practical NatuJ
History. W7

ith 11 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, gilt edges, 3s. 6d.

PBTLAND REVISITED. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo, gilt edgej
3s. 6r/.

STRANGE DWELLINGS : a Descril
tiou of the Habitations of AnimaM
abridged from Homes without

Hands . With 60 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo, gilt edges, 3s. Qd.
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Works of Reference.

wilt. -AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OKI Maunder (SAMUEL) continued.
ARCHITECTURE. By JOSEPH UWILT, !

EkA. With 1700 Engravings. Revised TIII&amp;lt;: TREASURY OK BOTANY.
llsss, with alterations and Considerate

j

Kdited l.y J. LlNUl.KV, K.K.S., and T.

Additions l.v WYATT I .M WoitTH. Svo, MOORE, F.L.S. \Nith27l Wixnleut

21 v net ;ll &quot;l M *tr-l Plates. 2 Vols. r ep.

Svo, 1 J.s-.

- under (SAML-KI.). THESAURUS OF KNOLISH
BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY. With WORDS AND PHRASES. ChLiticd
Supplement In-onghl down to IS.M*. . n ,,| An-aim-ed so ^ ,,, Facilitate the

By Rev. JAMES Wc.i&amp;gt;. F,-p. Svo. ti,.
|.; xplv &amp;gt;Moi, ..t Ideas and assist in Literan

TRKASl RY OF ( : Ko( ; I! A PI M . c,,mp..sition. By PKTKK MARK RcxiKT,

Physical. Historical. Descriptive and M . I . . F. U.S. Reeomposed throughout,
Political. Witli 7 Maps and l(i Plates. enlarged and improved, partl&amp;gt;

from the

FCJI. Svo, ti.v. Author s Notes, and with afnli Index, !.\

THK TKKASCRY OF MIBI.K KNoW- tllu Author s Son, J..HN l.KWis |;.,,.KI.

l.KDCK. My the Rev. .1. AYIIK, M. \.

With:&quot;. Maj.s ,
If. Plates, and .&quot;.(ID Wood-

TREASUKV OK KNOWmx.K AS., ^K.V.S.lVIr J^l^ ,t
LIBRARY ol- IIKI-KI. KNCK. l-cp. valueof Lifehold, U.-usehold.andCl.im-h
8vo

. Property, the Pnl.lic Funds, etc. My
HISTORICAL TRKASURY. Fep. Svo, CH.VRLKS M. WII.LICM. Kdited l.y ll .

i.v. P.KNi K JU.NKS. Ciown &amp;gt;\o. ll v. (/.

Children s Books.

delborg. cl.KAN PKTKK AND Crake i Rev. A. D.).

THK CHILDREN oF i;i;l P.MYI.KA.

By OTTILIA AnKi.Boif... Translated KDWS THK FAIR; or. The First

from the Swedish l,y Mrs. (iKAMAM Ch roni. h- o| . Kscend ii ne. Crown Sxo,
WALLAS. With 2: . ( ..loured Plates. -^,. ,,,-t.

Ol.loni; Ito. hoards. : ,.-.. f,,/. net.

rown THK MOOK oF SAINTS A I. F( i A R THK DAN K : or, The Second

AND FRIKND1.Y P.KASTS. M;.
,-Kseemiiiiie. Crown

AiiiiiK FAHWKI.L MunWN. With s

Illustrations 1,\ FANNY Y. ( UKY. ( r.

vo. -l.v. IK/, net. I HK RIVAL 1 1 KIRS: hem- the Third
and last Chronicle of .-Ksci-ndnne.

ucklaild. TWO LITTLE IMN CrownSvo.2x.net.
A WAN S. Adapted from the French
,&amp;gt;f Lous DKSNHYKUS My JAMKS T || K | (()l SK oF W A I.DKRNK. A
BivKLAM). \\ith lln Illustrations l.y TaK- of th.- Cloister and the Forest in

L, ii AI.I.IN. Crown Svo, f,.v.
the Days of the Barons Wars. Cr.

orbin and Going. UJdllNS OF
THK SKA. My M \I:IK ovKun.N Ci.lt-

BI.NandCllAMlK.s McxTi.NCnlM.. With MRIAN F1T/-COUNT. A sitoryof

iwings l.y F. I. MKNNKTT. ol.lon.- WalliiiL loid Castle and Dorchester

4to, 3.v. (J&amp;lt;1. Al.lH-y. Crown Svo. 2.s. net.
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Children s Books continued.

Henty (G. A.).-Edited by.

YULE LOGS : A Story Book for Boys.
By VARIOUS AUTHORS. With 61

Illustrations. Cr. Svo, gilt edges, 3s.

net.

YULE-TIDE YARNS: a Story Book
for Boys. By VARIOUS AUTHORS.
With 45 Illustrations. Crown Svo,

gilt edges, 3s. net.

Lang (ANDREW). Edited by.

THE VIOLET FAIRY BOOK. With
8 Coloured Plates and 54 other Illus

trations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges, 65.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With 138
Illustrations. Crowii 8vo, gilt edges,
6s.

THE RED FAIRY BOOK. With 100
Illustrations. Crowii 8vo, gilt edges,
6s.

THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. With
99 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE GREY FAIRY BOOK. With 65
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges,
6s.

THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK. With
104 Illustrations. Crowii 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE PINK FAIRY BOOK. With 67
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt edges,
6s.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. With
100 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE TRUE STORY BOOK. With
66 Illustrations. Crown Svo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE RED TRUE STORY BOOK.
With 100 Illustrations. Cr. Svo, gilt

edges, 6s.

THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK. With
67 Illustrations. Crown Svo, gilt

edges, 6s.

Lang (ANDREW). Edited by continue,

THE RED BOOK OF AN!.MA
STORIES. With 65 Illustration
Crown Svo, gilt edges, 6s.

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS EXTEF
TAINMENTS. With 66 Illustrationi
Crown Svo, gilt edges, 6s.

Meade(L. T.).

DADDY S BOY. With 8 Illustration
Crown Svo, 3s. net.

DEB AND THE DUCHESS. Witl|
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. net.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. net.

THE HOUSE OF SURPRISES. Witl
6 Illustrations. Crown Svo, 3s. net. i

Murray. FLOWER LEGENDS FO
CHILDREN. By HJLDA MUKRA
(the Hon. Mrs. MURRAY of Eli bank
Pictured by J. S. ELAND. Witl
numerous Coloured and other Illustral

tions. Oblong 4to, 6s.

Penrose. CHUBBY: a Nuisance. By
Mrs. PEN-ROSE. With Illustrations bj
G. GRANVILLE MANTON.

Praeger (ROSAMOND).

THE ADVENTURES OF THE
THREE BOLD BABES: HECTOR
HONORIA AND ALISANDER. A
Story in Pictures. With 24 Colour*
Plates and 24 Outline Picture*
Oblong 4to, 3s. 6d.

THE FURTHER DOINGS OF THE
THREE BOLD BABES. With 24

Coloured Pictures and 24 Outlifl
Pictures. Oblong 4to, 3s. Gd.

Stevenson. A CHILD S GARDEN
OF VERSES. By ROBKIIT Louis
STEVENSON. Fcp. Svo, 5s.
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Children s Books continued.

Tpton (FLORENCE K. and BERTHA).

TH E A DVENTURES OF TWO DUTCH
DOLLS AND A GOLL1WOGG .

With 31 Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Olilong 4 to,

6s.

THE GOLLIWOGGS BICYCLE
CLUB. With 31 Coloured Plates

and numerous Illustrations in the

Text. OUong 4to, 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG AT THE SKA-
SIDE. Witli 31 Coloured Plates and
numerous Illustrations in the Text.

Oblong 4to, 6s.

Upton (FLORENCE K. and BERTHA)
continued.

THE GOLLIWOGG IN WAR. With
31 Coloured Plates. Oblong 4to, 6..

THE GOLLIWOGG S POLAR AD-
VENTUKES. With 31 Coloured
Plates, i

&amp;gt;Mong Ito. t;~.

THE GOLLIWOGG S AUTO-GO-
CART. With 31 Coloured Hates
and numerous Illustrations in the
T.-xt. OMoi:-4to, ti.&quot;.

THE VEGE MEN S REVENGE. Will,
31 Coloured Plates and ii iinenm* Illus

trations in t!i,- Text,. OliI

THE SILVER LIBRARY.
Crown Svo, 3*. 6*

mold s (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands.
With 17 Illustrations. :j&amp;gt;. hV.

iagehofs (W.j Biographical Studies.

3s. 6d.

lagehot s (W.) Economic Studies. o,s. Gil.

Jagehot s iW.) Literary Studies. With
Portrait. 3 vils. 3&amp;lt;. till. each.

Jaker s (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 3.-, . tid.

laker s Sir S. W. Rifle and Hound in

Ceylon. With ti Illustrations. 3.v. tie/.

iring-Gould s iRev. S.) Curious Myths of

the Middle Ages. 3s. n,/.

(.ring-Gould s iRev. S.i Origin and De

velopment of Religious Belief. 2 vols.

3s. 6&amp;lt;/. each.

Becker s (W. A. i Callus : or, Roman Scenes

in the Time of Augustus. With 26 Illus

trations. 3\. i; ( /.

Becker s (W. A.) Charicles : or, Illustra

tions of the Private Life of the Ancient
Greeks. With 26 Illustrations. 3s. Qd.

Bent s (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Ma-
shonaland. With 117 Illustrations, i

3s. tid.

Brassey s (Lady) A Voyage in the Sun
beam . With 66 Illustrations. 3.v. tid.

Churchill s iW. Spencer) The Story of the
Malakand Field Forca, 1897. With ti

Maps and Plans. .%. V.

Clodd s (E.) Story of Creation: a Plain

Account of Evolution. With 77 Illus

trations. 3s. 6^.

/. KACH VoLUMK.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.l and Howson s

(Very Kev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of
St.Paui. With 46 Illustrations. :

,.&amp;lt;. ;./.

Dougall s(L.)BeggarsAll;a Xov.-l.

Doyle s (A. Conanj Micah Clarke. A Tale
of Monmouth s K -lirllioii. With 10
Illustrations. :

,&amp;lt;.
&amp;gt; ,*/.

Doyle s (A. Conan) The Captain of the
Polestar, and other Tales. 3x. ti/l.

Doyle s (A. Conan i The Refugees: A
Tale of the Huguenots. With _ . . Il

lustration-.,

Doyle s (A. Conan) The Stark Munro
Letters, &quot;a. till.

Froude s (J. A.) The History of England,
from the Fall of Wolsey to the iMi-at
of the Spanish Armada. 12 vol
&amp;gt; /. each.

Froude s (J. A.) The English in Ireland.
3 vols. lO.s-. tid.

Froude s (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine
of Aragon. 3*. tid.

Froude s (J. A.) The Spanish Story of
the Armada, and other Essay*. , !\. &amp;lt; !.

Froude s (J. A.) English Seamen in the
Sixteenth Century. 3s. 6(/.

Froude s (J. A.) Short Studies on Great
Subjects. 1 vols. 3.-.

Froude s iJ. A.I Oceana. or England
and her Colonies. With 9 Illustrations

Froude s (J. A.) The Council of Trent.
3*. tid.
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THE 5ILVER LIBRARY continued.

Froude s (J. A.) Tha Life and Letters of Haggard s (H. R.) Dawn. With ]6
Erasmus. 3s. 6d. trations. 3s. bV/.

Froude s (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a Haggard s (H. R.) The People of the Mil!

History of his Life. With 16 Illustrations. 3s. M.
1795-1835. 2 vols. 7*.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Is. Haggard s (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 2

Illustrations. 3s. 6d.
Froude s (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch. 3s. 6d.

Froude s (J A) The Two Chiefs of Dun-

boy : an Irish Romance ot tlie Last Cen

tury. 3s. (Jd. Harte s (Bret) In the Carquinez Wood;

Froude s (J. A.) Writings, Selections from.
and other Stories ** 6(/

&quot;

3s. Qd. Helmholtz s (Hermann von) Popular Lee
J

Gleig s (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of
*u

.

res
f

&quot; Scientific Subjects. With
6|

Wellington. With Portrait. 3s. 6rf.

Greville s (C. C. F.) Journal of the Hope s (Anthony) The Heart of Princei;

Reigns of King George IV., King Osra - w t i 9 Illustrations. 3*. 6tt

William IV., and Queen Victoria. t
8 vols 3s fid each Hewitt s W.) Visits to Remarkablr

Places. With 80 Illustrations. 3*. Qd

Haggard s (H. R.) She: A History of

Adventure. With 32 Illustrations. 3s. 6&amp;lt;/. Jefferies; (R.) The Story of My Heart: Mj*

Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. Qd,

Haggard s H. R.) Allan Quatermain.
With 20 Illustrations. 3s. 6d. Jefferies (R.) Field and Hedgerow,

With Portrait. 3s. M.
Haggard s (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch,

Y.C. : a Tale of Country Life. With Jefferies (R.) Red Deer. With 17 Illus-

Frontispiece and Vignette. 3s. Qd. trations. 3s. bW.

Haggard s (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29 Jefferies (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable.

Illustrations. 3s. 6d. With Frontispiece and Vignette l&amp;gt;y
E.

Haggard s (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes.
^ B 3 6 /-

With 51 Illustrations. 3s. 6rf. Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of the Field.

With Portrait from the Bust in Salis-
Haggard s (H. R.) Beatrice. With

Frontispiece ana Vignette. 3s. 6d.

Haggard s (H. R.) Allan s Wife. With
34 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard s (H. R.) Heart of the World.
With 15 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard s (H. R.) Montezuma s Daugh
ter. With 25 Illustrations. 3.s. d.

Haggard s (H. R.) Swallow : a Tale of the

Great Trek. With 8 Illustrations. 3s. fid.

Haggard s (H. R.) The Witch s Head.
With 16 Illustrations. 3s. 6r

bury Cathedral. 3s. Qd.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson s (Colonel)

History of the Indian Mutiny of

1857-8. 6 vols. 3s. 6tf. each.

Knight s (E. F.) The Cruise of the Alerte :

the Narrative of a Search for Treasure
on the Desert Island of Trinidad. With
2 Maps and 23 Illustrations. 3s. M.

Knight s (E. F.) Where Three Empires
Meet: a Narrative of Recent Travel in

Kashmir, Western Tibet, Baltistan,

Gilgit. With a Map and 54 Illustra

tions. 3s. 6d.

Haggard s (H. R.) Mr. Meeson s Will. Knight s (E. F.) The Falcon on the

With 16 Illustrations. 3s. ,/.
Baltic: a Coasting Voyage from Ham
mersmith to Copenhagen in a Tliree-

Haggard s (H. R.) Nada the Lily. Witli

23 Illustrations. 3s. 6&amp;lt;l.

Ton Yacht, With Map and 11 Illus

trations. 3s. 6d.
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THE 5ILVER LIBRARY cent in ne&amp;lt;l.

(Stlin s (J.I Life of Luther. With &amp;lt;) J Milner s (Oeo.) Country Pleasures: the

illustrations and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. Chronicle of a year chiefly in a Carden.
3.v. Gd.

(A.) Angling Sketches. With 20 Nansen s (F.) The First Crossing of
r-~ -. \Vith 14 J Illustrations and

ing s (A.) Custom and Myth: Studies phllllpps-Wolley s iC.) Snap: a L. -end
of Karly Usage and Belief. 3.v. 0V. ,,f the Lone .Mountain. With 13 Illus

trations. . !v. &amp;gt; /.

ing s (A.) Cock Lane and Common-
Sense. 3.v. tli/.

Proctor s (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us.

.ng s (A.) The Book of Dreams and
Ghosts )&amp;gt; ill/ Proctor s iR. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.

3.v. tli/.

^ng s (A.) A Monk of Fife: a Story of

.tin- Days of Joan of Arc. With 13 11-
Proctor s (R. A.i Light Science for

7, A Ramble in British Columbia. Proctor s (R. A.I Our Place among Infl-

th Maps ami 75 1 Illustrations. 3s . 6&amp;lt;/.

|

nities: a Si.-rics nl l^siys contra-tint;

lustrations. 3l-. ty.
Leisure Hours. First Serie

eng s (A^Myth, Ritual and Religion.
Proctor s ,R. A.) The Moon. 3., (W.

2 vols. /.v. Proctor s IR. A.) Other Worlds than

es ij. A.) and Clutterbuck s (W.J.) B.C.

1887,

With
our Little Abode in Space and Tiini

ivett-Yeats (S.) The Chevalier witl) tht . llltjnjtl( .

&amp;gt; .,,,, lls , ;{v- ,;,/_

D Auriac. 3x. o .

Proctor s (R. A.) Other Suns than
icaulay s (Lord) Complete Works. Ours. 3.&amp;lt;. ti-/.

r Albany Kdition. With 1 J Portraits.

;1 J vols. 3*. (W. each. Proctors &amp;gt;R. A.I Rough Ways made
Smooth. :i\. &amp;lt; /.

icaulay s (Lord) Essays and Lays of

Undent Rome, etc. With Portrait and Proctor s (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in

|4
Illustrations to the Lays . :J.&amp;lt;. ;,/.. Science. 3a. M.

. Proctor s iR. A.I Myths and Marvels
icleod s (H. D., Elements of Bank.ng. of Astronomy . -J ,;,/

Proctor s (R. A.I Nature Studies. :5.v. &amp;gt;

&amp;gt;//.

irbot s (Baron de) Memoirs. Trans-
lated. 2 vols. 7.s. Proctor s (R. A.I Leisure Readings. By

II. A. PuuiTiiK, KDWAKD ( i.niin.
irshman s (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry \ N i&amp;gt;u K \v \\ii.sn.v TH.LMAS KOSTKK
Havelock. 3.&amp;lt;. t) /.

all ,| A r i; ANVA1U) . With Illnstra-

irivale s (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. * vols. 3.*. ( /. Rossetti s i Maria F.I A Shadow of Dante.
each.

:;,. ,/.

jrriman s (H. 8.) Flotsam : a Talc of

the Indian Mutiny. 3.v. lii/.

Smith s (R. Bosworthi Carthage and the

Carthaginians. With Maps, Plans, etc.

. o /.

ll s (J. S.) Political Economy. 3.v. 6&amp;lt;l.

Stanley s Bishop Familiar History of

ll s (J. S. ) System of Logic. 3.v. 0&amp;lt;/. Birds. With ICO JHustrations. 3.i. G&amp;lt;/.
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THE SILVER LIBRARY continued.

Stephen s (L.) The Playground of Europe
(The Alps). With 4 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

Stevenson s (R. L.) The Strange Case of

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other

Fables. 3s. Gd.

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne s (LI.)

The Wrong Box. 3s. 6d.

Stevenson (Robt. Louis) and Stevenson s

(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian

Nights. The Dynamiter. 3s. 6d.

Trevelyan s (Sir G. 0.) The Early Historl -

of Charles James Fox. 3s. Gd.

Weyman s (Stanley J.) The House c

the Wolf: a Romance. 3s. Gd.

Wood s (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited,
With 33 Illustrations. 3s. Gd.

Wood s (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings
With 60 Illustrations. 3s. 60!.

Wood s (Rev. J. G.)
11 Illustrations.

Out of Doors. Witi
3s. Gd.

Cookery, Domestic
Acton. MODERN COOKERY. By

ELIZA. ACTON. With 150 Woodcuts.

Fcp. 8vo, 4s. Gd.

Angwin. SIMPLE HINTS ON
CHOICE OF FOOD, with Tested and
Economical Recipes. For Schools,
Homes and Classes for Technical In

struction. By M. C. ANGWIN, Diplo-
niate (First Class) of the National Union
for the Technical Training of Women,
etc. Crown 8vo, Is.

Ashby. HEALTH IN THE NUR
SERY. By HENRY ASHBY, MD.,
F. R.C.P., Physician to the Manchester
Children s Hospital. With 25 Illustra

tions. Cr. 8vo, 3s. net.

Bull (THOMAS, M.D.).

HINTS TO MOTHERS ON THE
MANAGEMENT OF THEIR
HEALTH DURING THE PERIOD
OF PREGNANCY. Fcp. 8vo, Is. 6.1.

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT
OF CHILDREN IN HEALTH AND
DISEASE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

De Sails (MRS.).

A LA MODE COOKERY. With
Coloured and other Illustrations.

CAKES AND CONFECTIONS A LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

DOGS : A Manual for Amateurs. Fcp.
8vo, Is. Gd.

DRESSED GAME AND POULTRY
A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

DRESSED VEGETABLES A LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. 6d.

DRINKS A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo,
Is. Gd.

Management, etc.

De Sails (MRS.) continued.

ENTREES A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo
Is. Gd.

FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp. 8vof

Is. Gd.

GARDENING A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo,
Part I., Vegetables, Is. Gd. Part II.,

Fruits, Is. Gd.

NATIONAL VIANDS A LA MODE.
Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

NEW-LAID EGGS. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd. }

OYSTERS A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo,:
Is. Gd.

PUDDINGS AND PASTRY A LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

SAVOURIES A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo/
Is. Gd.

SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH A LA 1

MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES Aj
LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

TEMPTING DISHES FOR SMALL
INCOMES. Fcp. 8vo, Is. Gd.

WRINKLES AND NOTIONS FOB
EVERY HOUSEHOLD. Crown 8vo|
Is. 6d.

By H.Lear. MAIGRE COOKERY.
L. SIDNEY LEAR. 16mo, 2s.

Poole.-COOKERY FOR THE DlJj
BETIC. By W. H. and Mrs. POOLS.
With Preface by Dr. PAVY. Fcp. 8vo,
2s. Gd.

Rotheram. HOUSEHOLD COOK
ERY RECIPES. ByM. A. ROTHKRAM,
First Class Diploniee, National Training
School of Cookery, London

;
Instructress

to the Bedfordshire County Council*
Crown JJvo, 2*.
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The Fine Arts and Music.

irns and Colenso. LIVING
JJATOMY. By CECIL L. BURNS,
I.B.A., and ROBERT J. COLENSO, M.A.,
.D. 40 Plates, 11$ x 8$ ins., each

*late containing Two Figures (a) A
Natural Male or Female Figure ; (6) The
ame Figure Anatomised. In a Portfolio.

s. 6d. net.

Mnlin.-A TEXT-BOOK OF THE
1ISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. By

D. F. HAMLIN, A.M. With 229
llustrations. Crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

iweis(Rev. H. R.).

4USIC AND MORALS. With Portrait

of the Author, and Numerous Illus

trations, Facsimiles and Diagrams.
Crown Svo, 6- . net.

Y MUSICAL LIFE. With Portrait

of Richard Wagner and 3 Illustra

tions. Crown Svo, 6s. net.

lish, Head and Lonecman.
AMPLERS AND TAPESTRY EM
R01DER1ES. ByMAKcrs B. HUSH,
L.B.

;
also The Stitchery of the

ame. by Mrs. HKAD; and Foreign

amplers, by Mrs. C. J. LONGMAN.
h 30 Reproductions in Colour and
Illustrations in Monochrome. 4to,

2 2s. net.

lllah. THE HISTORY OF Mo-
lERN MUSIC. By JUIIN HUI.LAH.

?o, 8. &d.

meson (Mrs. ANNA i.

ACRED AND LEGENDARY ART,
containing Legend&amp;gt; of ti.e An_r

el&amp;gt;

and Archangels, the Evangelists,
the Apostles, the Doctors of the

Church, St. Mary Ma-dalene, the

Patron Saints, the Martyrs, the Early

Bishops, the Hermits and the Warrior-

Saints of Christendom, as represented
in the Fine Arts. With 19 Etchings
and 1S7 Woodcuts. 2 vols. Svo, 20s.

net.

EGENDS OF THE MONASTIC
ORDERS, as represented in the Fine

Arts, comprising the Benedictine-; and

Augustines, and Orders derived from
their rules, the Mendicant Orders, tin-

Jesuits, and the Order of the Visita

tion of St. Mary. With 11 Etchings
and 88 Woodcuts. 1 vol. 8vo, 10s. net.

Jameson (Mrs. ANNA) continued.

LEGENDS OF THE MADONNA, OR
BLESSED VIRGIN MARY. Devo
tional with and without the Infant
Jesus, Historical from the Annuncia
tion to the Assumption, as represented
in Sacred and Legendary Christian
Art. With 27 Etchings and 165
Woodcuts. 1 vol. Svo, 10s. net.

THE HISTORY OF OUR LORD, as

exemplified in Works of Art, with
that of His Types, St. John the

Baptist, and other persons of the Old
and New Testament. Commenced by
the late Mrs. .IAMKSDN

; continued
and completed by LADY KASTI.AKK.
With 31 Etchings and 2M Wo,, ;

2 vols. Svo, 20s. net.

Kingsley. A HlSTuRYoF FRENCH
ART, ll ju-lsxt. By RuSKU. KlNGSLEY.
Svo, 1 J.s. 6 /. net.

Kristeller. ANDREA MANTKCNA.
Ry PAUL KKISTKI.LKK. En.ulMi Edition

by S. Al:THCK S/rKN&amp;lt;,, M.A., Librarian
to the Ilciuse oi Lords, and at Chats-
worth. With 26 1 hot igravure Plates
and \i &amp;gt; 2 Illustrations in the Text. 4tu,
3 10s. net.

Macfarren.- -LECTURES o.\ HAR
MONY. By Sii -GKUR&amp;lt;;K A. MAI FAUKKN.

1 J.v.

Morris (\VII.I.I\M i.

HOPES AND FEARS FOR ART. Five
Lect ip S delivered in Birmingham,
London, etc., in !S7vl&amp;gt;&amp;gt;l. Crown
Svo, 4.v.

AN ADDRESS DELIVERED AT THE
DISTRIBUTION &amp;lt;&amp;gt;F PRI/ES TO
STUDENTS oF THE BIRMING
HAM MUNICIPAL SCHOOL oF
ART oN 21 ST FEBRUARY, 1894.

Svo, 2.&amp;lt;. 6&amp;lt;/. net.

ART AND THE BEAUTY oF THE
EARTH. A Lecture delivered at

Bnrslem Town Hall on loth Octol,,T ,

1881. -v
i,

2s. iW. net.

SOME HINTS ON PATTERN- DE
SIGNING: a Lecture delivered at

the Working Men s College, London,
on 10th December, 1881. 8vo, 2s. 6c/.

net.
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The Fine Arts and Music continued.

Morris (WILLIAM) continued.

ARTS AND ITS PRODUCERS (1838) j

AND THE ARTS AND CRAFTS OF
TO-DAY (1889). 8vo, 2s. W. net.

ARCHITECTURE AND HISTORY,
AND WESTMINSTER ABBEY. Two
Papers read before the Society for the

Protection of Ancient Buildings. 8vo,
2.v. Qd. net.

ARTS AND CRAFTS ESSAYS BY
MEMBERS OF THE ARTS AND
CRAFTS EXHIBITION SOCIETY.
With a Preface by WILLIAM MORKIS.
Crown 8vo, 2s. Qd. net.

%* For Mi~. William Morris s other
j

tottrks see pp. 24, 27 and 39.

Van Dyke. A TEXT-BOOK ON !

HISTORY OF PAINTING. By J
C. VAN DYKE. With 110 lilustratl

Crown 8vo, 6s.

Willard. HISTORY OF MODI
ITALIAN ART. By ASHTON Rod
WILLARD. With Photogravuie Fioii

piece and 28 full-page Illustrations. I

18s. net.

Wellington. -A DESCRIPTI VE A
HISTORICAL CATALOGUE OF 1
COLLECTIONS OF PICTURES M
SCULPTURE AT APSLEY HOU
LONDON. By EVELYN, Duelled

Wellington. Illustrated by 52 PM
Engravings, specially executed I

BKAUN, CLKMENT & Co.. of Parw
vols. Royal 4to, Q 6s. net.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Bagehot LITERARY STUDIES. By
WALTER BAGEHOT. With Portrait. 3

vols. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd. each.

Baker. EDUCATION AND LIFE :

Papers and Addresses. By JAMES H.
BAKER, M. A., LL.D. Crown 8vo, 4s. Qd.

Baring-Gould. CURIOUS MYTHS
OF TtfE MIDDLE AGES. By Rev. S.

BARING-GOULD. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd.

Baynes. SHAKESPEARE STUDIES,
and other Essays. By the late THOMAS
SPENCER BAYNES, LL.B., LL.D. With
a Biographical Preface by Professor

LEWIS CAMPBELL. Crown 8vo, Is. Qd.

Charities Register, THE ANNUAL,
AND DIGEST

; being a Classified Re
gister of Charities in or available in the

Metropolis. With an Introduction by
C. S. LOCH, Secretary to the Council of

the Charity Organisation Society, Lon
don. 8vo. 4s.

Christie.-SELECTED ESSAYS. By
RICHARD COPLEY CHRISTIE, M.A.
Oxon., Hon. LL.D. Viet. Edited with
a Memoir by W. A. SHAW, Litt.D.

With Portraits and other Illustrations.

Dickinson.-KING ARTHUR IN
CORNWALL. By W. HOWSHIP DICK
INSON, M.D. With 5 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 4s. Qd.

Erasmus. THE EPISTLES
ERASMUS, from his Earliest Lettei

his Filty-h rst Year, arranged in

of Time. English Translations frofi

Early Correspondence so arranged,
a Commentary confirming the Cliroi:

gical arrangement and supplying fur

Biographical Matter. By FKA;
MORGAN NICHOLS. 8vo, 185. net.

Evans. THE ANCIENT STONE
PLEMENTS, WEAPONS AND OR
MENTS OF GREAT BRITAIN.
Sir JOHN EVANS, K.C.B. With]
Illustrations. 8vo, 28s.

Exploded Ideas, AND OTKJ
ESSAYS. By the Author of Time*

Days . Crown 8vo, 5s.

Geikie. THE VICAR AND J

FRIENDS. Reported by CCNNINGIJ
GEIKIE, D.D., LL.D., late Vicar of

Mary s, Barnstaple. Crown 8vo, 5s. i

Haggard. A FARMER S Y
being his Commonplace Book for li:

By H. RIDEH HAGGARD. Withi
Illustrations by G. LEON LITTLE an

others. Crown 8vo, 7s. Qd. net.

Hodgson. OUTCAST ESSAYSM
VERSE TRANSLATIONS. By
WORTH H. HODGSON, LL.D. Crown t

8s. Qd.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works continued.

benig. INQUIRIES CONCERNING Joyce. THK ORIGIN AND HISTORY
Till: TACTICS OF THE FUTURE.: OF IRISH NAMES OK PLACES. By

P. W. .IOYCK, LL.D. 2 vols. Crowii

8vo, 5.s. each.
By FIUTZ HOKNK;. With 1 Sketch in

Pie Text and f&amp;gt; Maps. Translateil by
Captain 11. M. BUWKU. Svo, 15s. uet.

[utchinson.-DREAMS AND THEIR
MEANINGS. By HOH.U KG. HuTtHlx-
80N. With many Accounts of Ex

periences sent by correspondents, and
Two Chapters contributed mainly from t

the Journals of the Psyhi&amp;lt;al Research

Society, on Telepathic and Premonitory
Dreams. Svo, !)\. &amp;gt;&amp;gt;//. net.

efferies (RICHARD).
FIELD AND HEDGEROW. With

Portrait. Crown Svo, :{.&amp;lt;. &amp;gt;,/.

THE STORY OF MY HEART: my
Autobiography. With Portrait and
New Preface by C. .1. L. .Nu.MAN.

Crown Svo, 3.-;. &amp;gt;&amp;gt; /.

RED DEER. With 17 Illustrations by
.]. CHAKI.TOX and II. TUNALY.
Crown Svo. :U. t!//.

THE TOILERS OF Tin; FIELD, with
Portrait from the Bu^t in Salisbury
( athedral. I rown Svo, . is. ti//.

WOOD MA(;iC : a Fable. With Fron-
v I-:. v. B.

Lang I.ANDKKWI.

LETTERS To DEAD AUTHORS.
Fcp. 8vo, _ -. t/. net.

ROOKS AND BOOKMEN, with 2
Coloiin-d Plates and 17 lllustrat i:iv

Fcp. Svo. -Jx. &amp;lt;;,/. net.

OLD FKIENDS. Fcp. Svo, &quot;Jv. ;,/. net.

LE lTERS ON LITF.KATUHE. Fcp.
Svo, jN. ti,/. net.

ESSAYS IN LITTLE. With Portrait
of the Author. Crown *vo, _S. t ,./.

COCK LANE AND COM MoN-SENSE.
Cmwn .svo, -^. i (.

THE BOOK OF DKEAMS AND
&amp;lt;J HOSTS. Crown s

v&amp;lt;)| :3.v. ,;,/.

Maryon. - lloW THE (;.\l:DEN
GREW. I .v MAIM) MAKYHX. With -1

Illustrations

Svo. fix. net.

Matthews.
MAKING.
Fcp. Sv .. lx.

&amp;gt;V (JllKDUN B(l\\ NK. ( r.

NOTES ON SPEECH.
l!\ Bl! \MiKlt M A II 1IK\\&amp;gt;.

/. net.

Bkyll ((tKKTKI/DK).

HOME AND CAI. DF.N : Notes and

Thoughts, Practical mid ( fill il, of a

Worker in both. With .&quot;&amp;gt;:{ Illustra

tions from Photo-raph&amp;gt;. Svo, l(l\. I ,,/.

net.

Wool) AND (iAKDEN : Notes and
Thoii-hts. I ractiral and &amp;lt; ritical. of a

Working Amateur. With 71 Photo

graphs. Svo, 111*. l ,f/. net.

Max Miiller (Tin- Right Hon. F.).

CHIPS FLoM A HERMAN Wo|;|&amp;lt;.

SHOP. Vol. I. Recent
E&amp;gt;say&amp;gt;

and
Addresses, t rown Svo, :&quot;\.

\ ol. II. Biographical Essiys. 1 rown
Svo, fix.

\ ol. III. E-.-ays on Language ;md
Literature. ( rown s\o. .&quot;.^.

Vol. IV. Essays on Myth. .logy and
Folk Lore. ( rown Svo. :.

WHAT CAN IT TEACH US

PLEASURES:
the Chronicle of a Year chi.-tlv in a

Garden. By GKC &amp;gt;K..K M n.NKK. Crown

3hnson (.1. \ .1. II.).

THE PATENTEES MANUAL: a

Treatise on tin- Law and Practice of Milner. COUNTRY
Letters Patent. Svo, M.S . ti,/.

AN EPITOME OF THE LAW AND
PRACTICE CONNECTED WITH
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS.
With a Reprint of the Patents Acts
oi 1883, lSSf&amp;gt;,

18S6 and 1SSS. Crown
Svo, &amp;gt;*. Gd.

Morris. SKiNS OF CHANCE. Seven
Lectures delivered on various Occasions.

By WU.I.IAM Mc.ititis. Post .s\-o, lx. ti /.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works continued.

Myers. HUMAN PERSONALITY,
and its Survival of Bodily Death. By
FREDERIC W. H. MYERS, M.A. 2 vols.

8vo.

Parker and Unwin. THE ART OF
BUILDING A HOME: a Collection of

Lectures and Illustrations. By BARRY
PARKEK and RAYIMOND UNWIN. With
68 Full-page Plates. 8vo, 10s. Qd. net.

Passmore. LEISURABLE STUDIES.
By the Rev. T. H. PASSMORE, M.A.
Cr. 8vo, 4s. net.

CONTENTS : The Religious Woman
Preachments Silly Ritual The

Tyranny of the Word The Lectern
The Functions of Ceremonial Homo
Creator Concerning the Pun Pro-
verbia.

Pollock. JANE AUSTEN: her Con
temporaries and Herself. By WALTER
HERRIES POLLOCK. Crown 8vo, 3s. Qd.
net.

Poore (GEORGE VIVIAN, M.D. ).

ESSAYS ON RURAL HYGIENE.
With 13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,
6s. Qd.

THE DWELLING HOUSE. With 36
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Rossetti. A SHADOW OF DANTE :

being an Essay towards studying Him
self, his World, and his Pilgrimage.
By MARIA FRANCESCA ROSSETTI. Crown
8vo, 3s. Qd.

Soulsby (LUCY H. M.).

STRAY THOUGHTS ON READING.
Fcp. 8vo, 2s. Qd. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR GIRLS.
16mo, Is. Qd. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR MOTHERS
AND TEACHERS; i Fcp. 8vo,
2s. Qd. net.

40,000/10/01.

Soulsby (LucY H. M.) continued.
*

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR INVALIDS
16mo, 2s. net.

STRAY THOUGHTS ON CHARAC
TER. Fcp. 8vo, 2s. Qd. net.

Southey. THE CORRESPONDENCE
OF ROBERT SOUTHEY WIT*
CAROLINE BOWLES. Edited b;

EDWARD DOWDEN. 8vo, 14s.

Stevens. ON THE STOWAGE 01
SHIPS AND THEI R CARGOES. Witl

Information regarding Freights, Char- 1

ter-Parties, etc. By ROBERT WHITI
STEVENS. 8vo, 21s.

Sutherland. TWENTIETH CEN
TURY INVENTIONS: A FORECAST

By GEORGE SUTHERLAND, M.A. Crowi

8vo, 4s. Qd. net.

Turner and Sutherland. THI
DEVELOPMENT OF AUSTRALIA*
LITERATURE: By HENRY GYLES

TURNER and ALEXANDER SUTHERLAND.
With Portraits and Illustrations. Crowi

8vo, 5s.

Warwick. PROGRESSINWOMEN ?

EDUCATION IX THE BRITISH
EMPIRE: being the Report of Confer-j
ences and a Congress held in connection)

with the Educational Section, Victorian]
Era Exhibition. Edited by the Co0N-l

TESS OF WARWICK. Crown 8vo, 6s. *

&quot;Weathers. A PRACTICAL GUIDE,
TO GARDEN PLANTS. By JOHN

WEATHERS, F.R.H.S. With 159 Dia

grams. 8vo, 21s .net.

Whittall. FREDERIC THE GREAT
ON KINGCRAKT, from the Original

Manuscript ;
with Reminiscences i^

Turkish Stories. By Sir J. WILLIAM

WHITTALL, President of Ihe British

Chamber of Commerce of Turkey.
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